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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Question: The world is shrinking now more than ever due to new scientific and
technological breakthroughs that expand the boundaries of human knowledge, resulting in
improvements in transportation, communication, space exploration, and educational technologies.
Today’s students will compete in a technological, diverse, multi-cultural world and must be prepare to
thrive in this futuristic environment. Therefore, it is vital that today’s pedagogy produce lifelong learners,
who can succeed in a global pulpit. To ensure our educational technology progresses at the rate
demanded by today’s ubiquitous digital learners, we review emerging technologies and traditional
teaching methods and propose desirable changes. Specifically, we discuss the affordances of how two
latest trends in pedagogy - intelligent tutoring systems and ICT integration - can be modified in their
implementation to suit future needs.
In the past decades, computers have served to bridge the gap across countries and cultures, bringing
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increased equity in education. Educational aids like multimedia and video lectures have helped students
learn in a multimodal style (Qingsong, 2012). These aids have served accelerated learners and traditional
learners alike. Accelerated learners could learn advanced concepts using such educational aids, whereas
traditional learners could learn at their own pace. With the advent of multimedia, knowledge from
different parts of the world became accessible to any learner who had access to computers or
multimedia players (Khan, 2010). With advances in computer manufacturing, the cost of computers fell
rapidly and more people had access to multimedia-based learning (Saettler, 1988).
Although they have many advantages, several aspects of learning and long term retention can be
achieved by repeated reinforcement of principles, association with like-minded individuals, and
constantly challenging students to achieve increasingly difficult tasks (Geisinger & Raman, 2013). To this
end, the application of computer technology for education has now matured into fields such as social
media, including YouTube video-based learning (e.g., Youtube) and evaluation systems (Krishnan, 2017).
In this work, we highlight recent advances in educational technology that exemplify open innovations
in the field of educational research.
Key Literature Reviews: Online Assignment Submission-Harnessing the power of today’s Learning
Management Systems includes online assignment submission such as written essays, e-portfolios, and
other types of assignments that can be viewed asynchronously by the teacher. The teacher has the
flexibility of grading these assignments with comments and suggestions later as well as enjoy the
following benefits for online assignment submission:
•

Students are able to access their writing at a later date, without the need to scramble through
loads of paper (Cavus & Alhih, 2014).

•

Having access to assignments at a later date with teacher’s comments helps the students reflect
more deeply on their work. With ubiquitous electronic devices available today, they are able to
view their work from their phones and tablets, whether they are home or on travel (Hrastinski,
2008), and

•

Students are able to upload video projects reflecting their work, so they take considerable
interest and initiative doing the work. Peer groups of students are able to easily view their peers’
work in video format, so they are able to exchange knowledge, ideas, and expressions that
promote cross-cultural understanding.

Cross-Cultural Technology Integration-The rapid advancement in technology has moved education
beyond the walls of the classroom, allowing institutions to extend their reach to students globally. Most
of this advancement is fuelled by the Internet and emerging technologies such as cloud computing,
mobile apps, social media (Della Corte, D’Andrea & Iavazzi, 2015), and open- source learning
management software, free online ICT tools and educational resources (Alam, Mehmood, Katib,
Albogami, Albeshri, & Krishnan, 2017, Park, 2017; Egbetokun et al., 2014).Teaching, learning, and
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researching are now ubiquitous, occurring anywhere and anytime. Consequently, classrooms, whether
for F2F, online, or blended courses are now more culturally diverse, requiring educators to accommodate
for such diversity in making student learning more meaningful and potentially successful (FerdinandJames, 2017). In addition, blending technology into our daily lives has become mainstream with students
bringing their own devices (BYOD) that increasingly include smart phones and tablets. In integrating
these emerging technologies into teaching and learning, 21st Century educators must be mindful of
cross-cultural factors (e.g., race/ethnicity, language/communication patterns, values, geographic location,
and religious beliefs) that impact their programme content (Gay, 2002) and, by extension, using
technology to deliver such content. Overlooking students’ culturally diverse backgrounds in the
curriculum content can result in students experiencing cultural and intellectual bondage that do not
allow them to master such content or prepare them for the global village in which we now live (Hogan,
2011).
As such, educators should be culturally sensitive in choosing graphics, colors, videos, podcasts, and
websites, reading materials etc. that would accommodate for the equitable representations of students
cross-cultural backgrounds(Ferdinand-James & Umachandran, 2016). When interacting with students
online, they should also be tolerant of the differences in students’ language and communication
patterns and provide recordings of lecturers for future review. Faculty should focus on key content (e.g.,
principles, concepts, theories, and skills) in their delivery while providing students with learning
opportunities to think critically about this content such as in using asynchronous debates as
recommended by award winning author Jose Bowen (Bowen & Watson,2017). Their lessons and
presentation of course content should cater to the increase use of mobile devices by digital natives in
learning spaces. For example, the famous PowerPoints used to present lectures and administering of
online quizzes should be more concise with shorter bullet points in accommodating the smaller screens
on these devices.

Social Networks for Learning-There are several social network apps followed by more than 7 billion
users. Facebook is the most popular of them all, recording about 1.6 billion users a month. WhatsApp
is next, recording about 1 billion users a month. Many other social network platforms such as QQ (~800
million users), WeChat (~700 million users), and Qzone (~600 million users) connect the world, bridging
gaps between cultures.
Opportunities abound for harnessing these online connections for education and learning. Social
networks can be used for exchanging knowledge, information, and ideas almost instantly. Lectures and
webinars can be broadcast with ease of access. Unlike a telephone conversation or video conferencing,
many people can listen to a lecture or webinar instantaneously. Social networks help to maintain
communication between teachers and students, making two way communication a reality. This
affordance is great for education and knowledge transfer as feedback and correction can be provided
quickly, improving knowledge retention(Greenhow, 2011).
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Professional networks like LinkedIn offer opportunities for networking with professors, experts, and
businesses. ResearchGate offers opportunities for networking with professors and academicians across
the world. Students can use ResearchGate to network with professors working in the field of research
they are interested in, and collaborate for future opportunities. Microblogging platforms such as Twitter
lets users ‘tweet’ their thoughts with a maximum of 140 characters (Chamberlin & Lehmann, 2011).

Intelligent Tutoring Systems- Multimedia has played and continues to play an important role in
improving physics education. Many physics concepts such as rotational motion and three-dimensional
dynamics involve stereoscopic thinking. It is not possible to explain these concepts on a two dimensional
blackboard. By designing multimedia appropriate to the level of the target audience (students), it was
shown that effective learning can be achieved. Recent advances in multimedia authoring tools such as
Easy Java Simulations have enabled physics teachers to make their own simulations or modify existing
simulations for classroom use.
To be applicable in a classroom, a computer-based tutoring system has to have several requirements
for success. The user interface is the first step in student interaction with the computer system, so it
has to be designed very carefully. The background and foreground colors of the interface screen should
be selected for text clarity. The text font size should also be appropriate (Hong, Chen, Chang, & Chen,
2007). With all these considerations in mind, and to ensure the tutoring system provides flexibility to
the author in designing the interface, Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTAT), hosted by Carnegie Mellon
University, provides a useful platform for hosting intelligent tutors designed by teachers. It offers great
flexibility of design, and ease of use. The CTAT- based tutor is created using the HTML programming
environment, and implemented on Tutorshop, a freely available platform for deploying CTAT based
tutors, also hosted by Carnegie Mellon University (Aleven & Sewall, 2010). Student-computer interaction
data is streamed to Datashop (Koedinger, Baker, Cunningham, Skogsholm, 2010, & Umachandran et al.,
2017), a big data repository for collecting anonymous student data, maintained by Carnegie Mellon
University.

ICT in education- Information and communication technologies (ICT) are widely recognized as a great
influencer in the area of education (Aesaert et al., 2015). While there is a lack of a paradigm that connect
the ICT to smart education, the focus is on the technology applications and solutions rather than on
the outlying of models for the concept of smart education (Shirazi, Gholami, & Añón Higón, 2009).
Smart education contains a set of tools in delivering educational services and in fostering interactive
learning by leveraging digital technologies and content, commonly defined as “phenomenon of the
modern e-learning” and is shaped by three dimensions: educational outcomes, ICT and organizational
aspects.
Literature on the role of ICT in education is huge. The importance of digital support is widely recognized
for both students and teachers, even if the use of ICT per se is not sufficient because it requires the
contextual implementation of a parallel pedagogic approach (Talebian, Mohammadi, & Rezvanfar, 2014).
Thus, ICT can be a great addition to teaching, but it cannot suffice as a teacher in itself. Particular
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interest is given to students and, more precisely, to the use of ICT and its connected affordances, critical
issues, problem solving and team work perspectives. Some scholars are concerned about the aspect of
‘self-efficacy’ concerning the use of computers and internet. The concept of self-efficacy, which captures
the relevance of a particular ICT teaching tool to a specific domain area, depends on many factors, such
as gender, individual cognitive ability, and familiarity with topic of interest. So, before using ICT for a
specific knowledge domain, all these factors must be considered (Hafkin & Huyer, 2008).
(Expected) Findings/Results: In summary, we have reviewed some of the important aspects of
education that relate to educational technologies that can be used to facilitate learning in a crosscultural context. Latest technologies shape the future of education, so it is vital that they are used by
teachers from all over the globe. As the world is shrinking in terms of transportation, information, and
communication, technology will play an important role in connecting world citizens in a hugely complex
network of information.
Research limitations/ Implications: By reviewing state of the art technologies that exist today, we
provided an insight into the classroom of the future. We trust this will help teachers and innovators
across the globe to harness today’s technology for its utmost effectiveness, and catalyze future
innovations that bridge gaps and cracks present in today’s technologies.
Keywords: education, ICT, open innovation.
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Abstract
Since the beginning of the 21st century till date (in less down two decades), the world has
consistently witnessed a dramatic and an unprecedented technology advancement (technological
revolution) that is increasingly changing entire system across countries, companies, industries and
society as a whole. This new phase of Industrial Revolution (the Fourth industrial Revolution or
4th IR) is unlike before; considering its velocity, scope and systematic impact. The 4th-IR which
builds on the third is characterized by “a fusion of technologies that are blurring the lines between
the physical, digital and biological spheres” - the 4th IR knows no boundary in terms of its
penetration potentials. Contrary to the previous Industrial Revolution, the 4th IR is progressing at
an exponential rather than a linear space. Just like the previous phases, the 4th-IR also comes with
its unique attributes, strength, opportunities and threats. This paper focuses on what the Fourth
Industrial Revolution is, in entirety and as well its effect in today’s economic context. Factors
influencing the 4th IR, key technologies driving the 4th IR, and the effects/implications of 4th IR in
several perspectives are well discussed in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION
The Fourth industrial revolution (4th IR) is characterized by a range of new technologies that are
fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds, affecting all fields, economies and industries
(Klaus Schwab, 2017). The digitalization of documents, information, photos, music, personal data,
social networks and just about everything else is one of the most important phenomenon of the
past decade (Christophe Degryse, 2016). Central to this development is the production and use of
digital logic circuits and its derived technologies (Ulrich Walwei, 2016). Development in
information technologies have combined with robotisation, automation of tasks, internet of things,
advanced manufacturing, driverless cars, cyber-weapons, sensors, biotechnology, surveillance,
and more. Digitalization has expanded into learning machines that consume and translate data and
perform tasks that were once the realm of human brains. The 4th IR is holistic in its transformation
pattern, cutting across countries, companies, industries and society as a whole. It is increasingly
altering our long held fundamental assumptions about the way human live, work, learn and relate
with one another. The 4th IR is not only changing what and how we do things, but also who we are.
The transformative technologies of the 4th IR will impact all disciplines, economies, business,
societies and individuals.
The 4th IR will bring forth innumerable opportunities such as a much more inclusive economic
inclusion, opportunities for technology leapfrogging particularly among developing countries,
empowering SMEs, improved environmental management, improved health and health care
among others. Besides these substantial opportunities, arguably the most momentous challenges
will come from the spread of the 4th IR. Job losses and disruption of businesses due to automation
and digitization; non-inclusive growth among countries due to knowledge-skilled gap (such as
Data scientists and analytics, IT system managers, software developers) required for the 4th IR
leading to increasing social and political instability among nations, and more exposure and
vulnerability to cyber attacks due to increasing internet connection of “unthinkable”
devices/machines. A set of highly disruptive technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, robotics,
3D printing among others is transforming social, economic and political systems in often
unpredicted ways putting huge pressure on leaders and policymakers to respond. These unparallel
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transformative impacts of this revolution will demand that academia, industry and policy makers
think deeply in proffering innovative efforts and measures to fully grasp the unique opportunities
presented by the 4th IR and reduce or prevent its potential threats.

Using selective review of existing literatures and expert knowledge/opinion, this paper identifies
some of the key features of the fourth industrial revolution, the key driving forces, factors
influencing the 4th-IR and its technological impact on value chain. This paper also analyses
specific implications of the 4th-IR for technology, industry, regulation and geographical evolution.
Sustainable Management of the 4th-IR will be as important as the change itself. Therefore,
adequate preparation has to be made now for the future of work and potential eventuality that will
come with this phase of industrial revolution-4th IR.

The next section discusses what the Fourth Industrial Revolution is, in entirety. This is followed
with a discussion of factors influencing the fourth industrial revolution;-, namely, market creations
and forces, growth in emerging economies, and global demographic change.

Next we discuss

key technologies driving the 4th industrial revolution, viz a vis;- the internet of things (IoT),
artificial intelligence (AI) or self-learning systems, advanced robotics, enterprise wearables, and
additive manufacturing. We highlight the effects of the 4th industrial revolution before concluding
with the implications of the 4th industrial revolution.

WHAT IS THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION?
Generally, industrial revolution brought about by scientific advances and technological innovation
refers to phases of transition that has and will continue to transform all facets of human and societal
activities. It is one of the key and central experiences of human life during the last two centuries
till date. Swift technological changes from primitive to powered, special-purpose machinery,
factories and mass production marked the era of Industrial revolution. Thus, improved
transportation, communication, banking, business models/landscape and industrial activities are
now pervasive.

The Agrarian revolution (10,000 years ago) characterized with domestication of animals and
introduction of new farming technologies was the first noticeable shift for human civilization and
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technological advancement. It ultimately led to improved food production, dramatic population
growth and rise of fixed settlement. The agrarian revolution was followed with seamless series (in
phases) of industrial revolutions such as the First Industrial revolution, driven by the rise of steam
power, railways and mechanized forms of production around 1760 (end of 18th century); the
Second Industrial Revolution which started in 1890 with the rise of electricity and new approaches
to manufacturing based on assembly lines and mass production; the Third Industrial Revolution
emerged in the 1960s with the rise of semiconductors and the spread of computers and the internet
and now the Fourth industrial revolution which is building on the digital technologies of the Third
Industrial Revolution.

The fourth industrial revolution is driven by a wide range of technological breakthroughs in the
digital, physical and biological spheres of human endeavors (Figure 1). It is characterized by a
fusion of technologies that is blurring the lines between the physical, digital and biological world.
The 4th IR is driven by a set of highly disruptive technologies that are transforming social,
economic and political systems. Breakthrough technologies such as artificial intelligence and
machine learning, advanced robotics, sensors and internet of things (e.g. internet communication
infrastructure) , 3D/4D printing, autonomous vehicles (such as cars and drones), automated
operations and management of system activities, new materials (e.g. graphene), genetic advances,
bio-engineering, precision medicine, new energy source and storage technology, quantum
computing among others are geometrically and holistically reshaping industrial and economic
landscape (system). The convergence of the classical manufacturing space with internet
technologies and the increasing intelligence of devices attest to this. Although, new breakthrough
technologies have brought about period of significant, non-linear change that profoundly altered
economic systems and social structures but the arrival of the 4th-IR is a new period of exactly this
type of deep, transformative change (Schwab, 2016).
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Figure 1: Major technological breakthroughs along different industrial revolutions
Source: Schwab, K. (2016)

Today’s transformations represent not merely a prolongation of the Third Industrial Revolution
but rather the arrival of a Fourth and distinct one with respect to its velocity, scope, and systems
impact. The speed of current breakthroughs has no historical precedent compared with previous
industrial revolutions. The 4th-IR is evolving at an exponential rather than a linear pace. For
instance, Fixed-line telephones, first developed in 1878, took 75 years to reach 100 million users.
Mobile phones, which emerged in 1979, took 16 years to reach 100 million users. The internet,
which was launched to the public in 1990, took six years to reach 100 million users. According to
the Boston Consulting Group tenth annual global survey of the state of innovation in 2015, the
Apple App Store, unveiled in 2008, took just three years to reach 100 million users. The
possibilities of billions of people connected by mobile devices, with unprecedented processing
power, storage capacity, and access to knowledge, are unlimited. And these possibilities will be
multiplied by emerging technology breakthroughs. Artificial intelligence (AI), self-driving cars
and drones, virtual assistants and software are clear indications that new evolving technologies
know no bound. Digital fabrication technologies are rapidly interacting and integrated with the
biological and physical world on a daily basis. In recent years, Impressive progress has been made
in Artificial intelligence (driven by exponential increases in computing power and by the
availability of vast amounts of data) from software used to discover new drugs to algorithms used
to predict our cultural interests. The advent of precision drugs to monitor patient compliant
exemplify the cross-link among digital, physical and biological world. Engineers, designers, and
architects are combining computational design, additive manufacturing, materials engineering, and
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synthetic biology to pioneer a symbiosis between microorganisms, our bodies, the products we
consume, and even the buildings we inhabit. It thus implies that these rapidly evolving
technologies, and the interaction between and/or among them, will offer new ways to create and
consume, transform how we deliver and access public services, and enable new ways to
communicate and govern. Almost every aspect of human endeavors such as jobs, business models,
industrial structures, social interactions, systems of governance will be unprecedentedly influenced.

Moreover, these exponential technologies and technological changes are disrupting almost every
industry in every country. The breadth and depth of these changes herald the transformation of
entire systems of production, management, and governance. The rapidly growing application of
3D imaging in production, Health, Designing, and Environment among others signifies today’s
industrial revolution (4th-IR). In fact, the 3D printing is creating a circular economy by altering
how we use and recycle raw materials. These exponential and unprecedented technological
changes are clearly challenging the ways in which we operate as a society. Currently, the world is
experiencing a far noticeable and paradigm shifts in all disciplines, economies, industries and
business models (Yun, 2016; Yun et al, 2016).

This fourth era of change –4th-IR, driven by trends on connectivity, service orientation, advanced
materials and processing technology, and collaborative advanced manufacturing networks;
networks of advanced manufacturing devices controlled by computers combining them into a
physical – digital environment. This change includes the entire value chain from raw materials to
end use to recovery, impacting business and support functions too (e.g. supply chain, sales). It also
creates new design principles along which the industry can organize itself, such as increased
interoperability between manufacturing networks through increased connectivity, virtualization of
manufacturing processes by linking sensor data (from monitoring physical processes) with virtual
plant and simulation models, decentralized decision making, real-time capability to collect and
analyze data and provide insights, flexible adaptation to changes by reconfiguring individual
modules and an increased services orientation. A feature common to the development and
technological changes in this era of industrial revolution is that they all leverage on digitalization
and information technology.
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Figure 2: Industrial Revolution Transition (Evolution)

FACTORS INFLUENCING 4TH IR

Market Creations and Forces
Market can be conceptualized as free and open (Friedman, 1962) or highly controlled,
domesticated and regulated (Arndt, 1979a, 1979b). Market can be examined from a “supply-side”
perspective, in which the focus is on the product or services firms are willing to supply (Sarasvathy
& Dew, 2004). Market defined using the supply-side perspective would consist of the competitive
set of firms within the markets relevant ecosystem (Alsem, 2007) all of which produce products
that more or less satisfy the same needs and wants of consumers (Mason, 1990). Competitors’
products are seen as direct competitors, hence, products categorized as having the same product
form or use similar technology. For organization to remain competitive and relevant in the market
and have competitive advantage over their direct competitors with a view to satisfy their customers
demand (need and wants) and maximize profit; they continually push all frontiers of knowledge
and consistently apply new innovation(s) and technological change(s) in their products or services
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(Yun, 2015). Creative thinking and innovative solutions driven by the push and drive to provide
(the desired) new and/or improved products or services at the desired market earlier than others
(competitors) creates a competitive advantage, increases profits and allows quick response to any
potential problems.

Alternatively, markets can be defined from a consumer or “demand-side” perspective, here, a
market comprises a set of consumers who have homogeneous revealed preferences for a certain
combination of attributes (Lancaster, 1975) these preferences might be for existing products or
“yet-to-be-invented” products. Thus, market is either a group of consumers with some needs and
wants or a group of products that satisfy the same needs and wants. According to the demand-side
approach to market creation, organizations begin to identifying emerging tastes and preferences
that typically arises due to social, technological or regulatory environmental changes. These taste
and preferences manifest themselves as unmet needs and wants for which organizations
continuously develop new products and/or services. Consumers can state tastes and preference but
may not be able to articulate their needs and wants. In fact, consumers may harbor latent but
detectable unmet needs and/or as well describe a problem they have with existing product. Unmet
homogeneous set of tastes and preferences provide incentives for organizations to develop new or
improved products or services.

Latent demand exists when a substantial number of people share a strong need for something which
does not exists in the form of an actual product. The latent demand represents an opportunity for
the innovator to develop the product that people have been wanting. The more latent the need, the
more organization acts in order to make the linkages between unmet needs and possible product
solutions. In a quest to meet the unmet tastes and preferences as well as (latent) needs and want,
organizations might acquire and invest in new resources and diversify the core business based on
the promise of potential profit (market), eventual market creation and a possible sustainable
competitive advantage. Continuous Organization focus in leveraging on innovations around
existing product, process, services, strategies, domains or business opportunities (Morris et al,
2008) lead to new ones, thus new market and business models/opportunities (Yun et al, 2016).
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Consumers are sufficiently rational and articulate and can state their tastes and preferences.
Embedded in this assumption is the notion that consumers want to know how to and indeed do
maximize their utility (Daniel, 1970). Consumers have complete and certain knowledge of their
requirements and understand exactly how to go about satisfying them (Daniel, 1970). Their need
changes as they learn by using a new product (Robertson & Yu, 2001). Consequently, continuous
and rapid (exponential) product, process and organization innovation brought about by
technological changes among competing and/or emerging organization. The ultimate goal of such
organization drive and push is to satisfy emerging/anticipated consumers taste and preferences.
Continuous creation of new market invariably leads to new and/or improved product(s) or services,
hence new or improved market forces (i.e. supply and demand).

Growth in Emerging Economies
Over the years, 70 percent of the growth in the world economy can be attributed to the economic
progress in emerging markets. In 2000, emerging markets as a whole accounted for just 37% of
global GDP (in Purchasing Power Parity terms); in 2013 this figure is expected to reach 50%. This
growth will generate an enormous demand for goods and services, for investments, as well as for
consumption, and this will in turn generate a wide range of market opportunities for other nations
in emerging markets. The rise of emerging markets is defining feature of the present global
economy because global economic growth will continue to be strongly influenced by emerging
markets.

According to the Euromonitor International report 2013, emerging market economies

will grow almost three times faster than developed ones, accounting for an average of 65% of
global economic growth through 2020. Based on the IMF estimation, the economic activity within
the eight largest emerging economies is expected to expand by 8,700 billion USD over the next
five years. Thus, resultant growing talent mass, high investments rates, technological leapfrogging
and technology advancement, creating a solid platform for sustainable socio-economic growth and
development. Emerging markets are expected to remain the key driver behind global market and
economic growth in so many years to come. The world’s interest in emerging markets is driven
above all by their impressive economic performance coupled with their remarkable functioning
throughout the global financial crisis, where, taken as a whole, they escaped recession and drove
global growth— while many advanced economies were in free-fall.
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Furthermore, between 2004 and 2013, BRIC economies doubled in size and now collectively
accounting for not less down (<) 21% of global GDP and 53% of emerging market GDP
(Euromonitor Report, 2013). Consistent and impressive growth in emerging market economies
brings about increase in personal income which in turn results to increasing consumers spending
(purchasing power). The growth trend and prospects of emerging economies as well as resultant
increase in their purchasing power (as a result of income growth) may among other account for
the persistent inflow of Foreign Direct Investors (FDIs) and Corporations to emerging economies
of the world owing to the prospect of the market. Over a couple of decades, foreign direct
investments are being shifted towards the developing countries (Mohammad Amal. 2011)
particularly the emerging BRIC economies due to several benefits in developing countries
including cheaper labor cost, more business opportunities, large market size, excessive potential
customer probability, growth chances and attractive market capacity. Brazil, Russia, India and
China (BRIC countries) are the biggest location for FDIs in the world (Meyer 2005). Foreign
investments improve the standard of living of local citizens and give them more purchasing power
due to currency appreciation. Furthermore, advanced technology brought into the emerging
economies improves Research and Development (R&D) performance and even local firms get
global knowledge and experience to expand their business as well (Yuriy Gorodnichenko et. al.,
2010). The business environment continuously generate stimulus (positive and impactful) towards
R&D (Research and Development) in the market environment to compete with others and attract
customers by fulfilling their needs through innovative products. Resultant outcomes (effects) of
the push and drive to deliver products or services that has competitive edge over other competitor
are all forms of transformation (revolution) in products or services pushing through unimaginable
bounds that the world is experiencing. Owing to the pressure to continuously improve and upgrade
on existing technologies in line with global best practices, many discoveries and inventions are
made in these economies. Hence these economies can handle global market competition.

Although, the emerging market spotlight has long been focused on the BRIC nations of Brazil,
Russia, India, and China, however, recent report, entitled ‘Reaching the emerging middle classes
beyond BRIC’, noted that attention ( with respect to FDI and Corporation Inflow) is increasingly
turning to smaller (emerging) markets. The shift is being driven by the rates of faster economic
and demographic growth in many of those markets; stimulating growth in consumer spending,
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including highly valued spending areas such as education. In 2013, GDP per capita in these
markets ranges from $438 in the Democratic Republic of Congo to $104,775 in Qatar (in PPP
terms). Among this market, selected few (33) have a per capita GDP below $2,000 in PPP terms
and per capita GDP of above $15,000. Countries like Nigeria and Kenya have significant
agricultural sectors whereas others are more focused on manufacturing—for example Belarus,
where manufacturing accounted for 31.4% of GDP in 2012—or services, which accounted for
72.4% of GDP in Montenegro in the same year. Chile (non-BRIC economies) is one of the very
few countries in the world with frontier technology advancement in mining. This may not be
unconnected from the fact that almost 75% of the world’s foreign investors are attracted to the
mining sector of Chile (De Gregorio, 2003).

Global Demographic Change
Demographic change refers to the ongoing “historically unprecedented demographic transition that
is having-and will have-profound effects on our population size and age structure (Boehm et.al.,
2011). Taking a very long perspective, the United Nations expects the share of the world
population of people 60 years or old to increase from 11% in 2010 to 21% in 2050 (United Nations,
Department of Economics and Social Affairs, 2013). Demographic change will take distinct forms
in different countries, its effects varying in type and potency. While for example, some countries
may be most affected by low infertility rates, migration effects may take the primary role in other
countries (Boehm et.al. 2011).
The world is in the midst of a historically unprecedented demographic transition that is having—
and will continue to have—profound effects on the size and age structure of its population (as in
Fig. 3 below).
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Fig. 3: Global Demographic Transition 1700-2050
Source: Lee 2003

Before 1900, world population growth was slow, the age structure of the population was broadly
constant, and relatively few people lived beyond age 65. This began to change during the first half
of the twentieth century as rising life expectancy boosted population growth, although initially
there was little change in the age structure of the population. The second half of the twentieth
century saw the start of another phase in this transition. Fertility rates declined dramatically—by
almost one-half— causing population growth to slow, the share of the young in the population to
decline, and the share of the elderly to increase. The share of the working-age population, however,
also rose modestly. As a consequences of the projected trend in world population by the United
Nation (which extends to 2050 as in Fig. 4), population growth is much higher in developing
countries—particularly in Africa and the Middle East—than in advanced countries. Indeed, in
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Japan and Europe, population growth is close to zero. The share of the young in the total population
is also higher in developing countries, while the elderly account for a larger share of the population
in advanced nations.

Fig. 4: World’s Population Projection
Source: United Nations, World Population Prospects: The 2002 Revision (2003).

Goingby the noticeable trend in global demographic transition, the United Nations has projected
that the global population will continue to slow. By 2050, global population growth is projected to
be only 25% a year, compared with the present growth of 125%. The population in a number of
countries is actually expected to decline over the next 50 years, including by over 30 percent in
some central and eastern European countries, by 22 percent in Italy, and by 14 percent in Japan.
In other countries—particularly in Africa and the Middle East, but also parts of Asia—population
growth, although slowing, will remain robust, reflecting their higher fertility rates. These trends
will lead to a continuing redistribution of the world’s population away from the developed
countries. The world’s population will continue to age as the elderly will account for an increasing
share of the population although the pace and timing of ageing varies widely between countries
and region. Aging in Europe, Asia, America and Latin America has been projected to be at an
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accelerated pace relative to occurrences in Africa and the Middle-East. The share of the workingage population will fall in advanced countries but increase in many developing countries. Japan
and some European countries are currently experiencing declining working-age population and are
projected to accelerate with time. Large share of working-age population are anticipated in Russia
and China, while steady increases are expected in India and Nigeria.

From the foregoing projections in global demographic change, studies have revealed that
demographic transitions have important (significant) economic impact on the world economy
although variations might exist among countries such that some will be strongly felt (particularly
developed countries) relative to others (developing and least developed countries). It’s been shown
that Per capita GDP growth is positively correlated with changes in the relative size of the workingage population, and negatively correlated with changes in the share of the elderly (Fig. 5). This
result which is in consonance with existing studies, partly reflects the direct productive impact of
a larger labor force. Per capita growth is also found to be positively associated with life
expectancy—which may directly affect labor productivity and the incentives for investment in
human and physical capital. Bearing in mind the negative (social and economic) implications of
the projected global demographic shift; negatively skewed towards the developed countries and
its consequential effect on productivity and GDP. The whole world is compelled to continually
think very far outside the box (beyond imagination) in finding all and every possible innovative
solution (means)-technology, product and/or service wise in checkmating these anticipated
consequences. This drive may not be unconnected from current and advanced technologies of the
world such as the robotics, artificial intelligence among others.
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Fig. 5: Per Capita Growth and Working-age Population for both developed and Developing
Countries
Sources: Penn World Tables; World Bank, World Development Indicators; and IMF staff
calculations

However, studies have also shown that there is a relationship between innovation (been an
indispensable tool towards technological advances/development) and demographic transition
(trends). Peter Drucker mentioned demographic change as potential driver of innovation (Drucker,
1985). Beise also mentions “demographic trends” as one of the potential exogenous sources
potentially relevant for development (Beise Cleff, 2004) in particular technological development
(advances) which in turn brings about socio-economic growth and development. Demand
advantages as a lead market factor is closely linked to exogenous trend “in which specific
innovations become increasingly beneficial or preferable in most countries (Beise Cleff, 2004,
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p.13). Several scholars have also studied the innovation needs and opportunities arising from
demographic change and population aging (Kohlbacher Herstatt 2011; Kunisch et. al., 2011).
Hypothetically and logically, there is a relationship between global demographic transition and
pace of technological advances. Global demographic shift (past, current and projected) may have
strongly influenced phases of industrial revolution experience by human up until date.

KEY TECHNOLOGIES DRIVING 4th IR

A vast range of these technologies are already impacting production systems and supply chains.
Combined and connected, these technologies will open up new opportunities for creating value
across multiple dimensions – for the individual, society, industries, firms and the factory floor
(World Economic Forum, 2017). The ongoing digital transformation of industries also brings new
opportunities for innovative business models. The majority of companies in the manufacturing
sector (79.9%) and the logistics industry (85.5%) see positive effects resulting from digital
transformation (Kersten, W. et al., 2017). There is a correlation between the relevance of new
technologies and the speed of implementation of novel business model solutions. Change in
current supply chains is driven by operating and new technologies.

Five key technologies, which are currently at different stages in terms of level of readiness and
adoption across industry sectors, are expected to significantly impact supply chains, both
individually and in combination: internet of things, artificial intelligence, advanced robotics,
enterprise wearables and additive manufacturing.

1)

The internet of things (IoT) is the virtual interconnection of intelligent assets and devices

to achieve improved user experience and/or usability. According to Gartner, there will be over
20.4 billion interconnected devices worldwide by 2020 (Gartner, Press Release, 2017). Devices
that generate data on a continuous basis are at the core and forefront of the digital transformation
of supply chains. Interconnected warehouses that are linked to intelligent transportation systems,
and the introduction of IoT platforms which allow for the tracking of all assets and devices in real
time, are but some case examples of IoT applications. Smart enterprise control, asset performance
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management and augmented operators are other areas of application. The opportunities will only
grow with the growth of intelligent interconnected assets and devices worldwide. Connected
devices ensure the availability of real-time data, enable the geographic distribution of operations
and manufacturing, and result in improvements in operational efficiency, processing time and
operating and management costs. They are, however, also prone to cyber risk, which exerts
pressure on both government and business leaders to implement appropriate security and privacy
policies across organizations, manufacturing networks and supply chains. While the impact of IoT
in the next five years is considered to be high by business leaders (Kersten, W. et al., 2017) experts
consider the current degree of implementation of IoT applications across businesses and
organizations to be average (DHL Customer Solutions & Innovation, 2016).

2)

Artificial intelligence (AI) or self-learning systems is the collective term for machines

that replicate the cognitive abilities of human beings. Within the broader technological landscape,
predictive maintenance in the cognitive era has the potential to transform global production
systems. Artificial intelligence, particularly machine learning, is one of the most important
general-purpose technologies. AI can significantly help improve performance without human
intervention, and allows for constant analysis of performance data, which enables machines to
improve over time; whether this is a robot installed in a factory or a distribution warehouse.
Machine-generated insights will pave the way for greater precision and accuracy. While repetitive
tasks are performed by machines, people can focus on more complex activities. Physical assets
replace low-skilled labour, which requires investment in and up skilling of the existing workforce.
This represents a significant change for workers and should be accompanied by the appropriate
communication and support of the employer.The status of current implementation of AI
applications across businesses and organizations is assessed as low (Kersten, W. et al., 2017),
whereas the impact of this technology in the next five years is seen as being average (DHL
Customer Solutions & Innovation, 2016).

3)

Advanced robotics is defined as devices that act largely or partially autonomously,

interact physically with people or their environment, and are capable of modifying their behaviour
based on sensor data. Advanced robotics permeates various industrial sectors, and its reach extends
to a wide range of industries. Robotic innovations have been used for recursive manufacturing
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processes, and have proven useful for workplace safety. The creation of new business models is
triggered by the potential of distributed manufacturing as well as the next generation of humanrobot collaboration concepts.
Robotics and automation technologies result in shorter cycle times while achieving better floor
space utilization and higher levels of productivity. The introduction of robots near human workers
is not without legal and ethical concerns, and also raises regulatory and liability issues. Training
requirements are a lesser obstacle to overcome. Concerns about human job security and the
question of the appropriate level of automation is a major concern within society. Businesses need
to consider the impact on jobs and overall morale across the organization.
Both the current status of implementation of advanced robotics across businesses and
organizations, and the impact of this, technology within the next five years, are assessed to be high
by subject-matter experts (Kersten, W. et al., 2017; DHL Customer Solutions & Innovation,
2016).

4)

Enterprise wearables are permanently switched-on, interconnected computing displays

that are worn on the human body, for example, for easy, hands-free access to contextually relevant
information. These bionic enhancement technologies expand the boundaries of physical barriers.
Applications of enterprise wearables are multifarious. Design augmentations and manufacturing
processes are key areas of use. Training is another area where enterprise wearables are used –
locally and globally. Versatility aspects of this technology, and general privacy and security
concerns, have so far limited the introduction of such technologies to the consumer mass market.
The current status of implementation of enterprise wearables across businesses and organizations,
and the impact of this technology in the next five years, is assessed as average (Kersten, W. et al.,
2017; DHL Customer Solutions & Innovation, 2016).

5)

Additive manufacturing is the fully automated manufacturing process of building three-

dimensional objects from a digital blueprint or model. It paves the way for new designs,
manufacturing concepts and logistical services. Additive manufacturing “…could impact goods
transportation in much the same way as email impacted letters” (DHL Customer Solutions &
Innovation, 2016).

Additive manufacturing is considered a disruptive technology that adds new

diversity to products and manufacturing strategies while also creating opportunities for new
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business models. The most prominent use case example is 3D micro manufacturing
(https://localmotors.com/2017/05/15/worlds-first-3d-printed-shuttle-olli).

This

scaled

production and the customization options are becoming even more interesting as manufacturing
and inventories can be located closer to consumer markets.
TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT OF THE 4th-IR

Technological Impact on value Chain
The 4th-IR is not only changing the way in which we produce and manage the supply chain, but
also paves the way for the creation of new value chains. Digital connectivity opens up totally new
forms of collaboration between companies at various stages of the value chain. Developments such
as open Innovation, distributed manufacturing and new collaboration model are expected to play
critical role in the 4th-IR process.

Open innovation:

this simply refers to greater openness of companies towards involving both

other companies and their customers in innovation and development processes. The Internet
accessibility has greatly changed the way we communicate and innovate. Open innovation
platforms can help organizations, regardless of their size or geographical reach, to better innovate
by crowd sourcing ideas, designs and other solutions. Companies post, for example, R&D-related
needs and challenges in virtual spaces, such as open innovation platforms, to crowd source from
an increasingly growing number of contributors. Intermediate platforms, on the other hand,
connect companies and experts to solve a specific challenge under intense time pressure. Rewards
for participation vary and can be monetary or non-monetary in nature. Open-source ecosystems
have emerged as viable tools for value creation in modern times

(Redlich et.al., 2017). The

"maker movement" has manifested itself through collective "making,", "sharing", "giving",
"learning", "tooling up", "playing", "participating", "supporting" and "changing" (Hatch, Mark,
The Maker Movement Manifesto).

Concepts of this kind have significant geographic reach –

including developed nations and emerging markets. Today, companies crowd source product ideas
and production designs through global expert networks. The new interconnectedness of people is
creating a new balance between consumers and producers. The roles are being redefined and are
becoming interchangeable. Collaborative distributed innovation concepts and platforms bear
socio-economic benefits and major potential in both the technological sphere and for more broad31

based sustainable development (Egbetokun t al., 2017). It is fair to mention that manufacturers are
encountering criticism of human alienation associated with industrial change. Companies are
called on to rethink their industrial value creation and related activities (Redlich et.al., 2017).

Distributed Manufacturing: the process of industrial development over the past 200-plus years
has been aimed at achieving economies of scale and consequently unit-cost reduction. This has
resulted in specialization and wide-ranging division of labour. This approach was replicated
globally with the division of labour between national economies and country specialization,
primarily based on resources, capabilities and technologies – with the intent to gradually move up
the value chain in selected industry sectors. In the 20th century in particular, this underpinned the
emergence of wide-ranging transport and value-added chains which, to a large extent, stand for
the term "globalization".

Distributed manufacturing became possible with the emergence of advanced manufacturing
technologies. The concept of distributed manufacturing was developed in theory and practice on
the basis of advanced Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies such as additive manufacturing,
the internet of things and cloud computing. The basic idea is to locate production closer to the
customer and to integrate the customer more effectively in local production processes. This
reduces lead time and costs, and, for example, can be driven by a decentralized network of 3D
printers that are interconnected with the producers’ systems via cloud computing (Brecht et.al.,
2017). It is by no means a new approach that companies operate production facilities at various
locations to be close to sales markets, such as in the automotive industry. The concept, however,
is becoming much more flexible and faster, requiring only 3D printers, with physical supply chains
substituted by electronic data connections (Matt, Dominik T. et al., 2015). In the distributed
manufacturing model, a company can design and produce new series of, e.g. wristwatches,
involving the customer in the design throughout the various steps of customization and adaptation.
This means customers get actively involved in value creation. Moreover, in distributed
manufacturing, the goods are produced at local level, closer to consumers. The company can
commission different factories with adequate tools and sufficient capacity to produce watches. The
largely personalized designs are sent to 3D printers and computer numerical control (CNC)
machines for production. The co-creation process not only yields a product that is highly
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customized to the needs and desires of customers involved, but that is also of high quality.
Furthermore, the process unlocks significant future potential for the company (Brecht et.al., 2017).
Distributed manufacturing could lead to a paradigm shift in manufacturing. Centralized mass
production will be gradually replaced by decentralized, i.e. local manufacturing of customized
products. Rigid linear value chains will be replaced by agile networks of a broad range of parties
interacting in real time. Planning cycles can be significantly shortened, and customers get involved
in the production process.

New Collaboration Model: The supply chain is a collaborative ecosystem. Over time, many
forms of collaboration between partners along the supply chain have emerged. Digitalization
pushes this reality to a new level of complexity. Consequently, company boundaries are becoming
less and less important in the endeavor to improve the efficiency and resilience of supply chains.
Collaboration is recognized as the way to master the complexity of the supply chain, including
environmental and cost pressures, and the increasing demand for personalization. Companies are
now ready to collaborate not only vertically with their suppliers and customers but also
horizontally across industry sectors to capture more opportunities. Available and accessible
technologies such as cloud computing and user friendly platform are increasingly influencing new
collaboration processes.

Technological impact on logistics
The Fourth Industrial Revolution also impacts the logistics sector. Innovative business models in
the field of supply chain management can result from the evolution of existing products and
services but can also represent a fundamental change in the way logistics services are produced
and delivered. The four dimensions "customer", "performance", "value creation" and "profit
model" are key elements of business models and underpin the fact that an innovative or new
business model must not be limited to product innovation and novel services. The new business
models, currently under discussion and development, would have been unthinkable without
digitalization. Two features that are characteristic of new business models in logistics are the
intensive use of data and the digital interconnection of all partners along the value chain (Kersten,
W. et al., 2017). Logistics service providers (LSP) will need to reinvent themselves as technology
companies to adapt to the paradigm shifts that the Fourth Industrial Revolution already initiated
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or will trigger in the future. Third- and fourth-party logistics service providers (3PL and 4PL) need
to develop and launch new business models that can serve their changing customer base, current
and new. The resulting transformation of the logistics industry is likely to further blur the borders
between manufacturing, retail and logistics.

IMPLICATIONS OF 4th IR

Implication for Industry
Prior to the advent of 4th-IR, technologization, automation and digitalization each exert an
individual influence on all production processes in the manufacturing industry. But the current era
of industrial revolution has brought about “smart factory” with data-based production, autonomous
cyber-physical production systems and integrated intelligence. According to the roadmap report
of the European Union on the future of the industry, a new production paradigm is arising with the
advent of cyber-physical Internet-based systems to offer innovative capacities that can benefit
industry and other economic sectors. Business Process Automation and office automation
convergence with Industrial Process Automation and factory automation is increasingly apparent
in the 4th-IR. Thus, Production, modification and readjustment at whatever stage of the value and
supply chain are possible, far easier and faster in real time unlike before. Companies need to build
robust innovative pipelines to stay competitive in their industry.
The integration of ICT and automation technologies in all operating processes requires a reevaluation of the need for co-ordination and of the operation functions and business processes in
industry. Industry’s current status and the need for action in terms of digitalization, automation
and networking have to be identified. The realignment of the organizational resources should be
based on defined process. The functional alignment of industry should be transformed at all levels
into a process-oriented structural organization. Task, skills and responsibilities should be adjusted
to the holistic fulfillment of the customers’ demands which requires resources to be pooled under
the primary of the customers’ demands. Thus, industry products and process design will be viable
only if a consistent flow of information on the basis of the product DNA is guaranteed.
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The goal of higher productivity with lower costs must overcome the challenges posed by the rising
demand for individualization and consequently a higher number of product variants as well as the
constantly increasing complexity of the products. This makes production processes more complex
and even more dependent on fundamental knowledge and expertise of workforce with regards to
the structure and interaction of the system used.

Currently, majority of industries rely on external specialist knowledge when it comes to
introducing an intelligent production system. These are specialists that bring with them the
necessary knowledge of process, organization, production and IT. In future, industrial enterprise
will need professional staff who have both extensive IT Knowledge as well as in-depth
understanding of processes, production and logistics. Industry will require specialist that can plan
and implement production-related processes within data-based and data-driven network.

Beyond industry, many new jobs will emerge- for IT experts, designers, engineers, logistics
experts, marketing professionals among others. Educational and training systems as well as the
labour market will have to adapt to these requirements. The change in tasks will also result in a
change and general increase in qualification requirements.

Industrial Internet (a term first coined by General Electric), involves integrating digital technology
into all machines and all devices. With more sensors in the engines of planes, trains and MRE
scanners, GE wishes to make aviation, railway services and healthcare more efficient and effective.
It will thus cross the boundaries of sectors and domains, and evoke the prospect of new revenue
models. GE has calculated that such developments could save the aviation sector 2 billion dollars
a year, and the energy sectors twice as much. Going forward, it’s imperative that manufacturing
industries quickly acquire requisite tools and blend with current technological trend so as to
significantly benefit from the prospect of the 4th IR.
Furthermore, Industries now have quicker access to comprehensive data sets from connected or
integrated data sources such as sensors and control units. Even the processing of these larger
volumes of data does not represent a problem; for analysis tools are also becoming more powerful.
Thus, better decisions can be made within a shorter time frame. New database-supported design
tools are improving the process of innovation, as production and process knowledge is reused and
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shared. Production also benefits from integrated intelligence such as additive manufacturing
processes makes complex forms of traditional production processes easier, faster and at a reduced
(justifiable) cost. Collaborative efforts between and among industries particularly through data
sharing will significantly influence and fast track earlier realization of the Fourth Industrial
Revolutionary Change.

Implication for Regulation
Similar to existing IT networks; intelligent production systems are vulnerable to hacker, system
errors and other risks. Most probably, further risk will arise in the course of the 4th-IR. Plants and
products-and especially the data they contain will have to be secured against misuse and
unauthorized access. Further training of IT personnel and the workforce as well as investments in
up-to-date security software would to a very great extent reduce this risk of exposure.
In embracing technologies that enhance connectivity along the value chain, companies will also
need to prepare for the cyber risks to which they will be exposed. Cyber dependency comes with
high exposures and risks, and requires new and effective risk management strategies and tools 50.
The incessant rate (frequency) and magnitude of cyber-attack experienced globally typified some
of the 4th-IR technological challenges. In 2017, not less than 300,000 computers in over 150
countries were infected with “wannacry”-a ransomware attack. Majority of the global cyber-attack
experienced are supply-chain targeted attacks, thus the supply chain is more vulnerable to the
negative consequences of the current industrial revolution. The changing technological landscape
means that stakeholders vis a viz Government and Private institutions should not only protect their
current operations; future business models also need to be designed by taking into account
potential cyber risks. Risk management strategies need to be customized and updated frequently
to respond to new and novel trends and threats.

Implication for Geographical Evolution
Disruptive changes to business models will have a profound impact on the employment landscape
over the coming years. Many of the major drivers of transformation currently affecting global
industries are expected to have a significant impact on jobs, ranging from significant job creation
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to job displacement, and from heightened labour productivity to widening skills gaps. In fact, most
of the recent occupation or specialist in demand, in many industries and companies are the ones
that did not exist over a decade, and the pace of this change is set to accelerate. In such a rapidly
evolving employment landscape, the ability to anticipate and prepare for future skills requirements
job content and the aggregate effect on employment is increasingly critical for businesses,
governments and individuals in order to fully seize the opportunities presented by these trends—
and to mitigate undesirable outcomes. Although keying into these changes would vary among
countries, it is imperative that each country put in place adequate/sufficient mechanism (tools) that
will facilitate, fast track and enable the realization of the socio-economic potentials and benefits
of 4th-IR. Taking into consideration their respective areas of strength, strongholds and
opportunities (both internal and external) in their decision-making process would go a very long
way in achieving a relatively fair spread and distribution of the current industrial revolution.

In this current era of global value chains, many companies are locating different job functions and
categories in different geographic locations to take advantage of the specific strengths of particular
local labour markets, thus changing demography, socio-economic and technological development
which ultimately result to geographical revolution particularly with respect to creating new and/or
improved skills, knowledge and capabilities necessary for more efficient and globally competitive
production or services. Demographic, socio-economic and—increasingly— technological trends
and disruptions to the business and operating models of global companies have the potential to
rapidly change the dynamics of the global employment landscape.

Relevant to this is 3D printing,

resource-efficient sustainable production and robotics; they are all seen as strong drivers of
employment growth in Architecture and Engineering. In light of a continued and fast-growing
need for skilled technicians and specialists to create and manage advanced and automated
production systems, it is expected that there would be rapid transformation of manufacturing into
a highly sophisticated sector where high-skilled engineers are in strong demand to make the
industrial Internet of Things a reality. As whole industries adjust and new ones are born, many
occupations will undergo a fundamental transformation. Technological, socio-economic,
geopolitical and demographic developments and the interactions between them will generate new
categories of jobs and occupations while partly or wholly displacing others. They will change the
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skill sets required in both old and new occupations in most industries and transform how and where
people work.

There are clear and obvious indications that the developed countries or economies of the world are
setting the pace for technological changes and advances in the 4th-IR. Globally, they are at the
forefront of this era of industrial revolution, swiftly keying into technological trends associated
with 4th-IR.

A recent survey done by McKinsey (2015) on companies’ readiness and

preparedness for the 4th IR indicated that 83% and 57% of US and German companies respectively
are well prepared for the emerging technological trends and changes enshrined in the current phase
of the industrial revolution. Their level of preparedness may not be unconnected from the strong
believe that the 4th-IR comes with immense and significant potential that will revolutionize global
business model and competitive landscape. In fact, 80% of the companies surveyed have very high
expectation that the 4th-IR will significantly impact their business models; 93% of suppliers and
84% of manufacturers are of the opinion that 4th-IR is an opportunity rather than a risk (view of a
school of thought on 4th-IR)(ibid).

As such, “fast adapters” (with respect to their level of

preparedness) will always have competitive advantage over others, particularly the “sluggish ones”.
These countries have consistently, continuously and will continue to push technological advances
beyond unimaginable limits and boundaries. Their relatively huge and continuous investment in
4th-IR technologies through Research and Development (R&D) is aimed at boosting labour
productivity, offsetting high production costs and solving socio-economic menace of ageing
population. In US alone, the share of expenditure and revenue related to 4th-IR are 29% and 30%
respectively (ibid), translating into relatively stable economy, robust GDP, better socio-economic
wellbeing and sophisticated; knowledge, skill and technical capability (in diverse fields).

Aside the significant benefit, potentials and opportunities associated with 4th-IR, the disruptive
nature of this revolution comes with a cost. According to McKinsey 2015 Digital survey, the cost
of production downtime risk in automotive industry per day is estimated at Eur28 million while
the cost of annual damage to the German manufacturing industries caused by cyber attacks is
estimated at Eur50 Million. Process and control know-how, data security, uniform standard for
data transfer and end-to-end connectivity via wireless networks are some of the biggest obstacles
to the implementation of 4th-IR in developed countries. Due to data security and associated issues
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of concerns, most companies in the developed countries are reluctant to use foreign IT providers.
Furthermore, 4th-IR technologies such as 3DP technologies and digital products also raise the
issue of patent infringement-intellectual property issues. Anybody with a 3D scanning device, for
example, could copy the design of a company’s product and “print” it out at home. This could be
especially significant for after-sales and spare parts industries, where suppliers offer the products
of original equipment manufacturers. From the foregoing, it is imperative that developed countries
put in place adequate and requisite policy instruments, tools and regulations have to mitigate the
cons of 4th-IR.

Although there are variations in the level/degree of adoption of 4th-IR technologies in Africa but
of particular interest is the Sub-Saharan Africa due to underutilization of its human capital
potential and under-preparedness for the impending disruption to jobs and skills brought about by
the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Schwab, K., 2016). According to the World Economic Forum’s
Human Capital Index, the Sub-Saharan Africa on the average currently captures only 55% of its
full human capital potential compared to a global average of 65% (World Economic Forum, 2016).
According to the World Economic Forum, a critical analysis of the quality and extent of education,
staff training systems, post-basics education attainment, breadth of skills, impact of latest
technologies,

local

economic

diversification/complexity

and

employee

productivity/unemployment clearly show that the region’s capacity to adapt to the requirements of
future jobs relative to the region’s exposure to future trends is below par. There is urgent need and
effort for all stakeholders in the region/continent to skills gap. This will to a very great extent
enable and facilitate the continents’/regions’ seamless transition in to the 4th-IR. Although there
are glimpse of evidences that African countries are gradually transiting into the 4th-IR particularly
in the supply or service sectors but very little is so far observed in the manufacturing/production
sector. Rapidly growing ecommerce/service sectors (such as Jumia, Konga and Wakanow) and
increasingly sophisticated financial/banking sectors in Nigeria are clear indications of
new/emerging business models which signify the advent of 4th-IR in Africa.

In recent years, Sub-Saharan Africa has recorded rapid economic growth. Six of the ten fastestgrowing economies in the world over the last decade are from the region, which is set to double
the size of its economy by 2030 if these trends continue (Institute of Development Studies, 2016).
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Income levels and the complexity of local economic activity have been increasing concurrently,
from a comparatively low base, including among many of Africa’s most populous countries such
as Nigeria, Ethiopia, South Africa, Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda. Labour force participation in the
region is high and characterized by the generally strong economic participation of women. The
region’s rapid economic growth, dynamic young population and high labour force participation
hold much promise for the continent’s full transition into the 4th-IR. The Sub-Saharan Africa’s
younger generations are considerably more educated—with much higher productive employment
potential—than their predecessors. The combined effects of rising post-basic education attainment
and the large proportion of young people across the region present Sub-Saharan Africa with a
unique demographic opportunity. If current demographic and education trends continue, the
continent’s working-age population is set to increase by two-thirds by 2030, from 370 million
adults in 2010 to over 600 million in 2030, while the share of this population with at least a
secondary education is set to increase from 36% in 2010 to 52% in 2030.
In recent years, Sub-Saharan Africa has recorded rapid economic growth. Six of the ten fastestgrowing economies in the world over the last decade are from the region, which is set to double
the size of its economy by 2030 if these trends continue (Institute of Development Studies, 2016).
Income levels and the complexity of local economic activity have been increasing concurrently,
from a comparatively low base, including among many of Africa’s most populous countries such
as Nigeria, Ethiopia, South Africa, Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda. Labour force participation in the
region is high and characterized by the generally strong economic participation of women. The
region’s rapid economic growth, dynamic young population and high labour force participation
hold much promise for the continent’s full transition into the 4th-IR. The Sub-Saharan Africa’s
younger generations are considerably more educated—with much higher productive employment
potential—than their predecessors. An estimated 15 to 20 million increasingly well-educated
young people are expected to join the African workforce every year for the next three decades.
Delivering the quality jobs to match in order to fully leverage the continent’s demographic
opportunity is set to be one of Sub-Saharan Africa’s defining challenges over the coming years.
Simultaneously, the Fourth Industrial Revolution will interact with a range of additional socioeconomic and demographic factors affecting the region, resulting in major disruptions to labour
markets, growth in wholly new occupations, new ways of organizing and coordinating work, and
new skills requirements in all jobs and new tools to augment workers’ capabilities.
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Sub-Saharan Africa stands at a crossroads regarding its future development path, with a range of
opportunities to invest in its skills base, leveraging existing strengths to increase local value-add
across a broad range of industries. Investment in specialist skills and local talent in the building
and construction trades due to rapid urbanization and a continent-wide need for infrastructure
development is one obvious example. Additional demand for specialist skills and local talent in
consumer industries such as agriculture, food and beverages, home and personal care, apparel and
transport and automotive, expanding rapidly due to the region’s growing population, is another
(Aurik, J., 2016). As the Fourth Industrial Revolution unfolds, Sub-Saharan Africa is also poised
to develop new business models on the basis of these technologies. Innovations such as mobile
payments systems like M-Pesa in financial services, the use of drones for last mile delivery in
transportation and logistics and the development of a wide range of digital applications tailored to
Africa’s continued importance and unique strengths in agriculture point to the growth of these new
aspects in the region’s economy (Foreign Affairs, 2016).

Though the Fourth Industrial Revolution may be disruptive to many occupations, it is projected to
create a wide range of new jobs in fields such as STEM, data analysis, computer science and
engineering. There will be strong demand for professionals who can blend digital and STEM skills
with traditional subject expertise, such as digital-mechanical engineers and business operations
data analysts, who combine deep knowledge of their industry with the latest analytical tools to
quickly adapt business strategies. There will also be more demand for user interface experts, who
can facilitate seamless human-machine interaction. For Sub-Saharan Africa, the greatest long-term
benefits of such jobs are likely to be found in the promotion of home-grown African digital creators,
designers and makers, not just digital deliverers.

CONCLUSION
Giving the broad business implication of the 4th-IR, industries will not only need to attract
employees who are comfortable and skilled to operate new technologies, but will face increasing
competition for data scientists and database managers skilled in interpreting and leveraging
intelligence from new data streams. Exploration and implementation of new technologies and
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processes will not be enough; it will require a structured approach focusing on creating tangible
value, for instance, innovation process which will need to involve more external parties taking an
ecosystem perspective of customers, suppliers, and their R&D partners into consideration.
Organizational change management will become a critical capability required for success. Thus,
Successful industries will focus on collaboration, system interoperability and closing “digital” skill
gaps. Industries must therefore identify entrepreneurial talent internally and externally to work in
emerging, dynamic business environments considering opportunities holistically across the
business, and be prepared to act outside of traditional organizational silos.

Disruptive technologies brought by the 4th-IR are rapidly transforming all end-to-end steps in
production and business models in most sectors of the economy. The resulting greater spatial and
temporal flexibility brought about by these technologies will bring locations of production and sale
closer together, and drive major changes in the design of future value and supply chains. These
trends will change the shape and form of globalization, and thereby impact the trajectory of goods
and services. Although, there may be variations among countries with respect to the level/degree
of adaptation to the current technological changes and transitions but to have a fair and inclusive
development/growth, it is imperative that countries brace themselves up in terms of preparedness
and readiness for smooth transition. Collaborative efforts among countries, developing requisite
human capacity/skills, institutional development, appropriate policy/regulations and putting in
place adequate machinery/tools will to a very great extent facilitate and fast track the full
realization and maximum implementation/utilization of the 4th-IR globally.
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Abstract
This paper deals with the image and consumer-based brand equity, interrelations and
interdependence in the case of young generation in Japan and Russia and examines the role of
factors that influence the young people’s opinion in both countries. Today priority aim for
substantial number of organizations is to create a strong brand that possess added-value. This
added-value gives a number of advantages. Among them are loyal customers who are willing to
overpay for a well-known brand, minimization of competitive threats, the easy of the introduction
of new products, etc. For studying and measurement this added-value, scholars introduce the
concept “brand equity”. Brand equity is influenced by many factors, such as advertising,
distribution, price and other marketing mix variables (Cobb-Walgren et al., 1995; Yoo et al., 2000).
However, consumers pay much attention to non-marketing mix factors as brand’s country of origin
(Yasin et al., 2007).
According to the country of origin (COO) effects research, consumers, who do not possess
enough objective knowledge about a product, tend to form stereotypical beliefs about the product
based on their view on the product’s country of origin (Koschate-Fischer et al., 2012). Such images
of countries serve as clichés that can strongly influence the way people perceive a country and its
products (Anholt, 2007). For some companies a strong COO can become a competitive advantage
and can help them to gain new markets, obviously depending on the product category and the
target market. Typically, consumers show the tendency to spend more money for a brand’s product
from a country of which the consumer has a more favorable opinion (Koschate-Fischer et al., 2012),
because the COO is perceived by the consumer as a quality sign and used to facilitate the decision
to purchase. Therefore, brands with positive country images develop a competitive edge, whereas
negative country images even formed by the misconceptions and misguided perceptions can
become a noticeable hindrance for the products that are attempting to enter foreign markets.
Authors have conducted survey to help to get an overview of Russian and Japanese
perceptions about each other. It should be noted that the positive or negative perception depends
on the age of the respondents in surveyed countries. From the other perspective, it can be assumed
that there is inverse COO-effect since brands give birth for associations with COO. Thus, if brands
have the potential to influence on the image of their country of origin, some corporations whose
brands are strongly related with COO can change the opinion of foreign consumers and be
powerful tool in the process of soft power diplomacy. Communication with a country through a
brand can play a role in building relationships, promoting trust and developing positive opinion,
which are beneficial to soft power diplomacy efforts.
A large stream of studies devoted to country of origin effect, often consider this phenomena
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in a broad context, which limits the practical utility for real business. As Hofstede (1980) indicates,
it might not be possible to apply theoretical models and frameworks elsewhere if they were
developed in one socio-cultural environment. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to examine
interdependence and interrelationship between COO and customer-based brand equity in the
context of two neighboring countries, namely Russia and Japan.
For a comprehensive study, several objectives have been identified.
1) To explore existing Country of Origin image (COО) and Consumer-based Brand Equity
(CBBE) of Russian and Japanese in each two countries;
2) To identify interrelations and interdependence of COO and CBBE of Russian and Japanese
brands;
3) Point out the aspects that need to be paid attention to promote brands in each country in
terms of COO image;
4) To find out whether there is inverse COO-effect, when brand equity of corporations can
change the perception of consumers about a foreign country.
The topic itself is rather new, but many scholars made their contribution to the field. To be
clear and accurate, it is necessary to collect the opinions of different authors on terminology and
made our own conclusions. The works of Farquhar (1989), Srivasan, Park & Chang (2005),
Broniarczyk & Alba (1994) help in determining the brand and brand equity definitions, providing
a comprehensive view of what includes these concepts and giving a good explanation.
For the clear meaning of country of origin concept, it is worth to mention the works of
Schooler (1965), Bilke and Ness (1982), Papadopoulos and Heslop (1993), Chao (1993) Martin
and Eroglu (1993), Baughn & Yaprak (1993). Each of these authors contributed to understanding
of country of origin construct and improved the development of COO-studies.
It is worth noting the fundamental work of Aaker (1991) and Keller (1993), which serve as
the basis of the theoretical CBBE measurement scale in this work. However, both authors are
recognized as reputable researchers, it should be noted they never used a scale for their
measurements in practice. For this reason, we elaborate CBBE measure scale taking into account
developments and findings another scholars: Yoo and Donthum (2001); Lassar et al. (1995); Pappu
et al. (2006); Kocak et al. (2007); Rajasakar and Nalina (2008); Zeugner-Roth et al. (2008); Atilgan
et al (2009). Special attention is paid to work of Pappu et al. (2006). A very important role for the
study brings the studies of Verlegh and Steenkamp (1999), Obermiller and Spangenberg (1989),
Han (1989), and Hirschman and Holbrook (1982), which describe in detail the mechanism of
interaction of COO from the cognitive, affective and normative point of view. Since no studies
have been conducted that would investigate the correlation between COO and CBBE in Russia
and Japan, it was decided to use appropriate research methods that would provide with the primary
information for our study.
This study uses quantitative methods, such as social surveys, official statistics, and
questionnaires. The following quantitative methods are used:
1) Survey research analysis. It is the most appropriate way to get reliable data. The survey
can provide us accurate, reliable, and valid data, but it requires serious effort and thought to
conduct the right one.
2) Correlation research analysis. Data analysis is conducted with Spearman correlation
statistical test. Spearman correlation was applied for the relationship between distinct dimensions
of country image and CBBE, as each dimension form an ordinal variable with a few categories.
For theoretical part of the study, it is used the methods of operationalization and
conceptualization. Conceptualization is the process of specifying what we mean when we use
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particular terms. We analyze opinions of authoritive scholars in this area of research: Aaker (1991),
Keller (1993), Yoo and Donthum (2001); Lassar et al. (1995); Pappu et al. (2006); Kocak et al.
(2007); etc. Operationalization means the development of research procedures that will result in
empirical observations representing the concepts. We develop on the bases of exciting theories in
COO-studies and CBBE-studies, our conceptual framework, which is the basis for empirical part
of our study and presented the outcomes.
From theoretical point of view, in this paper, we make attempt to improve CBBE and COO
scales by enriching them with additional dimensions. CBBE-scale is based on the Aaker’s
hypothesized model of CBBE, but also include emotional elements, such as “social image” and
“personal attachment”, as well as “brand trust”. The main reason of this is, first, the fact that
Japanese and Russian societies have a different degree of dependence on public opinion (which is
due to their cultural characteristics). Second, favorable emotions, some good memories and feeling
the attachment to the brand are often caused by third-party causes, not just advertising and other
marketing activities. Thirty, “willingness to rely on the brand” (Lau and Lee, 1999) is one of the
variables that is capable to establish long-term relationship between brand and customers. As for
COO scale, we take into consideration the fact that many scholars focused only cognitive aspects
of COO. In this paper, we fill this gap and introduce affective component into measurement of
country of origin image.
From practical point of view, this study provides several contributions that improve
understanding of young people perception (so-called generation Y) in two neighboring countries
(Russia and Japan) on an image of a foreign country of origin and brand equity of foreign products.
The survey that is conducted among young people helps to identify the strengths and weaknesses
of foreign companies’ brand equity as well as reveal correlation between COO and brand equity
in the three countries. This part of research can be useful for entrepreneurs and everyone who is
interested to do business in Russia and Japan.
The study includes not only traditional view on the COO effect but also makes an attempt
to analyze reverse effect of COO in the context of Russia and Japan. The reverse COO effect may
serve as a new powerful tool in creating favorable image of a country. Goodman (2006) argues
that some international companies and their brands interact with more people than government
representatives could. The positive relationship between a well-known brand and the consumer
can make a significant contribution to the development of a positive image of the country of this
brand. It is known that the image of the country is the capital of the state, which reflects its status
in the international arena and is a form of soft power (Wang, 2006). In this study, Russian and
Japanese companies with international brands will be explored on the possibility to contribute to
a favorable national reputation. The results of this part of the study will be interested to politicians
and everyone who are concerned of soft power and construction of country image.
Keywords: brand equity for business, Country of Origin image (COО), Consumer-based Brand
Equity (CBBE), generation "Y" in Japan and Russia
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Abstract

Smart City is an important economically strategic blueprint for a country's economic transformation
and upgraded developments. Many countries started smart city development plans and became the
vanguards; such as the smart grid in the US, and the intelligent energy management in Amsterdam. A
smart sustainable city could be defined as an innovative city that uses ICTs and other means to improve
quality of life, efficiency of urban operation and services and competitiveness, while ensuring that it
meets the needs of present and future generations with respect to economic, social and environmental
aspects.”

Analyses of different definitions of the term smart city reveal that different definitions

emphasize different aspects. Governments and stakeholders thus need to work together to develop a
common understanding of what smart city means in their specific national and city-level contexts. In
this paper, the case of Taipei City is sampled as an empirical study to investigate the principles and
practices of smart city governance and sustainable infrastructures management with a holistic viewpoint
and cross-regional data analyses.
The smart city concept offers different opportunities for different countries. The immediate need for
cities in developing countries is to provide adequate urban infrastructure to meet the increasing pace
of urbanization. In the process of meeting infrastructure demands, smart infrastructure applications
provide a way for such cities to achieve leapfrogging in technology. In developed countries, the
challenge is often to maintain legacy infrastructure systems, which cannot be abandoned due to cost,
space and other considerations. In such countries, smart city applications may focus more on facilitating
the optimal use of existing infrastructure resources and monitoring the operations of such legacy
resources. However, in both developing and developed country contexts, the primary motive behind
smart infrastructure applications should be that they respond to the sustainable development needs of
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society.
Smart infrastructure provides the foundation for all of the key themes related to a smart city, including
smart people, smart mobility, smart economy, smart living, smart governance and smart environment.
The core characteristic that underlies most of these components is that they are connected and that
they generate data, which may be used intelligently to ensure the optimal use of resources and improve
performance. Accordingly, the system of smart city governance and sustainable infrastructures
management become one of the most critical successful factors for the vision of a smart city. To facilitate
the vision, a combination of open innovation and the knowledge city can support the developments
along several dimensions such as smart mobility, smart environment, smart people, smart living, smart
governance, and smart economy. Based on the aforementioned framework, the smart city can develop
from the growth of knowledge city infrastructure and from a combination of open innovation strategies
and policies.
Previous studies have proposed that, some urban regions have reached the limit of their economic
growth and actually physically declined, as an unsatisfied result of capitalist economy and urban
developments. To overcome the obstacles, cities should be armed with knowledge and thoughts and
ideas open to innovation. Open innovation will support the knowledge city to build up the creative
economy in the national innovation system with an open innovation paradigm. Furthermore, the
combination of open innovation and knowledge-based urban developments can lead to a smart city.
When open innovation dynamics, which are based on knowledge city infrastructures, occur at the micro
and macro levels, the smart city will appear and grow (Yun, 2015). The concept of smart city as a place
where is more livable and economically prosperous on the basis of smart thinking and smart
infrastructure such as IT-based city.
In the benchmarked case, the Taipei City government is continuously promoting the development of
smart city. Thereafter building an innovation matchmaking platform to combine industry and
government resources to develop smart solutions that satisfy public demands. The main appeal of the
smart city developments is to promote public participation and public-private partnership in order to
create new technologies, innovative applications, and data/information to solve citizens’ problems.
Before executing the concepts of smart city, the public expectations should be fully incorporated in the
public decision making process. Such suggestions are feedbacks and corrections that were accumulated
from former smart city seminars. Taipei city is heading to construct an eco-system so that the
government, the industry, and citizens can share the prosperity from its development. The first task in
the blueprint is to establish a matchmaking platform which allows citizens access necessary innovative
technologies. It will gradually open up many fields allowing interested industry to do trials and make
the city to be a “living lab.” Ultimately, citizens can benefit from more intelligent services, smart city
governance and sustainable infrastructures management. Empirical study and a comprehensive review
on smart mobility, smart environment, smart people, smart living, smart governance, and smart
economy will be systematically delivered and discussed for policy implications.
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The main goal of the proposed research is to introduce a collaborative urban infrastructure
maintenance management decision support system for smart city governance with case studies and
applications of computer simulations.

Periodic infrastructure maintenance and rehabilitation programs

are essential for efficiently managing large networks of infrastructure assets and sustaining their safety
and operability for public services.

Deterioration of an infrastructure system can manifest itself in

several ways such as on the productivity of industries, on the quality of life of the citizens, and on the
regional economy.

An effective urban infrastructure maintenance system is increasingly important

when promoting smart city governance and facilities, while active functions of built infrastructure system
are expected.

Previous studies proposed that a major challenge for asset managers is to determine

the appropriate actions needed to preserve the performance of their rapidly deteriorating infrastructure,
over a long service life.

Adequate budgeting and planning of infrastructure rehabilitation programs is

of extreme importance in achieving this objective.

The management of infrastructure deterioration

and rehabilitations has been extensively studied and a number of optimization models have been
introduced for different assets.

However, there is a need to further develop a collaborative urban

infrastructure maintenance system from a holistic perspective instead of individual contracts of
maintenance projects.

The decisions to handling deterioration and rehabilitation, budgeting for

maintenance cost, and the maintenance level of public services are critical points of improvements for
better design and management of urban infrastructure maintenance system.

Furthermore, to realize

effective urban infrastructure maintenance management decisions accordance with the quality level of
public service, budget, and operations management, systematic planning with life cycle cost
management are critical parts and the applications with simulation-based scenario analysis are very
demanding.
In order to better integrate the computer models and real world maintenance management
practices, the Smart Flood Management System of Taipei City and the infrastructure as well as relevant
facilities will be benchmarked for data collection and case studies.

System Dynamics modelling and

simulation techniques will be used as complementary methodologies for quantitative analysis and
computer-aid scenarios analysis.

Strategy Dynamics principles such as resource-based planning,

model-based management, and time-phase performance evaluation are also incorporated for improving
strategic thinking of maintenance management decisions.

It is expected that the proposed model can

practically support the dynamic risk analysis and life cycle cost assessment for strategic maintenance
management decisions.

Compared with previous studies, the research results would have a potential

to contribute benefits for infrastructure maintenance management practices including: (1)systematically
evaluates structural causes and the schedule/cost variances to maintenance plans, so as to better
perform early warning system, (2)dynamically supports risk analysis and life cycle cost management, so
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as to enhance the performance of infrastructure maintenance, (3)strategically integrates resources from
executive management and their management decisions with applicable simulation-based scenarios
analyses, so as to support rational expectations on maintenance project performance.

In addition, the

proposed model, which is a scientific and structured decision support system, can also support
management team trainings and learning of engineering and management lessons.

Keywords: smart city, infrastructure, sustainability, open innovation, knowledge city, systems thinking,
policy.
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The development and life cycle of firm innovation niche: A Case study on
Lenovo's Cross-border R&D organization
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Abstract: This paper aims to take the longitudinal development history of Lenovo Cross-border complex
embedded R&D organization as the research object, to explore the development rules of enterprise niche. As to
enterprise niche, this research discusses the process model of space development, and reveals the six branches
of life cycle. This research also studies the antecedent for the evolution of enterprise niche – R&D organizational
ambidexterity at home and around the world. The three evolution modes is conducive to deepen the theory of
organizational ambidexterity. The conclusion helps to promote the successful space development of enterprise
niches through Cross-border merger and acquisition, and to enhance the global sustainable development for the
companies from emerging market such as China.
Key words: Enterprise niche; Organizational ambidexterity; Competitive advantage; Cross-border M&A;
Strategy management
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Purpose/ Research Question:
With the 4th Industrial Revolution, there is more linkage between open innovation and convergence for the
vibrant economic innovation (Park, 2017). Driven by the popularity of digital technology and increasing
market requirement, there is recently huge growth of creative industry worldwide with emphasis on
innovation. Creative industry, which combines arts, technology and business together, is considered as an
efficient way of ensuring a nation’s competitiveness within an integrated global economy (Yue, 2006).
Among the creative industry is the animation sector, which highlights original design, technology
innovation and market diversification. In general, the making of animation products follows the steps of
conceptualization, pre-production, production and post-production. Innovation in conceptualization stage
can result in successful character business in late stages by generating profit from consumer products and
theme parks. Leading companies such as Pixar and DreamWorks have long been devoted to technology
innovation. China, as the world largest emerging economy, has witnessed rapid expansion of animation
game industry in recent years, however, many companies are struggling to upgrade from contract studios
to R&D activities. Lacking knowledge resource and brand image, open innovation with external
collaboration is a trend for Chinese animation firms. In addition, government has provide support to form
creative industry clusters for learning and resource integration. Such questions as how to quickly learn and
share technology, how to upgrade towards value added activities, how to encourage creativity and
innovation inside the company, and how to expand business in the supply chain are critical for the Chinese
animation industry.
This paper aims to emphatically analyze the innovation system in the Chinese animation industry.
Specifically, the following three questions will be answered.
-

How to manage internal technology innovation in animation companies?
How to manage external open innovation in product development?
What are the different patterns of innovation system in the animation companies?

Key Literature Reviews:
Current literature mainly covers the area of innovation, open innovation and innovation ecosystem.
Schumpeter (1990) defined innovation as bringing into production a "new combination" of factors of
production, which can be new products, new technologies, new Market, new sources of raw materials, new
industry organization and so on. Chesbrough (2003) proposed the idea of "open innovation". He compared
some companies that focused on internal R & D in the United States and those that had relatively weak
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internal R & D capabilities but also made use of external resources consciously. He found that the former
was not as good as the latter in terms of innovation speed and rate of return because of ignoring a large
number of external opportunities. For him, Open innovation was defined from the perspective of the
enterprise. It referred to the flow of innovative resources across organizational boundaries. Valuable ideas
could be obtained from within or outside the enterprise. The commercialization of internal technologies
could also take place internally or externally (internalization of external resources and externalization of
internal resources).
Since then, scholars have elaborated on open innovation from different perspectives. From the perspective
of information sources, Piller et al. (2004) considered that open innovation was a systematic process in
which enterprises acquired and innovated, revised or regulated information. Christensen et al. (2005)
viewed open innovation as the flow and integration of innovative assets between firms and firms, firms and
R & D institutions. From the perspective of knowledge management, Lichtenthaler (2011) believed that
open innovation was an activity in which enterprises systematically carried out internal and external
knowledge development, knowledge retention and knowledge utilization through the innovation process.
Yun (2015) proposed a dynamic model of an open innovation economy system (OIES), the dynamic
interaction starting from an open innovation economy, through a closed innovation economy, to a social
innovation economy, and back to an open innovation economy as a life cycle. Concerning the innovation
process, there is a trade-off between the risk of unanticipated social cost and the amount of innovation (Witt,
2016). Chinese scholars also concern about open innovation. Yang (2006) thought that open innovation
was a strategic behavior of enterprises to encourage and explore a wide range of sources of internal and
external innovation opportunities, including the use of external innovation as well as the change of internal
intellectual property. Chen and Chen (2008) studied from the perspective of stakeholders that open
innovation was a multi-agent innovation model focusing on attracting more innovative elements and based
on innovative stakeholders. Peng (2011) believed that the open innovation model emphasized that
enterprises should fully integrate internal and external innovation resources, absorb innovative elements in
all aspects, build an innovative ecological system and improve innovation performance.
Innovative ecosystems are a core feature of the Innovation 3.0 paradigm. Moore (1993) was the first scholar
to systematically describe the business ecosystem, defining the business ecosystem as a "business
combination based on organizational interactions". On the basis of Moore’s opinion, Iansiti and Levin (2004)
proposed the concept of niche, which considered that the innovation ecosystem consisted of enterprises that
occupied different but related niches. Once one of the niche changed, the other niche would change. Adner
(2006) believed that innovation depended on changes in the external environment and participation of
members of the ecosystem. The innovation ecosystem referred to a synergistic mechanism in which
individuals were associated with each other. Zhang (2008) argued that the innovation ecosystem was a
technology innovation system formed by high-tech enterprises with technical standards as the innovation
coupling link. Li (2014) thought that innovation ecosystems used stronger metaphors of biology to reveal
the system paradigm of innovation, promoted the realization of the value of innovation with a smoother
flow of knowledge, and differentiated the levels of innovative ecosystems by the emergence of more
sustainable innovations. To understand the process of innovation system of ICT industry, Cooke (2017)
combines the theories of global innovation networks and territorial innovation systems, highlighting the
innovative core of creative destruction.
In addition to literature review, industry review demonstrates innovation within large animation firms. For
example, the success of Pixar is believed mainly due to its internal three parallel and interactive work groups
– the technical group, the creative group and the production group (Venkatesh and Kannan, 2009). Another
learning firm, DreamWorks highlights the atmosphere of fun, free and open in its organizational culture
(Reddy et al., 2013). However, the exploration on how SMEs with limited technology resource should
innovate, particularly through open system is unknown yet.
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Design/ Methodology/ Approach:
With the aim of exploring possible innovation system in Chinese animation industry, as late comer with
limited resource, this research adopts the theory building approach with qualitative methods. Although
literature review helps to generate research framework on innovation, the limited findings do not provide a
meaningful hypothesis which can be tested. Instead, theory-building can provide a good understanding on
significant issues which have not been explored (Yin, 2003). In particular, in-depth case study will be
conducted as the research method, as cases allow investigators to have a holistic understanding of the
meaningful points of real-life events (Yin, 2003). It aims to explore great insight to the production process
and operating details of companies, having an overview of current animation competitive market in China.
More importantly, the reasons for restricting the scale expansion of this company and relevant
countermeasures were mentioned, which may have positive implications for the future improvement of
Chinese animation industry.
In order to deeply understand the development of Chinese animation industry, the company HD Arts located
in Wuxi, Jiangsu Province, is selected as the case study. Originally of small size, this company has been
developing fast since 2004, with local government support, and huge investment on technology. It has full
capability of design and production now based on open platform. In addition, it has created animation
characters, and are seeking ways to further commercialize. The growth strategies and the detailed process
of technology innovation of this company can potentially be implemented in other Chinese animation
companies. Semi-structured face-to-face interview is the main method for data collection. Key members in
charge of R&D were interviewed regarding the technology system; whereas interview to the general
management focus on company strategies and brand development. In order to facilitate the interview, there
a list of questions concerning: innovating activities during the conceptualization stage, technology
innovation during the production, character business development strategy, internal innovation culture,
external influences including institutional factors.
(Expected) Findings/Results:
This case company provides examples of technology management and brand management combining
internal and external innovation resources. To summarize key activities related to innovation, both internal
and external resource can be found along with the supply chain of conceptualization, production, TV
distribution and character business (Table 1).
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Table 2: Innovation management of HD Arts

Internal

Conceptualization

Production

Distribution

Character business

- Considering movie

- R&D into the

- Developing a multi-

- Using the technology resource system

production and

technology resource

channel strategy (IT,

to find customer’s requirement

character business at

system (software)

mobile internet, TV)

- IP protection and trademark

the same time

- Using the technology

development

resource system to

- Developing a market diversification

control the project

strategy (aiming for consumer product,

- Setting up different

theme park etc.)

goals and performance
evaluation system for
staff involved in each
stage of production
- Using the open
External platform to generate

- Selecting partners

- TV broadcasting

- Collaborating with the local

based on their

- Internet distribution

government to promote the animation

ideas from external

production capability

talents

- Using an external

image

evaluation system
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based on international
standards
- Collaborating with
hardware
manufacturersCollaborating with
leading colleges and
universities on
technology related
issues
- Using the open
platform to solve
technology problems
during production
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Internal technology innovation with HR management: Talent management is important for animation
industry innovation, which requires the contribution of high technology and creative ideas. The company
HD Arts sets up an employee performance evaluation system, carrying out distinguishing management
policies and rewards systems in the production process. The system clarifies job duties and the expected
results from the employees, aiming to improve productivity and support decision making. HD Arts
formulates rules respectively for creators, producers and voice actors, so as to achieve the overall interests.
During the earlier stage of animation creation and post-production phase, creating a free and open working
environment is essential to foster innovation and help employees keep motivated. While during the
production stage of filmmaking, it is necessary for the company to monitor the project and evaluate the
performance.
External open innovation for product development: Collaborative innovation is based on the internet by
sharing ideas, information and project. It can shorten the time of product design and development, creating
knowledge, reducing cost and risk along the supply chain. HD Arts independently establishes a technology
resource system to achieve technical supports from individuals, organizations and universities. The
platform helps the company complete the 3D animation film production successfully. The company
maintains a friendly and stable relationship with several leading universities in China, particularly in
Jiangsu Province, which can guarantee the source of professional knowledge in the long term. Also, it is
beneficial for the company to capture updated research findings and have access to the high-level technical
personnel from the universities. With partnership, HD Arts can attract new graduates with knowledge and
practice experience.
Innovation ecosystem for business expansion: Licensing and character business is a most value-added area
in the animation industry chain. Taking the path of Disney style, HD Arts moves toward one of the leading
3D original brands in China’s animation industry. With the achievements of its original image, the business
expansion is collaborated with toy companies and partners in Wuxi, as supported by the local government.
Government support and the establishment of animation industry cluster provides opportunities. Also, by
collaborating with government agencies, the company can promote brand image, and protect IP.

Figure 1: A framework to combine innovation with supply chain
Based on the resource for technology innovation and degree of extension in supply chain, business models
for animation companies can be found. As Figure 1 shows, the horizontal dimension refers to company
internal innovation or external collaboration as main source of technology advancement. The vertical
dimension is the degree of expansion along the supply chain, or business range. Four main types of business
1

models can be seen. Type A is a highly innovated company, which has strong R&D capability internally,
and has expanded widely towards different business sectors. Some Japanese companies such as Studio
Ghibli has been building internal design capability, and developed movies, consumer products and
museums with its recognized cartoon characters. This requires strong investment and talent development.
Type B is a company with various business range and extensive collaboration network. Disney is a good
example of such firms, who through series of collaboration and acquisition has strengthened design
capability as well as the brand image. Brand rationalization and relationship development is critical for this
type of company. Pixar belongs to Type C, which mainly focus on technology development and producing
animation movies only. This strategy was clear in its early years of history, and it remains unchanged after
being acquired by Disney. DreamWorks is a Type D company, which has achieved technology
advancement through collaboration. Its product mainly focuses on animation movies. Currently most
Chinese firms are aiming to be Type C and D companies with full R&D capability on animation movie
production. As lacking of capital and resource, many choose collaborative learning as way of building
technology competence. The dynamic process of HD Arts innovation: International innovation, external
learning and sharing, business expansion through collaboration can be an effective approach.
Research limitations/ Implications:
With emphasis on technology and creativity, the innovation management and brand development of
animation related products have gained popularity. While leading western firms have demonstrated mature
supply chain management with international branding strategy, the innovation management of Chinese
animation companies is still unclear yet. Based on literature and industry review, this paper adopts theory
building approach with in-depth case study on a representing Chinese firm – HD Arts. Key business models
related to technology innovation and business expansion are identified. Findings can mainly be divided
into three aspects. 1) Collaboration innovation strategy was adopted by the company to acquire the
technical support from external resources. 2) The employee performance evaluation system is combined
with technology innovation. 3) Collaboration is the main strategy for the company to promote its brand.
These can be useful guidance for other Chinese firms who are aiming to upgrading towards high valueadded R&D activities. While the framework (Figure 1) has summarized different types of animation
companies based on its technology development sources and degree of business expansion, it also provide
areas for future studies. For example, how to develop long-term relationship with business partners, how
to learn collectively and protect IB, how to rationalize different product range can be valuable to both
business practice and academic research. Other topics such as the international strategy and character
business development strategy can also be potential research areas.
Keywords: Innovation, Creative industry, Policy, China
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Abstract
Purpose/Research Question: Due to technological advances and economic growth, the production
efficiency of enterprises has been constantly improving. The constantly improved quality of life of
mankind is largely based on the increase of human productivity. Thus, over the last 100 years, the
global ecosystem has exhausted its productive capacity, while the world population is expected to
reach 9 billion by 2050. (refer to https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/12/amazon-is-usingrenewables-to-heat-up-their-offices) Despite the need for higher levels of supply, the global economy
is stuck in low growth in recent years (Park, 2017). Under the current fourth industrial revolution, the
supply chain is expected to become more complex and thus accelerate volatility and uncertainty, in
order to overcome this immediate phenomenon, slow growth, and achieve sustainable growth on a
4

sustainable basis.
At the heart of inventory management in the enterprise and supply chain is how to match supply
and demand in markets. Nonetheless, the uncertainty of a complex supply chain often causes a
mismatch between demand and supply. Therefore, this study aims to formulate an inventory
management situation as a stochastic nonlinear optimization model where both demand actual yield
are given two different probability distributions, respectively. Then, the goal of the study is to model
the production process that has mutually independent demand and yield probability distributions, and
to obtain the analytical results and to contribute to the literature through the industrial practices as
well as the theoretical advances.

Key Literature Reviews (About 3~5 papers): There have been numerous supply chain studies in the
literature. Among these, studies that have similarities with this study in terms of open innovation are
as follows. Choi et al. (2017) considered a stochastic optimization model for risk-averse inventory
managers who handle perishable products in newsvendor problems. Yoon and Jeong (2017) conducted
a simulation study on the profit coordination problem using system dynamics, through a few
coordination strategies between suppliers and retailers in reverse supply chains. Hämäläinen et. al.
(2017) studied a value adding process with detailed logistics data.

Design/Methodology/Approach: Our research methods adopted in this study are stochastic and
nonlinear optimization modeling. Such a stochastic and nonlinear model refers to the mathematical
optimization model in which the functional types of the objective and constraints are not linear
functions and also some model parameters are given as random variables. In business studies, math
ematical models correspond to the abbreviation of mathematical symbols and expressions which
represent interesting objects worthy of research in the real world, and mathematical modeling re
fers to the process of building mathematical models. (Hillier and Hillier, 2013) Then, a mathematic
5

al optimization model is just one type of the mathematical model defined above.
Such a mathematical optimization model usually consists of an objective function and any arbitrary
number of constraints. The number of constraints can be very large or very small depending on t
he model of the reality to be considered, and it is also possible that there is no constraint at al
l. If constraints exist, it is called a constrained mathematical optimization model. Otherwise, it bel
ongs to unconstrained mathematical optimization models.
These objective function and constraints are expressed as a mathematical function of the decis
ion variables related to the decisions made by the decision makers in the mathematical optimiza
tion model. Then, the values of the decision variables to optimize (i.e. to maximize in a maximiz
ation problem or to minimize in a minimization problem) the objective function are determined
as the optimal solutions. In addition, the constraints of the mathematical optimization model imp
ly the mathematical expressions that reflect various real restrictions on the actual problems and l
imit the values that the decision variables can have.
A specific research procedure according to the above research methodology is as follows. Then,
by analyzing numerical examples for given parameter values in Monte Carlo simulations, we pro
vide a numerical solution to the optimal solution and characterize the dynamics of the optimal s
olution. This will enrich the results of the study by providing additional insights and conjectures
for intractable mathematical models otherwise not analyzed.
Next, the numerical solution is specifically obtained sample-based optimization, and the basic i
dea of this method can be described as follows. We remove the probabilistic properties inherent
in the original probabilistic model by substituting the sample values of the randomly obtained yi
elds into the original probabilistic model. This is then converted to a corresponding deterministic
optimization model, which is relatively easy and takes a numerical solution within a short time. I
n Monte Carlo simulations using the sample-based optimization method, the larger the random
sample actually selected, the less the error gap between the original optimal solution and numer
6

ical solutions on average. (Shapiro, 2008)

(Expected) Findings/Results: In order to achieve this goal, this study aims to address the following
problems.

1.

The impacts of shift in expected demand and demand variability on the optimal inventory level

2.

The impacts of shift in expected yield and yield variability on the optimal inventory level

3.

The impacts of the values in model parameters (i.e. procurement cost per unit, unit revenue,
unit shortage cost, unit inventory holding cost) on the optimal inventory level

Especially, we want to check whether the above effects are monotonic effects such as monoto
ne increase or monotone decrease.

Research limitations/Implications: In conclusion, the implications of this study can be summarize
d as follows. Another classification of mathematical optimization model is whether the model bel
ongs to an application optimization modeling or theoretical optimization modeling. Between the
two types, the theoretical optimization model is formulated as an optimization model by generali
zing the business situations that are common to many industries, rather than specific industries,
through insights. After analyzing the model, the optimal solution obtained is adapted to the spe
cific industry and then applied in the real industry. On the other hand, the application optimizati
on model aims to apply the results obtained by analyzing the relevant model to the decision-m
aking process directly in the relevant industry, by formalizing the relatively unique decision-makin
g in a specific industry as a mathematical optimization model.
It is quite complicated to directly apply the optimal solution or analytical results obtained fro
m the analysis of this study directly to the actual production process of a specific industry beca
7

use this study corresponds to the theoretical optimization model in the above classification.
Nevertheless, it is possible to apply it after a certain adjustment process. That is, in the theore
tical optimization model, it is difficult to directly provide the optimal solution to the actual prod
uction process of reality found in a specific industry. However, through insights, we can build a
universal theoretical framework for common characteristics that arise from similar research model
s when we go through the process of simplifying and theorizing the real business problems of i
ndividual industries. Under this set of theoretical frameworks, it also serves to help build applicat
ion optimization models for business problems that arise in individual industries.

Keywords: Inventory, Yield management, Random yield and demand production process
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Abstract
Purpose/Research Question: Sustainable supply chain is recognized for economic and environmental
aspects. Green supply chain triggers additional costs. The burden of additional cost should be resolved
through resource efficiency and improved supply chain profits. In this research, we derive a strategy to
achieve efficient resource utilization through downward substitution and to maximize the supply chain's
profit via supply chain coordination.
A supply chain’s performance can diminish when one or more players of the system try to optimize
their own profits. Supply chain contract is a coordination system which makes a supply chain integrated
and gives incentives to all of its players (Wang 2002). Revenue sharing contract under downward
substitution is an effective way to coordination between supplier and buyer. In this context, the primary
10

objective of this research is to investigate whether the implementation of downward substitution can
achieve the goal of supply chain coordination between a single buyer and a single supplier under a
variety of environmental conditions. In particular, the following research questions are investigated:

1. Can downward substitution achieve cost reduction under a variety of realistic business conditions?
2. How does the magnitude of demand variation affect the level of supply chain coordination?
3. How do the different cost structures of the buyer and the supplier affect the level of supply chain
coordination?
4. How does the yield rate affect the level of supply chain coordination?

Key Literature Reviews (About 3~5 papers): In environmental and economic perspectives of
sustainability, coordination plays an important role in enhancing the competitive advantage of a supply
network and can significantly reduce overall cost and uncertainty. Coordination is even viewed as a key
to achieving sustainability performance. Especially for green and sustainable products, participation of
players at all stages of the supply chain is essential to optimize the entire supply chain (Beske and
Seuring, 2014). Yoon and Jeong (2017) studied a sustainable supply chain by supply chain contracting
and Hämäläinen et al. (2017) suggested the cost aggregation of sustainable supply chain to coordinate
in a supply chain. Downward substitution is a way to achieve resource efficiency. Maddah et al. (2009)
suggested the mathematical model of optimal order quantity in EOQ and classic newsvendor model.
The contracting is an efficient way to guide coordination between supply chain buyers and suppliers.
Supply chain contracts are coordination systems that give incentives to both companies that have
integrated supply chains (Wang, 2002). Supply chain contracts present mathematical solutions to
optimize the entire supply chain. The purpose of the supply chain is to maximize the interests of all
participants. That is why participants are trying to integrate and coordinate each other. By coordinating
variables in revenue sharing contract, coordination of decentralized supply chain participants can
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increase efficiency of the supply chain and improve profit of all participating companies. Cachon &
Lariviere (2005) showed that revenue sharing contract can coordinate a supply chain.

Design/Methodology/Approach: This research vehicle is simulation. The most complex method
conceptually to valuate is Monte Carlo simulation (Lee et al., 2016). We assume that there are two
firms, a supplier and a buyer, that faces a fixed-price newsvendor model in a supply chain. Suppose
items produced/purchased are of different qualities, we consider yield rate of perfect quality and
imperfect quality. Before a single selling season, a supplier and a buyer should decide the optimal
order quantity for a given environment. Achieving supply chain coordination, the objectives of revenue
sharing contract under downward substitution is to maximize a supply chain’s profit that consists of a
supplier’s profit and a buyer’s profit. We perform simulation to yield results of optimizing supply chain
within the environments defined by the experimental factors and parameters. The experimental factors
are including (1) downward substitution, (2) Demand Variation, (3) Cost Structure Ratio, and (4) yield
rate for perfect quality.

(Expected) Findings/Results: The experimental findings and their managerial implications can be
summarized as follows:
(1) Downward substitution helps to improve efficiency of resource utilization,
(2) In a supply chain, some environmental factors affect the level of supply chain coordination,
(3) Revenue sharing contract amplifies the effect of downward substitution, and
(4) Considering demand and yield uncertainty, sustainable supply chain can be coordinated.
Research limitations/Implications: In conclusion, implications of the experimental results can be
summarized as follows:
(1) Among the strategic alternatives, revenue sharing contract under downward substitution can help
increase efficiency of sustainable supply chain. Even under demand and yield uncertainty, downward
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substitution improve the cost performance of both buying and selling firms.
(2) Suppliers must consider such environmental factors as demand variation, cost structure ratio, and
yield rate for perfect quality in order to justify the use of downward substitution as coordination
mechanisms. Without having an appropriate environment, it may not be possible for the supplier to
achieve the desired level of supply chain coordination by offering optimal order quantity to the buyer.
(3) Revenue sharing contract gives more profit to both buyers and suppliers from the perspective of
supply chain coordination.

Keywords: sustainability, downward substitution, supply chain coordination, demand uncertainty, yield
uncertainty
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Abstract: With the advent of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the Korean industrial environment has been rapidly
changing. Under such conditions, the automotive industry, which is a traditional manufacturing industry in Korea;
the aerospace industry, which has been vertically integrated, led by a single large company—Korea Aerospace
Industries—after Korea went through the economic crisis in the 1990s; and the robot industry, which is currently
emerging are facing different innovation conditions. This study predicts the differences caused by the effect of open
innovation among the three major sectors in Korea, and verifies the following two research hypotheses: (1) the three
industries may be experiencing varying effects of open innovation, and (2) as large companies control a specific
industry and the size of the companies that dominate an industry is large, open innovation may work a little or not
work at all.
This study targets the patents of the automobile, robot, and aerospace fields registered in Korea from 2001 to 2014;
extracts the samples of the Korean companies that have applied, jointly applied, or registered patents; and conducts
in-depth interviews on them.
According to this research result, in Korea, the aerospace industry, which has the highest dominance of large
companies, experiences a slight effect of open innovation. The robot industry, which has a weak dominance of large
companies, experiences a strong effect of open innovation. In addition, the automotive industry has a medium level
of open innovation between the aerospace and robot sectors.
In case of the aerospace industry, to which the effect of open innovation is weak, the effect of joint patent application
improves technology value. However, in case of the robot industry, to which the effect of open innovation is strong,
joint patent application leads to the economic values of patents as well as the increase in technology transfer and
technology value.
Keywords: open innovation; aerospace; automotive; robot; joint patent application

1.

Introduction

The Korean industrial environment is fast changing with the advent of the Fourth Industrial Revolution [1]. The
automotive industry, which is a traditional manufacturing sector in Korea; the aviation industry, which has been
vertically integrated, led by a single large company—Korea Aerospace Industries (KAI)—after Korea went through
the economic crisis in the 1990s; and the robot industry, which is currently emerging, are the major manufacturing
companies that represent Korea.
However, these three fields have faced a significantly different innovation environment. In the automobile industry,
three complete vehicle companies—Hyundai Motor Company, Daewoo Motors (currently General
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Motors Korea), and SsangYong Motor—are competing with other global companies, and parts companies have
high-level technologies so that they directly supply their parts to complete vehicle companies worldwide. In
addition, with the advent of new automotive industry paradigms, such as self-driving cars and electric cars, this
industry makes various efforts for open innovation to secure new technologies and markets.
Korea’s robot sector has grown based on the existing industrial robot industry, and the intelligent robot sector recently
being paid attention to has been at the dawn of a new era. In addition to the existing robot industry, which has not yet
firmed its vertical integration and dominance of large companies, various creative open innovation cases in
technology, market, and society actively occur in the electronics/electrical; software (SW); manufacturing, which is
very different; and robot industries.
Although the global aviation field has greatly increased since the 2010s, the single governing structure of the Korean
aviation sector has been firmly strengthened, which is led by KAI. KAI’s turnkey system, which has been used since
2016, has strengthened its vertical integration and threatened some local aviation parts companies, which have grown
enough to directly supply parts to global aviation companies such as Boeing and Airbus. In addition, in case of the
highly functional unmanned aerial vehicle industry to which the world pays attention, the existing aviation
companies and KAI cannot properly handle the sector, but companies in other industries have actively entered the
field.

1.1.

Research Hypothesis

Under such situations, the differences among the three major industries in Korea may lead to different effects of open
innovation. This research aims to verify the following hypotheses: (1) the three industries may experience varying
effects of open innovation, and (2) as large companies control a specific industry and the size of the companies that
dominate an industry is large, the effect of open innovation may be weak or disappear.

1.2.

Research Scope and Method

First, this research targets the patents in the automobile, robot, and aerospace industries registered in Korea in 2001
to 2014. It analyzes the numbers of patents, patents jointly applied, the owners of patent rights, technology transfer
cases, and the patent disputes of each company, as well as the number of sub–International Patent Classifications
(IPCs) of 7 DIGIT (7D). Through the process, this research presumes the width and depth of corporate open
innovation, the technology transfer level of companies, and the economic and technological values of corporate
technologies.
Second, complementally, this study extracts the samples of the Korean companies that have experienced open
innovation among the companies that have applied, jointly applied, or registered patents in the aviation, automotive,
and robot sectors, and conducts in-depth interviews. These interviews are used to check the results of the patentbased statistical analysis and more accurately interpret the meaning of the patent analysis results.
This study used the patent bibliographic data, patent registration information, patent history of administrative
processes, and patent trials provided by the Korea Institute of Patent Information (www.kipris.or.kr). Based on the
patents registered in Korea, we target automobile patents (B60), robot patents (B25J), and aviation patents (B64)
registered for 15 years from 2000 to 2014. They are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Parents of 3 industries
Category

B60
(Automotive)

B25J
(Robot)

B64
Total
(Aerospace)

Category

44,131

3,896

1,293 49,320

Patent applicants

48,061

4,253

1,380 53,694
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Patent registration

53,941

4,849

1,540

60,330

History of
administrative
processes

305

426

97

828

Patent litigation

958

123

41

1,122

We divide technology transfer cases into exclusive license, non-exclusive license, and transfer of right, as shown
in the “History of administrative processes” column of Table 2.

Table 2. Technology transfer cases
Category

Name

TT_1

[Exclusive License] [Full Transfer] Transfer of Right

TT_2

[Exclusive License] Request for the Registration of the Establishment of License

TT_3

[Non-exclusive License] Request for the Registration of the Establishment of License

TT_4

[Patent Right] [Partial Transfer] Transfer of Right

TT_5

[Patent Right] [Full Transfer] Transfer of Right

TT_6

[Patent Right] [Partial Transfer of Share] Transfer of Right

TT_7

[Patent Right] [Full Transfer of Share] Transfer of Right

2.

Literature Review and Research Framework

2.1.

Literature Review

As the industrial economy changes to a knowledge-based economy, the common ratio between patents, and R&D
and new products are increasing [2–3]. Through motivating collaborative patents, in Finland, the development of a
knowledge-based economy are invited [4]. Patents are used to measure various innovations. Basically, patent counts
could be used as a measure of the effect of technology [5]. Patenting figures could be used as an indicator of
innovation in that a firm’s propensity to patent is significantly higher among R&D collaborators, and varies across
sectors and by firm size [6]. Patent forward citations have become an established measure for the technological and
economic value of patents in empirical innovation [7]. According to the analysis of the US pharmaceutical industry,
relative patent positions (RPP) and patent citations were positively associated with the corporate market value, the
Herfindahl–Hirschman Index (HHI) of patents was negatively associated with it, and the revealed technology
advantage (RTA) was not significantly related to it [8]. In addition, according to them, the HHI of patents and RPP
have nonlinear and monotonous positive influences on corporate performance, while patent citations have a
nonlinear, U-shaped influence [9].
Meanwhile, patents are directly used in diverse researches that measure various aspects of open innovation
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[10–11]. One research analyzed the open innovation of cities by the average number of joint applicants of each
patent, and the ratio of jointly applied patents in target cities [12]. Another study measured the breadth of open
innovation by the ratio of jointly applied patents from the total patents of a firm, and the depth of open innovation by
the average number of joint applicants of each patent of a firm [13]. Another study analyzed the effect of distance
on open innovation and its difference among institutions, and used the ratio of patents jointly applied and the average
number of joint applicants of each patent as the depth and breadth of open innovation, respectively [14]. In any
study, the co-invention index and the co-assignee index were used to measure the pattern of increasing collaborations
in inventive activities worldwide [15].
Patent diversity, which is measured by sub-IPC numbers, can be used as a predictor of regional innovativeness [16].
When multiple IPC codes exist in a single patent and those codes belong to different technology fields, we call this
a case of IPC co-occurrence [17]. The distribution of main IPC codes can be used to measure inter-sectorial
technology spillovers [18]).
Diversifying into a greater number of different activities using the open innovation approach is found to generate
more synergistic effects than diversifying into a limited number of similar activities [19]. If any firm wants to obtain
significant economic returns from an innovation, business strategy—particularly, as it relates to the firm’s decision
to integrate and collaborate—is shown to be an important factor [20].

2.2.

Research Framework and Hypothesis

Figure 1. Research Framework

In Korea, the aviation industry has been centralized by a single large company called KAI. In addition, most aviation
companies in Korea have a strong high hierarchy, centralized by KAI. In other words, the aviation industry has the
characteristics of open innovation (the (A) type in Figure 1). However, the automobile industry has various parts
companies that supply complete vehicle companies in Korea and abroad, led by three to four complete vehicle
companies. Thus, such industry has the characteristics of a loosened hierarchy and a relieved centralization (the (B)
type in Figure 1). On the other hand, the robot industry has not had the centralization system of large companies, and
diverse robot companies coming from various sectors coexist together. It has the scattering of hierarchy, showing the
characteristics of open innovation (the (C) type in Figure 1).
With the previous researches, we set the above research analysis framework and confirm the following three key
hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: The Korean aerospace industry, which has weak characteristics of open innovation, will have an
impact on just improving sub-IPCs; thus, the technical values of corporate patents will increase.
Hypothesis 2: The Korean automobile industry, which has moderate characteristics of open innovation, will have an
impact on just increasing patent lawsuits; thus, the technical and economical values of corporate patents
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will be enhanced.
Hypothesis 3: The Korean robot industry has high characteristics of open innovation; thus, the technical and
economical values of corporate patents will be improved and technology transfer will be activated.

3.

3.1.

Patent Analysis

Patent Overview

The relationship between the application and registration years of patents is summarized in Figure 1, and the
patents in the robot, automobile, and aerospace sectors are described in terms of their application and registration
years, as shown in Figure 2 In general, the patents in the three fields are increasing.

Figure 2. Trends of 3 industries patends.

3.1.1.

Ratio of Joint Patent Application

In a joint ownership of a patent right, one invention is collaboratively applied by multiple people and they
receive its right. In this case, in can be determined that open innovation occurs to share the technology.
In case of patents with two or more applicants, the IOI and ROI can be analyzed to measure its level of open
innovation. The following table describes the averages of the IOI and ROI of each industry based on patent
applicants. The IOI and ROI in the automobile sector are 1.37 and 24.11, respectively; those in the robot industry
are 1.49 and 27.25, respectively; and those in the aviation field are 1.41 and 23.18, respectively.
In general, research showed that the level of open innovation in an industry whose size is large and centered by
a large company is low. In Korea, the automotive sector has a low level of open innovation, followed by the
aviation and robot industries.

Table 3. Total measure of open innovation by patents.
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Division

Car

Total number of patents

Robot
44,131

3,896

1,293

3,277

279

67

48,060

4,253

1,380

1.37

1.49

1.41

24.11

27.25

23.18

Number of joint applicant patents


Open Innovation depth

Total number of applicants
 Open Innovation breadth
Average number of applicants in each
patent by each firm
Average ratio of joint applied patents by
each firm

3.1.2.

Airline

Number of Technology Transfer Cases

The transfer of all patent rights accounts for 75% or more of technology transfer cases, followed by the partial
transfer of patent rights, the transfer of all patent right shares, and exclusive license.
It is analyzed that the numbers of technology transfer cases in the automobile, robot, and aerospace industries are
305, 426, and 97, respectively. The ratio of technology transfer against the number of patents is 0.7% in the
automotive industry, 10.9% in the robot sector, and 7.5% in the aerospace field. This indicates that technology
transfer is not activated in the automobile industry, which is based on large complete vehicle companies. In
addition, technology transfer is activated in the robot sector, where each part is developed for one finished product.
The Korean aviation industry has not matured yet; thus, it does not have any clear characteristics. However,
technology transfers seem to gradually increase.

Table 4. Technology Transfer form by sectors
Division

Subtotal

TT_1

Car

305

Robot

426

Airline

97

Total/Average

3.1.3.

828

TT_2

2

2

TT_3

TT_4

TT_5

TT_6

13

4

43

217

23

10

23

338

5

7

7

41

21

73

TT_7

Ratio
28

0.7

2

28

10.9

69

1

8

7.5

624

3

64

6.4

Patent Disputes

With the rapid increase in Nonpracticing Entities (NPEs) and the expansion of the patent business, the possibility
of disputes between domestic manufacturing companies is rising. Based on the data collected, in case of patent
trials, there are 958 trials in the automotive sector, 123 in the robot industry, and 41 in the aerospace field. The
automobile industry has the largest number of patent trials. However, in terms of the ratio of patent trials against
patent registration cases, it is 2.2%, 3.2%, and 3.2% for the automotive, robot, and aerospace sectors, respectively,
and the automotive field has the lowest number of cases of patent disputes.

Table 5. Patent Disputes comparing among 3 sectors.
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Division

3.1.4.

Numbers

Ratio (%)

Car

958

2.2

Robot

123

3.2

Airline

41

3.2

Analysis according to the International Patent Classification

The description of patent documents is classified according to the IPC. More classification cases mean diverse
technical fields. The IPC system is composed of section, class, subclass, main group, and subgroup. As of January
2014, there were 8 sections, 129 classes, 638 subclasses, 7,391 main groups, and 64,046 subgroups.
If a patent is divided into a subclass, it can be classified into a different technology. If a patent is divided into
two or more subclasses, it indicates that technologies are fused. For fused technologies, the numbers of
automobile, robot, and aviation technologies are 14,285, 2,088, and 686, respectively, and the automotive sector
has the largest cases. However, in terms of the technical fusion ratio, it is 32.4%, 53.6%, and 53.1% for the
automobile, robot, and aviation sectors, respectively, and the robot and aviation industries have more fused
technologies than the automotive field.

Table 6. Sub-IPC among 3 sectors
Division

Car

Robot

Airline

Total number (A)

44,131

3,896

1,293

Multiple case (B)

14,285

2,088

686

32.4

53.6

53.1

Convergence technology ratio
(B / A) (%)

3.2.

Descriptive Statistics Analysis

Robot Industry Correlation Analysis
Category

Mean

SD

1

1. OI depth (OID)

5.286

13.472

–

2. OI breadth (OIB)

.567

1.294

.456*

3. OID × OIB

.456

4.365

.523*

.603*

19.242

488.277

.389*

.384* .917*

5. Total number of technology
transfers

2.071

3.156

.641*

.288* .300*

.191*

6. Total number of conflicts

1.677

1.533

.591*

.228** .470*

.509*

.397

7. Total number of IPCs (7D)

9.364

30.489

.956*

.313* .415*

.330*

.551*

4. (OID × OIB)²

IPCs, International Patent Classifications; 7D, 7 DIGIT.
*p < .01.
**p < .05
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2

3

4

5

6

.483*

Automobile Industry Correlation Analysis
Category

Mean

SD

1

8.639

170.432

–

2. OI breadth (OIB)

.676

7.018

.923*

3. OID × OIB

.922

72.278

.947* .931*

5224.173

4.315

.944* .927*

5. Total number of technology
transfers

1.905

3.570

6. Total number of conflicts

2.339

4.524

.703* .692*

.612* .605*

−.126

267.679

.995* .936*

.936* .955*

−.009

.709*

5

6

1. OI depth (OID)

4. (OID × OIB)²

7. Total number of IPCs (7D)

13.330

2

3

−.003 .066

4

5

6

1.000*
−.017 −.018

IPCs, International Patent Classifications; 7D, 7 DIGIT.
*p < .01.

Aerospace Industry Correlation Analysis
Category
1. OI depth (OID)

Mean

SD

4.138

1

2

3

16.412 –

2. OI breadth (OIB)

.355

.832 .518**

3. IOI × ROI

.517

8.407 .809**

.556**

70.789 1455.558 .807**

.505**

4. (IOI × ROI)²

4

.994**

5. Total number of technology
transfers

1.560

1.017 .307**

.137

.274*

6. Total number of conflicts

1.316

.620 .405*

.295

.188

.186 −.080

.772**

.769** .282*

7. Total number of IPCs (7D)

7.641

34.982

IPCs, International Patent Classifications; 7D, 7 DIGIT.
**p < .01, *p < .05.
3.3.

Regression Analysis

3.3.1.

Robot Industry

22

.991**

.472**

.281*

.414**

3.3.2.

Automotive Industry

Total Number of Technology Transfers

23

3.3.3.

Aerospace Industry

Total Number of Technology Transfers

24

4.
5.

In-Depth Interview Analysis
Discussion

6.

Conclusion
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Abstract
As the era of the 4th Industrial sector, for new innovation in a variety of areas to address the
challenges of a dramatically changing industrial landscape. This study aims to analyze the business
performance accompanied with IT convergence innovations, focusing on a discussion of Internet of
things (IoT) innovation and the IT convergence model, a new industrial model. Based on technology
innovation theories, the driving factors of technology innovation are explained, and the influence of
technological innovation on business performance is examined. The study performs an empirical
analysis with Time Series Analysis, utilized ARIMA, on business performance from the perspective of
client satisfaction with the services the target companies provide and the production process
improvement, as well as from the financial perspective. Through the analysis, it is found that any
improvement of IT convergence innovation competence such as business efficiency IT index, company
cooperation IT index, and strategy business IT index has a positive impact on the production process,
financial performance and customer satisfaction with the services the companies provide. IT
convergence competence should be classified and evaluated more extensively, based on which future
studies should be conducted to empirically analyze the relationship between business performance and
government policies to activate IT convergence innovations.

Purpose/ Research Question:
This study performs an empirical study on the relationship between the level of an IT convergence
innovation and business performance for construction conglomerates in Korea.
Rogers(2003) defines the diffusion of innovation as a process of communication between members
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about a new change including ideas, practices and products in a social system through a specific channel
with the passage of time. In addition, he also explains how innovation spreads and the rate of adoption
through the five factors that affect innovation adoption. The hypotheses of this study can be summarized
as follows. First, to perform an empirical analysis of the relationship between an IT convergence
innovation and business performance in a construction company, IT convergence technology
innovations are defined from the perspective of work efficiency to understand various interrelations
with business performance and support an analysis of the relationship of the level of IT convergence
with business performance of a company from the perspective of a business strategy. Taking the
attributes of IT/SW utilization survey data into account, as explained earlier, work efficiency IT index,
collaboration index, and strategic management IT index are first defined to measure their impact in the
construction industry.

[H1] Work efficiency IT index will promote business performance.
(1-1) Work efficiency IT index will promote customer satisfaction index.
(1-2) Work efficiency IT index will promote business growth index.
(1-3) Work efficiency IT index will promote business profit index.
(1-4) Work efficiency IT index will promote business productivity index.
(1-5) Work efficiency IT index will promote business production process.
[H2] Collaboration IT index will promote business performance.
(2-1) Collaboration IT index will promote customer satisfaction index.
(2-2) Collaboration IT index will promote business growth index.
(2-3) Collaboration IT index will promote business profit index.
(2-4) Collaboration IT index will promote business productivity index.
(2-5) Collaboration IT index will promote business production process.

[H3] Strategic management IT index will promote business performance.
(3-1)Strategic management IT index will promote customer satisfaction index.
(3-2) Strategic management IT index will promote business growth.
(3-3) Strategic management IT index will promote business profit.
(3-4) Strategic management IT index will promote business productivity.
(3-5) Strategic management IT index will promote business prod process.
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Key Literature Reviews
1. Data Collection
The data used for this study include IT. SW statistical data of companies in Korea published by the
Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning, corporations’ financial statistical data obtained from the
Financial Supervisory Service, data on brand value from Brand stock and economic statistics from the
Bank of Korea. IT. As of 2015, the survey group consisted of 19 construction companies that have more
than 1000 employees and an apartment brand of their own. In sum, the survey group for this study
consists of 19 construction conglomerates in Korea found from 2005 to 2015.

2 Measurement of Variables
1) Dependent Variables
Customer satisfaction, economic growth, productivity and production process performance are set as
dependent variables.
2) Independent Variables
The work efficiency IT utilization index, the collaboration IT index, and the strategic management IT
index are set as independent variables. First, the work efficiency IT utilization index is a preliminary
index used to evaluate the level of IT utilization by individual and by department and between
departments in an organization, and the collaboration IT index is a variable used to evaluate the
collaboration level when a company collaborates or shares information with external organizations and
agents such as a client or supply company in an inter-corporation process.
3) Control Variables
The third variables that can affect customer satisfaction, economic growth, profitability, productivity,
and production process are set as control variables.

3. Analysis results
As discussed earlier, when business performance and IT convergence index were empirically
analyzed, in some cases the IT convergence index was found not to contribute, but in most cases it was
found that the IT convergence index has a positive impact on business performance. All variables
including independent variables were empirically analyzed as business performance creation factors,
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and the following summarizes how the various IT convergence indices have an impact on business
performance through verification of the hypotheses. First, to analyze how the IT convergence indices
affect business performance, a regression analysis and time series analysis were conducted, and the
empirical analysis confirms <Hypothesis 1> that the work efficiency IT index that shows the IT
convergence level of doing work in an organization has a positive influence on business performance.
From the analysis of <Hypothesis 2>, it was found that the collaboration IT index, which evaluates
the level of IT convergence used for inter-corporation work, has a positive impact on customer
satisfaction, financial performance, and the production process. This implies that companies actively
collaborate with external and other organizations and agents through IT in order to improve customer
service, sales, related profitability, productivity and production process; as a result, companies can
obtain unattainable values for themselves through collaboration with external organizations or agents.
Lastly, in the analysis of <Hypothesis 3>, it was shown that the impact of the strategic management
IT index that evaluates the IT convergence level used in establishing a business strategy or creating a
new business is as statistically significant in the business performance as in the analysis of <Hypothesis
2>. The analysis results can be summarized as follows. In the analysis of [Hypothesis 1], the work
efficiency IT index, the IT convergence level used for doing a task in an organization has a significant
effect on customer satisfaction, profitability and productivity of financial performance and process rate
and defect improvement rate, indicating the efficiency of the production process. However, the work
efficiency index does not show any significant impact on an increase in sales, an indicator of the
economic growth of a company.
Therefore, Hypothesis 1 as well as sub-hypotheses 1-1, 1-3, 1-4 and 1-5 are adopted. In the analysis
of [Hypothesis 2], the collaboration IT index that indicates the IT convergence level in the collaboration
between companies has a significant influence on customer satisfaction, financial performance (an
increase in sales, net profit rate of sales, investment rate in facilities) and the production process (process
rate and defect improvement rate).
For this reason, Hypothesis 2 as well as all of the sub-hypotheses 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5 are
adopted. Like [Hypothesis 2], [Hypothesis 3] has a significant impact on customer satisfaction, financial
performance and the production process, which is also adopted. The table below summarizes the
verification results of the hypotheses.
<Table 2 > Data Analysis Result
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Time Series Analysis
Independent
Variables

CS

GR

PRF

PRD

Development
Process

WE IT

3.621***

1.848

2.415*

1.909*

2.899**

CL IT

4.110***

5.854***

4.415***

3.002**

3.478**

SM IT

7.322***

2.463*

2.272*

1.646*

3.919***

.539

.393

.394

.809

.849

21.006

24.988

13.890

20.280

22.626

p=.226

p=.095

p=.675

p=.260

p=.124

R2

Ljung-Box Q

<Table 3 > Validation of Hypothesis
Hypothesis
H1. Work efficiency IT index will promote business performance
Work efficiency IT index will promote customer satisfaction index
Work efficiency IT index will promote business growth index
Work efficiency IT index will promote business profitability index
Work efficiency IT index will promote business productivity index
Work efficiency IT index will promote business production process
H2. Collaboration IT index will promote business performance
Work efficiency IT index will promote customer satisfaction index
Work efficiency IT index will promote business growth index
Work efficiency IT index will promote business profitability index
Work efficiency IT index will promote business productivity index
Work efficiency IT index will promote business production process
H3. Strategy management IT index will promote business performance
Strategy management IT index will promote customer satisfaction index
Strategy management IT index will promote business growth index
Strategy management IT index will promote business profitability index
Strategy management IT index will promote business productivity index
Strategy management IT index will promote business production process

Research limitations/ Implications
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(+)
+
N/A
+
+
+
(+)
+
+
+
+
+
(+)
+
+
+
+
+

From a comprehensive perspective, this study has significance in that it makes proposals based on an
empirical study on the relationship between an IT convergence innovation and business performance.
Many companies question whether IT convergence innovations can actually improve business
performance. Through the empirical analysis, it is found that the more improved the level of IT
convergence innovations becomes, the higher business performance will be in terms of customer
satisfaction, financial performance, and the production process, which is a completely different finding
from the general view that IT convergence innovations can promote the IT supporting system for the
business process only.
Based on the results of this study, the following policy implications were derived. First, these
empirical analysis results provide the government and companies with an opportunity to check the
systematic relationship of the input resources with the IT utilization by area. With this opportunity, the
government and companies can prepare a strategic framework by thinking over how to improve and
activate IT convergence innovations within an industry. Second, rather than simply assuming that
business performance will be improved if the government makes an investment or manpower is secured
in a company for IT convergence innovations, the government and companies can consider the
strategies to fuse IT technologies in an organization and operation policies from an overall perspective
to increase the efficiency of IT convergence innovations and following productivity when they are
establishing strategies for the adoption and activation of IT convergence. In particular, the results can
be utilized to secure competence factors of IT convergence innovations (business efficiency,
collaboration, strategic management). Therefore, if the results continue to be managed as a performance
index of IT convergence innovations, it will have more significant effects on the business performance
based on the improvement of the IT convergence level. Moreover, the analysis results mentioned earlier
can be utilized as important data to establish a body to promote the investment and activation of IT
convergence innovations.
The aim of this study is to empirically clarify the impact of the utilization level of technology
innovation on the business performance after checking the utilization level of technology innovation
promoted by domestic construction conglomerates. Therefore, companies that want to improve their
business performance based on IT convergence innovations can achieve some benefits when they
establish strategies for improving business performance by sector based on the indices of IT
convergence innovations presented in this study. While the analysis model and variables in this study
were adopted based on established theories and previous studies, this study has a limitation in that its
limited data structure and type cannot explain all the phenomena of an impact on business performance
with only IT convergence innovations.
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First, the NIPA IT. SW convergence index data utilized in this study is based on the results of surveys
conducted by domestic construction companies, which implies that the index is highly likely to be made
subjectively; this is a limitation.
Further, the data is too limited to enable an analysis of the relationship between IT convergence
innovations and business performance from composite and diverse perspectives. As well, while a
regression analysis and the time series analysis were conducted based on the time series data of the IT
convergence index, the analyses were focused only on construction companies rather than
encompassing all companies.
Third, a limitation lies in the measurement of business performance. In this study, the business
performance is measured from a comprehensive perspective that includes customer satisfaction and
work process as well as the financial viewpoint, which has been considered a limitation.
Lastly, the circumstances were not considered in the analysis of the relationship between IT
convergence innovations index and business performance.
The business performance of a company can be changed depending on the national and industrial
circumstances of the company, and unique factors in the environment, government regulations, specific
events and accidents are highly likely to affect business performance. As well, they can be changed by
the mutual relationships a rising from IT convergence innovations, when IT convergence innovations
and their accompanying changes are adopted within the company in the future.
Keywords: Innovation, Technological innovation performance, Construction IT technology,

Convergence, Management performance, Innovation diffusion
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Abstract
The aim of this study is to empirically clarify the impact of the utilization level of convergence index
on the academic performance after checking the variety, the balance, the disparity level of the academic
research papers.
Therefore, the researchers, the academic institutions and other related agencies that want to improve
their academic performance based on academic papers can achieve some benefits when they establish
strategies for improving academic performance by sector based on the indices of paper convergence
index presented in this study. While analysis model and variables in this study were adopted based on
established theories and previous studies, this study has a limitation in that its limited data structure and
type cannot explain all the phenomena of an impact on academic performance with only limited
convergence index.

Purpose/ Research Question:
Since there is a limit to solving social problems with only a single knowledge of the field of research,
and the strategy of science and technology development is shifting from a chase type to a de-chase type
and a leading type, 'convergence' has emerged as a keyword. Highly differentiated and specialized
existing research methods in various disciplines are being transformed into collaborative research and
convergence research through communication and cooperation. Support for convergence research by
domestic and foreign governments is also becoming active. The reason for this is to create a new growth
engine that will provide a new breakthrough in economic growth by positively supporting and fostering
convergence research and convergence technology. The purpose of this study is to investigate the
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relationship between convergence and research achievement independently for all disciplines by
examining the effects of multifaceted characteristics (multiplicity, uniformity, and heterogeneity) of
convergence on research achievement,
1. Convergence property of R & D projects will have a positive effect on research outcomes
(Number of papers).
1-1) Multiplicity(Variety) of research disciplines will have a positive impact on research outcomes.
1-2) Uniformity(Balance) of research disciplines will have a positive impact on research outcomes.
1-3) Heteroginity(Disparity) of research disciplines will have a positive impact on research
outcomes.
2. Convergence property of R & D projects will have a positive impact on the research outcomces
(Number of patents).
2-1) Multiplicity(Variety) of research disciplines will have a positive impact on research outcomes.
2-2) Uniformity(Balance) of research disciplines will have a positive impact on research outcomes.
2-3) Heterorginity(Disparity) of research disciplines will have a positive impact on research
outcomes.

Key Literature Reviews
1. Concept and type of convergence research
The European Science Foundation (ESF) distinguishes four types of convergence research in the
knowledge stage of science and technology. Applying the definition of Vanegas (2009), ESF (2011)
classified convergence research into multidisciplinary research, interdisciplinary research, transdisciplinary research, and cross-disciplinary research. Multidisciplinary convergence research has one
research topic in one academic field and the research topic is supported from other research fields.
Multidisciplinary approach is to maintain the independence and identity of each discipline, while other
disciplines play an auxiliary role in solving research topics belonging to one discipline.

2. Convergence property measurement of convergence research
As interest in convergence research increases, various methodologies for quantitatively measuring and
evaluating the properties of multi-disciplinarity and inter-disciplinarity are being discussed. First, the
bibliographic method measures the properties of multi-disciplinarity using those methods of co-word
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analysis, co-citation analysis, co-authorship analysis and co-classification analysis. By applying
quantitative bibliographical methods, Porter and Rafols(2009) found that convergence research is
becoming more active - the research fields cited for 30 years from 1975 to 2005 were enormously
increased by 50%, the number of citations per paper also increased by 50%, and the number of coauthors per paper increased by 75%.

Design/ Methodology/ Approach:
1. Study model
To investigate the effects of convergence on research outcomes which is the purpose of this study, the
properties of convergence of research projects are analyzed using diversity index, and are set as
explanatory variables. In addition, the number of papers and the number of patents that are used as
quantitative indicators of research achievements in various research fields are set as dependent variables
and analyzed. In addition, those variables of the research period, the size of the research fund, the
number of co-researchers, and the characteristics of research subjects (sex and division of research
institutes) that have already been validated in the previous studies are set as control variables to verify
the effects of the variables.

<Picture

1> Research

Model

2. Analysis
The

data

data

used in this

study are for individual research projects supported for 3 years from 2009 to 2011, and the research
cost, research period, and research results supported from 2009 to 2015 are analyzed. The reason why
the research result measurement period is longer than the research period is that the time lag for the
research execution is considered. According to Article 8 (Implementation of Self-Evaluation) of Act on
Performance Evaluation and Performance Management of National R & D Projects (abbreviation:
Research Performance Evaluation Act), during the five years after the completion of the R&D project,
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the management and utilization of the research results should be evaluated. According to this law, the
results of each R & D project will be submitted for five years after completion of each research.

3. Operational definition and characteristics of variables

1) Dependent variable
The dependent variable in this study is the research result, and the number of papers and the number
of patents are set as dependent variables. The number of papers was the sum of the number of SCI and
non-SCI papers published in Korea and abroad. However, the natural logarithm was used to calibrate
the data so that the number of papers was normalized. The number of patents was the sum of the number
of patents filed and registered in domestic and overseas.

2) Explanatory variable
The explanatory variable of this study is convergence property and is subdivided into multiplicity,
uniformity, and heterogeneity.

(1) Multiplicity
First, the multiplicity(Variety) index is defined as the number(n) of the major classification fields in
the National Science and Technology Classification Standards linked to each project. In this study, the
number of major categories in the national science and technology standard classification is defined as
the explanatory variable. And even though the two sub-fields in the National Science and Technology
Classification Standards are different, the multiplicity is defined as one when the major classification
is the same.
Multiplicity(Variety) =
(

: the number of the major classification fields in the National Science and Technology
Classification Standards)

(2) Uniformity
The uniformity(Balance) Index utilizes the Shannon Index. Here is the share of research projects in
the national science and technology standard classification category. Where

is the proportion of the

project within the major category of National Science and Technology Classification Standards.
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Uniformity(Balance) =
(

: the number of the major classification fields in the National Science and Technology
Classification Standards,

: the proportion of i field in all fields)

(3) Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity(Disparity) is defined as the average of non-similarity. The non-similarity between
research disciplines is calculated using the cosine similarity(

). The definition of cosine similarity is

a degree of similarity between vectors measured using the cosine of angles between two vectors of
inner space.
Disparity =
(

: cosine similarity,

: the number of the major classification fields in the National Science and
Technology Classification Standards)

3) Control variable
The control variables for the empirical analysis of this study are research period, the amount of research
expense, the number of joint researchers, the nature of research and development, the gender of the
researcher, and the division of the research institute. Many studies on the effectiveness of government
R & D support have proved that the longer the research period, the larger the research expense, and the
more the number of researchers, the greater the research result. The study period was the total study
period, and in the case of a multi-year project, the total study period was also counted. The research
cost was also the sum of the research expenses supported during the total research period. The number
of co-researchers was counted only by pure co-researchers excluding the research director(1).

Results
Through this empirical analysis, it is found that an improvement of convergence indexes, variety,
balance, disparity, can lead to an improvement in the quantity of the creation of thesis and patentwhich
ultimately results in quality satisfaction. From the analysis of <Hypothesis １>, it was found that the
variety of convergence index, which evaluates the level of relationship for inter-corporation work, has
a positive impact on creation of thesis. This implies that research subject subsequently related with
external and other research papers have brought better academic results. The balance and disparity of
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research papers have an effect on the creation of excellent academic performance.
[Table1] Result for Thesis
Models
Variables

Variety

Model1

Model2

0.007
(0.005)

-0.2**
(-0.144)

Model3

Model4

-0.001

-0.258*

(0)

(-0.126)

Model5

Model6

0.029

0.265***

(0.011)

(0.098)

0.059**

Variety2

(0.151)

Balance

0.288*

Balance2

(0.127)

Disparity

-0.234***
(-0.092)

Disparity2
0.128***
(0.155)

0.127***
(0.154)

0.127***
(0.155)

0.128***
(0.155)

0.128***
(0.155)

0.128***
(0.155)

0.001***

0.001***

0.001***

0.001***

0.001***

0.001***

(0.334)

(0.334)

(0.334)

(0.334)

(0.333)

(0.333)

0.343***

0.344***

0.343***

0.343***

0.343***

0.342***

(0.155)

(0.155)

(0.155)

(0.154)

(0.154)

(0.154)

Constant

0.218***

0.372***

0.227***

0.229***

0.211***

0.174***

F

333.833***

287.106***

333.789***

286.742***

334.006***

287.491***

Adj. R2(%)

22.1

22.1

22.1

22.1

22.1

22.1

Time (Year)

Spending(\M)

No. Co-researcher

*p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01

Therefore, Hypothesis 1 as well as sub-hypotheses 1-1, 1-2, 1-3 are adopted.

<Hypothesis 1>
The convergence index will promote the academic performance
1-1) Variety in academic paper will promote the academic performance. (+)
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1-2) Balance in academic paper will promote the academic performance. (+)
1-3) Disparity in academic paper will promote the academic performance. (+)

[Table3] Result for patent
Analysis Model
Variables
Model1
Variety

Model2

0.159***

-0.058

(0.057)

(-0.021)

Model3

Model4

0.222***

-0.28

(0.053)

(-0.068)

Model5

Model6

0.061
(0.078)

Variety 2
Balance

0.56
(0.122)

Balance2
Disparity

0.279***

-0.1

(0.052)

(-0.019)
0.377

Disparity2

(0.074)
0.044***
(0.029)

0.044***
(0.029)

0.045***
(0.029)

0.045***
(0.029)

0.044***
(0.029)

0.045***
(0.029)

0.003***

0.003***

0.003***

0.003***

0.003***

0.003***

(0.352)

(0.352)

(0.353)

(0.353)

(0.353)

(0.353)

No. Co-researcher

0.103**
(0.021)

0.103**
(0.021)

0.102**
(0.021)

0.101**
(0.021)

0.101**
(0.021)

0.101**
(0.021)

Constanct

-0.311***

-0.149

-0.153***

-0.149***

-0.245***

-0.190***

F

319.930***

274.550***

319.005***

274.220***

318.581***

274.086***

Adj. R2(%)

14.9

14.9

14.9

14.9

14.9

14.9

Time (Year)
Spending(\M)

*p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01

From the analysis of <Hypothesis 2>, it was found that the variety of convergence index, which
evaluates the level of relationship for inter-corporation work, has a positive impact on gaining of Patent
in academic and also business field.
Therefore, Hypothesis 2 as well as sub-hypotheses 2-1, 2-2, 2-3 are adopted.
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<Hypothesis 2>
The convergence index will promote the academic performance (Qty of patents)
2-1) Variety in academic paper will promote the academic performance. (+)
2-2) Balance in academic paper will promote the academic performance. (+)
2-3) Disparity in academic paper will promote the academic performance. (+)

Research limitations/ Implications
This research focused on how the convergence index have an effect on the academic performance
which was measured by quantity of thesis and patent created with the academic performance by the
researchers who were selected by Korean research foundation through 2009 to 2015. The research
papers have been categorized to three sections, variety, balance, disparity, and academic performance
were analyzed by two sections, thesis and patent.
The analysis found that the convergence index have a positive effect on creation of thesis and patent.
For the analysis about the thesis performance, the more the research paper has the variety and balance,
the more the academic performance creates. However the quantity of thesis has been decreased when
the level of disparity was high. For the analysis about the patent performance, the convergence index
(variety, balance, disparity) have a great effect on the patent creation. The creation of patents have
increased when the relationships between research paper and other papers are high, also the balance
rate is reasonable, and the disparity level is higher between papers.

The implication of this research are below. First the scope of the research is the whole research area
in scientific sector, therefore the result can be represented to all scientific area. Secondly, most of other
research papers have considered only the thesis as the academic performances but this paper have
considered the patent as the other effective factor for academic performance.
As a result of this consideration, the effect of convergence index can be vary depending on the type of
the research papers. Lastly, the convergence index effect to academic performance can be different with
the variety of characteristics of convergence index. Through the result of the research, the government
agency can have the insights to design the government policies for the research support with how the
great result will be created.

The aim of this study is to empirically clarify the impact of the utilization level of convergence index
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on the academic performance after checking the variety, the balance, the disparity level of the academic
research papers.
Therefore, the researchers, the academic institutions and other related agencies that want to improve
their academic performance based on academic papers can achieve some benefits when they establish
strategies for improving academic performance by sector based on the indices of paper convergence
index presented in this study. While analysis model and variables in this study were adopted based on
established theories and previous studies, this study has a limitation in that its limited data structure and
type cannot explain all the phenomena of an impact on academic performance with only limited
convergence index.
Keywords: Convergence, Open Innovation, Research Method, Disciplines
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12.
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1. Objective
In Korea, the success of the fast-paced strategy since the 1970s has led to a successful entry into the front-runner
group, but under the new order in the future, the front group will be in a forklift if not maintained. It is urgent for
Korea's main industries to increase adaptability to the fourth industrial revolution, to secure competitiveness
suitable for a new era, and to transform success equations.
In order to respond to the 4th industrial revolution, the Korean government moves away from the support system
for each project and constructs a system that supports 'Technology + Industry + System' as package business
group. Through the establishment of an innovative R & D support system, the Korean government intends to take
the lead in the fourth industrial revolution.
In this study, we will analyze the meaning of R & D package system, which is the investment analysis model
corresponding to the 4th Korean Industrial Revolution, and present autonomous automobile industry as an
example.

2. Structure
In this study, we will introduce and propose a research and development package program, the 4th Korean
Industrial Revolution Framework, which connects the accumulated strengths of Korea's main industries,
strengthens new success drivers such as soft power, and solves the immediate industrial problems. This reflects
the new perspectives and methods for addressing the social and industrial challenges facing the main strengths of
the flagship industry, linking-spreading, complementing the necessary capabilities. In particular, it distinguishes
the German model of factory creating value, the US model of data creating value, and the Japanese model of
human knowledge creating value.
In the 4th industrial revolution, growth and competitiveness centered on 'technology, knowledge, and soft power'
are key rather than growth driven by 'efficiency, scale, and capital', but the success equation of Korea still remains
'internal efficiency and optimization’.
In particular, the structural fixation that hinders the integration of ecosystems, such as invisible industries and
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barriers between enterprises, in the mainstream industry is a stumbling block to creating new fusion and innovation
power. In addition, it lacks leading technology in cross-cutting technology of the fourth industrial revolution such
as AI, big data, IoT, 3D printing. We propose cross-cutting tech., soft power as the two capabilities to promote R
& D package model, the fourth type of Korean Industrial Revolution Framework.
"Cross-cutting tech" refers to technology and platform capabilities for cross-industry connections, the core of the
Fourth Industry Revolution, and Soft Power refers to creativity and alleviation of industry boundaries and
regulations. It is necessary to acquire core source technologies that can be used commonly across industries, and
to expand and apply them to many industries.
This study analyzed the autonomous vehicle, one of the pilot projects in 2017.

[Figure1] Concept of R&D package model

3. Methods and data
R&D pie system means that the Korean government will establish a strategic investment field to cope with the
fourth industrial revolution by integrating the growth mechanism of technology and industry, linkage and
convergence structure, and link it with law and system improvement.
In particular, basically, it utilizes academic papers and patent data to derive detailed technologies based on midto-long-term technology demand, technology level evaluation, expert opinion, etc., and continuously will replace
investment scope and standards with Moving Target method.
Hirschman introduces the concept of backward and forward linkages. A forward linkage is created when
investment in a particular project encourages investment in subsequent stages of production. A backward linkage
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is created when a project encourages investment in facilities that enable the project to succeed. Normally, projects
create both forward and backward linkages. Investment should be made in those projects that have the greatest
total number of linkages. Projects with many linkages will vary from country to country; knowledge about project
linkages can be obtained through input and output studies. Each industry provides products or services to other
industries and is directly or indirectly interrelated through processes that use products or services produced in
other industries.
In general, the effects of industry linkages can be classified into front chain effects, which indicate the extent to
which production activities of one industry respond to production activities of other industries, and backward
chain effects, which indicate the degree to which the production activities of one industry affects production
activities . Depending on the size of the front and back-ward effects, the industry can be divided into four types.
This picture is shown in [Figure 2].
First, industries with high forward and backward linkages are intermediate demand types (1 quadrant). Second,
industries with low forward linkage and high backward linkage effect are final demand type (2quadrant). Third,
industries with low forward linkage and backward linkage effects can be classified as basic types of final demand
industry (3 quadrant). Fourth, the industry with high forward linkage and low backward linkage is the basic
industry type of intermediate demand (4 quadrant).

A high backward linkage effect means a high percentage of

intermediate goods (mainly parts and materials), and a high forward linkage effect means there is a high demand
for industry in each industry.
As a result of constructing clusters using patent and dissertation data and deriving the corresponding technology
group, 24 technology groups were derived.
These technologies are transformed into industries, and Korea's 2014 industrial linkage is used to derive the
forward and the backward linkage effect, and they are placed in the quadrant as shown in [Figure 3].

[Figure 2] Quadrant of forward and backward linkage effects
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[Figure 3]

Analysis of forward and backward linkage effect of autonomous vehicle

< Indexes>
1. Dynamic Object Recognition, 2. Static object recognition, 3. Vehicle location recognition, 4. Vehicle status recognition, 5. Recognizing Road Traffic Conditions,
6. Path planning and judgment, 7. Autonomous Braking Control, 8. autonomous steering control, 9. Collision Avoidance Control, 10. Autonomous drive control,
11. Dynamic Map Creation / Deployment, 12. Precision Positioning Technology, 13. Static Precision Maps, 14. Human Machine Interface, 15. Driver Information
Analysis, 16. Operation control, 17. Communication security technology, 18. In-Vehicle Communication, 19. V2X communication, 20. Autonomous cooperation
road, 21. Autonomous cooperation driving in the city center road, 22. Transportation Operation, 23. Transportation Facilities, 24. Self-service
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[Figure 4]

Position of each technology group from an ideal point of view

4. Results & Implications
The superpowers of the major manufacturing industries have begun to confront the changes and strengths of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution to carry out global initiatives. Germany is leading changes that take advantage of the
strengths of authentic manufacturing, such as machinery. The United States aims to maximize the capabilities of
the high-tech industry by leveraging the industrial Internet. Japan focuses on the robot industry, and based on its
own strength, the industry is competing to lead the industrial revolution. In other words, the fourth industrial
revolution is a new order and rule change of the game by manufacturing power. The Korean government proposes
Cross-cutting Tech, Soft Power as two competencies to promote the R & D package model, which is the
framework of Korean 4th Industrial Revolution.
This is expected to be a promising model in the future, as a model for promoting technology-industry-system in
the decision-making stage of government R & D investment.
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The Communicative Dynamic Model of Collective
Intelligence in the Fourth Industrial Revolution
DongKyu Won (KISTI), KyungBae Park (Sangji University), JinHyo Joseph Yun (DGIST)

Abstract

The purpose of this study is to investigate how cyber public intelligence can be used as
another alternative of collective intelligence formation, and to investigate how the cyber public
intelligence is formed by simulation based on communicative dynamic model, and suggest a
desirable direction of collective intelligence formation.
The main focus of this model is to scientifically identify the preconditions of collective
intelligence, not the collective intelligence as a phenomenon, and to realize a predictable
society through the manifestation of an overall concept and possible development scenarios.
Although many researchers have presented important results in solving various social problems
or modeling collective intelligence from a conceptual point of view, most of the researches
have been arbitrary analysis. However, in this study, the system dynamics model is
implemented to enable simulation in practice.
As a result of this research, social trust leads to the homogenization of ideas, which has a
good advantage in generating collective intelligence, but it can result in suppressing the
generation of new ideas. Therefore, in order for cyber collective intelligence to continuously
generate social intelligence, it is necessary to construct a system that does not act as a means
to suppress the creation of new ideas by acting in a wrong direction.

Key Words: collective intelligence, communicative dynamic model, cyber public intelligence,
new idea, social trust
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1. INTRODUCTION

In general, collective intelligence is the collective ability that results from intellectual
ability that many individuals gain through cooperation or competition with each other. In
particular, the expansion of cyberspace, such as the Internet, is expected to replace the
formation of discourse in existing physical space. For example, the candlelight vigils that were
triggered by the formation of public opinion in the cyberspace against the US beef import in
2008 in 2008 led to interest in the formation of collective intelligence in cyberspace. However,
there are many opinions on whether the discussions in the candlelight vigils or the Internet
portals were collective intelligence.
Mitchell (1995) argues that the network of computers is not the same as the agora that
existed in the existing physical space. A network that transcends space differences is an
antispatial space with a constant topology and provides an electronic agora that exchanges
information in isolation. Poster (Poster, 1997), networks in virtual space redefine the
boundaries of work and leisure, public life and private life in a way that is different from the
past. And the space created by this was regarded as another public sphere.
This paper begins with the question of whether cyber public debate can serve as another
alternative to collective intelligence. The system dynamics model based on Habermas's
communicative rationality will be reviewed to identify the formation of collective intelligence
on the cyber (1984, 1987).
.

2. Concept and theoretical background of cyber collective intelligence
2.1 Concept of Cyber Collective Intelligence
The notion of collective intelligence in cyberspace is defined by Pierre Levy (2002) as
being distributed everywhere, continuously valued, and adjusted in real time to the actual
mobilization of competence. Hayek (1945) sees the market as an information system in which
knowledge and information are gathered, exchanged, distributed and concentrated and
introduces a new concept of spontaneous order to create complexity, abstractness, and
nonintentionality. The definition of market as an abstract space is similar to the characteristics
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of collective intelligence in cyberspace as it is currently being discussed.
Habermas (1984) also states that "it is no longer merely a simple opinion or simple
tendency, but a private reflection of the public situation and its public discussion".
Wikipedia, Slashdot, for example, are examples of collective intelligence in cyberspace.
However, this cyber form of collective intelligence has a different concept from the
conventional aspect of static knowledge creation. In other words, based on new knowledge, it
gets bigger through comments and public space. In other words, based on the web environment
of 'sharing, participation, and openness', users are participating as information producers and
distributors, producing new added value by producing and sharing information of collective
intelligence.
To summarize, in the existing media, there existed organized authority and a stable
procedure that the organization wanted, but now the privilege is broken and it is no longer able
to overcome the cyber trend. That is, many decisions are reasonable rather than a few decisions.

2.2 Cyber public forums and collective intelligence

Habermas (1987) argues that this world is made up of the dual structure of the
“Lebenswelt” and the “System”, and that the living world is the 'communicative rationality' in
which human beings can mutually verify truth through rational discussion as the subject of
language and action. And socialization, cultural reproduction, and social integration occur in
the living world based on communicative rationality. Therefore, ethical judgment and practice
are required in the living world, and it is the communicative rationality that enables this. System,
on the other hand, is an area where behavior adjustment is achieved through non-verbal media
such as money and power. However, as society becomes increasingly complex, it is difficult to
coordinate actions through communication alone, so the system rejects ethics and pursues only
objective purpose rationality (instrumental rationality). Habermas argues that the pathology of
modern society in which critical theory poses a problem arises as the logic of this system
invades the living world and colonizes the world of life.
In discussing the information society, there may be a topic of pros and cons about
Habermas's theory of communicative action. People in the opposite position argue that
communication on the Internet has nothing to do with Habermas's theory of communicative
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behavior. In other words, the possibility of liberal communication is not the expansion of the
public domain that guarantees communicative rationality. Communicative rational behavior is
basically for understanding, and is based on the rationality inherent in the language itself, which
is directed toward consensus or consensus pursued in a communicative context, but what is
done in cyberspace is realistic solidarity. However, this point is thought to be due to the
understanding of the early PC communication level, when the possibility of such solidarity was
very weak, and it is still meaningful for the possibility of the solidarity. The public forum
described by Habermas (1987) contains three important points. First, public forums are formed
through discussions. Second, it is a new place where many people who have been alienated in
the past can participate in discussions. Finally, the opinions posted on the public forum are not
the social status of the proposed person but the value of the opinion itself.
The new forum provides a place for people who are alienated to reflect their opinions from
policy decisions and can easily say something. The proposed comments are evaluated more
equitably by the advantages of the opinion in the democratic duel. In other words, a user's
writing has a system that is evaluated not by the user but by the writing itself. Generally, the
patterns of knowledge formation in these public forums (blogs, etc.) are roughly as follows
(see Figure 1):

Step 1: Information issue step (information)
- Someone first posts an article on a specific topic on the Internet Public Forum.
- More and more people are beginning to get interested.

Step 2: Communication Stage (communication)
- More and more people are talking about the topic and starting to comment.
- Discussions of new and controversies are made, and certain issues become explosively
popular.

Step 3: Vision formation (vision)
- As uncertainty begins to agree, small issues grow into big issues.
- As more and more detailed comments and discussions are made, issues will continue to
grow.
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Step 4: Action
- Social organization or offline meeting leads to practical expressive behavior

Some people are really interested and interested in this process, but some people are more
likely to follow others. In other words, a certain pattern is formed over time for one issue, and
cyber group knowledge with different characteristics and scale is formed by certain evaluation
and rules.

<Figure 1> Conceptual model of collective intelligence

Source: Tom Atlee, http://www.communicationagents.com/tom_atlee
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3. Conceptualization of communicative collective intelligence
The types of validity that are problematic in the communication process in Habermas'
public forum can be broadly classified as follows. The first is truthfulness, whether the
proposed argument is true or not. The second is normative justification and truthfulness. The
former is a concept of morality, and the latter is a claim that it is an appropriate expression
when expressing one's inspiration or emotion to others. The rationality inherent in
communication is based on consensus reached on the validity of each other’s arguments
through freely discussing communication activities.
Communicative behavior is achieved by approving the validity of the arguments presented
by one or the other in situations where the behavior needs to be coordinated with each other. It
is important to note that communication activities are not the same as discussions, but are
conducted through discussions. Therefore, collective intelligence can be regarded as the final
result of this discussion (collective knowledge).
J. Surowiecki (2005) argued that collective intelligence must have various conditions of
opinion, independence, diversity, and aggregation in order to be established properly. Pierre
Levy (2002) also emphasizes that "the foundations and purpose of collective intelligence is that
humans are enriched and acknowledged each other, not a fetishized or deified community
worship." The 'collective intelligence' defined by Pierre Levy (2002) is distributed everywhere,
is continuously given value, is adjusted in real time, and is intelligent leading to the actual
mobilization of competence. But it does not really cover actions through connections with the
real world. Therefore, the collective intelligence formation model of this study also excluded
the domain of execution (see Figure 2).
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<Figure 2> Evolution process of collective intelligence

4. Composition of communicative collective intelligence simulation model
The main focus of this model (see Figure 3) is to scientifically identify the preconditions
of collective intelligence, not the collective intelligence as a phenomenon, and to realize a
predictable society through the manifestation of an overall concept and possible development
scenarios. Although many researchers have presented important results in solving various
social problems or modeling collective intelligence from a conceptual point of view, most of
the researches have been arbitrary analysis. However, in this study, the system dynamics model
is implemented to enable simulation in practice.
This model largely consists of two causal rings. One side of the rings sets the causal link
<Figure 3> communicative collective intelligence simulation model

in the online community space for technological alternatives, and in the other causal ring,
the cycle of the new idea develops to act as collective intelligence. And the rings on both sides
were linked by a variable of trust.
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5. Simulation Results of Communicative Collective Intelligence Model
In the system dynamics model, when the auxiliary variable trust is 0.1, the change of each
variable is shown in <Figure 4>. Here, "collective intelligence" represented in blue and "the
number of members of virtual communities" represented in red are defined as "technological
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solutions to assure trust" expressed in green on the top and "New Idea”.

<Figure 4 > Change of each indicator when trust is 0.1

However, when the auxiliary variable trust is 0.2, the change of each variable is changed
to <Figure 5>. The "collective intelligence" variable has the same trajectory as the "number of
members of virtual communities", and the "technological solutions to ensure trust" variable has
the same trajectory as the "new idea" variable.

<Figure 5> Change of each indicator when trust is 0.2
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In addition, as the auxiliary variable trust increases to 0.5 and 0.9, the change of each
variable is changed as shown in <Figure 6> and <Figure 7>. In other words, the "Collective
Intelligence" variable is located at the top of "the number of members of virtual communities"
and the "technological solutions to trust" variable is also at the top of the "New Idea" variable.
In summary, the higher the trust, the greater the collective intelligence and the less the
creation of new ideas
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<Figure 6 > Change of each indicator when trust is 0.5

<Figure 7 > Change of each indicator when trust is 0.9

.
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6. Conclusions and Policy Recommendations
As a result of this research, we can see that the space of cyber public debate can form
reliable collective intelligence even without central control or specific rules. In particular,
social trust plays an important role in the formation of collective intelligence. However, when
social trust becomes too high, the homogeneity of ideas becomes higher and new ideas are
lowered. So in summary, collective intelligence and the derivation of new ideas move in
opposite directions.
In other words, social trust leads to the homogenization of ideas, which has a good
advantage in generating collective intelligence, but it can result in suppressing the generation
of new ideas.
From a communicative point of view, complex adaptive systems of collective intelligence
can provide a new insight into the various problems from the source of life to the survival as a
wisdom report to solve the uncertain future complex problems. In order for cyber collective
intelligence to continuously generate social intelligence, it is necessary to construct a system
that does not act as a means to suppress the creation of new ideas by acting in a wrong direction.
The alternative proposed by Habermas (2006) is to indirectly control the system based on
laws established through democratic decision-making processes. Thus permitting the system
to pursue the efficiency of the economy and administration in accordance with its own logic,
but only so long as it does not violate the forms of personal and social life established by free
linguistic communication. In the middle ages, capitalist meta - technologies such as currency,
banking, finance, and insurance transformed the feudal society into a new way of reorganizing
social activities by pressurizing hierarchies. Now a new form of meta-technology (Turner, 2002;
399), such as backdoor or reputation, will need to reorganize and reorganize information to
reorganize social activities.
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Abstract
It is very important to anticipate the innovation and response process of core technologies in this field as much
interest in the 4th industrial revolution (4IR) is gathering in recent years. This requires an understanding of how
the complex process of innovation, which is accomplished through more efficient products, processes, services,
technologies, or ideas, is adopted and diffused in the market, government, and society. Furthermore, detecting
“weak signals” (signs) of change in science and technology (S&T) is also important in foretelling events related
to innovations in technology. Therefore, we explore the dynamic behavior of weak signals of a specific core
technological innovation using ABM and deep learning. This study provides a deeper understanding of the early
stages of complex technology innovation in 4IR, and the models are capable of analyzing initial complex
interaction structures between components of technologies and between agents engaged in collective invention.

Keywords: Weak Signals,4IR, 4th Industrial Revolution, Technology Innovaiont, Informetrics, ABM, Word
Analysis

1. Introduction
Early recognition of emerging issues is the first important indications of a change. This may be understood as
advanced, somewhat noisy and generally socially situated indicators of change in trends and systems that
constitute raw informational material for enabling anticipatory action. Many times it is difficult to spot because
they are indicating an unknown, unexpected or rare change which makes it hard to distinguish them as relevant.
Therefore they are usually referred at as “faint” or “weak” signals.
The purpose of scanning the weak signals is to enhance resilient policy-making and address policy makers’
needs and concerns regarding new issues they will encounter or to identify business opportunities by anticipating
consumer and societal needs or prepare society on less expected or rapid changes.
In recent years, interest in the future promising business is more growing, and the demand for forecasting
future trends in science and technology (S&T), especially by exploring “weak signals” of potential changes, is
increasing as well. Although weak signals are uncertain and irregular, they may indicate future trends. Ansoff [1]
described weak signals as “. . . warnings (external or internal), events and developments which are still too
incomplete to permit an accurate estimation of their impact and/or to determine their full-fledged responses.”
Generally, the procedure for forecasting or early warning scanning consists of four steps: (1) exploring weak
signals, (2) assessing weak signals, (3) transforming the signals into issues, and (4) interpreting the issues for new
futures [2]. Among the steps, exploring weak signals is a prerequisite for analyzing alternative futures.
However, scanning weak signals has been possible because of the intuitive insight of experienced experts,
whose services are often costly and not widely available. Further, their findings on weak signals may be subjective
and contradictory.
In this paper, we have proposed a longitudinal analysis, particularly a time series analysis of word and/or coword occurrences, based on word frequencies extracted from a full text of S&T news articles. Results of the
analysis should be effective for solving the problems noted above [3].

2. Methodology
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In this study, the three-dimensional model by Hiltunen [4] that conceptually describes the conditions of weak
signals by combining signal, issue and interpretation in the concept of the “future sign” were adopted to detect
such signals quantitatively. Building on her model, we considered weak signals as emerging topics related to
words that were not selected by author's keywords in their articles. For example, if the growth rate of the
occurrence frequency of a word is odd, then the word will relate strongly to future unfamiliar and unusual issues.
The method proposed in this paper identifies concepts that have a strong possibility of being weak signals,
both quantitatively and automatically. Therefore, this paper describes a text-mining procedure, especially
informetrics, for exploring weak signals. The proposed quantitative procedure generates a type of criteria—the
growth rates of occurrences of words. This automated method is expected to complement the expert-based
approaches. Further, it can be used for analyzing large amounts of information (e.g., unstructured web data ).
In this paper, we propose a longitudinal analysis, particularly a time series analysis of words and/or co-word
occurrences, based on the word frequencies extracted from full text S&T news articles. In this study, we provide
a deeper understanding of the early stages of complex technology innovation. For technological innovation, we
detected weak signals through text mining, assumed them to be technological innovation terms (TI-terms), and
categorized them as emerging issues following a simulation period. These weak signals can grow to be strong
signals, such as events.
The method proposed in this paper identifies concepts that have a strong possibility of being weak signals, both
quantitatively and automatically. Therefore, this paper describes the text-mining procedure “informetrics” for
exploring weak signals. This proposed quantitative procedure generates the criteria of the growth rate of the
occurrence of terms. This automated method is expected to complement the expert-based approaches. Further, it
can be used to analyze large amounts of information (e.g., unstructured web data).
In this study, we use the agent-based model of the cultural dissemination model (Axelrod, 1997), and culture is
regarded as a group of weak signals of TI-terms. We define weak signals as TI-terms, which are then categorized
as emerging issues after a given period of simulation. [5,6,7]

Figure 2. Procedure for exploring weak signals
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3. Discussion: Case Study
3.1 Data collection
In this paper, core technologies related as 4th industrial revolution such as AI, IoT, Robot, 3D-printing, Big
data/cloud was selected as the specific subject area, which is nowadays more interested concerning the topic of
"the 4th industrial revolution (4IR)". 4IR core technology would be more appropriate to describe as “the technology
at the beginning of a revolution that is fundamentally changing the way we live, work and relate to one another
"[8].
Previous industrial revolutions liberated humankind from animal power, made mass production possible and
brought digital capabilities to billions of people. This 4IR is, however, fundamentally different. It is characterized
by a range of new technologies that are fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds, impacting all disciplines,
economies and industries, and even challenging ideas about what it means to be human. The resulting shifts and
disruptions mean that we live in a time of great promise and great peril. The world has the potential to connect
billions more people to digital networks, dramatically improve the efficiency of organizations and even manage
assets in ways that can help regenerate the natural environment, potentially undoing the damage of previous
industrial revolutions.
Schwab[9] puts the most recent changes into historical context, outlines the key technologies driving this
revolution, discusses the major impacts on governments, businesses, civil society and individuals, and suggests
ways to respond. At the heart of his analysis is the conviction that the 4IR is within the control of all of us as long
as we are able to collaborate across geographies, sectors and disciplines to grasp the opportunities it presents.
In this study, unstructured full-text information from articles in a specialized journals dealing with the key
technologies of 4IR in web site. They were used for exploring weak signals of key technologies of 4IR area.
The range of the artless were between 2013 and 2017 with references to 4IR As mentioned above, it is useful to
rely on recent and broad information to explore weak signals for predicting the future. Especially in technology,
articles, proceedings, letters, and conference materials are relevant sources of information; however, this study’s
research regarding weak signals has focused on findings published by specialized academic journals.

3.2 Conversion and processing information
Using a morphological analyzer (morpheme analyzer), terms were extracted for a quantitative analysis based
on full texts focused on nano-materials. Because extracted words included words with general meanings, these
were deleted from the data selected for analysis. Then, terms with similar meanings were refined and pre-arranged.
The occurrence frequencies of the extracted and refined words were shown in a matrix and the growth rate
for occurrences of each word (grade) were measured. A weak signal appears rarely; it becomes stronger when
merged with surrounding environments; the growth rates of the terms could be significant indicators of future
forecasting.

3.3 Quantitative analysis for searching weak signals
The most terms used in full-text articles focused on nano-materials, not author's keywords, were divided and
extracted from those and the occurrence frequencies are measured. General terms were eliminated and terms with
similar meanings were classified into groups with representative names.
Using the occurrence frequencies generated by this process, the annual growth rates of the occurrence
frequencies of the terms were measured. For reference, the annual occurrence frequencies were measured by total
counts of the extracted terms annually. And to recognize the changes in nano-material fields, the number of
occurrence frequencies of the extracted terms were divided by the total number of annually published articles and
then normalized into the occurrence frequencies per article.
Strictly speaking, annual growth rates of normalized occurrence frequencies reflect the changes in average
occurrence frequencies of terms per article. Numerous gaps between measured figures and normalized ones could
be indicative of future change. Certain findings from the measured results are shown in Table 1 as an example.
Table 1. Annual growth rates of occurrence frequencies for extracted terms
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Term

Annual occurrence frequencies

Carbon

09
2

10
0

11
0

12
99

Annual occurrence frequencies
(normalization)
09
10
11
12
0.22
0.00
0.00
8.25

Composite

1

0

35

40

0.11

0.00

3.18

3.33

2.11

Filler

1

0

0

28

0.11

0.00

0.00

2.33

1.76

Adsorption

1

6

0

24

0.11

0.46

0.00

2.00

1.62

Coating film

3

0

38

70

0.33

0.00

3.45

5.83

1.60

Calcination

1

0

1

18

0.11

0.00

0.09

1.50

1.38

Nanoparticles

2

7

48

34

0.22

1.31

4.36

2.83

1.34

Powder

1

0

0

16

0.11

0.00

0.00

1.33

1.29

Dispersion
stability
Grain growth

1

0

0

15

0.11

0.00

0.00

1.25

1.24

2

4

0

21

0.22

0.31

0.00

1.75

0.99

Decomposition

3

20

6

27

0.33

1.54

0.55

2.25

0.89

Catalyst

2

23

1

18

0.22

1.77

0.09

1.50

0.89

Crystal grain

4

13

14

34

0.44

1.00

1.27

2.83

0.85

Low temperature

1

7

0

8

0.11

0.54

0.00

0.67

0.82

Chain

1

2

1

8

0.11

0.15

0.09

0.67

0.82

Microsphere

1

1

0

7

0.11

0.08

0.00

0.58

0.74

Liquid phase

1

3

1

7

0.11

0.23

0.09

0.58

0.74

Nanotube

3

0

0

18

0.33

0.00

0.00

1.50

0.65

Densification

3

1

4

18

0.33

0.08

0.36

1.50

0.65

Resin

1

0

2

6

0.11

0.00

0.18

0.50

0.65

Insulation

1

0

0

6

0.11

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.65

Chamber

1

1

8

6

0.11

0.08

0.73

0.50

0.65

Remain

1

5

1

5

0.11

0.38

0.09

0.42

0.55

Mass ratio

1

0

1

5

0.11

0.00

0.09

0.42

0.55

Penetration

1

6

4

5

0.11

0.46

0.36

0.42

0.55

Chemicals

1

0

4

5

0.11

0.00

0.36

0.42

0.55

Strength

8

31

24

39

0.89

2.38

2.18

3.25

0.54

Precipitate

4

4

0

19

0.44

0.31

0.00

1.58

0.53

Plasma

16

48

14

65

1.78

3.69

1.27

5.42

0.45

Gas

1

5

4

4

0.11

0.38

0.36

0.33

0.44

Bulk

1

1

4

4

0.11

0.08

0.36

0.33

0.44

Amorphous

1

0

1

4

0.11

0.00

0.09

0.33

0.44

Relative density

1

1

0

4

0.11

0.08

0.00

0.33

0.44

Biological

1

0

0

4

0.11

0.00

0.00

0.33

0.44

Fiber

1

90

26

4

0.11

6.92

2.36

0.33

0.44

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

․

*Original terms were in Korean

3.4 Weak signal search and interpretation
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Annual
growth
rate
2.34

A weak signal search was conducted to investigate an indistinct signal; this type of investigation differs from
megatrends. Table 2 shows the terms with high annual growth rates in average occurrence frequencies and with
high growth rates in normalized occurrence frequencies as an example.
It was necessary to confirm the original sentences in the article to discover meanings of terms extracted from
the full texts of the articles. It was also possible to verify the extracted terms with high growth rates and interpret
their meanings.
Table 2. Words with possibilities as weak signals and high growth rates
Category

Words*

Growth rate of the
number of occurrences
(Upper 15%)

Carbon, composite, filler, adsorption, coating, calcination, particles, powders,
dispersion stability, particle growth, decomposition, catalysts, grains, lowtemperature

Growth rate of the
normalized number of
occurrences
(Upper 15%)

Carbon, composite, filler, adsorption, coating, agglomeration, calcining,
nanoparticles, conductive powders, dispersion stability, absorption, particle size,
spherical

*Original terms were in Korean
Such growth has been coupled by a strong interrelationship among fields. Harnessing the results from our
analyses paves the way for gathering insights, mainly from a scientific perspective, into the array of capabilities
and competencies underpinning research and development (R&D) associated with the future generation of a the
example technology.

4. Conclusion
This study has explored weak signals in the 4IR field; such signals are still insignificant but may be predictive
of megatrends in support of R&D decision making for the key technologies of 4IR. By searching weak signals to
perceive future technology trends, the terms with high occurrence rates are extracted using informetric analysis to
suggest backup and evidence for the prevailing expert-based detection method. It is likely that more meaningful
interpretations of extracted terms can be obtained through comparisons with full texts.
For more realistic and evidence-based predictions in the future, it will be necessary to aggregate weak signals
in markets and surrounding environments and to develop objective indicators for detecting weak signals based on
unstructured S&T information from various sources such as web information.
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Abstract
Introduction
The crisis that cities face today involves not only natural crises in the process of urbanization, but also
specific social disasters in rapid urban industrialization and new 21st-century social problems such as
low birthrates, aging, and urban unemployment. To overcome this, since the late 20th century, western
cities have been attempting to improve the urban ecosystem by promoting the decline of cities due to
indiscreet expansion of cities, changes in industrial structure, and aging of the residential environment
through the introduction of new functions and utilization of local resources in an economical, social and
environmental way. On the other hand, most of the improvement of Asia’s urban ecosystem was
followed by examples of advanced western cities, excluding consideration of the site-specificity of Asia
and the socio-cultural diversity and specificity of each city. This study focuses on present-day design
governance that implements urban innovation as a humanistic thinking paradigm, which requires new
transformation and search for sustainable growth of cities and more valuable living space. As a concrete
research method, this study compares and analyzes the promotion contents of representative design
governance in East and West. Through this, this study understand a design governance model that
embodies a human-centered and culture-based community from the viewpoint of urban residents and
contributes to securing differentiated urban competitiveness by converting the potential assets of East
and West cities into community values.

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to propose the direction of future design governance as a city innovation
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paradigm through the analysis of design strategy and governance that overcomes such crises as
environmental pollution, social security, disasters, and so on facing East and West cities. The detailed
objectives for the final research purpose are as follows.
First, this study understands the socio-cultural and regional specificity of East and West cities and
examines the effectiveness of design problem-solving methodology in urban community innovation.
Second, this study explores the current status and successes of governance between urban governments,
civil society, and design organizations in the design of future communities based on the restoration of
East and West locality.
Third, this study enhances the expanded role of design as a 'sustainable communication strategy' that
promotes change in the social and emotional lifestyles of East and West urban citizens.

Research Questions
In order to achieve the above-stated objectives, this study has five detailed research questions. The main
flow of this study is the search for the answers to these detailed research questions focusing on the
implementation strategies of design governance in representative urban innovation in East and West.
- Research question 1: What are the specific threats facing East and West cities today?
- Research question 2: What is the role of design as a response strategy to address the crises and
problems facing East and West cities?
- Research question 3: What is the goal of design governance in urban innovation in East and West?
- Research question 4: Who is the subject of design governance in urban innovation in East and West?
- Research question 5: What is the difference between eastern and western design governance for urban
innovation?

Key Literature Reviews
· Urban Renewal and Urban Renovation
Today’s digital era challenges organisations not only to follow the technological trajectories, by
developing new technological solutions and/or adopting the latest disruptive technology, but most
importantly to become creative and resilient organic systems that are open to changes and keen to
experiment and innovate continuously(Schiuma, 2017). This difficulty is especially pronounced in
population-concentrated cities. Public spaces like a city are at the heart of democratic living(Carr et al.
1992), they are the main stage of urban life and facilitate encounters, exchange of experiences and foster
a tolerant urban society through the exposure to different people and their traditions(Worpole &
Greenhalgh 1996; Pancholi, S., Yigitcanlar T. & Guaralda, M., 2015). Knowledge-based urbanization
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of a city first requires the existence of a variety of resources to improve the open-innovation activities
of a region or a city. According to the UN report (2016.5), two-thirds of the world's population will live
in cities by 2030, and urban populations in developing countries are expected to double. If this trend
continues, around 2050, 70% of the world's population will live in cities. On the other hand, the
challenges and problems that modern cities face in change of life on earth due to the collapse of local
economies and urban poverty necessitate discovery of the social meaning of cities and the
reorganization of our whole life along different lines. Urban regeneration is the view that emerges from
this trend. Urban regeneration aims at the vitality of already-existing life beyond the concept of urban
redevelopment, which was the reconstruction of the urban area that was ruined by the world war
according to the previous concept of urban innovation. Innovation is one of the most widely used
concepts in the current literature of economic geography highlighting the importance of regions in
innovative development(Inkinen, T., 2015). Kim, Young-hwan et al. (2003) restructured urban
regeneration by restraining indiscreet outsourcing of metropolitan areas and by continuously improving
the economic, social, and environmental conditions of the region from a comprehensive perspective in
order to prevent the decline of urban centers. Activation is defined as seeking. Choi, Kang-lim et al.
(2009) explain that urban regeneration is the act of healing the physical, social, and economic problems
of the existing city, including the concept of urban redevelopment and urban revitalization. Ryo
Yamakaji has stressed that urban regeneration should be approached from the perspective of people's
lives, not the approach of “development” to “what to make.” In sum, urban regeneration focuses on
how to revitalize the potential of the existing space in which people live, regardless of whether
regardless of the state of urban facilities.
The background of urban regeneration in the early 2000s is based on the following concepts. The first,
the concept of sustainability, emerged in the 1990s. Sustainability can be achieved when a city’s
economy grows, while the environment is well protected and the social strata develop in an equitable
direction. The second concept to emerge is conversion and equality of redevelopment. As
industrialization and urbanization progressed, poor residential complexes and industrial complexes
emerged near major cities. At this time, the entire redevelopment was carried out after the governmentand expert-led demolition of defective areas. However, the concept of equitable redevelopment through
resident participation became more and more evident. Urban development has been transformed in such
a way that local residents can participate and live in the area. These two concepts serve as a social
contextual basis for future urban innovation plans such as a healthy city, a walking-friendly city, a sunny
city, a green city, a smart city, and so on.

· Understanding Governance
As a theoretical concept, governance is “a way of exercising social, political and administrative powers
to perform various government functions”(Y. J. Shin, 2013) and “horizontal and cooperative
organization between interdependent actors such as the market, government, and civil society” (J. K.
Kim, H. I. Jang, 2009). Rhodes (1996) described governance as a “system of organic cooperation
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between private, public and voluntary spheres of action within public decision-making and public
welfare structures.” Hague and Harrop (2004) defined governance as “collective decision making and
governmental system not necessarily playing a leading role.” The OECD believes that the public is not
only seeking their own private interests in a narrow and exclusive way, but also promoting “self-reliant
citizens” who are expected to pursue innovation of realistic social problems such as consideration of
environmental problems, emancipated citizens as a characteristic of the era of governance. Kim, Yeongyoung (2011) describes desirable governance as a political role that organically integrates and balances
the various elements of sustainable development and focuses exclusively on the most pressing and most
productive tasks: activities to mobilize resources appropriately; and ongoing and collaborative efforts
of local governments, civil society organizations, and private companies. Therefore, governance is
interpreted as an alternative policy management method that can alleviate the constraints of
governmental systems and norms in a decision-making structure and its activities on pending public
issues. This is in line with the direction of national administration that is oriented toward marketization,
decentralization, networking, and internationalization. As society becomes more complex and diverse,
it is very difficult for a single practitioner to unilaterally solve problems (Dunsire, 1993). For this reason,
government-led administrative activities have been transferred to various organizations in the private,
business, and local communities. At this time, all objects related to public decisions are the subject of
governance simultaneously perform the functions of the provider of solutions to social issues and
consumer of social services. In summary, governance is defined as an open, autonomous administrative
system that realizes social goals through the transfer of the unilateral administration that the existing
government had undergone in the innovation of social problems to the activities of civil society and
various civil and government organizations.

· The Role of Design Governance
Today, design is involved in various ways in national policy to reduce the cost of social innovation and
to enhance service to society. Accordingly, the importance of participatory design governance is
emphasized. Schiuma cites the progressive evolution of the political, economic and socio-cultural
scenarios put the arts and cultural organisations as players of cultural activities as well as providers of
social innovation, of cultural and creative services, and catalysts for change for organisations operating
in other traditional sectors (TEH, 2015; Schiuma & Lerro, 2014; Schiuma, 2017). In this context, design
that is deeply related to art and culture can also have a significant impact on social and community
innovation. The main types of design governance in advanced European countries have the following
common characteristics: first, due to the characteristics of state welfare policies that emphasize high
universal investment in the nation, they have an inefficient administrative structure compared with highcost social capital. Second, social democratic welfare policies do not adequately respond to the changing
international political situation and political tendency. Third, the lack of functional flexibility of public
services does not satisfy the public's diverse tastes and preferences (Rothstein, 1996; S.H. Kim, 2005).
In recognition of this problem, European countries are looking for various governance activities to
reform the existing social service policy. Design governance not only reduces unnecessary
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administrative and financial expenditure and inconveniences in the policy-making process through
complicated regulations, but also enables quick work processes. Moreover, it is expected to overcome
the structural limitations of the policy and systemic inefficiency. As a result, these characteristics
suggest the possibility of design governance as a set of innovations that embrace issues across the
economy, industry, and society.

Expected Findings
1. Presenting a new way of recovering cultural and symbolic values inherent in eastern and western
cities :
Through the design approach to the problems facing eastern and western cities, this study suggests a
new paradigm of urban innovation that can promote urban self-esteem as well as residential
convenience and community satisfaction of urban residents.
2. Contributing to securing urban competitiveness as a 'sustainable future community' :
The international competitiveness of cities is strengthened by laying the foundations for the Urban
Innovation Master Plan that can develop cities' historical assets according to the economic value to
the community.
3. Expanding the diversity of eastern and western urban innovation entities :
A network is sought that develops the collective vision of the community and diversification of urban
innovation subjects, including the individual member of a city and a local community, a city
government, and a design expert.
4. Strengthening community minds and inducing lifestyle changes of city residents :
Urban residents are encouraged to innovate to create a desirable life experience through awarenessraising that binds spiritual bonds among East and West city members.

Keywords: Design Governance, Urban Innovation, Eastern·Western Citiy, Urban Residents,
Sustainable Urban Growth
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Abstract
Purpose / Research Question
With increasing the importance of venture startup in the global economy, a trend shows that
business environment for venture startup is not only strengthened, but also entrepreneurial
enthusiasm is increasing. In order for this trend to continue as an ongoing phenomenon, not a
temporary

phenomenon,

venture

startups

should

continue

to

grow

with

survival

competitiveness(Park, 2017). Further the growth of online and mobile business and the development
of not only the cultural and creative industry but also the contents and knowledge industry has
expanded and diversified the existing business models and created new ones, triggering new
interpretations and discussions on business models(Čirjevskis, 2016).
These changing business trends have paved the way for the expansion of the design industry and
opened new windows of opportunity for the traditionally small and non-specialized design business.
Responding to the historical change toward diversification and industrialization of the design sector,
many experts have required for preparing more active businesses and management skills to
encourage new experiments and improve environment for the creation, distribution and enjoyment
of the design.
In this respect, there is a time when it is necessary to study the factors affecting the success of
startups in design businesses more than ever. There is a limit to seeing main factors, which affect
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the entry into the growth stage with survival competitiveness for the success of design-based
startups, as only ‘entrepreneur capacity’ and ‘differentiation strategy’ claimed by existing previous
studies. Creating a new business is a process fraught with difficulty and failure (Reynolds and Miller
1992; Van de Ven 1992b; Venkataraman et al. 1990). We suggest that the cognitive orientation (i.e.,
ways of thinking) of potential entrepreneurs will have a significant influence on their willingness to
persist in entrepreneurial activity in the face of these difficulties.
As a more fundamental factor, entrepreneurial behavior is important in terms of opportunity
discovery and opportunity utilization, but research into these falls short of expectations. This study
is intended to look into success factors of startup in design business with following the research
questions;
1.

What are the critical startup success factors in design business?

2.

What factors are different between design business and general business?

3.

How can the design startup make sustainable growth with survival competitiveness?

4.

What is entrepreneurship to design startup firms?

Key Literature Reviews
Although a certain cognitive orientation toward entrepreneurship might influence one's readiness
to persist in entrepreneurial action, previous research has shown that some entrepreneurial activities
(e.g., planning, networking, selling, finding resources) are more likely to result in a successful startup than are others (Cooper 1993; Duchesneau and Gartner 1992; Van de Venet al. 1984; Vesper
1990). Being willing and able to persist in entrepreneurial activities may not lead to the successful
creation of a business if persistence merely results in potential entrepreneurs engaging in the wrong
activities(Cooper et al., 1992). If a potential entrepreneur devotes a substantial amount of time to
planning, but no time to finding potential customers, a new business may not be created.
Entrepreneurial activities are, therefore, an important mediating variable between an entrepreneur's
cognitive orientation and subsequent start-up success.
While empirical work on success factors in nascent entrepreneurship is scarce, there is an abundance
of conceptual work modeling (parts of) the pre-start-up process (e.g. Bhave, 1994; Busenitz and Lau,
1996; Greenberger and Sexton, 1988; Herron and Sapienza, 1992; Kamm and Nurick, 1993). Some
models are based on a single approach, such as a motivational model (Naffziger et al., 1994), a
cognitive model (Busenitz and Lau, 1996), or a network model (Larson and Starr, 1993). Most models
build on a variety of approaches. Usually, there is also a temporal aspect to the models.
Some authors describe the process of setting up a business as entailing the execution of a number
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of activities, with high variation in the sequence and amount of activities (Carter et al., 1995;
Reynolds and Miller, 1992). While acknowledging this variation, some authors still discern subphases in the pre-start-up process (Bhave, 1994; Kamm and Nurick, 1993).

And Tiessen (1998)

argues that individualistic tendencies are conducive to intentions towards self-employment, but
interfere with the process of resource acquisition where active cooperation with other people is
vital. Also, some variables may be more important in one phase and less important in another phase.
For example, the psychology of the entrepreneur has been found to be more important in predicting
the chances to start a business than in predicting the chances of the success of a business (Rauch
and Frese, 2000).

Design / Methodology / Approach
The purpose of this study is to find out which factors determine the success of start-up in the initial
market and what are the most important determinants. For the empirical analysis, the questionnaire
related to the analysis of success factors for start-up success was designed according to the
quantitative analysis (AHP technique). First, we selected 5 representative success factors for
successful start-up in the initial market. In order to determine the degree of priority among these
factors, we surveyed 60 entrepreneurs come under 30 small venture startups in design industry and
30 small and medium startups in general industry.
As the first step we undertake a review of the entrepreneurship literature (e.g., Duchesneau and
Gartner 1992; Gartner and Start 1993; Timmons 1990; Van de Ven et al. 1984; Vesper 1990) to
identify specific entrepreneurial activities that might lead to the successful start-up of a business.
And we will develop an evaluation framework for startup success factors using the AHP applications.
First of all, we review the related literature and extracted key elements or factors that have an effect
on business success in startups.
Second, we conduct interviews with 5 startup experts who are related to the startup in design
industry, academia, and government in order to critical factors and to verify extracted key factors
from the literature reviews; then we define all critical startup success factors in design industry.
Subsequently, we construct an evaluation framework for startup success factors, which was classified
into design startups and general business startups. In order to determine the weights and rank the
importance of the elements in the evaluation system, the AHP method was used. Finally, we conduct
a series of personal interviews with five design startup CEOs and professors in order to confirm the
validity of our evaluation system.
We then develop a 5-point Likert-style questionnaire based on the evaluation system. We think that
a professional group is suitable for evaluating the validity of evaluation system, because our study
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has exploratory characteristics and the studies on startup business of design industry are insufficient.
The following section deals with why and how AHP can be used in weighting and ranking elements
of success factors.
(Expected) Findings / Results
As stated above, entrepreneurship of success factors in design startups is considered most critical,
followed by innovation, economics, and technology. The variety of approaches and variables that
are possible influences will be organized in terms of Gartner’s (1985) framework of new venture
creation. And the framework based on the factors suggests that design startup efforts differ in
terms of the characteristics of the individual(s) who start the venture, the organization which they
create, the environment surrounding the new venture, and the process by which the new venture
is started in design industry. Also the study result will help the design startup recognize the
important variable to develop their entrepreneurship and business.
Research limitations / Implications
The implication of this study is that many start-ups in Korea expect to receive investment and
support from overseas accelerators. This means that overseas investment itself has been recognized
as a start-up that makes services and products that can be used in the global market. A high
preference for attracting foreign investment is due to the fact that the amount of investment is
larger than that of Korea and that it can flexibly cope with the pressure on the performance
compared to domestic investors. In this study, it was meaningful that we could confirm this fact
through questionnaires of start-up experts. In future research, we need to find a viable alternative
through studying how to provide start - up to foreign direct investment at the national level.

Keywords: Design Business, Startup, Success Factors, Business Model, Entrepreneurship
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Abstract
The internet platform, which has become a core business model in the IT industry since the 2000s, has
evolved from a simple meeting place of users, to a value co-creation model between content providers
and consumers, based on the two-sided market theory. The internet platform is becoming popular as a
core strategic model and one cannot discuss innovation and the creative economy without mentioning
such a dominant platform. However, although prior studies focus on platform modelling yet lack user
research.
The purpose of this study is to identify the factors affecting the acceptance of Internet platform services
by global users and analyse their influence. Therefore, this study investigates a revised technology
acceptance model to examine the user acceptance of internet platform service by verifying perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use, which influence adoption intention. Furthermore, owing to the
interactive nature of Internet platform service, this study establishes an extended technology acceptance
model including internal and external characteristics. The survey includes 210 users of the internet
platform company, RecordFarm, selected through a systematic sampling method. The following
hypotheses clarify the influence of peripheral factors on perceived usefulness and perceived ease of
choosing experience and platform for similar services and contents, which are internal characteristics
of user.

Figure 1. Research Model
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Hypothesis 1: Experience using similar services will positively affect perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use.
Hypothesis 2: Satisfaction of using similar services will positively affect perceived usefulness and
perceived ease of use.
Hypothesis 3: Content familiarity will positively affect perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use.
Hypothesis 4: Price will have a positive impact on perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use.
Hypothesis 5: Brand awareness will positively affect perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use.
Hypothesis 6: Peripheral recommendation will positively affect perceived usefulness and perceived
ease of use.
Hypothesis 7: Perceived ease will have a positive impact on perceived usefulness.
Hypothesis 8: Perceived usefulness will have a positive effect on user adoption intention.
Hypothesis 9: Perceived ease will have a positive effect on user adoption intention.

The exogenous variables of this study are divided into internal factors (similar service utilization
experience, similar service satisfaction, and content familiarity) and external factors (price, brand
awareness, recommendation). Perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use were used as parameters
and the intention of adoption was set as a dependent variable. Confirmatory factor analysis was
performed using AMOS 7.0 to verify the unit dimensionality of each factor unit for the selected items
through reliability analysis. The two-step approach to the structural equation model proposed by
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Anderson & Gerbing (1988) was applied, using the ML (Maximum Likelihood) method to verify the
research model.
The results showed that perceived ease of use had an effect on perceived usefulness and ease and
usefulness influenced users’ choice of internet platform. The experience of using similar services and
content familiarity were found to affect the perceived ease of use, recommendation, and familiarity
affected perceived usefulness. The study result helps understand the influence of the exogenous variable
in securing initial users who have difficulties in platform service.

Keywords: platform, acceptance model, technology acceptance model, acceptance factors
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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Question:
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in skin anti-aging, reflecting the paradigm shift
from treatment to prevention due to the growth of aging population who expect quality of life and
to the development and integration of industrial technologies. This study intends to figure out the
customer 's perception about anti - aging cosmeceutical market and to provide basic data for
marketing to develop and expand cosmeceutical market by analyzing purchasing propensity such
as importance and satisfaction in cosmeceutical purchase. In particular, the study will examine the
purchasing behavior of each age group in order to conduct a substantive survey on the early antiaging phenomenon that is raised in some cases.

Key Literature Reviews (About 3~5 papers):
Chul-Young Roh & Sang heon Kim(2017). Medical innovation and social externality. Journal of Open
Innovation; Technology, Market, and Complexity. 3:3
Mikus Dubickis and Elīna Gaile-Sarkane(2017). Transfer of know-how based on learning outcomes
for development of open innovation Journal of Open Innovation: Technology, Market, and
Complexity Technology, Market, and Complexity 3:4
Hang Sik Park(2017). Technology convergence, open innovation, and dynamic economy. Journal of
Open Innovation; Technology, Market, and Complexity. 3:24
Korea Health Industry Development Institute(2017). Global Healthcare Industry Trends
Design/ Methodology/ Approach:
This paper aims to conduct a questionnaire survey of adults in their 20s to 60s. Based on the results,
technical statistical analysis will be conducted and this paper is to be analyzed by the results
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according to age and be examined by the purchasing behavior of customers according to their
different age.
(Expected) Findings/Results:
Many customers are expected to be highly aware of cosmeceuticals. Also, customer satisfaction for
cosmeceuticals is expected to be higher. This will be more reliable because it is not made by general
cosmetics companies but rather by pharmaceutical companies and recognized as cosmetics used in
hospitals. and this paper will share the data through the cosmeceutical research using big data of
aging Society and apply it to new cosmetics development.

Research limitations/ Implications:
In order for more new technology applications to grow in the future, it is suggested that
construction of demonstration complex using new technology and regulations at the government
level be relaxed.

Keywords: cosmeceutical, cosmetic, purchase behavior, Anti-aging, marketing
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< Abstract >

Purpose/Research Question:
The concept of ‘Supply Chain Environmental Management’ background
▶ There are limitations in terms of improvement of environmental problems and cost reduction by
the efforts of individual companies alone. Therefore, environmental management activities from the
perspective of the supply chain, in which suppliers as well as individual companies participate, are
more effective and effective.
First, supply chain management encompasses all-round activities in which companies provide
products and services to end-users, as well as reverse activities that give consumers back to specific
suppliers. Therefore, eco-friendly supply chain is a process of establishing organizational purchasing
decisions and long-term relationships with suppliers, including environmental factors in existing
supply chain management.
Therefore, the Supply Chain Environmental Management is 'an activity to promote the
environmental management capability of the enterprise by minimizing the environment
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improvement effort and the environmental impact by the SCM basic structure and the supply chain
network from the supplier to the consumer'.
In the future, companies should understand and be well-prepared for sustainability in order to grow
and cope with uncertainty. Among the areas of sustainability, environmental factors have been
stressed importantly and consistently since the singing on the Kyoto Protocol, and it seems that
the factors will become even more and more important afterwards. Therefore, to companies
intending to attain sustainable growth, environmental management is such a crucial topic to deal
with.
In 1984, corporate value in the stock market rapidly plummeted 37% as a result of leakage of toxic
materials by Union Carbide, a US multinational corporation, and Nike 's exploitation of child labor
in 1997 became an international issue by private organizations. These examples suggest that
corporate values start to fall from human rights and environmental responsibility, and include legal
and economic responsibility, and fail to fulfill their social responsibilities. It can be seen that it is
important.
Lately, competition among companies is characterized as competition among supply chains, not
competition among individual companies. In other words, concerning corporate competitiveness,
not competition between individual companies’ competencies but the competitiveness of
partnership between companies positioned high and low on supply chain management forms the
ultimate competitiveness. The same standards are applied to eco-friendly supply chain management.
Companies’ internal processes are, of course, important, but compared to individual companies’
eco-friendly processes, it is even more important in the entire processes to make all the economic
activities leading from suppliers, producers, and sellers up to customers eco-friendly.
Advanced research on environmental supply chains exhibits several limitations. First of all,
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competition among companies is changing from competition among individual companies to that
between supply chains; however, the research has failed to analyze correlation between eco-friendly
management and corporate performance in the aspects of supply chains. Therefore, this study is
going to examine the effects of Supply Chain Environmental Management in the perspective of
supply chains. Also, advanced research on the motivation factors of eco-friendly supply chain
management has been too much focused on non-voluntary motivations, for instance, environmental
regulations or tax benefits. About companies’ internal activities, too, this author recognizes the
necessity of eco-friendly supply chain management and complements voluntary factors such as cost
reduction and the increase of companies’ social responsibility. Also, this researcher intends to
conduct analysis dividing the motivation factors of eco-friendly supply chain management into nonvoluntary and voluntary motivation.
In addition to that, this study will verify not only environmental performance that has been often
dealt with in advanced research but non-environmental performance including economic or social
performance as well.
First, we define Supply Chain Environmental Management activity factors and motivating factors of
eco - friendly supply chain management, and try to empirically investigate the effect of Supply
Chain Environmental Management activities on environmental aptitude, economic performance, and
social performance.
Second, we want to review the role of the company as a member of society by adding social
responsibility items to the variables of corporate performance measurement unlike the previous
studies.
Third, based on the results of this study, we intend to suggest meaningful implications on the
relationship between environmental performance, economic performance, and social performance
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by giving SCEM motivation to the medical device industry.

• Background and necessity of research
- Although science and technology are making a prosperous life, environmental problems such as
climate change and global warming are becoming serious. → The importance of the environment
has arisen.
- Since the 1980s, consumption patterns that take environmental and well-being into consideration
have emerged centered on developed countries. Consumers' awareness of environmental issues
such as global warming and environmental hormones has risen beyond personal health. → About
80% of Europeans and about 70% of US consumers prefer eco-friendly products.

Approximately

24% of US consumers put environmental friendliness first in product selection.
- Since the Kyoto Protocol came into effect in December 1997, global environment-related laws
and regulations have been strengthened to protect the environment. In the past, if the
environmental regulation focused on managing the performance of the product, recent
environmental regulations have expanded to include detailed parts, transportation processes, and
waste collection. → Increasing the importance of establishing eco-friendly processes around the
world
- As environmental problems are inseparable from companies, greenhouse gas emissions from the
logistics sector account for 20.8% of total emissions in 2005, and greenhouse gas emissions from
freight vehicles account for about 40% Respectively. → Environmental pollutants accumulate in the
process from logistics to the generation of many environmental pollutants and delivery to
consumers. Therefore, environmental pollution can be reduced if the company's overall supply chain
process is properly managed.
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- Companies have been passive environmental management in the post-processing of waste
generated during the production process. However, the proportion of companies in the economy
is growing, and customers (consumers) are increasingly interested in environmental protection.
- Changes in the needs of various stakeholders, for example, socially responsible investment in
companies that simultaneously pursue economic performance and social responsibility, have
become a major stream in the international capital market. → Companies should contribute to the
nation's economy and expand into roles that should become socially exemplary.

• Purpose
There are two research purposes in this study.
① to define ‘the motivation factors of eco-friendly supply chain management ‘ and to analyze how
medical equipment industry’s internal and external activities influence environmental performance,
economic performance, and social performance.
② Based on the analysis results, this researcher will suggest strategic directions for supply chain
environmental management (SCEM) to make medicine equipment manufacturing industry more
competitive in the viewpoint of managers.
• Research Question
This study has four research questions.
1.

How does the motivation of Supply Chain Environmental Management (SCEM) affect each

variable?
2. Which variables have a greater influence on the activities of eco-friendly supply chain
management among voluntary and involuntary motives of SCORM?
3. How does the Supply Chain Environmental Management (SCEM) activity of the medical device
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industry affect the company's environmental, economic and social performance?
4. Some of the internal and external activities of Supply Chain Environmental Management are
related to environmental, economic and social performance. Does it have a more significant impact?

Key Literature Reviews :
Let’s examine the trends of domestic research first. Jang Gi-yun (2004) suggests SCEM as an
adequate means to effectively spread in the industries environmental management and cleaner
production that are being proposed as the best plans to obtain sustainability in local industry. Lee
Yong-geun Woo Mu-jin (2010) develops it further and selects SCEM activity and corporate
performance as variables. They prove that the variables of SCEM activity, innovation in transportation
and reverse logistics, have significant correlation with environmental performance, and nonenvironmental performance such as improvement in corporate image and quality and enhancement
in customer satisfaction is influenced by green purchasing, cleaner production technology, and
reverse logistics.
Next, let’s look into the trends of domestic research on SCEM motivation. Pak Ji-young (2012)
explains that the level of SCEM motivation influences the level of SCEM infrastructure significantly,
and SCEM motivation exerts significant influence on the processes leading from improvement in
the level of infrastructure, processes, and up to environmental performance.
Let’s see the trends of overseas research now. Cheng (2008) has found that SCEM companies’ trust
is influenced by participation and communication positively, and it is affected by opportunist
behavior or authority negatively. The study reports that knowledge sharing among organizations is
influenced by participation, communication, learning ability, trust, and resources synthesis positively
and influenced by opportunist behavior negatively, and when trust is mediated, knowledge sharing
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among organizations can be much more vitalized.
Thun & Muller (2009) conducted research with German automobile manufacturing companies. They
selected six variables: the operation of SCEM, SCEM goals and relations, SCEM motivation, practice,
and internal • external hindrance factors. The introduction of SCEM is in the initial steps, and the
goal of SCEM is to cope with legal regulations and protect environment. The major drives of
adopting SCEM are found to be customers and competitors. They see environment laws different
in countries are the most crucial external hindrance factor and lack of accepting environmental
problems is the most crucial internal hindrance factor and suggest continuous education as a
solution. Regarding SCEM motivation, they say as corporate environment is changing, consumer
demand is getting diversified, and as international trade sanctions are becoming stricter, companies
carry out SCEM activity and strengthen their competitiveness. As a way to cope with it, they suggest
companies to build up their own unique SCEM processes.

Design/Methodology/Approach :
To collect data, this researcher conducted a survey to executives and employees working in medicine
equipment manufacturers (95 main customers out of 132 customers) in Korea. Total 285
questionnaire sheets were distributed, three to each company. The response rate was 83%, so total
236 questionnaire sheets were collected.
About Survey
▪ Completion of pre-test : Three companies producing medical bond and syringe (Delphi Group),
received feedback with the draft questionnaire, and completed a preliminary survey of the first
completed questionnaire to the CEOs and field managers of 10 companies.
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SPSS18.0 was used to conduct frequency analysis, factor analysis, and reliability analysis, and
AMOS18.0 was used to conduct confirmatory factor analysis to verify the structural equation model.
After the model’s goodness of fit was verified, the coefficient of the structural model was verified.

Findings/Results :
This study has revealed correlation between the motivation of eco-friendly supply chain
management, SCEM activity, and companies’ environmental, economic, and social performance as
suggested in the study model.
This researcher has verified the importance of business needs among the voluntary motivation
factors of SCEM and found that enhancing competitiveness through business needs is a crucial
drive in companies.
According to the results of comparing companies’ environmental, economic, and social performance,
explanatory power is found to be bigger over non-environmental performance. This implies that
enhancing competence through SCEM activity contributes to companies’ economic and sustainable
growth, too.

Research Limitations / Implications :
• Limitations:
The industry dealt with here is limited to medicine equipment manufacturing industry, so it is rather
absurd to generalize the results to all the other industries. In follow-up research, this is going to be
complemented.
Moreover, better results are expected to be gained if the survey is more developed reflecting the
size of companies or different characteristics of industries.
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• Implications:
Previously, research regarded SCEM’s non-voluntary motivation factors like environmental
regulations or domestic and overseas social demand as powerful drives; however, this study has
verified that voluntary motivation factors such as business needs and cost reduction work more
significantly. If management strategies grounded on SCEM’s voluntary motivation are established,
it is possible to increase corporate competitiveness.
Also, this author adds social performance to the list of variables to be measured and considers the
roles of companies as members of society. This study implies the importance of devising sustainable
management strategies for SCEM activity in companies intending to complete the tasks of profit
gaining and sustainability.

Keywords : Supply Chain, SCEM(Supply Chain Environmental Management), Sustainability
Management, Environmental Sustainability, TBL(Triple Bottom Line),
TBL performance
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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to analyze the effects of the
enterprise or organization operating the enterprise project management
office (EPMO) using data envelopment analysis (DEA) and stochastic
frontier analysis (SFA). Besides, as post-analysis of the efficiency
analysis, it is to find factors affecting the efficiency of project
management offices (PMO) and to analyze how the efficiency of project
management offices affects the company’s financial performance.
87 PMOs were used to analyze the efficiency. In the constant returns
to scale (CRS) model, 11 PMOs were completely efficient and 76 PMOs
were inefficient. In the variable returns to scale (VRS) model, 26
PMOs were efficient and 61 PMOs were inefficient. Meanwhile, in the
stochastic frontier analysis (SFA), the perfectly effective PMO was
zero and PMOs with efficiencies of 0.8 or above were 47(54%) of the
total DMUs. It showed the different result compared with those of data
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envelope analysis (DEA).
As post-analysis of the efficiency analysis, it was found that the
efficiency of PMO was positively influenced by the program portfolio
management maturity and the degree of strategic alignments with the
business goals. In addition, among the various corporate’s financial
performance, it was shown that PMO efficiency had a positive effect
on return on asset (ROA), return on investment (ROI), and productivity.
In conclusion, by improving program portfolio management maturity
(PPPM) and strengthening the strategic alignments with business goals,
improvement in the efficiency of corporate’s project management office
means

that

the

higher

project

performance

and

firm’s

financial

performance can be expected.

Purpose
From the mid-1990s, project management office (PMO) has made many
progress and growth both academically and practically by a lot of
researchers. According the surveys by the PM Solutions, Inc., 47
percent

of

respondents

answered

that

they

established

project

management office (PMO) in 2000. This figure increased from 77 percent
in 2006 to 87 percent in 2012. In the republic of Korea, to reduce
the project failure caused due to the project size and complexity,
many corporates have been introduced PMOs like other countries. Also,
many public institutions have been introducing the public PMO scheme
since 2014.
The purpose of corporate’s operating a PMO is to improve return on
investment, reduce costs, and increase project success rates. However,
according to the report released by PMSolutions (2016), 33 percent of
all respondents have improved on completing projects within the budget,
and 25 percent answered that they improved productivity. In addition,
only 25 percent of all said they reduced project failures. Conversely,
many companies still fail to deliver its own value in operating a
project management office.
Since the global financial crisis in 2008, the world economy has
entered the 'New Normal' era, which is a new economic pattern of low
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growth, low interest rates, and low consumption(El-Erian, 2009). Also,
since the corporates’ business environment is rapidly changing and
the competition among them is getting higher, efficiency management
is getting more important in improving corporate sustainability (K.
Ko, Chang, Bae , & Kim, 2017). In particular, the global economy is
stuck in slow growth, with an average annual growth rate of 3.5%. As
the economic growth rate of some countries with large populations,
such as China and India, exceeds 6%, the global economy has managed
to keep remain stable at 3.5% (Park, 2017). in terms of understanding
the

relationship

efficiency,

the

between

input

corporate’s

and

output

efficiency

factors

management

which
may

be

define
more

desirable in a recession (Hwang, 2012). Also, corporates’ efficiency
management is required for their PMOs which should, enterprise-widely,
manage and monitor their own projects effectively and efficiently.
However, although efficiency management is very important in terms of
sustainability of business management (K. Ko et al., 2017), there are
few studies on the efficiency analysis of project management offices
in both domestic and abroad. Through the relative efficiency analysis,
the inefficient PMOs can improve their own efficiency by benchmarking
the efficient PMOs. Besides, corporates can improve the efficiency of
their PMO by improving program portfolio management maturity and
strengthening strategic alignments with business goals, and it can
increase

the

success

rate

of

the

project

and

their

corporate

performances. Therefore, this study on the efficiency analysis of PMOs
has very important meaning.
This study intends to propose the direction of efficiency improvement
by estimating the efficiency of the enterprise PMO using the data
envelope analysis (DEA) and stochastic frontier analysis (SFA), and
to identify factors that affect the efficiency. Furthermore, through
this

empirical

study

on

how

the

PMO

efficiency

affects

firm

performance, it intends to provide practical implications in operating
their project management office.

Research Question
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We intend to carry out the empirical research with the following
research questions. First of all, what is the difference between the
efficiencies estimated by the data envelopment analysis (DEA) and the
stochastic frontier analysis (SFA)? Secondly, does program portfolio
management maturity and strategic alignments with business goals have
a significant impact on the PMO efficiency? Lastly, does the PMO
efficiency have a significant impact on the corporate’s financial
performance?

Key Literature Reviews
Efficiency
Efficiency

is

resources

relationship

used(ISO,

2005).

between
It

the

result

generally

achieved

means

the

and

the

ratio

of

achievements to input resources or endeavors(Lee & Oh, 2012). The
technical efficiency can be estimated by using the production function
indicating the relationship between the amounts of the input and
output factors. In general, efficiency is divided into absolute
efficiency and relative efficiency. The data envelopment analysis (DEA)
and

stochastic

frontier

analysis

(SFA)

are

the

main

means

for

analyzing relative efficiency. DEA and SFA use the input and output
factors to derive a production frontier that represents the maximum
output relative to input. And then, the technical inefficiency can be
estimated using a distance from a decision-making unit (DMU) to the
production frontier. At this time, the production frontier means the
outermost

boundary

observation

is

of

the

inefficient

production
if

it

is

possibility
included

in

set.
the

And,

any

production

possibility set but not on the production frontier. That is, the
difference between the potential maximum output and the actual output
means technical inefficiency.
DEA was based on the concept of the relative efficiency by Farrell
(1957), and the CCR model was developed by Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes
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(1978). After then, Banker, Charnes, and Cooper (1984) developed the
BCC model.
On the other hand, Aigner, Lovell, and Schmidt (1977) and Meeusen and
van Den Broeck (1977) proposed by the stochastic frontier analysis
(SFA), which is a parametric analysis method.

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
The data envelopment analysis (DEA), first developed by Charnes et al.
(1978), derives the efficiency frontier by simultaneously considering
multiple

input

and

output

factors.

And

then,

It

measures

the

efficiency of a DMU compared with other DMUs (D. Y. Han & Kim, 2008;
K. Ko & Kim, 2014; Park

& Yoo, 2013). The above mentioned DMUs mean

the organizational units of the evaluation subject, such as public
institutions,

schools,

hospitals

and

so

on.

Also,

each

project

management office (PMO) corresponds to a decision-making unit(J. H.
Ko, Park, & Kim, 2015).
DEA has various models according to the purposes of studies. The CCR
(Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes) model and the BCC (Banker, Charnes, and
Cooper) model are representative. The CCR model is called as the CRS
model because it assumes constant returns to scale. Meanwhile, the
BCC model is called as the VRS model because it assumes variable
returns to scale(Ju & Kim, 2014; J. H. Ko et al., 2015). In other
words, while the CCR model assumes a constant return on the scale of
the efficiency frontier, the BCC model assumes that the scale of
return is variable considering the economies of scale that DMUs can
have. In DEA, according to the characteristics of the DMUs to be
analyzed and the purpose of the analysis, the CCR model and the BCC
model are classified into the input-oriented model and the outputoriented model. In general, the efficiency in input-oriented model is
improved by reducing the input(s) while holding the output(s) fixed.
Meanwhile, in the case of output-oriented model, the efficiency is
enhanced as the output(s) increase(s) while the input(s) is(are)
fixed(J. H. Ko et al., 2015).
Assuming that the number of DMUs to be analyzed is K and, for each
DMUk (j=1,2,3,…,K), there are M input factors xm (m=1,2,3,…,M) and N
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output factors yn (n=1,2,3,…,N). Then, the efficiency of Kth DMU can be
obtained through the below output-oriented CCR and BCC models.

Output-oriented CCR Model
∗

∗

𝝓𝝓𝒌𝒌 = 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 𝝓𝝓𝒌𝒌

𝝓𝝓𝒌𝒌 = 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 𝝓𝝓𝒌𝒌

𝜽𝜽,𝝀𝝀

𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕
𝒙𝒙𝒌𝒌𝒎𝒎
𝒌𝒌

𝝓𝝓

≥

𝑲𝑲

� 𝒙𝒙𝒌𝒌𝒎𝒎 𝝀𝝀𝒌𝒌 (𝒎𝒎
𝒌𝒌=𝟏𝟏

𝒚𝒚𝒌𝒌𝒏𝒏

𝑲𝑲

Output-oriented BCC Model
𝜽𝜽,𝝀𝝀

𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕

= 𝟏𝟏, 𝟐𝟐, 𝟑𝟑, … , 𝑴𝑴);

≤ � 𝒚𝒚𝒌𝒌𝒏𝒏 𝝀𝝀𝒌𝒌 (𝒏𝒏 = 𝟏𝟏, 𝟐𝟐, 𝟑𝟑, … , 𝑵𝑵);
𝒌𝒌=𝟏𝟏

𝝀𝝀𝒌𝒌 ≥ 𝟎𝟎 (𝒌𝒌 = 𝟏𝟏, 𝟐𝟐, 𝟑𝟑, … , 𝑲𝑲)

𝒙𝒙𝒌𝒌𝒎𝒎
𝒌𝒌

𝝓𝝓

𝑱𝑱

𝑲𝑲

≥ � 𝒙𝒙𝒌𝒌𝒎𝒎 𝝀𝝀𝒌𝒌 (𝒎𝒎 = 𝟏𝟏, 𝟐𝟐, 𝟑𝟑, … , 𝑴𝑴);
𝒋𝒋=𝟏𝟏

𝒚𝒚𝒌𝒌𝒏𝒏

𝑲𝑲

≤ � 𝒚𝒚𝒌𝒌𝒏𝒏 𝝀𝝀𝒌𝒌 (𝒏𝒏 = 𝟏𝟏, 𝟐𝟐, 𝟑𝟑, … , 𝑵𝑵);
𝒌𝒌=𝟏𝟏

� 𝝀𝝀𝒌𝒌 = 𝟏𝟏;

𝒌𝒌=𝟏𝟏

𝝀𝝀𝒌𝒌 ≥ 𝟎𝟎 (𝒌𝒌 = 𝟏𝟏, 𝟐𝟐, 𝟑𝟑, … , 𝑲𝑲)
The CCR (or CRS) model is at the optimal scale efficiency state since
it is at constant returns to scale. The BCC (or VRS) model, on the
other hand, is at the optimal technical efficiency state under the
condition

of

variable

returns

to

scale.

Therefore,

the

scale

efficiency (SE) can obtain by dividing the efficiency from the CCR
model by that of the BCC model. If the scale efficiency of kth DMU
equals to 1, it means that it is efficient in scale, and if less than
1, it is considered as inefficient in scale. In cases where the BCC
model is not optimal scale-wise, it can be determined whether the
variables are at the state of ‘economy of scale’ or ‘diseconomy of
scale’ (J. H. Ko et al., 2015).

Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA)
The stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) was announced by Aigner et al.
(1977) and Meeusen and van Den Broeck (1977). It is further developed
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by Battese and Corra (1977). SFA is an econometric method to measure
production

efficiencies

by

stochastically

and

parametrically

estimating a production function (D. S. Han & Shin, 2010). In SFA,
the relationship between input and output factors is expressed in the
form of a production function, which is assumed to be a Cobb-Douglas
or trans-log function. Unlike the traditional regression analysis, it
includes the technical inefficiency term and the stochastic error term
(Aigner et al., 1977; Battese & Corra, 1977; Kumbhakar & Lovell, 2003).
The technical inefficiency is measured by separating the stochastic
error and inefficiency error (Aigner et al., 1977; Battese & Corra,
1977; Kumbhakar & Lovell, 2003). It is defined as the follows:
𝒚𝒚𝒊𝒊 = 𝒇𝒇(𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊 , 𝜷𝜷) ∙ 𝒆𝒆𝒗𝒗𝒊𝒊 ∙ 𝒆𝒆−𝒖𝒖𝒊𝒊

(1)

After a log transformation, the base model looks as follows:
𝒚𝒚′𝒊𝒊 = 𝒇𝒇(𝒙𝒙′𝒊𝒊 , 𝜷𝜷) + 𝒗𝒗𝒊𝒊 – 𝒖𝒖𝒊𝒊

(2)

𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔𝒔 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕

𝒙𝒙′𝒊𝒊 = 𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍 𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊 , 𝒚𝒚′𝒊𝒊 = 𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍 𝒚𝒚𝒊𝒊

𝒗𝒗𝒊𝒊 ~ 𝑵𝑵�𝟎𝟎, 𝝈𝝈𝟐𝟐𝒗𝒗 �, 𝒖𝒖𝒊𝒊 ~ 𝑵𝑵+ �𝟎𝟎, 𝝈𝝈𝟐𝟐𝒖𝒖 �

𝝈𝝈𝟐𝟐 = 𝝈𝝈𝟐𝟐𝒗𝒗 + 𝝈𝝈𝟐𝟐𝒖𝒖
𝝀𝝀 = �𝝈𝝈𝟐𝟐𝒗𝒗 ⁄𝝈𝝈𝟐𝟐𝒖𝒖
𝜸𝜸 = 𝝈𝝈𝟐𝟐𝒖𝒖 ⁄𝝈𝝈𝟐𝟐

We assume that the terms 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 and 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 are independent. If 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 = 0, the DMU

is fully efficient. But, if 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 > 0, then there is some inefficiency.
To determine the values of the unknown parameters 𝛽𝛽, 𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣2 and 𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢2 , we will

use the maximum likelihood principle. The distribution of the error
term, 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖 (= 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 – 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ) ,

is

not

a

simple

distribution

but

rather

a

convolution of a normal distribution, 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 , and a truncated normal
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distribution, 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 . The closer the value of γ is to 1, the more technical

inefficiency increases. On the other hand, the closer to 0, the more
the combined error, 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖 , is explained by the stochastic error rather
than the technical inefficiency(Battese & Corra, 1977).

From Eq. (3), the technical efficiency of each individual DMU, 𝑒𝑒 −𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ,
is defined as follows:

𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝒊𝒊 =

𝒚𝒚𝒊𝒊
= 𝒆𝒆−𝒖𝒖𝒊𝒊
𝒇𝒇(𝒙𝒙𝒊𝒊 , 𝜷𝜷) ∙ 𝒆𝒆𝒗𝒗𝒊𝒊

(3)

Project Management Office (PMO)
Depending on many researchers, while the project management office
(PMO) is defined in a variety of ways, it has a common feature that
it is a centralized organization to enhance capabilities of project
management. In other words, the PMO is a centralized organization that
manages projects enterprise-widely, enhances the efficiency of project
management, improves the rates of project success, and maximize the
corporate performance by strategically aligning with their business
goals. The PMO is defined as an organization that standardizes the
project management system at the enterprise level, accumulates project
experience, provides the necessary knowledge, and opportunities of
educations and trainings, thereby improves the efficiency of project
management (Dinsmore, 1999). Adopting a PMO means making the company’s
project management methodology official (Bates, 1998).
In addition, many scholars have emphasized the functions or roles of
PMOs too. Berry and Parasuraman (2004) defined service quality as the
ability of the organization. This concept can also be applied to PMOs
at the point of view that they provide project management services.
Futhermore,

since

the

quality

management

can

improve

business

performance (Kim & Jung, 2015), the project quality management by the
PMO is geeting more important. The organizational change is considered
as a trigger event that stimulates the development of organization
(Rosha & Lace, 2016). In this point of view, Bates (1998) suggested
that it could be effective when the scope of the PMO should be extended
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to the change management of the organization as well as the assessment
of the project risk and performance. Kwak and Dai (2000) also defined
that the PMO is an independent entity, which has full-time employees,
to provide and support administrative and technical services, training
and education, and mentoring services. Crawford (2006) claimed that
PMO should have roles of supporting and controlling projects, creating
project

plans,

management,

providing

developing

methodologies

project

managers’

and

tools

competence

for
and

project
careers,

establishing project strategy goals, managing resources, auditing and
reviewing projects. Besides, Desouza and Evaristo (2006) classified
the PMO functions into the strategic, tactical and operational levels
in their case study on PMO archetype. They also stressed that PMOs
should

provide

project

managers

with

administrative

support

and

perform the knowledge management of developing best practices and
project methodology in order to improve project performance.
On the other hand, Hill (2004) categorized the PMO functions into five
major domains in his book 'The Complete Project Management Office
Handbook' based on many previous researches and presented the PMO
functions the most specifically and comprehensively as shown as Table
1.

Table 1. PMO functions by Hill (2004)
Main domains
Practice
Management

Infrastructure
Management

Resource
Integration

Sub-domains
Project management methodology
Project management tools
Standards and metrics
Project knowledge management
Project governance
Assessment
Organization and structure
Facilities and equipment support
Resource management
Training and education
Career development
Team development
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Technical
Support

Mentoring
Project planning
Project auditing
Project recovery

Business
Alignment

Project portfolio management
Customer relationships management
Vendor/contractor relationships management
Business performance management
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Methodology
Decision Making Units
For this research, the online survey was conducted from August 7, 2017
to September 30, 2017 to PMO managers of corporates operating PMOs in
Korea as well as overseas PMO expert groups. The 108 respondents
responded

to

the

questionnaires

for

this

research.

Of

the

108

respondents, 90 respondents (Korea: 33, overseas: 54) responded that
they were operating an enterprise PMO. Only 87 were finally used for
this research after the average was used for respondents who belong
to a same firm.
By country, The statistic shows Korea (32), USA (16), Brazil (6),
India (6) and Spain (3) and so on. And, by industry, it shows IT (31),
Construction (8), Manufacturing (8), Consulting (7), Finance / Bank
(7), etc. In terms of years from establishment(Y), the statistic shows
10.3% (Y ≥ 20 yrs.) 17.2% (10 yrs. ≤ Y < 20 yrs.), 20.7% (5 yrs. ≤ Y

< 10 yrs.), 11.5% (4 yrs. ≤ Y < 5 yrs.), 9.2% (3 yrs. ≤ Y < 4 yrs.),

8.0% (2 yrs. ≤ Y < 3 yrs.), 10.3 (1 year ≤ Y < 2 yrs.), 12.6% (Y < 1
year) respectively. The statistical information of PMOs for the
analysis is as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Features of PMO
Features of
PMO

Country

Industry

Category

Frequency Percent

South Korea
USA
Brazil
India
Spain
UAE
Belgium
Denmark
Saudi Arabia
Thailand
Others

32
16
6
6
3
3
2
2
2
2
13

36.8
18.4
6.9
6.9
3.4
3.4
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
14.9

IT

31

35.6
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Name

Construction
Manufacturing
Consulting
Finance / Bank
Government agency
Telecommunications
Others

8
8
7
7
6
4
16

9.2
9.2
8.0
8.0
6.9
4.6
18.4

Project Management Office
Center of Excellence
Programme Office
Project Support Office
Others

65
4
4
4
10

74.7
4.6
4.6
4.6
11.5

11
9
7
8
10
18
15
9

12.6
10.3
8.0
9.2
11.5
20.7
17.2
10.3

Y < 1 yr.
1 yr. ≤ Y < 2 yrs.
2 yrs. ≤ Y < 3 yrs.
Years from
3 yrs. ≤ Y < 4 yrs.
establishment
4 yrs. ≤ Y < 5 yrs.
(Y)
5 yrs. ≤ Y < 10 yrs.
10 yrs. ≤ Y < 20 yrs.
Y ≥ 20 yrs.

Selection of Input and Output Factors
The purpose of this research is to evaluate the relative efficiency
of enterprise PMOs using the DEA and SFA. We used the five PMO main
functions defined by Hill (2004) as input factors. They comprise
practice management, infrastructure management, resource integration,
technical support, and business alignment. The detailed description
of

these

input

factors

was

as

follows.

The

practice

management

consists of project management methodology, project management tools,
standards

and

metrics,

and

project

knowledge

management.

The

infrastructure management comprises project governance, assessment,
organization and structure, and facilities and equipment support. The
resource

integration

included

resource

management,

training

and

education, career development, and team development. The technical
support consists of four sub-functions, such as mentoring, project
planning, project auditing and project recovery. Lastly, the business
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alignment incorporated the following sub-functions: project portfolio
management, customer relationship management, vendor and contractor
relationship management and business performance management.
Meanwhile, the common attributes of the project performances, as the
output

factor,

were

derived

from

various

literature

researches

including PMBOK®, PRINCE2®, and the project performances presented by
the Standish Group International, Inc. They comprise on time, on
budget,

meeting

customers'

requirements,

quality,

and

project

benefit(Chou & Yang, 2012; OGC, 2009; PMI, 2013; Yeung, Chan, & Chan,
2009). A 7-point Likert scale was used to measure the degree of support
from PMO and the project performances. Each PMO main function has four
sub-functions as shown in Table 1. The variables were measured by
executives, portfolio or program managers, and PMO managers and so on.
And then, the average value of four sub-variables was used for each
PMO main function.
In DEA, the more DMUs, the desirable. If the number of DMUs is small,
then most of them are more likely to form the efficiency frontier. It
makes the relative efficiency of these DMUs close to 1. To prevent it,
Cooper, Seiford, and Zhu (2011) argued that the number of DUMs should
be more than three times the sum of the input and output variables.
In this research, the total DMUs are eighty-seven and the sum of input
and output variables is 11. Thus, this condition is satisfied.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for DEA and SFA
Min.

Max

Mean

Std.
Error

Practice Management

2.500

7.000

5.526

1.297

Infrastructure Management

2.000

7.000

5.433

1.305

Resource Integration

1.250

7.000

4.648

1.242

Technical Support

1.250

7.000

5.152

1.454

Variables

Input
Factor
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Output
Factor

Business Alignment

1.000

7.000

4.990

1.522

Project Performance

2.000

7.000

5.200

1.297

Results
The Result of the Relative Efficiencies by DEA
The PMO efficiencies by DEA and SFA are shown as Table 6. The results
of the DEA-CRS model represent that eleven DMUs are fully efficient,
and the remaining seventy-six DMUs are inefficient. The average
efficiency of all DMUs is relatively at 0.751. From the results of
the DEA-VRS model, it is found that the number of efficient DMUs is
twenty-six, whereas the number of inefficient DMUs is fifty-one. The
average efficiency of all DMUs in the BCC model is 0.863. The number
of efficient DMUs in the DEA-VRS model is more than twice of that in
the DEA-CRS model. The efficiencies of all DMUs were also higher or
equal to those of the CCR model.
The CRS and VRS models’ results are used to measure the scale
efficiencies of output factors. A total of fourteen DMUs including
DMU20, DMU35, DMU41, DMU42 are fully efficient in the scale. In the
scale efficiency, the most inefficient PMO is DMU61. The inefficiency
of DMU61 is not caused from technical inefficiency. Rather, the scale
inefficiency generates the inefficiency of DMU61. Therefore, it would
be possible to eliminate inefficiency by improving the output factors
when

the

input

infrastructure

factors,

management

such
and

as

so

the

on,

practice

are

given.

management,
Among

those

inefficient DMUs, DMU40 is found to be the most inefficient. To reduce
the technical inefficiency, various approaches such as improving the
program

portfolio

management

management

maturity,

system

realigning

the

and

the

program

organization

portfolio

structure,

or

strengthening the strategic alignment with the business goals are
recommended for these PMOs.
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The Result of the Relative Efficiencies by SFA
The production function for SFA for each enterprise PMO is assumed to
be the production function of Cobb-Douglas as shown as Eq. (4).
𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒊𝒊 = 𝜷𝜷𝟎𝟎 + 𝜷𝜷𝟏𝟏 𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒊𝒊 + 𝜷𝜷𝟐𝟐 𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍 𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 + 𝜷𝜷𝟑𝟑 𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍 𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒓𝒊𝒊 + 𝜷𝜷𝟒𝟒 𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒊𝒊
+ 𝜷𝜷𝟓𝟓 𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍 𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒊𝒊 + 𝒗𝒗𝒊𝒊 − 𝒖𝒖𝒊𝒊

(4)

In this case, i represents the enterprise PMO of the ith firm in the
samples, the project performance, pp, is the output variable, and the
input variables, pm, im, ri, ts, and ba, means practice management,
infrastructure management, resource integration, technical support,
and business alignment respectively. Also, the v and u mean the
nonparametric variables related to stochastic error and inefficiency
respectively. In the SFA, the production function of Eq. (4) estimates
the parameters using the maximum likelihood method (Coelli, 1996).
And, Assuming that the average value of the inefficiency variable, ui ,
is µ, and its the variance follows a truncated normal distribution

with σ2u , then the variance of the total error is σ2 = σ2v + σ2u (Kumbhakar
& Lovell, 2003).

The result of the efficiency estimation by SFA is as shown as Table
6. As the result of the efficiency analysis by the SFA, only the
infrastructure management (im) and the business alignment (ba) were
estimated to be statistically significant. The parameter λ is derived
by λ = �𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢2 ⁄𝜎𝜎𝑣𝑣2 and the null hypothesis is λ = 0 (σ2u = 0). The t-test is

used for validation (Bogetoft & Otto, 2010). According to the results
of the SFA, the t-value (= 1.751) of the SFA estimate is greater than
the threshold 1.296 (p = 0.1, df = 60). Therefore, the variance of
technical

inefficiency

variable, 𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢2 ,

was

also

proved

to

be

statistically significant. The parameter, γ, describes the ratio
occupied by the technological inefficiency among the total error
distribution. And, it was estimated to be 97.6% as shown as Table 4.
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Table 4. The Analysis result by SFA
Variables

Parameters

Std. Error

t value

Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept)

.728

.233

3.131

.002

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

.057

.070

.818

.415

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

.432**

.166

2.601

.011

.041

.034

1.190

.237

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

-.007

.122

-.059

.953

.173**

.070

2.455

.016

6.386*

3.646

1.751

.083

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
λ

σ2 (= σ2v + σ2u )
γ(= σ2u ⁄σ2 )

Log-likelihood

0.093* (= 0.002 + 0.091)
0.976
30.320**

Signif. Codes: 0.01 ‘***’ 0.05 ‘**’ 0.1 ‘*’

In the log-likelihood validation, a t-test is also used. And, the null
hypothesis is that there is no efficiency difference between firms
(Bogetoft & Otto, 2010). The parameters estimated by the SFA and the
ordinary least square (OLS) model are shown in Table 5. Here, the test
value (-2*logQ) is 5.536 (=30.320-24.784), which is compared with the
threshold value (= 3.84) when the degree of freedom is 1 and the
confidence level is 95% in the chi-square distribution table. The null
hypothesis was rejected because the test value is much larger than
the threshold (Bogetoft & Otto, 2010). Therefore, it can be said that
there are differences between PMO efficiencies estimated by the SFA.

Table 5. Parameter estimation by SFA and OLS
Variables

SFA Parameters

OLS Parameters

(Intercept)

.728

.384

𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

.057

.044

.432**

.501***

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
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𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

.041

.111

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

-.007

.085

Log-likelihood

30.320

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

.173**

.192***
24.784

Signif. Codes: 0.01 ‘***’ 0.05 ‘**’ 0.1 ‘*’

Table 6. Efficiency estimation and distribution by DEA and SFA
Intervals
< 0.5
0.50 ~ 0.60
0.60 ~ 0.70
0.70 ~ 0.80
0.80 ~ 0.90
0.90 ~ 1.00
1.00

TECRS
3
7
20
26
16
4
11

Mean
Max.
Min.
Std. Error

(3.4%)
(8.0%)
(23.0%)
(29.9%)
(18.4%)
(4.6%)
(12.6%)

TEVRS
0
3
9
13
23
13
26

.751
1.000
.431
.143

(0.0%)
(3.4%)
(10.3%)
(14.9%)
(26.4%)
(14.9%)
(29.9%)
.863
1.000
.516
.135

SE
0
0
3
19
26
25
14

TESFA

(0.0%)
(0.0%)
(3.4%)
(21.8%)
(29.9%)
(28.7%)
(16.1%)

1
8
7
24
21
26
0

.871
1.019
.639
.098

(1.1%)
(9.2%)
(8.0%)
(27.6%)
(24.1%)
(29.9%)
(0.0%)
.797
.980
.130
.494

Impact Factors on PMO Efficiency
Tobit regression model was used to find out the factors that influence
the efficiency as a post-analysis of efficiency analysis.

Tobit

regression model is used when observations of dependent variables are
continuous or only available for some. Therefore, since PMO efficiency,
which is a dependent variable, exists between 0 and 1, Tobit regression
model is used to describe the relationship between independent and
dependent variables. The analysis results are as follows.
The impact of strategic alignment with business on PMO efficiency is
analyzed,

which

corresponds

to

the

hypothesis

1.

The

degree

of

strategic alignment with business goals, the degree of strategic
agreement with business priorities, and the level of project benefit
management are statistically significant at significance level 0.01
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as shown as Table 7. Therefore, it is possible to efficiently manage
the PMO by strategically aligning with the business goals and aligning
with the business priorities. PRINCE2® emphasizes the need to manage
and supervise the achievement of project benefit after the project
close. In terms of efficiently achieving corporate’s business goals,
the

project

benefit

management

plays

an

important

role

in

the

efficiency of the PMO.

Table 7. Tobit regression analysis for business alignment
Variables

Parameters

Std.
Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

The degree of
strategic alignment
with business goals

.042***

0.009

4.902

.000

The degree of
agreement with
business priorities

.039***

0.009

4.176

.000

The degree of project
benefit management

.029***

0.007

3.991

.000

Signif. Codes: 0.01 ‘***’ 0.05 ‘**’ 0.1 ‘*’

The impact of program portfolio management maturity (PPMM) on the PMO
efficiency corresponds to hypothesis 2 was analyzed, and the results
are

shown

management

in

Table

process

8.

The

people

maturity,

maturity,

and

program

technology

portfolio

maturity

were

statistically significant at significance level 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1
respectively.

The

financial

management

maturity

and

relationship

maturity were not statistically significant. Thus, the level of
program portfolio management maturity may partially have a positive
impact on PMO efficiency.
First, in the perspective of technology, contribution to project,
occupational aspirations, and the availability of human resources,
the PMO efficiency can be improved by improving the people maturity
if increasing the interdependence among people. In terms of the
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program portfolio management process, OPM3® of the Project Management
Institute (PMI) and P3M3® of the Office of Government Commerce (OGC)
may use to improve the maturity of program portfolio management
process. Lastly, the PMO efficiency can be improved by providing tools
that match the level of the program portfolio management maturity.

Table 8. Tobit regression analysis for PPMM
Variables

Parameters

Std.
Error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

People

.028***

.010

2.913

.004

Program portfolio
management process

.021**

.010

2.102

.036

Technology

.019*

.010

1.920

.055

Financial management

.010

.011

.938

.348

Relationship

.017

.011

1.553

.120

Signif. Codes: 0.01 ‘***’ 0.05 ‘**’ 0.1 ‘*’

Impact of PMO Efficiency on Firm’s Financial Performances
In order to analyze the impacts of PMO efficiency on return of assets
(ROA), return on investment (ROI) and productivity, we performed the
ordinary regression analysis. This corresponds to hypothesis 3. The
PMO efficiency has a positive effect on the increase ROA and ROA, and
the improvement of firm’s productivity. All of the sub-hypotheses,
was

statistically

significant

at

the

significance

level

0.01.

Therefore, the return of assets (ROA), return on investment (ROI) and
productivity can be improved by improving the PMO efficiency. Gedansky
(2012) noted that "PMOs play a key role in achieving organizational
goals, such as improving return on investment (ROI), reducing costs,
and increasing customers’ satisfaction" at the Global Conference for
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the Future of PMO in Korea. These results are in a line with Gedansky’s
speech.

Table 9. Regression analysis on firms’ financial performance
Independent
Variable

PMO
Efficiency

Dependent
Variable

Parame
ters

Std.
Error

t
value

Pr(>|t|)

Degree of
increase in ROA

5.662***

1.050

5.393

.000

Degree of
increase in ROI

5.646***

1.016

5.555

.000

Degree of
improvement in
productivity

4.297***

.996

4.313

.000

Signif. Codes: 0.01 ‘***’ 0.05 ‘**’ 0.1 ‘*’
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Research limitation
The limitations of this research are as follows. Due to the essential
nature that only one output variable in the SFA should be used, the
average value of the project performance was used. Therefore, PMO
efficiency was not calculated for each project performance, and it
was not possible to analyze them in detail. In addition, we tried to
estimate the efficiency of PMO in various industries, and to see how
the PMO efficiency affects corporate financial performance. However,
due to the imbalance of the samples, we could not analyze the
efficiency difference by industry.

Implications
The implications of this research are summarized as follows. In this
study, we could find a way to estimate the PMO efficiency by using
the DEA and SFA, which are be complementary. In other words, using
the DEA, it is possible to grasp the technical efficiency, and the
scale efficiency, and the SFA can verify whether the PMO efficiency
is statistically significant. Also, by comparing these efficiencies,
it will be very helpful to improve the accuracy of the estimation of
PMO efficiency.
First, in the perspective of technology, contribution to project,
occupational aspirations, and the availability of human resources,
the PMO efficiency can be improved by improving the people maturity
if increasing the interdependence among people. In terms of the
program portfolio management process, methodologies, such as OPM3® of
the Project Management Institute (PMI) and P3M3® of the Office of
Government Commerce (OGC) may use to improve the maturity of program
portfolio management process. Lastly, the PMO efficiency can be
improved by providing tools that match the level of the program
portfolio management maturity.
Secondly,

it

is

possible

to

efficiently
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manage

the

PMO

by

strategically aligning with the business goals and aligning with the
business priorities. PRINCE2® emphasizes the need to manage and
supervise the achievement of project benefit after the project close.
In terms of efficiently achieving corporate’s business goals, the
project benefit management plays an important role in the efficiency
of the PMO.
Lastly, the return of assets (ROA), return on investment (ROI) and
productivity can be improved by improving the PMO efficiency.
The Improvement in PMO efficiency can play a key role in achieving
corporate’s goals.

Keywords
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA),
Efficiency, Project Management Office (PMO)
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Abstract
From strategy-environment configuration perspective, this study investigates how multinational
enterprises (MNEs) identify different green growth scenarios of host countries, and how MNEs
configure their strategies in the context of different green governance environment in host countries.
The host country’s economic subjects and environmental issues can create pressures on strategy for
MNEs. We develop a typological framework for categorizing host countries according to their
domestic ecological environment pressure and economic growth pressure. Based on inductive case
analysis of 11 Chinese MNEs, we find that Chinese MNEs will pursue distinctive strategies under
different scenarios that align with green growth environment in host countries. We hope to expose
that how MNEs match with, adapt to, and interplay with different green governance environment
in host countries.

Purpose/ Research Question:
The world’s development process is at a crossroad. Given the unsustainability of current
economic growth in many countries, a new approach to development is needed (Francisco, 2015).
The concept of green growth is such an approach. Green growth is a way that can foster economic
growth and development, while ensuring that natural assets continue to provide the resources and
environmental services on which our well-being relies (OECD, 2012). Green growth needs green
governance which enables the political economy of a nation to steer its economic growth in an
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environmentally sustainable path (Philip, 2015). However, there are a range of constraints which
can prevent the emergence of “greener ” governance. These will vary from country to country
because of different political, economic, and institutional conditions.
Correct alignment between strategy and environment helps a firm maximize the economic
benefits from resources, improve the effectiveness of operations, and boost the fulfillment of its
strategic goals (Hambrick, 1983; Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990). A large number of studies have
already demonstrated the importance of this alignment, both theoretically and empirically, and
suggested that the strategy-environment fit has strong performance implications (e.g., Miller and
Friesen, 1983; Tung, 1979; Tan and Litschert, 1994; Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990).
MNEs operates in different host countries and may face varied green governance environment
(Anil, 2017). For example, some western countries present best practice of ecological safeguards as
well as impressive economic growth. However, some African and Latin American countries are
trapped in a “vicious cycle” in which the efforts of governments to pursue GDP growth with lax
environmental protection are degrading their natural environment that aggravates the economic
prospects then pose greater pressure to pursue GDP growth.
The global expansion of multinational enterprises (MNEs) from China started to emerge in the
beginning of the 2000s. Chinese MNEs’ share on the Fortune Global 500 list expanded from zero in
1990 to 109 firms in 2017. From 2005 to 2017, Chinese MNEs represent a significant increase on
the Fortune Global 500 list. Now, Chinese MNEs stretch their businesses to 190 countries (regions).
This study aims to examine the environment-strategy relationship and its performance
implications for Chinese MNEs operating in different green governance environment. We are
specifically interested in two main questions: (a) In the different green governance context, what
determines foreign market entry strategies? (b) How MNEs seize the opportunity of green
development in host country and strategically respond to green pressure from host country. Note
that answers to the questions is critical for two reasons. First, the answers could assist international
business scholars to better explain and predict firm strategies in different green governance
environment. For example, stricter green governance often need MNEs comply with higher
environmental standards and provide more advanced environmental protection technology. Second,
the answers could expose the mechanisms that foster environmentally sustainable organizations,
allowing researchers, managers, and policy makers to determine the relative efficacy of command
and control mechanisms, market measures, and voluntary measures..
Key Literature Reviews:
Green Governance and International Business Strategy
We build on this work to examine the impact of green governance of host country on
international business strategy of MNEs. We are specifically interested in the effects of different
economic and environmental forces in MNEs’ transnational organizational fields. Organizations that
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operate across fields are less institutionally embedded in any single context (Kostova et al., 2008)
and more exposed to ‘inter-institutional compatibilities’ which increases their ‘awareness of
alternatives’ (Greenwood and Suddaby, 2006, p. 38). These conditions are common for MNEs whose
organizational fields consist of business partners and various other stakeholders located in multiple
countries. As a result, MNEs’ organizational fields present multiple, fragmented, diverse, and
conflicting demands (Kostova et al., 2008). Combined with geographic, cultural, and language
barriers, such conditions may prevent the formation of cohesive and shared patterns among the
organizations in the MNE field and result in an inability of the organization to conform to all
expectations in its transnational business environment (Kostova et al., 2008).
Design/ Methodology/ Approach:
In seeking to shed light on research questions, we rely on inductive analysis using multiple
cases (Eisenhardt, 1989). We used within-case and cross-case analyses following recommendations
for multiple case studies (Eisenhardt, 1989; Miles and Huberman, 1994). We choose a sample that
we believe to be fairly representative of Chinese companies that China’ globally influential
companies. The sample companies’ investments overseas are concentrated in sectors which are
environmentally sensitive (such as mining, petroleum and gas extraction, nuclear engineering and
chemical manufacturing). Investments in these sectors generally carry high environmental risk. While
studying these MNEs is most likely to shed light on our research questions, they do not necessarily
reflect the broader population of Chinese firms (Andrejs, 2016; Yin 2003).

Table 1 Chinese Investors Profiled in Case Studies
Case MNEs

Sector

Host country

Shandong Gold Group (SGG)

Mining

Argentina

Shenhua Group (Shenhua)

Mining

Mongolia

China National Petroleum Corporation (CNP

Petroleum and gas ex

Venezuela

C)

traction

China Petroleum & Chemical Corporation (Si

Petroleum and gas ex

nopec)

traction

Aluminum Corporation of China (Chinalco)

Mining

Peru

Zhongce Rubber Group

Chemical Manufacturin

Thailand

Nigeria

g
China Three Gorges Corporation (CTG)

Hydropower

Brazil

China Communications Construction Compan
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(Expected) Findings/Results:
1. Host Country green governance Context: A Taxonomy
Figure 1 shows a two-by-two model that present the four possible green governance
environments in which a MNE operates. In this figure, local green pressure is on the horizontal axis,
with a continuum running from weak to strong, and local growth pressure is on the vertical axis,
with a continuum running from low to high.
To measure a country's green pressure, we refer to the environmental regulations of the country.
We calculate the average value in environmental regulation stringency of the host country using
data from the World Economic Forum’s (WEF’s) Annual Survey (2011-2016). On an annual basis, this
survey gathers top corporate executives’ assessment of countries’ environmental regulations
stringency. Specifically, we use the answers to two questions to survey the stringency and
enforcement of environmental regulation in a country included in the WEF Executive Opinion Survey.
The two indicators are combined applying a simple average aggregation to form one single indicator.
The advantage of this survey is that it measures the stringency of regulations that businesses
experience in practice. For example, a country can have very strict environmental and labor laws,
but these are not very effective in case they are not enforced.
To measure a country's growth pressure, we refer to the attitude towards foreign direct
investment (FDI) of the country. We calculate the average value in the question of impact of rules
on FDI of the host country using data from the World Economic Forum’s (WEF’s) Annual Survey

Strong
Weak

Growth pressure in the host country

(2011-2016).

Ⅱ

Ⅳ

Such as Thailand, Nigeria,
and Peru

Such as US, UK,
Australia, and Canada

Ⅰ

Ⅲ

Such as Argentina, Russia,
and Venezuela

Such as Kenya, Saudi
Arabia, and Brazil

2. Four strategies under different green governance context
Weak
Strong
Both the degree of growth pressure in the host country (strong or weak) and the level of green
Green pressure in the host country
pressure in the host country (strong or weak) are able to trigger four different strategies (see Figure
Figure 1. A two-by-two matrix of local green pressure and local growth pressure
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Figure 2. A two-by-two matrix of green strategy
① Defensive Strategy
Under this approach, MNEs try to be good corporate citizens, but they are not focused on
publicizing or marketing their green initiatives. Instead, they are interested in reducing costs and
improving efficiencies through pro-environmental activities, thereby creating a lower-cost
competitive advantage, not a green one.
Matching mechanism: They are willing to become richer but not in pressing. Low
environmental protection barrier induces more investors and intense competition. However, many
countries in this cell have rich natural resource and agricultural products. It is good news for natural
resource and agricultural MNEs.
Entry model: Joint Venture. Due to mediocre investment favorable policy, these countries are
less attractive to foreign investors. Moreover, less Chinese MNEs invest there before. In prudent
consideration, Chinese MNEs need local partners to build business network and acquire legitimacy.
Strategic response & Interplay mechanism: MNES in this context often hesitant to promote
their green activities or green product attributes for fear of being held to a higher standard — and
not always being able to live up to it or differentiate themselves from competitors.
② Aggressive Strategy
Aggressive strategy focuses on seizing profitable business activities within the economic
development of host countries. Comparing to purely grab natural resource and/or exploit cheap
labors. Chinese MNEs pay more attention to establish complete certain industrial system, such as
Chinese SOE Chinalco’ Toromocho mine in Peru. They also take some precautionary environmental
protection measures, as a response to a crisis or a response to a competitor’s actions. They seek to
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enhance brand image and mitigate damage. Their environmental initiatives may be sincere and
sustained, but their efforts to promote and publicize those initiatives are sporadic and temporary.
Matching mechanism: Countries in this cell need foreign investment to boost their economic
development. Chinese MNEs see their economic development opportunities. These countries either
have rich raw materials, such as oil, copper and iron ore which attracted Chinese miners and oil
producers, or has huge markets for Chinese manufactures and construction companies, or the both.
Entry model: Joint Venture. Be fear of neo-colonists label, intense competition, and often not
be able to rely markets to access local resources, Chinese MNEs prefer the creation of a new entity
in partnership with a local firm, with both partners contributing selected resources and sharing
control.
Strategic response & Interplay mechanism: The Chinese approach development in these
countries in a similar fashion to their own domestic approach; with financial prudence and with a
view to improving efficiency. They seek sustainable relationships between government, local
community, and environment. They focus sustainable development of host countries, one which will
enable the country to build a pool of highly trained, technology savvy workforce, achieve selfsufficiency in the manufacture of high end technologically advanced goods and acquire full
technology transfer.
③ Shared Strategy
Shared strategy views stakeholders in host country as friends. MNEs have already bought into
the idea that great economic growth pressure will spur economic development, then brings huge
business opportunities to them. With the purpose of co-evolution, MNEs in shared strategy are
willing to share their knowledge and skills with these friends and also want to learn new knowledge
and skills from them. These companies see green pressure “as an opportunity to develop innovative
needs-satisfying products and technologies that result in a competitive advantage.” (Polonsky and
Rosenberger, 2001)
Matching mechanism: Countries like Kenya in this quadrant are mid- and low-income countries
with decrepit infrastructure and low-end manufacturing. They have great motive to become richer.
On the other hand, in these countries, the environmental protection ideas deeply rooted in publics
which influence on many economic policies. Governments take environment protection as their
priority. They welcome “clean” investor and often reject “dirty” investors. MNEs with advanced
environmental protection concepts may have great chance.
Entry model: Greenfield. Considering attractive investment favorable policy the host countries
provided and fewer competitors due to strict environmental regulation. Chinese MNEs prefer
greenfield entry approach.
Strategic response & Interplay mechanism: Chinese MNEs bring advanced and efficient
assembling, manufacturing, and building technologies and skills to the host countries. At the same
time, Chinese MNEs can also learn from the host countries, particularly international labor standards.
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Moreover, the stringent environmental regulation remind三 Chinese MNEs to focus on reducing or
eliminating waste before it is created can, e.g., generate cost savings. Thus, guiding Chinese MNEs
improve the efficiency of their manufacturing processes, then enhance the firms’ competitiveness.
④ Complying Strategy
Complying strategy refers to MNE involves a complete compliance with the local pressure to
conform to the host country expectations. Sometimes, the strategy need a MNE goes beyond the
firm’s short-term interests and compliance to engage in activities that are able to advance its longterm interest.
Matching mechanism: Normally, these Chinese MNEs possess superior technological resources
that enable them to enter advanced markets. An idea behind this strategy is to build an international
brand name and help to establish international reputation for quality by competing in the markets
that are the hardest to enter.
Entry model: Joint Venture, Multiparty Cooperation, and Merger and Acquisition (M&A).
Because of previously underappreciated brand and English-speaking, internationally savvy managers
comfortable interacting with local managers, employees, and politicians in host countries (Peng,
2012). It would be appropriate to adopt joint ventures or cooperate with companies from third
country to co-explore the host country. International industrial capacity cooperation is an emerging
approach partially aiming at third party market, CGN combine with EDF to co-bid nuclear plant
projects in UK set a good example for this approach.
Another preferential entry model is M&A. It is a fast approach to acquire existing world-class
brands and technologies, such as IBM’s PC brand or Volvo. This overcomes a major weakness in
Chinese MNEs’ capabilities: weak branding prowess and relatively inferior technologies.
Strategic response & Interplay mechanism: The MNEs completely comply with local green
expectations, following green norms, imitating local environmental models and obeying local rules.
Their subsidiaries imitate the local players’ institutional models and become an ‘‘indigenous’’ part
of the host society. The obvious advantage of a compliance approach is that competitiveness in the
host country is maintained. The local organizations regard the MNE as a legitimate player and local
customers are likely to regard the invader’s products or services as legitimate (Tan and Wang, 2011).
The green pressure also can force Chinese MNEs into more environmental protection investment
and actions, then continuously promote related technologies and management skills that can gain
exclusive access to new environmental sensitive markets.
Research limitations/ Implications:
Our study suggests implications for both managers and policymakers.
For managers, these findings point to the rising importance of non-market strategies for MNEs
(Doh, Lawton, & Rajwani, 2012). The main findings imply that MNEs must be aware of the distinct
pressures generated by host-country green governance.
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For policymakers, when examining the impact of green governance on Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI), policymakers need to pay attention to enacting more certain incentives and
regulations to attract more appropriate foreign investment based on green governance situation.
Keywords:
Green Governance; Multinational Enterprises; Entry Strategy; Strategic Response
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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Question: In December 2015, 195 representatives reached a historic agreement
in Paris, France. The Paris Climate Agreement marked the fact that humans had recognized that we
could become devastating to natural ecology and formed a perception of new green governance
of "harmony between mankind and the nature". Green governance is a public transactional activity
which aims to construct ecological civilization and green sustainable development with participation
of governance main body, implementation of governing measures and synergy of governance
mechanism. The globalization of ecological destruction and environmental pollution and the
globalization of economic and social activities mean that this "public affairs activities" has global
characteristics and that green governance cannot be confined to the borders of a nation, and we
need to form the value shared by all over the world. In this context, the issue of green governance
has become the focus of more and more national development policies and has gradually evolved
into an international research and practice topic.
The literature on green governance has experienced an explosive growth in the past few
decades and presented some new trends. One purpose of this paper is to make an exploratory
survey of green governance. Since China is a typically emerging and transition economy, problems
between economy, society and environment are particularly prominent, another purpose of this
paper is to review some studies with an intention to discover the evolution logic of green
governance practices in China. On the basis of the above two aspects, the third purpose of this
paper is to provide future research directions of green governance.
Key Literature Reviews (About 3~5 papers): The relationship between mankind and the nature is
one of the most important global issues at present, which concerns the survival of mankind and
the direction and mode of economic, social and environmental development of the world. When
examining the relationship between mankind and the nature, traditional economics often conducts
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unilateral considerations from the perspective of human needs, such as trying to control the desire
of the people to bring desire and resources relatively close to each other (e.g., through religions).
In addition, traditional economics studies also attempt to alleviate the problem of scarcity of
resources by optimizing the allocation of resources. However, as equal actors, the nature and human
beings constitutes the entire development system. This determines the theoretical basis of green
governance is biocapacity, which reflects the Earth's resource supply capacity, considering the
dynamic match between mankind and nature. Therefore, green governance emphasizes full
consideration of the biocapacity, and promotes sustainable socio-economic development through
innovative models, methods and technologies in the context of ecological environment carrying
capacity (Li, et al., 2017).
Environmental challenges first appeared on the global political agenda as ad hoc issues, they
were mainly tackled by issue-specific policy responses (e.g., the impact of DDT on bird’s eggs, threats
to single species like pandas and whales, and deforestation), and then on common environmental
issues (e.g., the 1972 Stockholm Declaration) (Gupta and Sanchez, 2012). At the 1992 UN Conference
on Environment and Development, the world reached global consensus and prioritization of the
concept of ‘sustainable development’, advocates economic development should be fully cautious
about the carrying capacity of natural resources. For the first time, Pierce (1989) put forward the
concept of ‘green economy’, and he believed that there is a high degree of interconnection between
economic, social and environmental relations in sustainable development (Padilha and Verschoore,
2013). Since the international financial crisis in 2008, green economy has rapidly become the focus
of attention of international community and all countries, especially the developed countries, are
actively formulating and implementing ‘Green New Deal’.
As the main pollutant emission subject, enterprise is the important subject and key actor in
sustainable development. According to Haden et al. (2009), ‘green management’ deals with the
complete incorporation of environmental objectives and strategies to the broader-based objectives
and strategies that exist at enterprises. And according to Gonza´lez-Benito and Gonza´lez-Benito
(2006), stakeholder pressure is the main factor that leads enterprises to seek more advanced green
management. More advanced green management can also improve enterprises’ financial
performance (Molina-Azorı´n et al., 2009) and increase enterprises’ manufacturing competitiveness
(Yang et al., 2010).
Different from the above development concept, green governance has elevated the dominant
position of the environment and placed the nature on the same footing as human beings, starting
to realize that natural resources owned by ecosystems are limited and may not be able to carry the
productive forces that human beings ultimately have because of their desire. Therefore, it is
necessary to re-understand the relationship between mankind and nature and to consider the issue
of human existence and long-term development from the perspective of nature. That is, it needs to
form a new concept, so called green governance.
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Meanwhile, whether it is Green New Deal or green management, it focuses on individual
organizations and moves towards green governance (Padilha and Verschoore, 2013). Green
governance is not restricted to states and governments, but encompasses the participation of a
myriad of public, private and non-state actors (Biermann et al., 2010). Green governance involves in
participants of almost all social and economic activities (such as government, enterprises, social
organizations, the public, etc.), and to solve the ecological environment is a systematic project.
Effective green governance requires the main body to adhere to the concept of "pluralistic
governance", to identify the relevance of each subject in the governance system, to take into account
the interests, demands and responsibilities of the parties from the overall perspective.
Issues of collective action have been addressed in studies for a number of decades, from the
theory of the tragedy of the commons (Hardin, 1968), to the theory of the logic of collective action
(Olson, 1999). Ostrom (1990), among others, analyzes the governance of common goods such as
water. Ostrom pointed out the possibility of multiple governance mechanisms in the public domain.
She believed that neither government control nor total privatization is a panacea for solving such
problems. The government lacks sufficient information on public resources and public affairs,
making government's supervision, adjudication and sanctions are inefficient and costly. However,
the non-competition in the use of public services and public resources also determines that private
property rights will not be possible for the most time. Many successful public resource systems
have broken the rigid classification of government and market. Ostrom's theory of self-governance
provides a good theoretical framework for the study of ecological environment and the relationship
between government, market and society. Although the analysis of other governance models is
relatively small, the theoretical and analytical framework still provides a good analytical framework
for the study of green governance (Li, et al., 2017).
According to Padilha and Verschoore (2013), issues associated to coordinated governance have
become increasingly relevant to green governance, and the five established green governance
constructs are common objectives, norms, involvement, resources and communication. Similar to
their studies, we think that from the perspective of system view and global perspective, green
governance should establish democratic and coordinated governance mechanism with diversified
governing subjects of "trinity", which is top driven by the government, interest driven by enterprises,
and participated by social organizations and the public. Further, government is the top designer
and policy supplier of green governance system, and provides the system and platform for other
subjects of green governance; enterprises should establish green governance structure, carry out
green management, foster green culture, and implement the concept of green governance in the
aspects of assessment and supervision, information disclosure and risk control and so on; social
organizations should improve green governance structure and governance environment to closely
adhere to the main governance bodies so as to accomplish in supervising, evaluating, coordinating,
educating, training and guiding other governance bodies; the public should establish green idea
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and practice green life, and should be monitors and supervise the act of subject of green governance.
At the level of green governance practice, although some international social organizations
have made a number of initiatives or declarations to provide a certain direction for the green
development of countries, it is not clear how to operate at the implementation level, and how to
determine the behavior norms of various stakeholders involved. This makes the green action of each
country confined to a single subject of spontaneous green management and Green New Deal with
each fighting his own battle and the result compromises. The government, enterprises, social
organizations and the public should coordinate guided by perceptions and principles of green
governance (Li, et al., 2017).
Design/ Methodology/ Approach: This paper not only surveys recent literature in the field of green
governance, intending to find out the theoretical basis and development trends of green governance,
but also extracts the main line of literature of Chinese green governance, in order to discover the
evolution logic of practices of China’s green governance.
(Expected) Findings/Results: In this paper, we find that recent literature on green governance
provides some new insights into subtle characteristics of green governance, including the theory of
green governance, green governance subjects and green governance mechanisms. First, the
theoretical basis of green governance is biocapacity, considering the dynamic match between
mankind and nature, and green governance is a public transactional activity which aims to construct
ecological civilization and green sustainable development with participation of governance main
body, implementation of governing measures and synergy of governance mechanism. Second,
starting from the core of green governance, this paper discusses the effective practice of green
governance need to identify the diversified governance subjects such as enterprises, government,
social organizations and social public. Further, enterprises, government, social organizations and
social public play separately as key actors, organization leaders and policy suppliers, supervisors
and professional information providers and facilitators, practitioners and supervisors. Third, this
paper also discusses green governance mechanisms such as collaborative governance and network
governance. The main bodies jointly promote the goal of green governance through the relations
of equality, voluntariness, coordination and cooperation. And through building a networked
collaboration platform, it promotes the wide free flow of green governance resources such as
technology.
In addition to the above, we also find that Chinese green governance is in the transition process
from administrative governance to economic governance and social governance. This suggests that
countries and organizations are at different stages of green governance and green governance
should adhere to the principle of "common responsibility, pluralistic cooperation, democratic
equality and moderate bearing". At last, we attempt to put forward an analytical framework and
provide future research directions of green governance.
Research limitations/ Implications: The authors propose some research topics aiming at promoting
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green behavior of the governance bodies, protecting the ecological environment, promoting the
construction of ecological civilization and realizing the inclusive development of human and man,
where future studies on green governance may prove valuable. And the authors put forward an
analytical framework, providing guidance on the main body identification, the main responsibility
of governance and the green governance behavior and synergistic model of green governance,
which can be used for discussing and analyzing global green governance.
With the emergence of cognitive revolution, agricultural revolution and industrial revolution,
mankind gradually formed a self-centered master mentality, excessively grabbed natural resources
and damaged the ecological environment ultimately evolving into destroyers to natural environment.
In recent decades, environmental problems have become more and more serious. In China, the
traditional way of high energy consumption and high pollution has caused serious environmental
pollution and over-consumption of resources, and has led to a lack of intrinsic motivation for further
economic development, prompting people to rethink and understand the status of mankind in
nature, as well as the relationship between development and the environment. The authors propose
that Chinese green governance is gradually transforming from administrative governance to
economic governance and social governance, which will help to refer to green development and
green transformation in China and other emerging and transition countries.
Keywords: Green Governance; Green Governance Subject; Green Governance Mechanism; Analytic
al Framework; China
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Abstract

Purpose/ Research Question:
This research seeks to answer the basic question like:
1. What is a reliable valuation method that reflects the characteristics of the Biotech industry well
and is easily applicable?
2. How can we build up the formula to estimate the appropriate royalty fee and up-front payment
and deal value for different drug classes?
This paper suggests the way to estimate the proper royalty rate, up-front payment, and deal value
the drug candidates of 14 drug classes covering all types of drug using multiple data I can get
simply as input.
Key Literature Reviews:
The discovery and development of new therapeutic agents is an expensive, lengthy and highly risky
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activity. Few companies have the capability of developing products all the way from the discovery
of a new molecular entity to delivering the approved drug to patients. Even those that do have the
capability may not have the capacity to have pipelines that are broad enough to provide a smooth
flow of new drugs (Nigel Borshell & Ahmed 2012). Small pharmaceutical biotech companies with
good technology generally have limited R&D budgets, and drug development periods are so long
that they almost meet the financial crisis, so licensing is a good strategy and business model to
overcome this financial crisis (Peter Young, 2016; Patra and Krishna, 2015).

Value is established

through trade and is dependent on market supply and demand and other factors. Essentially value
is the amount that both the buyer is willing to pay and the seller is willing to accept.

Both sides

will be interested to achieve the best deal and will want to know what other buyers might pay or
sellers accept. Comparable products or technologies that have been traded recently might provide
an indication of the expected value. (Nigel Borshell & Ahmed 2012). The value of technology
depends on many factors. Even in the simplest eNPV(Expected Net Present Value) model for a
product in early clinical development, there will be more than a dozen variables. These include the
target market size for the final therapeutic product, the anticipated clinical qualities of the drug and
the extent of competition for the drug and these will include the phase specific success probabilities,
development costs and timelines, the expected market size and market share, and the costs of
goods, marketing and administration (Nigel Borshell & Ahmed 2012).

To understand how fees or

compensations are determined in patent licensing contacts is a critical issue for firms trying to profit
from their inventions as well as for firms that source technology. Patent licensing has become an
increasingly common practice (Anand and Khanna, 2000; Fosfuri, 2006). Patent licensing is
particularly important for companies that have limited resources to commercialize their own
inventions. Companies might choose licensing if the invention falls into areas that are not core to
their business. The licensing of patents has also become an important concern for universities, which
have been encouraged to profit from their own inventions since the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 gave
universities the right to own and license inventions resulting from federally-funded academic
research. The valuation of patents has caught wide attention in the research of innovation because
patents are one of the few readily available measures of research output (Mariko Sakakibara, 2010).
Because of the limited availability of data, however, past studies typically used proxies for the value
of patents, such as citations (Trajtenberg, 1990), Tobin’s Q (Griliches, 1981; Hall et al., 2005), patent
renewal (Schankerman, 1998), and patent litigation costs (Lanjouw, 1998). Scherer and Harhoff (2000)
and Gambardella et al. (2008) use a survey-based measure. Research based on actual patent
transaction data is very limited, such as survey-based research (Bessy and Brousseau, 1998),
examination of those contract features which do not include pricing (Anand and Khanna, 2000) and
studies of university patents (Sampat and Ziedonis, 2002; Shane, 2002). Patents without established
market values (e. g., no negotiated royalty rates) are often valued by comparing the number of
citations the patent has received to the numbers received by other patents whose market values
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are established. For recently-issued patents, which have not had time to accumulate citations, this
procedure can be noisy or even inapplicable (Nathan Falk and Kenneth Train, 2017).

Licensing

between competing firms is popular in many countries. A number of papers have focused on the
horizontal product differentiation approach. Using this approach, Erkal (2005) finds that royalty
licensing is always profitable for the licensor regardless of its technological lead over the competitor.
Furthermore, when the technology gap between the competing firms is small, it is socially optimal
to discourage licensing. Sinha (2010) shows that when licensing takes place between a multinational
and a domestic firm then if FDI (Foreign Direct Investment) is the multinational’s mode of entry into
the domestic market, royalty is more profitable as compared to fixed fee licensing (Munirul H. Nabin
et al., 2017). Determining a reasonable royalty rate for a licensing deal is highly difficult, and proper
valuation is essential to make a reasonable determination. There are two major valuation approaches
used in the life sciences area: discounted cash flow(DCF) and real options (Lee et al., 2016a). The
valuation methodology for new drug pipelines includes rNPV or eNPV (expected NPV) or the
probability-adjusted NPV method in which technical risk is reflected on the cash flow, the scenarioimplemented decision tree method, which calculates the weighted average NPV according to the
probability of specific scenarios, and real options, which is often used by financial professionals but
are not preferred by drug experts. The rNPV method is most frequently used in practical work in
the life sciences area (Lee 2010). Lee et al. (2016) study is believed to be the first case to estimate
the royalty rate and upfront payment using the formula derived from the regression of the dataset
of historical licensing data, but further in-depth research is necessary for investigating the
relationship between royalty-related data and more input variables can be converted to numerical
value and can be used for the input for prediction (Lee et al., 2016a).

Lee’s study group suggested

the way to estimate the proper royalty rate and up-front payment using multiple data descriptors
(Lee et al., 2016b).

In the regression analysis study on Anticancer activity candidates by Lee’s study

group, ranking of factors that influence the royalty rate is as follows: (1) Licensee Revenue (+) (2)
Market Size (−) (3) TCT median value (−) (4) CAGR (−) (5) Attrition Rate (+). In the regression model
to predict the royalty rate, Royalty Rate is in direct proportion to Licensee Revenue and Attrition
Rate and Royalty Rate is reverse proportion to Market Size, TCT median value and CAGR (Lee et al.,
2016b).
Design/ Methodology/ Approach:
This research analyzes the dataset, including the royalty-related data like running royalty rate,
License deal and up-front payment, regarding drug candidates for 14 drug classes separately by
regression analysis between royalty-related data and multiple input descriptors like technical factors
of patent, financial factors of patent, market factors of patent, technical factors of licensor, financial
factors of licensor, market factors of licensor, and technical factors of licensee, financial factors of
licensee, and market factors of licensee for deriving the formula to predict royalty-related data.
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Data is gathered from multiple sources like LexisNexis Total Patent, MedTrack databases for analysis
and is processed through merge & cleaning.
(Expected) Findings/Results:
In royalty negotiations in Life Science area, manager can see simple tool to estimate the proper
royalty rate, up-front payment and deal value using a formula derived from the regression of
historical royalty dataset. This study covers 14 drug classes covering all drug types.
Research limitations/ Implications:
This research is limited to the relationship between multiple input variables and royalty-related data
in 14 drug classes covering all drug types.

Keywords: Valuation, Licensing deal, Drug, Drug class, Royalty data, Royalty rate, Up-front fee,
Milestones, Deal value, Regression, Biotech industry, Drug class, Attrition rate, Development phase,
Licensee, Life sciences, rNPV, eNPV (expected NPV), DCF, Multivariable analysis, Multiple input
descriptor, technical factors of patent, financial factors of patent, market factors of patent, technical
factors of licensor, financial factors of licensor, market factors of licensor, and technical factors of
licensee, financial factors of licensee, and market factors of licensee
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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Question:
Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler (2009) introduced the concept of integrating firm activities or
strategies by combining these exploration, retention, exploitation and internal and external firm
activities about technological innovation. Nevertheless, these discussions have been conceptually
presented and have not been studied empirically
Therefore, this study provides managerial implications for the open innovation strategy of biopharmaceutical firms and contributes to the empirical implementation (direct and indirect effect)
and validation of the conceptual model integrated in Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler (2009).
Key Literature Reviews:
Since Chesbrough (2003), the open innovation strategy has become an important strategy that links
innovation and growth. Open innovation strategy is defined as ‘systematical strategy relying on a
firm’s capabilities of internally and externally carrying out the major technology management tasks
along the innovation process’ (Chesbrough, 2003). This is closely related to how the firm innovation
process is internally and externally taken through perspective of ‘knowledge base view’.
Understanding on complex business activities through 'knowledge-based view' can give a useful
implementation for developing firm innovation (Galende, 2006, Díaz-Díaz et al. 2008). This causes
that strategies aimed at acquiring and utilizing necessary knowledge for achieving firm technological
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innovation represent as business activities and further can clearly distinguishes between the current
and required firm innovative capabilities.
The firm's innovative capabilities are closely related to not only intellectual property (or the
knowledge base) but also the capability of implementation on the innovation process (Nonaka and
Takeuchi, 1995). In this view, scholars have distinguished them as activities, or strategies for
knowledge exploration and knowledge exploitation, sometimes explicitly mentioning the need for
retaining (Argote et al., 2003; Bogner and Bansal, 2007; Nonaka, 1994). For open innovation
strategies, studies have emphasized organizing knowledge processes outside a firm’s boundaries
and combining internal and external knowledge in innovation processes (Cassiman and Veugelers,
2006; Gulati, 1999; Andersen and Drejer, 2008; von Hippel, 1988). Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler
(2009) introduced the concept of integrating firm activities or strategies by combining these
exploration, retention, exploitation and internal and external firm activities about technological
innovation. Nevertheless, these discussions have been conceptually presented and have not been
studied empirically.
Internal knowledge exploration refers to generating new knowledge inside the firm (Smith
et al., 2005). External knowledge (or exploration describes the acquisition of knowledge from
external sources (Lane et al., 2006). Internal knowledge retention is a result of the need for
maintaining knowledge over time (Garud and Nayyar, 1994). External knowledge retention refers to
knowledge that is maintained in a firm’s inter-organizational relationships (Gulati, 1999). Internal
knowledge exploitation describes internal innovation, i.e. knowledge application in a firm’s own
products (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995; Han, 2017). External knowledge exploitation refers to
outward knowledge transfer, e.g. by means of technology alliances or technology licensing
(Lichtenthaler, 2007; Dubickis and Gaile-Sarkane, 2017).
Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler (2009) built six firm’s innovation capabilities: 1) inventive, 2)
absorptive, 3) transformative, 4) connective, 5) innovative, and 6) desorptive capacity, for capturing
internal and external knowledge exploration, retention, and exploitation. Therefore, this study
examines the performances of the firms according to the six firm’s innovation capabilities proposed
by Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler (2009).
Design/ Methodology/ Approach:
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<Figure 1. Research Framework>
This study adopts a hierarchical structural equation model since firm’s technological innovation
capabilities are implemented sequentially. US bio-pharmaceutical companies were selected with the
firm classification information provided by Medtrack. In addition, these patents are based on Total
Patent Data(Lexis-Nexis), and Medtrack DB is used for revenues and deal information. This approach
is important in that it enables the measurement of indirect effects as well as the direct effects
between capabilities and outcomes in open innovation framework.
<Table 1. Capabilities and Proxies of Variables>

We use patents (including numbers, citation information etc.), products, and technology
transfer indicators to measure firm’s technological capabilities. In addition, firm performances are
divided into technological innovation performance and financial performance. In order to measure
technological innovation and financial performances, this study uses the number of registered
patent, and proxies of revenue and deal scale through licensing-out. Furthermore, since firm’s
technological innovation capabilities are implemented sequentially, this study adopts a hierarchical
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structural equation model. This approach is important in that it enables the measurement of indirect
effects as well as the direct effects between capabilities and outcomes in open innovation framework.
This study focuses on the bio-pharmaceutical industry. The open innovation strategy is
significant to the bio-pharmaceutical firms (Dougherty, 2017). First, technological innovation in biopharmaceutical industry requires a longer R&D period than other industries, and a huge cost for it.
Therefore, bio-pharmaceutical firms need an open innovation strategy to prepare for risks in R&D.
Second, due to the cumulative nature of bio-pharmaceutical technology, a firm is difficult to develop
various technologies. On the other hand, it is necessity to integrate a bio-pharmaceutical technology
with other various technologies for technological innovation. Therefore, bio-pharmaceutical
companies should develop their own technology internally and cooperate with other external
organizations to enhance it. Therefore, for bio-pharmaceutical firms, the open innovation strategy
is not an option but a necessity.
(Expected) Findings/Results:
This study provides managerial implications for the open innovation strategy of bio-pharmaceutical
firms and contributes to the empirical implementation (direct and indirect effect) and validation of
the conceptual model integrated in Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler (2009).
Research limitations/ Implications:
This research has the following limitations.
First, we did not cover both the quantity and quality of technological/Financial innovation
performance due to limitation of data gathered. Second, we only look at certain variables to measure
each capability proposed by Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler (2009) due to limitation of data
gathered.

Keywords: Open Innovation, Innovation Capabilities, Bio-Pharmaceutical Industry, Hierarchical
Structural Equation Model
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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Question: In this study, we researched the influence of the initial relationship
of entrepreneurial firms on innovation. The existing studies mainly focus on the advantages inherent
in a strongly connected network, but this study investigates the implications of indirectly connected
networks on the relationships among the industries. In other words, we focused on analyzing how
competitive exposure by strong intermediaries can affect innovation.
Key Literature Reviews (About 3~5 papers)
-

Venture Capital, Competitor Ties, and Entrepreneurial Innovation, Pahnke et al., Academy of
Management Journal, 2015, Vol. 58, No. 5, 1334-1360.

-

How do social defenses work? A resource-dependence lens on technology ventures, venture
capital investors, and corporate relationships, Hallen et al., Academy of Management Journal,
2014, Vol. 57, No. 4, 1078-1101.

-

The role of incentives and communication in strategic alliances: An experimental investigation,
Agarwal et al., Strategic Management Journal, 2010, 31, 413-437.

-

Olembo, B. and Moronge, M. (2016), Determinants of successful technological innovation
implementation in road construction projects in Kenya: A case of Kenya urban roads authority.
Journal of Management, 3(2), 633-658.

-

Improving new technology venture performance under direct and indirect network externality
conditions, Podoynitsyna et al., Journal of Business Venturing, 2013, Vol. 28, Issue 2, 195-210.
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-

Egbetokum A., Oluwadare, A. J., Ajao, F., and Jegede, O. O. (2017), Innovation systems research:
an agenda for developing countries, Journal of Open Innovation: Technology, Market, and
Complexity, 3(25), https://doi.org/10.1186/s40852-017-0076-x.

-

Abiodun Egbetokun, Adekemi Jessica Oluwadare, Blessing Funke Ajao and Oluseye Oladayo
Jegede (2017), Innovation systems research: an agenda for developing countries, Journal of
Open Innovation: Technology, Market, and Complexity, 3(25), https://DOI 10.1186/s40852-0170076-x.

-

Andreas Pyka (2017), Dedicated innovation systems to support the transformation towards
sustainability: creating income opportunities and employment in the knowledge-based digital
bioeconomy, Journal of Open Innovation: Technology, Market, and Complexity, 3(25), https://
DOI 10.1186/s40852-017-0079-7.

Design/ Methodology/ Approach: The population of this study is the venture companies that want
to invest with the judges and partners of venture capital companies in Korea. Through interviews
and questionnaires with them, the theories presented in this study were verified.
(Expected) Findings/Results: In this study, we developed the concept of "Competitive information
leakage" that occurs when firms are indirectly connected to their competitors through intermediary
organizations. In addition, we examined how this competitive information leakage affects the
innovation of the start-ups according to each industry group.
Research limitations/Implications: It is found through this that indirect relationships with
competitors for each industry group influence innovation, and several factors such as outflow
opportunities and motivation for important information of intermediaries influence innovation.
Keywords: entrepreneurial firms, innovation, information leakage, start-ups, indirect network
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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Question:

This study examined the moderating effects of Network Quitent(NQ) relationship
between entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship performance.
Key Literature Reviews:

-

Yang, B. H.(2007). “A Study on Relationship between the Theory of Motif
and the Theory of MI, EQ, NQ”, The Korean Research Journal of Dance
Documentation, 12, 127-149.

-

Song, E. M.(2005). The Effect of Participation in Youth Cultural Festival on
Development of Self-Identity and Social Network Quotient, Ph. D.
Dissertation, Department of Physical Education Graduate School, Chosun
University.

-

Yun J.H.J., et al. (2016). Dynamics from open innovation to evolutionary
change, Journal of Open Innovation: Technology, Market and Complexity.
2(7).

-

Egbetokum A., Oluwadare, A. J., Ajao, F., and Jegede, O. O. (2017), Innovation systems
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research: an agenda for developing countries, Journal of Open Innovation: Technology,
Market, and Complexity, 3(25), https://doi.org/10.1186/s40852-017-0076-x.
-

Park, Hang Sik (2017). Technology convergence, open innovation, and dynamic economy,
Journal

of

Open

Innovation:

Technology,

Market

and

Complexity.

3(24).

https://doi.org/10.1186/s40852-017-0074-z.

Design/ Methodology/ Approach: Contents

For research, we focused on the companies in Korea that companies are in the first
to third year of their establishment.
The basic data were collected using questionnaires. Using SPSS 23.0 and AMOS 23
were analyzed Frequency analysis, factor analysis, correlation analysis, path analysis,
and control effect.
This

study

started

on

the

fact

that

companies

with

high

Network

Quotient(coexistence index) can maximize performance by utilizing inherent
potential. A company with a high NQ has an effect on performance of the company
because it is strong against the crisis.
Inferring this relationship, entrepreneurship will sustain or increase entrepreneurial
performance, and NQ will play a role in the relationship between two factors. In
Korea, one of the most important functions of an individual success is schooling,
blood donation, and delays. In the future, however, it is the opinion that success
in society is a shortcut to success(Park, 2003). In other words, NQ does not
emphasize your own success, but it is the premise that the network spirit is a real
success that both you and me are well. NQ is in the pursuit of success through
mutual cooperation, away from individual-centered success(Kim, 2003).
(Expected) Findings/Results: Contents

NQ is expected to have a positive impact on enhancing altruism and sharing value
by having a symbiotic relationship rather than being exclusive in survival. It is
expected that enhancing the NQ to share and cooperate the necessary information
in the data-based industry will positively affect not only individuals but also
corporations' performance
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Research limitations/ Implications:

The results of the empirical analysis show that the NQ is important for the
performance of the start-up companies in that the research on NQ is meaningful
because the related research is not done sufficiently. Limitations of this study
include, I do not have a wide range of research subjects.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, Innovative Performance, Network Quotient
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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Question
While government spending on research and development (R&D) has been increasing in South
Korea, the level of utilizing R&D outputs remains low. The Korean government, focusing on
enhancing the investment efficiency of the national R&D program, has set a goal to increase
the utilization rate of technology transfer of universities and public research organizations and
to establish improved R&D policies to enhance R&D efficiency. However, empirical analyses
to support these policies are insufficient. The purpose of this study is to investigate the factors
affecting the commercialization of government-funded R&D on the project-level. In particular,
we examine the characteristics of technology transfer of universities and public research
organizations by technological field.

Key Literature Reviews (About 3~5 papers)
Many technological advances have been developed by government-funded R&D (Supapol,
1990). Recognizing the importance of government’s role, the Korean government has steadily
increased its R&D investment and the success rate of government R & D has been reported to
be high (Jin, 2013). However, It has been pointed out that it is insufficient to enhance the
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challenging trait of research outcomes and the actual commercialization performance is low
(Hwang et. al., 2017). Government has improved R&D policies to enhance the investment
efficiency of the government-funded R&D and the competitiveness of the universities and
public research institutions (Hwang et. al., 2017). A focus of the R&D policy has been the
commercialization of research outputs.
On the initiative of governments, many universities and public research institutions (PRIs) have
taken action to develop a new ‘mission’ by facilitating technology transfer (Etzkowitz et al.,
2000; Perkmann et al., 2013). In many cases, patenting represents a preliminary step for
utilization and commercialization means an academic invention is exploited with the objective
to reap financial rewards such as royalties (Perkmann et al., 2013).
With increasing technology transfer between universities (or PRIs) and industries, factors
influencing technology transfer activities have been investigated. The most common factor of
research input is R&D expenditures and human capital. Previous studies on R&D and human
capital have showed that a skilled workforce is a precondition to the creation of new knowledge
and a strong scientific workforce provides an positive signal of scientific credibility and
capability because the commercialization of knowledge is particularly risky and uncertain
(Audrestch, et al. 2006; Kwon, et al., 2015). Commercial performance have measured by
observing the number of licenses or license income (Friedman and Silberman 2003; Siegel et
al., 2003).

Design/ Methodology/ Approach
Data
In this study, data was obtained from the NTIS (national Science and Technology information
system), which is the service platform providing government-funded R&D information on
topics such as programs, projects, human resources, equipment/facilities, and outcomes. We
selected R&D projects that had commercialization performances (i.e., transferred to industry)
in 2016 and matched R&D information to the projects. The details of the R&D projects, such
as the amounts of government R&D expenditure and the number of researchers, were collected
from the National Science & Technology Commission, Survey of Research and Development
Reports. It was found that more than 85% of the projects were performed within the last three
years. The number of related R&D projects was 1,466 and the number of licenses was 3,235.
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<Table 1> Numbers of Knowledge commercialization activities
Year

No. of licenses

No. of R&D projects

2014

782

456

2015

422

273

2016

2031

737

Total

3,235

1,466

Methodology
The data was analyzed using frequency data analysis, ANOVA(Analysis of variance), and a
regression model. ANOVA is a statistical model that assesses potential differences among
group means. The analysis model used in this paper is similar to the modified knowledge
production function model introduced by Romijin and Albaladejo(2002), Becheikh et al.
(2006).
We used log-linear regression to calculate the correlation between dependent variable and
independent variables. Because changes in the natural logarithm are almost equal
to percentage changes in the original series, it follows that the slope of a trend line fitted to
logged data is equal to the average percentage growth in the original series (Notes on regression
and time series analysis, Fuqua School of Business Duke University).

Variables
The definitions of the variables used in regression analysis were presented in Table 2. Several
previous studies used the number of licenses or license income as a proxy measure of R&D
commercialization. We used a log-transformation of licensing income as the dependent
variable.
<Table 2> Variables considered in the Model
Variable

Description
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Sources

License income
R&D expenditure
Researcher

Collaboration

the log of licensing income

survey

the spending on the R&D project

survey

Personnel working on the R&D project with
or above a Master degree
1 if the university (or PRI) conducted the
R&D project with other partners

survey

survey

Embryonic: the new invention period,
Technology
Growth: Technology improvement period,

survey

Life cycle
Maturity, etc.
Types of R&D

Basic Research, Applied Research and
Development Research.

survey

The absolute values of R&D spending and the R&D intensity often used to quantify R&D
expenditure (Kang and Park, 2012). We took the spending on the R&D project as the R&D
expenditure. Previous studies used several measures to quantify the R&D workforce: share of
employees in R&D activities (Muscio, 2007), share of researchers with a university education
(Muscio, 2007; Romijn and Albaladejo, 2002), number of graduate students (Kwon, et al.,
2015), and share of employees with a doctoral degree (Jung, 2008). We used the number of
personnel working on the R&D project with or above a Master degree. We constructed a
collaboration variable that took the value of one when the university (or PRI) conducted the
R&D project with other partners. We also included measures of characteristics of the R&D
project such as technology life cycle and type of R&D.

(Expected) Findings/Results
The average royalty income per R&D project was 34.7 million KRW. By technological field,
average royalty income was approximately 30.77 million KRW in Information Technology (IT);
43.80 million KRW in Biotechnology (BT); and 37.68 million KRW in Nano-Technology.
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While lump sum royalties tended to be used for royalty payments in the IT field, lump sum
royalties and a mixture of lump sum and running royalties were often used in the BT field.
Through analyses, it will be determined whether these technical characteristics are statistically
significant.

<Table 3> Average royalty income per R&D projects
Technology Field

License Income(KRW)

Std. Dev.

Information Technology

30.77 million

52.28 million

Bio Technology

43.80 million

221.31 million

Nano Technology

37.68 million

71.66 million

Total

34.68 million

111.91 million

The results of empirical studies on R&D projects showed that R&D expenditure and R&D
collaboration are positively correlated with license income. Further studies will be conducted
on the factors affecting commercialization of knowledge and technologies on the project-level.

<Table 4> Results of the model estimated in the analysis
License income

Coef.

Std. Err.

P>t

R&D expenditure

1.20E-10***

1.44E-11

0.000

Researcher

-0.013***

0.003

0.000

Collaboration

0.350***

0.057

0.000

embryo

0.093

0.074

0.210

growth

0.189**

0.069

0.006

mature

-0.495***

0.126

0.000

Types of

basic

0.089

0.068

0.191

R&D

develop

0.354***

0.063

0.000

Technology
Life Cycle

Number of obs

3102

F( 8, 3093)

23.94
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R-squared

0.058

Adj R-squared

0.056

Root MSE

1.427

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Research limitations/ Implications
We draw some policy implications from the study findings. First, partnerships with other
organizations appeared to be more effective in facilitating the commercialization of knowledge
and technologies. Second, technology-specific characteristics should be considered when
transferring technologies.
The study findings are subject to limitations. We cannot consider the characteristics of
organizations because of a lack of information. Another limitation concerns the use of the 0/1
indicator variable to measure collaborative activities.

Keywords: government-funded R&D, commercialization of knowledge, characteristics of
technology transfer by technological field
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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Question:

There are many unmet social needs which remain unaddressed by public institutions and private
corporations (Gupta et al, 2017). Capitalism shows the growth limit since the late 20th century(Yun,
2015) and many social problems are being brought to our capitalistsociety. The new alternatives of
social problems are needed. Social enterprises focus on the unmet social needs that both sectors
can’t solve. Social enterprise is based on the social entrepreneurship like innovativeness, risk-taking,
pro-activeness and creates social values by solving social problems. So the theoretical studies of
social enterprise are going on around the world but empirical studies of social enterprise are less
than expected.
In South Korea, “Social enterprise Upbringing Act” is enacted since 2007to promote corporate
activities of social enterprise. In spite of Korea government support, social enterprises of Korea are
not successful; especially in sustainability. As a result the question about sustainability of social
enterprise without the government support is continuously has been raised. This question,
sustainability of social enterprise, is also main concerns inthe western societies in which have
appeared than we (Weerawardena et al, 2009).
So this study would pay attention to social entrepreneur who operate the social enterprise.
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Schumpeter emphasized the entrepreneurship that brought creative destruction in capitalist
economy. Social entrepreneurship plays a role in makinginnovation, destruction, creativeness and
change to transit from the existing system to new system.
The research question of this study is as follows; First, How cans we define Social entrepreneurship
and sustainability of social enterprise, Second, How could the Social entrepreneurship have an effect
on sustainability of social enterprise.

Key Literature Reviews :

Although the concept and concrete activity of social enterprise is various from country to country,
it has commons in that social enterprise achieves social goals through the profit making based on
social entrepreneurship. The role of leader of hybrid organization such as social enterprise is very
important. The main role of social entrepreneur is to secure sustainability of social enterprise and
the decisive factor of sustainability is the characteristics, behavior and capability of social
entrepreneur. So this study focuses on the social entrepreneurship.
The study of social entrepreneurship is mainly interested in the constituent factor of social
entrepreneur’s mind and attitude. The definition of social entrepreneurship differs according to the
focus of the researcher but social entrepreneurship is obviously distinct from corporate
entrepreneurship, which focuses on creating profits (Mair & Marti, 2006: Dees, 1998). Social
entrepreneurship is the attitude of social entrepreneurs that harmonizes social values and economic
values (Svirina et al, 2016).
The recent studies of social entrepreneurship are concerned about the behavioral characteristics of
social entrepreneurs. Weerawardena and Sullivan (2007), representative researchers of social
entrepreneurship,

suggest

the

innovativeness,
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pro-activeness,

and

risk

management

of

entrepreneurs as constituents of social entrepreneurship. This definition is focusing on the operation
process of social enterprises and behavioral characteristics of entrepreneurs are presented as core
concepts of social entrepreneurship.
There is also a view that defines social entrepreneurship as an attitude that recognizes social values
and economic values in a fused manner. This perspective emphasizes personal attitudes, personal
motivation, initiative and enthusiasm for resolving entrepreneurial social pathologies (Kim & Jung,
2016).
In sum, the social entrepreneurship is divided into the personal characteristics of the entrepreneur
and the behavioral characteristics. Social entrepreneurship can’t be explained by any one
characteristic but it should be explained as a multidimensional concept. The individual characteristics
of the entrepreneur and the behavioral characteristics

are the components of social

entrepreneurship.
The question of social enterprise sustainability research is how to define the concept of sustainability
of social enterprise. A number of studies analyzing the sustainability of social enterprises have
defined sustainability as either social performance or economic (financial) performance or both and
measured performance indicators as sustainability of social enterprises
It is reasonable to understand sustainability as a concept that encompasses both economic and
social aspects rather than as a financial achievement (Trindade et al, 2017). Sustainability of a social
enterprise can be defined as a state in which economic performance is stably maintained by utilizing
the resource mobilization ability necessary for continuously generating social performance.

Design/ Methodology/ Approach:
In this study, social entrepreneurship is explained as a cause of social enterprise sustainability. The
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purpose of this study is to analyze how the characteristics of social entrepreneurs influence the
sustainability as a gatekeeper to recognize and judge various factors influencing the survival and
maintenance of social enterprises.


Research Model

Social entrepreneurship

Social enterprise sustainability

Innovativeness, Proactiveness,

Achievement of social purpose and
economic purpose

Risk management,
Personal Charactieristics

Control variables
Organizational variables
Institutional variables



Research sample

The social enterprises of subject of this study are those that make management announcement on
the homepage of Korea Social Enterprise Agency. As of March, 2017, there are a total of 228
companies reporting on the website of the Korea Social Enterprise Promotion Agency in 2016, and
their corporate profile, governance structure, social performance (employment, product and social
service), economic performance (asset status, sales and profit / loss status). In addition, business
plans and financial statements (financial statements, appropriation of retained earnings, hand
accounts) of the companies are also disclosed.

(Expected) Findings/Results
First, this study provides the theoretical basis for the follow - up research as a basic research on the
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constitutive factors of social entrepreneurship and the sustainability of social enterprises. In this
paper, we focus on social entrepreneurship and sustainability in terms of defining and measuring
the sustainability of entrepreneurs and social enterprises, which are the leaders of social enterprises,
as a composite concept, since sustainability and social entrepreneurship have been treated as
fragmentary factors in previous studies. Second, research on the definition, necessity and role of
social enterprises has been carried out, but there is lack of studies for maintenance and development
of social enterprises. In this respect, this study contributes to the theoretical modeling of social
entrepreneurship and sustainability by integrating what characteristics of social entrepreneurs
influence sustainability and growth potential of social enterprises and supplementing them through
qualitative research. It is the basic data of the theorization of social enterprises by identifying the
actual influential factors of social entrepreneurs on the sustainability of social enterprises.

Research limitations/ Implications:
First, it is no exaggeration to say that the cultivation of social enterprises is to cultivate entrepreneurs
with social entrepreneurship. This study can suggest social entrepreneur education and training in
that it identifies the attitudes and characteristics of social entrepreneurs that affect the sustainability
of social enterprises. Second, it is an important policy task for the social enterprise to find a way
for the social enterprise to continue independently without depending on the financial support of
the government (Anna Svirina, Alfia Zabbarova and Karine Oganisjana. 2016). The existing social
enterprise upbringing and support measures have been focused on financial support and
information provision, and have been done without consideration of the company 's achievement
of the goal and growth possibility. However, the results of this study can be used as policy
information to select and cultivate sustainable social enterprises in social enterprise support plan
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by presenting sustainability of social enterprise as goal achievement and growth possibility.

Keywords: social entrepreneur, social entrepreneurship, social enterprises, sustainability
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Decision making process of Ecosystem Service with an evaluation of
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Abstract

Purpose/ Research Question:
This study analyzed the Habitat Quality and economic value of ecosystem services about
Korean fir (Abies koreana) which is the endemic species in Korea.
Research on ecosystem services provided by natural resources is becoming increasingly
necessary, and techniques are being studied to assess them to enhance sustainable natural
resources. External ecosystem services research began in the 1990s and has recently used this
as an economic indicator at the development stage of the national and regional (MA 2005 ;
TEEB 2010) and the Integrated Ecosystem Service of Biodiversity as a close economic
indicator (i.e., MA 2005 ; TEEB 2010).
Domestic eco-services related research began in the 2000s and has been recently conducted in
comparison with overseas projects. A dissertation that analyzes the quality of habitat using the
Habitat Quality models among the Invest models for specific areas being developed, and shows
that the value of the research tools (services) other than the ones that can be used for scenario
analysis is (2015)
Therefore, this study uses the Analytic Hierarchy Process model, an ecosystem assessment
technique that allows scientists to select assessment indicators for research subjects based on
the concept trees, a Korean indigenous species, to preserve biodiversity. Quantitative analysis
values of ecosystem services are presented by analyzing the habitat quality of trees and
estimating the carbon content by the flow of time. It aimed to measure the sustainable
development of natural resources and the quantitative assessment of ecosystem services for the
preservation of biodiversity in Korea and its distribution.
Keywords: Korean fir, National Park Service, Analytical Hierarchy Procedure, InVest Model, carbon
change.

Design/ Methodology/ Approach:
In order to compensate the accuracy of the input data construction process which is a
limitation point of the previous studies, the model was applied by using AHP (Analytical
Hierarchy Procedure) technique. In year 1980, 1990 and 2000, Habitat Quality model and
Carbon model were used to evaluate the habitat quality and economic value analysis through
carbon sequestration estimation.
This research has selected the tree as a stereotype to preserve the tree, which is naturally and
artificially threatened. In the Biodiversity Convention, species species are defined as the
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species that only cover their own territory, and therefore are the most important element of the
country's current biological resources (the national biological protection test) that will
determine that the national biological protection test subject to priority is to national biological
protection. As special conservation measures need to be studied for the preservation of the old
tree, it was selected as the national park Halla, Jiri Mountain, and Sobaeksan Mountain as the
main attractions of the old tree (Figure 1).

Fig 1. Map of study areas of Korean fir with high in elevation in the Korean peninsula
Table 1. Input data and format of InVEST Habitat Quality model
Input Data

Format

Land cover map

Raster file

References

Arc GIS Map 10.3
Threats files

Raster file

Threats data

Table(.csv)

AHP

Table(.csv)

AHP

Number(0.5)

Sharp et al. 2014

Sensitivity and habitat
quality data
Half saturation constant
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(Expected) Findings/Results:
As a result of the study, Hallasan National Park showed the biggest change in habitat quality,
Sobaeksan National Park was thought to be the place where conservation and management are
necessary because it is derived as the largest change of a subalpine zone which is the
distribution of Abies koreana. Mt. Jirisan National Park was found to be the best preserved
habitat among the three study sites. As a result of the estimating of carbon fixation amount in
respective periods,
As a result of assessment of the habitat quality of Halla National Park, the average quality of
habitat of Halla National Park in 1980 was found to be 0.96 ± 0.14, representing a minimum
of 0.1 and a maximum of 1. The average habitat quality in 1990 was 0.97 ± 0.14 and the average
habitat quality in 2000 was analyzed as 0.94 ± 0.17. And as a result of an assessment of the
habitat quality of the Jiri National Park, the average quality of habitats of the Jiri Mountain
national parks in 1980 was 0.98 ± 0.09, 0.99 ± 0.07 in 1990, and 0.99 ± 0.47 in 2000. Finally,
based on the assessment of the quality of habitats of Sobaeksan National Park, the average
quality of habitats of Sobaeksan National Park in 1980 was analyzed as 0.98 ± 0.11, 0.98 ±
0.08 % in 1990, and 0.97 ± 0.2 in 2000.
.
Research limitations/ Implications:
InVEST model is able to evaluate ecosystem services. It can confirm qualitative value through
habitat quality analysis and quantitative value through economic value analysis according to
time in domestic area. Using the InVEST model, we were able to evaluate the value of
ecosystem services provided by natural resources, and it could derive the benefit of ecology
through the increase/decrease values. The methodology of the present study may be used to
motivate stakeholder and policy-makers to conserve biodiversity and manage natural resources
when they have to make decisions between development and conservation.
Use model to assess the value of ecosystem services to develop plans, leading to more objective
assessment of how the ecosystem can be assessed for changes, such as the development of
conservation areas, and possible aspects of conservation of the ecosystem
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30.
Application of HEP for maximizing habitat value in the process of road construction
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Abstract
Unlike other areas, the existing environmental impact assessment areas lack a more quantitative
assessment to predict the environment, which makes it difficult to select reduction plans accordingly.
This study was designed to reduce the construction cost of highways in East Asia Pacific Region
using the HEP (Habitat Evaluation Procedure) technique, which is a long-term impact and predictive
method. Research revealed that the environmental impact of road construction in business areas could
have a net loss of 912.29 figures compared with the previous project. As a result, the net income of
the area that was to be reduced was to 362.1, It was also noted that after 50 years of installation of the
reduction method over time, the recovering value of 549.58 was found. As a result, the actual loss of
materials can be quantitatively assessed as a result of the comparison of CHU (Cumulative Habitat
Unit) indexes with existence of the project through HEP technique, and the lost nature due to
construction can be evaluated as a more quantitatively.
Keywords: Habitat Evaluation Procedure(HEP), Ecological Evaluation, Road Construction, Road-kill, Ecocorridor

Purpose/ Research Question:
In this study, we use the HEP (Habitat Evaluation Procedure) technique, which can quantify the long-term
effects of ecosystem, which is difficult to predict, and the CHU (Cumulative Habitat Unit) value of the final
derivation unit of HEP in the process of road construction thus planning the amount of reduction plan.
The Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) technique is becoming important as an alternative (Ministry of
Environment 2011), which can reduce the estimation and assessment of the effective impacts of the areas in the
natural environment by simplifying the assessment As this method can be used to predict and assess the
environmental impact assessment outcome in the existing assessment field, or to select alternative sites for
readjustment of project boundaries (Rho 2012), it is inevitable to select the location of sites that are affected by
the project and to choose areas for minimizing impact from development. If habitat destruction is inevitable for
development projects, it is possible to compare and assess areas of alternate habitats that can be considered in
the reduction measures, and therefore, the quantitative values of the damage footprint can be selected before the
reduction measures (Lee 2013).
Design/ Methodology/ Approach:
In this study, spatial analysis was used to coordinate the points where ecological aisles were installed using GIS.
With waterdeer (Hydropotes inermis) Spatial Analyst was selected as the optimum index of habitat for the
animal, and data were obtained from the vegetation cover, water density, contour line, and land use and road
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network (Fig 1).
In order to calculate the HIS (Habitat Suitability Index) value and CHU value for the waterdeer in the area of
Donghongcheon to Inje, the study was conducted to investigate the land cover of major classification (Ministry
of Environment, 2011), national river system (Korea Water Resources Corporation, 2001), vegetation (Ministry
of Environment, 2003) and highway No. 60 Donghongcheon - Inje (Korea Highway Corporation, 2007) through
the distribution map of the major classification and Road Network (Korea Transportation Research Institute,
2003). After extracting and referring to the report on the Environmental Impact Assessment of the construction
project (Korea Advanced Institute of Technology, 2015), ArcView ver. 3.3 and ArcGIS map ver. 9.3.1 and
Spatial Extension for Arcview were used, and the statistics were performed through IBM SPSS statistics 21.

Figure 1. The study area in Hongcheon ~ Inje-gun of South Korea
(Expected) Findings/Results:
As a result of the study, the environmental impacts of the project area due to the road construction showed a net
loss ecological value of 912.3, a 362.7 increase in net profit value according to the reduction plan, and a
recovery value of 549.6 after 50 years of the reduction plan installation. Comparing ecological corridor of 13
sites, which are mitigation measures, the highest net profit was CHU of 69.5 at point 4, and it can be regarded as
an ecological passage connecting habitat most appropriately (Table 1).
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NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Coordinates
(x,y)
128.0088, 37,75792
128.0292, 37.75714
128.0420, 37.75375
128.1229, 37.78767
128.1362, 37.78883
128.1408, 37.79086
128.1578, 37.79010
128.1603, 37.79805
128.1727, 37.79853
128.2241, 37.82979
128.2300, 37.83426
128.2335, 37.83989
128.2362, 37.84368

Site of
Eco-corridor
STA. 4+522
STA. 6+384
STA. 0+570
STA. 2+065
STA. 0+140
STA. 0+366
STA. 1+174
STA. 1+782
STA. 2+515
STA. 2+343
STA. 3+259
STA. 4+040
STA. 4+940

Length
(km)
6.49
6.68
4.20

5.90

7.52

Type of
Eco-corridor
Overbridge
Box
Box
Overbridge
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Overbridge
Box
Box
Box

Fig 2. Environmental components and Habitat Suitability Analysis for this study as illustrated SI (Suitability
Index) 1-6.
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Fig 3. Change of Cumulative Habitat Unit along the target year after construction of road corridor
Research limitations/ Implications: This study was able to derive the quantitative value of the net profit and
net profit of the mitigation method over time due to the construction process, and it can be utilized as a method
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to select the location of ecological aisle site considering the high cost aspect of corridor construction
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31.

Factors influence on determinants of entrepreneurial career choice

Purpose/ Research Question:
Recently unemployment among young people has been a major problem showing the highest
unemployment rate of 10.9% in Korea as of July 2016. Having this situation, college graduates are
suffering a hard time to get a job and this becomes major concern in both academia and societies. In
resolving the youth unemployment rate, universities and government try to expand entrepreneurial
opportunities and encourage entrepreneurial career choice after graduation. Government and industry
provide various accelerator and incubator programs to foster entrepreneurship and universities
proliferate courses related to entrepreneurship education initiatives including mentorship components.
Increasing the number of enrollment in entrepreneurship programs is not a goal in itself. The ultimate
goal is to enhance the overall youth entrepreneurship in workforce. Students taking entrepreneurship
courses and with a great intention in entrepreneurship do not always mean to pursuit entrepreneurship
as a career. To enforce the overall entrepreneurship as a career in workforce, it needs to consider students’
choice of entrepreneurial career and the motivational factors that enable students to persist beyond
school.
Many entrepreneurial researchers have examined motivational factors affecting students’
entrepreneurial intention and mechanisms increasing entrepreneurship (Rosha and Lace, 2016).
However, most research focuses on students’ entrepreneurship intention within academia, with less
attention to mentorship in entrepreneurship and antecedents influence entrepreneurial career choice
after graduation. Mentoring has been studied for years in the context of organizations and identified
positive benefits. Recently, universities have been using the mentoring program for students in
motivating and encouraging potential entrepreneurs. Mentorship programs play an important role in
fostering expectations and interests to become an entrepreneurs after graduation and have a positive
influence on the rate of entrepreneurship. Although mentorship is important part of entrepreneurship
education and career choice, the effects of mentorship on entrepreneurship are still not well understood
and little work has examined the impact of mentorship type.
Therefore, we examined the effect of entrepreneurial career mentorship on social cognitive
determinants and entrepreneurial career choice adapting social cognitive career theory. We specifically
focused on mentorship for entrepreneurial career choice in order to find out what mentoring role
facilitates self-efficacy and intrinsic and extrinsic expectation that lead to entrepreneurial career choice.
Using this social cognitive career framework, the aim of this study is to explore mentoring supports
influence on entrepreneurial career choice considering interrelationship of self-efficacy, intrinsic and
extrinsic outcome expectations. The result of this study would provide insights to educators regarding
to entrepreneurial career choice.

Key Literature Reviews
A literature on mentorship has been explored mostly in psychology and management studies focusing
the importance of mentorship in career opportunities and leader development (Scandura, 1992; Johnson
& Anderson, 2010). Mentoring provides a positive career intention in entrepreneurship by assisting
business plan and aspiring interests Although the effectiveness and optimal program of mentorship still
in debate in mentorship literature, most of studies have revealed that mentorship has a positive
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association with self-efficacy, leadership within organization (Lester et al. 2011) and career outcome
(Srivastava, 2013; Oganisjana, 2015).
Mentorship generally provides two types of functions, career development and psychosocial
advancement (Kram, 1985). According to Kram’s mentor role theory, mentors can improve mentees’
professional development and personal growth by career supports and psychological interaction. Along
with two dimensional mentorship functions, the role model is also an important feature that mentorship
can provide. The role model represents an example to be learned and inspired for building motivation.
Entrepreneurial role models influence on entrepreneurship intention in the startup phase of a new
venture (Bosma, et al. 2012). Having such different types of mentoring role, little work has revealed
whether the type of mentoring function provides different result.
Expected result is shown as following figure.

Research limitations/ Implications:
The results indicate that we need to consider factors enable students to choose entrepreneurial career
but also motivational factors that enable students to persist and satisfy beyond school to enhance the
entrepreneurs in workforce.
This study has limitations in examining mentorship and entrepreneurial career choice since it use crosssectional survey data. It is difficult to identify which mentoring function related to students’
characteristics. A longitudinal, experimental approach can provide evidence of in-depth relationships
between mentors and students well beyond the classroom.
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32.
How do we protect piracy in Digital Entrepreneurship?: The impact of gender
and deterrent methods

Purpose/ Research Question:
Over the last few years, as the penetration of smartphones has increased, the unprecedented growth
of social network services (such as Facebook) has greatly increased the use of the platform business
model. The emergence of new information and communication technologies (ICTs) and the Internet
has transformed the processes of enterprises and industries and has enabled the open market business
model (Han & Cho, 2015). On the other hand, the growth and competition of new ICT-based business
models are increasing security threats and copyright problems.
The proper education and ethical program for online piracy to develop awareness and moral
behaviour are still insufficient in most of institutions and organizations while the sanction and
punishment are intensified in the way to prevent illegal behaviour on the internet. However, researchers
argued that anti-piracy regulation and sanctions are not the only solution to prevent digital piracy.
Ethical training and education have to be also in practice with proper punishment and regulation to
reduce piracy behaviour and intention (Cheng et al. 1997). Punishment relies on person’s fear of getting
caught while ethical education is based on awareness and conscience for piracy. Yet, such anti-piracy
measurements have not shown a clear result to reduce pirates and illegal behaviours on the internet. The
effect of punishment and ethical education on piracy behaviour has shown to be adverse according to
the social factors and individual characteristics (Workman & Gathegl, 2007). There are a number of
studies examining the underlying motivations of piracy, but a little research explores the effect of
deterrent methods of piracy such as education and punishment.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to explore the effect of two common methods of deterrents,
piracy punishment and piracy education, on self-control and intention regarding piracy. Moreover, the
result of gender differences on piracy intention has been mixed and thus, this study also examines the
gender differences of the relationship between piracy education and punishment on piracy intention.
This study would provide both theoretical and practical implications emphasizing on awareness and
moral beliefs of piracy and suggesting the aware of gender differences in developing deterrence
methods. Therefore, this study should be of interest to readers in the areas of information systems,
education and law enforcement.
Key Literature Reviews
1.1

Deterrent methods

Deterrence theory focus on the decision making process and provide an understanding of the
individual propensity that inhibit factors engaging in digital piracy. The theory suggests underlying
factors inhibiting illegal behaviours with two forms of deterrence – classical and contemporary. The
classical deterrence theory proposes certainty and severity of punishment as a deterrence method, and
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contemporary deterrence theory proposes moral belief and unpleasant emotion such as shame, guilt and
embarrassment as a measurement of deterrence. According to the classical deterrence theory, people
can be deterred from wrongful behaviour by the perception of punishment and getting caught resulted
from the behaviour in question (Wolfe, et al. 2008: Higgins, et al. 2005). Prior study shows that the
perceived risk of being caught is important in influencing consumers’ piracy behaviour (Jeong, et al.
2012). The level of punishment certainty and severity is high, an individual will be deterred from
committing a criminal act. That is, when an individual believes when the punishment will be detected
and the act is severe, the individual may be reluctant to commit criminal acts. The certainty of
punishment has been found to have a greater deterrent effects than severity of punishment. Tittle (1969)
also argued that the severity can only deter criminal action when certainty of punishment is guaranteed.
That is, severe penalties or tough policies do not have a greater deterrent effect of punishment than less
severe penalties while the certainty of punishment have a possible effect on crime deduction.
The other forms of contemporary deterrence theory proposed that negative effect on selfconscious emotion such as shame and guilt can also be deterred from committing criminal behaviour
(Peace, et al. 2003). The deterrence literature also suggests that moral beliefs are a key factor in the
decision making process (Pogarsky, 2004). Several studies have shown that ethical awareness and selfconscious on piracy are important measures in reducing users’ piracy behaviour (Higgins et al. 2005).
Jeong et al. (2012) shows that moral awareness is a key determinant of piracy risk, meaning that users’
uncomfortable and guilty feeling or loss of self-image when pirating contents from internet may inhibit
their pirate behaviour. Higgins’ study (2007) on digital piracy revealed that moral beliefs had a
significant relationship with shame which influences reducing the instances of piracy. He also stressed
that external sanctions are not linked to shame and moral, thou not significant in reducing the piracy.
In sum, deterrence theory suggested that the certainty and severity of punishment as well as moral
belief and ethical awareness of piracy are the important factors that makes people inhibiting from illegal
action and wrongful behaviour. Therefore, two deterrence methods were proposed based on the two
forms of deterrence theory – the punishment level of certainty and severity and ethical education
focused on moral beliefs and awareness of piracy. This study examines the relationship between two
forms deterrence method and piracy intention to suggest an effective way of reducing piracy behaviour.
1.2

Gender and online piracy

Previous studies have found that there is gender-based gaps in computer use and internet immoral
behaviour (Mesch, 2009, Smith et al., 2008). Although gender differences have become decrease in
recent years, the differences of gender in behaviour and moral judgment toward internet usage still exist.
Findings of gender differences on digital piracy are mixed, but much of the extant literature suggested
that males are frequently engaging in digital piracy than female (Higgins, 2007; Morris & Higgins,
2009). Females are more likely to perceive significantly higher risk than male (Jeong, et al. 2012) and
males are more likely to involve in immoral behaviours such as pirate online contents than females
(Lenhart and Madden, 2007). In the similar vein, females have a higher level of moral and ethical
judgement than male because the women emphasis more on compassion and social conformity
(Valentine et al. 2009). Bouhnik and Mor (2014) also argued that boys are more insensitive and involved
more frequently in illegal behaviours such as plagiarism and copying online contents than girls in the
internet environment.
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The study of gender by Fishbein and Ajzen (2010) demonstrated that the relationship between
gender and intentions and behaviours can be explained through theory of planned behaviour. The theory
of planned behaviour (TPB) is the model to predict intention or behaviour through underlying factors
such as social norm, attitude and behavioural control. Leeuw et al. (2014) examined whether TPB model
can better explain the connection between gender and buying intention of FT products and found that
women felt more moral obligation than man. In turn, this indicates that women feel more uncomfortable
and guilty feeling than men when committing socially unacceptable behaviour. This study incorporates
behavioural control from TPB model to explain better in gender gap between deterrence methods and
piracy intention.
After all, gender difference on moral behaviour and judgement in the Internet context would be
influenced at the decision making stage (Nho, 2016). However, as Bouhnik and Mor (2014) stressed,
there is little research on gender differences of piracy intention in the Internet environment. Thus, it is
important to study how the deterrence methods influence moral behaviour and piracy intention by
gender difference in the Internet environment. This study also provide a practical implications for
educators to aware of gender differences in developing programs and campaign for anti-piracy.
Design/ Methodology/ Approach:
To examine the relation between each variable, a survey instrument was given to undergraduate
and graduate students taking MIS related courses in business school such as management information
systems, electronic commerce and business & computer. Students are known to be a prominent source
of digital piracy since they may be the most active users on Internet (Sims et al. 1996). Each survey
question was drawn from the previous studies and measured as 7 Likert-scales.
The 241 samples were used for the analysis out of 257 student samples after excluding biased
and missing data. <Table 1> shows the characteristics of respondents. In the result of one-way
ANOVA analysis for each characteristics, the duration of internet usage is shown to have no difference
on behavioral control and piracy intention but the Interent ability is significant differences on behavioral
control (p<0.01). It represents that those who have an ability to use Intenet may perceive that they have
ability in performing digital piracy. Gender is also shown to be singnificant differences on behavioral
control (p=0.001) and piracy intention (p=0.000). That is, the effects of piracy education and
punishment on behavioral control and piracy intention might be different by gender. In this study,
therefore, variables that would effect on the relationship such as duration, gender and internet ability
has been controlled in the full research model.
Findings/Results:
Based on the adequate measurement model, the proposed hypotheses are tested by assessing
the structural model. Both full sample model and each model by gender are tested separately in order
to examine the moderating effects of gender within the model. The result of analysis for full sample
model is shown in <Table 4>. Structural Equation Model analysis using Smart PLS2.0 is conducted.
The structural model from PLS annualizes the strengths of the relationships between the variables and
the predictive power of variables in a model. <Figure 1> shows the result of full sample model of
analysis. The result shows that the piracy education is significantly associated with self-control (t=4.43,
p=0.00), but is not directly associated with piracy intention (t=0.67, p=0.25). Thus, H1-1 is supported
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but H1-2 is not supported. The degree of piracy punishment, on the other hands, shows a significant
relationship with both behavioral control and piracy intention with the level of p<0.05. Thus, both H21 and H2-2 are supported. The result also shows that behavioral self-control is strongly associated with
piracy intention (t=-13.46, p=0.00), indicating that H3 is supported. The negative effect of self-control
on piracy intention implies that a person with higher level of self-control shows lower degree of
intention to pirate.
To test the moderating effects of gender within the model, data was divided by gender and
conducted path analysis of each gender model (refer to Figure 2). In female group (n=115), piracy
education has a strong relationship with behavioral control and piracy intention with p<0.01 (t=5.418,
p=0.000) and p<0.05(t=-2.004, p=0.023) respectively. Piracy punishment is also strongly related to
behavioral control (t=5.994, p=0.000) but not directly related to piracy intention (t=1.583, p=0.057).
This result shows that educational methods could better appropriate to control and inhibit piracy for
female group. Contrary to the result of female group, piracy punishment is not significantly related to
behavioral control (t=0.942, p=0.174) while directly related to piracy intention (t=5.162, p=0.000) in
male group. Moreover, piracy education is significantly associated with behavioral control (t=4.292,
p=0.000) but not associated with piracy intention directly (t=0.248, p=0.402). Thus, H4 is supported
indicating that there is gender differences between deterrence methods and self-control and piracy
intention. The relationship between behavioral control and piracy intention shows a significant
relationship in both groups. It shows that females are likely to prohibit piracy act by their self-control
ability developed from education and punishment. The interesting result for males shows that males are
more likely to engage in piracy when the level of punishment higher showing that positive relationship
between piracy punishment and intention as opposed to hypothesis. A possible explanation for this
result may be the fact that males may have the rebellion feeling when enforcing external punishment.
This reason requires further study on gender characteristics in social and psychological contexts.
Research limitations/ Implications:
As the usage of Internet has increased, piracy has become a great concern for many practitioners
and educators. Piracy could hinder firm performance and slow economic growth as a whole. The
number of researches has attempted to find factors effect on piracy behaviour. However, the studies on
the underlying effect of piracy such as self-control and deterrent method are not yet to be explored. This
study proposed two common methods, piracy education and punishment, based on deterrence theory
see its differential effect on individual’s self-control and piracy intention. The gender differences of the
effects on deterrence methods were also investigated.
It is arguable that most students tend to learn only the functional usage of internet and seldom have
a chance to learn ethical use of materials on the internet in formal educational institutions. Such
insufficient ethical education often result in the low self-control that has a strong correlation with piracy.
Thus, a fundamental shift in user’s perception toward piracy is needed to prevent piracy. In doing so,
proper ethical education has to consider in public and private sectors. In addition, policy makers should
consider a strict and rigorous regulation on digital piracy so that people get aware of severe punishment
in consequence of piracy behaviour. This study suggests to IT administrators and educators that
developing ethic and moral principles are required to reduce the piracy.
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This study has a number of limitations and suggestions for future research. Demographic
differences such as age, gender, and origin of country may be examined in the context of piracy-ethical
relationship. The effect of piracy can be varied by countries because of the differences of cost, legal,
education and culture. For example, media piracy seems to be more common in the developing country
than the developed country. Samples of various industries are also need to examine to reduce bias from
the result. In the future research, it would be interesting to consider possible adverse effects of
punishment severity and certainty on piracy.
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<Abstract>
Recent examples of innovation in China come from both the public and private sector. However,
there is a fundamental question about whether China has appropriate institutional foundations
for sustainable innovation. It is difficult to imagine that China can develop an adequate
institutional basis indispensable to the innovations of advanced Western countries. China has
the advantage of top-down innovation. The Chinese government driving innovation pursues
consistent and massive pioneering policies based on long-term goals and plans. This
government-leading innovation as a model of an entrepreneurial state is attracting attention as
a good alternative to overcome the limitations of the market which cannot invest due to various
investment risks and future uncertainties. China is also experimenting with innovations from
the level of local government. Chinese local governments have the bounded autonomy to
experiment with a variety of microscopic innovations within the larger goals of the Communist
Party of China. This partial autonomy provides an institutional basis for the local governments
of China to conduct a variety of experiments. This study attempts to analyze the success and
failure cases of top-down or bottom-up innovation and critically examines how China can
develop a sustainable institutional basis. This study will be a meta-analysis conducted on
various innovation cases in Chinese local governments with a goal to identify underlying
innovation mechanisms among them.
Key words: Top-down, Bottom-up, Sustainable Innovation, Entrepreneurial State, Chinese
Innovation Model
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<Abstract>
The purpose of this study is to analyze the relationship between public service motivation and
creativity. Recent studies suggest that pro-social behavior enhances creativity through intrinsic
motivation. High public service motivation related to pro-social behavior, is expected to be
related to high creativity. High public service motivation leads to a greater tendency to take
risks and, in turn, to stimulate new ideas and ventures. However, even if public service
motivation is high, creativity may not be high if there is not ample space and opportunity to
exercise autonomy within an organization or culture. This study examines a relationship
between public service motivation and creativity in Chinese and American college students.
More specially, Chinese university students are expected to be more at risk with regard to
creativity due to authoritarian society and cultural environment. In China, the impact of public
service motivation on creativity is expected to be weaker than in the United States
Keywords: Public Service Motivation, Innovation, Creativity, Culture, China and USA
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Abstract
As urbanization progresses, infrastructure such as road, bridge and tunnel emerged. The road network can be a
very important asset that it is a key means to support human’s ordinary economic activities and that it is used as a
means to protect human and physical assets upon disaster occurrence. However, recent natural disasters including
earthquake often occurring domestically and internationally and fires terrors are unforeseeable accidents, and when
they occur based on such road network, large scale human and physical damages are caused.
For the management of road network having hazard resilience on disasters, plans to cope with the disasters and
quick recovery are important. Because such disasters can be linked with additional disasters such as traffic
congestion and secondary accidents, the recovery performance is also needed. This study selected roads having
high influence according to disaster occurrence targeting the road network, and aimed to analyze hazard resilience
from the network aspect through a scenario analysis depending on damage recovery after disaster occurrence. The
worst disaster situation in which major road network (underway road, bridge, etc.) is cut off due to high level of
disaster situation was assumed. This study compared the hazard resilience speed to recover existing performance
according to the scenario for damage recovery targeting the selected road network. This study results can be used
as basic data for pre-disaster plans and measures to cope with disasters.
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Purpose
The objective of this study is to present a method to select roads preferentially requiring
maintenance targeting general National highway 1 within Sejong City in consideration of road
network’s performance losses and asset values in establishing countermeasures against disasters in
urban areas. Sejong was officially launched on 2012 for the purpose of balancing national
development. Major national organizations and research institutions are concentrated on this area.
Also National highway 1 is main route constituting the city’s main frame and is the road connected
with a neighboring metropolitan city. It is a road passing through the main zone of life within area.
This study also aims to analyze the effects, when the road sections whose performance losses
are huge are preferentially restored, after a disaster has occurred.

Fig 1. Road Network in Target area

Key Literature Reviews
Due to the abnormal climate, Study has been carried out in the transport sector to reduce greenhouse gas
(Cooke, 2015). As disaster damages increase, In countries such as Japan and the U.S., where accidents are often
caused by disaster, studies on risk management and evacuation measures have been already carried out(Park et al,
2017; Won et al, 2015). This study classified the absorbing and restoring process of disasters into four stages,
namely preparation stage, impact stage, response stage, and restoration stage, and presented the resilience
improvement strategy on the pre- and post-impact(US DoT, 2009). Because it is impossible to remove all the
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unexpected situations, this study predicted that a performance reduction probability will increase, due to the
unexpected situations in the traffic sector by unusual weather (UK DfT, 2014). Meanwhile, Noh and Do (2014)
analyzed road network taking into account road network functions and characteristics and presented a means to
select an emergency evacuation road in consideration of road users’ passage patterns in case road network
connectivity is reduced because of a disaster. Studies on the concept and strategy of traffic resilience embracing
the process of overcoming unexpected situations by emphasizing the importance of overcoming methods of the
unexpected situations are carried out. Domestic studies, however, on the understanding of unexpected situations
in the traffic sector and effective strategy consolidation are insufficient, compared with the studies in advanced
countries.

Resilience
Hazard resilience means that the speed of network maintaining a stable function or recovering
to the original state, after the network’s original function was lost due to the shock like disaster
occurrence. For the management of infrastructure having hazard resilience on disasters, plans to
cope with the disasters and quick recovery are important. Because such disasters can be linked with
additional disasters such as traffic congestion and secondary accidents, the recovery function is also
needed. Bruneau et al. (2003) propose that the resilience of a community to an earthquake can be
measured by estimating the expected degradation in the quality of community infrastructure, Q(t).
Resilience Loss calculated as
𝑡𝑡

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = ∫𝑡𝑡 1[100 − 𝑄𝑄(𝑡𝑡)]𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
0

(1)

𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 : time

𝑄𝑄(t) : Quaility of Infrastructure

Bruneau et al. was assumed that infrastructure quality levels are at 100 percent prior to the
disaster event and will return to this level following the disaster.
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(adapted From Vugrin et al., 2010)

Fig 2. Concept of Resilience Loss

Estimation of resilience and asset value based on degree of damage of road network
Towards this end, this study carried out two types of simulations in order to examine the road
sections where changes are big, according to road network damages upon disaster occurrence.
Road users’ travel patterns and travel time changes were identified using TransCAD in order to
comparatively analyze the road network
damages,
occurrence.

before

and

Travel

time

after
cost

disaster
was

also

calculated by reflecting the time value of
each type of vehicle. In addition, quantitative
performance losses were calculated through
road

network’s

performance

change,

according to road damages using VISSIM,
and using the calculated results, the road
sections with huge damages due to the
disaster were investigated.

(a)

Performance Loss scenario

(b) Location by cluster

Fig 3. Results of Scenario analysis
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As a result, it was confirmed that the road
sections with huge performance losses and asset
values, according to road damages, include bridges
and underpasses performing important functions
within the road network. Such road sections need
regular

monitoring

and

maintenance

to

preferentially restore and maintain functions upon
disaster and accident occurrences.
As for the road sections with high or low
performance losses and asset values, priorities in
restoration can change, according to road manager’s
decision making. However, the road sections with
low performance losses and asset values were
ascertained to be in low sequence in maintenance
decision making.

Results/Research limitations
This study analyzed the effects of preferential restoration of the roads with high priority in
maintenance through a scenario analysis so as to devise a method to maximize travel time reduction
effect in the road network, compared with investment cost, in terms of public agencies’ decision
making to restore the original road network performance. Preferential restoring the road sections
with huge performance losses emerged as a relatively effective method for entire network travel
time saving. Thus, it was identified as a desirable method to generate a huge effect vs. investment
cost, from the road manager’s position.
However, this study limited to national highway 1 in terms of road network scale, and thus
there is a need to expand the network scale for an analysis. Since this study carried out an analysis
by taking into account only capacity, there is a need to consider various indicators, such as road
length and travel speed. Furthermore, this study assumed simple road damage scenarios for the
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analysis, and therefore a simulation analysis considering more specific scenarios is necessary.
The study results can be used as basic data for pre-disaster plans and measures to cope with
disasters.

Keywords: resilience loss, asset value, recovery performance, scenario analysis
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Abstract The purpose of this study is to ascertain the applicability of a machine learning approach
to the description of the residential mobility patterns of households in the Seoul metropolitan region.
The spatial range of empirical study on factors of residential mobility distance was the Seoul
metropolitan region, and the temporal scope was set to 2015 to identify the most recent residential
movement patterns. The basic data of this study is raw data of Internal Migration Statistics provided
by Microdata Integrated Service of Statistics Korea. This study analyzed the residential mobility
patterns of households in the SMR using the regression and the machine learning techniques such
as machine learning regression, decision tree regressor, and random forest regressor. The results of
this study confirmed the applicability of machine learning methodology to residential moving
distance based on the predictive power values of the decision tree regressors. We derived basic
information and knowledge of residential mobility which are necessary for constructing more
reasonable metropolitan residential area management and housing policies.

Purpose/ Research Question: In the Korean housing market, a fundamental change in the nature
of the household, which is a basic unit of residential mobility and location change (Rossi, 1955), is
in progress. A typical phenomenon is the reduction of household size and aging. Recent studies
(Hong & Lee, 2015; The Seoul Institute, 2014) have shown that residential mobility distance could
be differentiated by household size and age of householder in the Seoul metropolitan region (SMR).
However, previous studies on residential mobility focused on influencing factors of residential
mobility rather than moving distance, due to various causes such as the ability to handle large
volume data and the absence of appropriate analytical model (Park & Lee, 2015). In this context,
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the purpose of this study is to ascertain the applicability of a machine learning approach to the
description of the residential mobility patterns of households in the Seoul metropolitan region.
Key Literature Reviews: Intra-regional migration is caused by a variety of internal and external
factors (socio-economic characteristics, preferences, composition of household, and residential
location advantages and disadvantages. Residential movement can be defined as a process of
adjustment by which a household replaces its location to better satisfy its demands and needs
(Brown & Moore, 1970; Chun, 2004; Chung et al., 2010). Residential mobility is influenced by several
factors such as the circumstances of a household and the condition of the current housing location
characteristics. In addition, choosing a new location is not only a result of dissatisfaction with the
current location but is also based on the positive attractions of an alternative location (Moore, 1972;
Varady, 1980; Yang & Kim, 2007).
A variety of analyses of the factors of residential location change have been conducted in previous
studies. Changes in the life cycle and socioeconomic status are the most important causes of intraregional mobility (Brown & Moore, 1970; Kim, 1988; Moore, 1972; Pickavance, 1973; Rossi, 1955;
Varady, 1980, Yi & Lee, 2012; 2014). Moreover, in the residential location changing process, the
decision-making mechanism considers various elements such as housing availability and quality, the
characteristics of residential environment, and accessibility to various urban activities (in particular,
commuting to employment centers).
In terms of residential mobility distance, the widely known fact, so-called Ravenstein’s Laws, is that
most migration is over short distances (Ravenstein, 1885). However, the main research topics covered
by the previous studies were concentrated in the quantity of flow of residential movements between
origin and destination based on the gravity model. That is to say, the results of previous studies
show a lack of in-depth research in aspects of spatial patterns of residential movements. Especially,
in the Korean housing market after the economic achievement and quantitative growth (Nho, 2016),
which is experiencing rapid demographic change, understanding for the spatial patterns of
residential movements is becoming more and more important, because not only the housing
demand but also the behavior of the housing movement are changed by the household type.
Therefore, this study focused on the application of the new approach (Machine learning) in order
to identify empirically the impact of the household attributes and the location characteristics on the
residential mobility distance.
Design/ Methodology/ Approach: The spatial range of empirical study on factors of residential
mobility distance was the SMR including the city of Seoul, the city of Incheon, and Gyeonggi
province, and the temporal scope was set to 2015 to identify the most recent residential movement
patterns. The spatial unit used to calculate the moving distance was the same administrative district
(Dong) as the small size travel analysis zone (TAZ) in Korea. The basic data of this study is raw data
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of Internal Migration Statistics provided by Microdata Integrated Service of Statistics Korea. We
constructed the basic data for the empirical analysis by selecting residential moving cases within
the SMR. The total number of samples for the analysis is 2,747,380, which means the total number
of residential movements in the SMR during the year 2015. The number of data used for the analysis
is 209,252, which is 10% of the 2,092,087 including the information of the householder. The
extraction of 10% sample data applied a random selection method.
The independent variables that affect the distance of residential movements of households were
selected on the basis of the results of related previous studies, the hypothesis of the present study,
and availability from the analysis data. The variables can be classified into attributes of household
and origin/destination-based location characteristics.
The main analytical technique of this study is machine learning. Machine learning means
automatically detecting patterns of data, and it is an efficient tool in the task of extracting
information from huge data sets (Shalev & Ben, 2014). Machine learning is different to traditional
statistics. Machine learning is more concerned with formulating the generalization process as a
search through hypotheses, whereas statistics has been more concerned with testing hypotheses
(Witten & Frank, 2005). Besides, the former is focused on making predictions by finding the optimal
model, while the latter focuses on understanding the relationship between data. This study analyzed
the residential mobility patterns of households in the SMR using the regression and the machine
learning techniques such as machine learning regression, decision tree regressor, and random forest
regressor. The performance of each model was compared based on influence factors and the
accuracy among the models. The statistical regression and machine learning regression are predicted
using the least squares method. But the regression analysis determines the coefficient values based
on all data values, and machine learning regression determines the optimum coefficient values in
the training data. Moreover, the decision tree and the random forest are techniques for selecting
data with more information related to the target variable. The former has a fixed tree structure,
while the latter has random structures.
(Expected) Findings/Results: The results of the linear regressions using conventional statistical
model and machine learning are presented in the following Table 1. Both empirical results are
generally similar to each other. In particular, the regression coefficient signs of all independent
variables were the same, and most explanatory variables included in the models were significant.
However, the explanatory powers of both analytical models were significantly low (0.180). These
results are interpreted as the factors affecting the residential mobility distance of each household
could be vary differentiated. In the domain of household attributes, regarding the reasons for
residential movements, the housing problem was a variable that shortened the moving distance,
unlike those of work or education. And, the number of elderly person and proportion of male in
the family were not significant, and it was confirmed that these members had no remarkable effect
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on the distance of residential movements. Moreover, ratio of rail catchment area and the number
of metropolitan bus routes included in the location characteristics were not significant except for
the latter of residential movement destination. These outcomes represent that the convenience of
intra-regional bus service could be an influencing factor of residential location choice, although the
public transportation conditions of metropolitan level are not the main factors affecting the
residential mobility distance in the SMR.
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Table 1. Factors in residential mobility distance using linear regression.
Statistical Model

Variables

Coefficient
(Constant)

Sig.

Machine Learning
Coefficient

Sig.

139.5802 ***

136.3587 ***

5.6939 ***

5.6836 ***

-2.0228 ***

-1.9648 ***

5.5316 ***

5.4827 ***

-0.2389 ***

-0.2362 ***

Squared Age of Householder

0.0021 ***

0.0020 ***

Sex of Householder (Male)

0.5566 ***

0.5935 ***

-0.9933 ***

-1.0025 ***

Household Attributes
Moving Reason (Job)
Moving Reason (House)
Moving Reason (Education)
Age of Householder

The Number of Household Members
The Number of Elderly Household Members

0.1296

0.1631

The Number of Primary School Aged Children

-0.6202 ***

-0.5795 ***

The Number of Secondary School Aged Children

-0.8828 ***

-0.8717 ***

Proportion of Male Household Members

0.0015

0.0019

Origin-based Location Characteristics
Employment Market Accessibility

-2.0477 ***

-2.0368 ***

0.0007 **

0.0008 **

Proportion of New Buildings within 1 Year

-0.1621 ***

-0.1787 ***

Proportion of New Buildings within 5 Year

-0.0524 ***

-0.0461 ***

Home Ownership Rate

-0.0451 ***

-0.0417 ***

Population Density

Ratio of Rail Catchment Area

0.0029 **

0.0014

The Number of Metropolitan Bus Routes

0.0034

0.0055

Destination-based Location Characteristics
Employment Market Accessibility

-6.3142 ***

-6.1138 ***

Population Density

-0.0022 ***

-0.0026 ***

Proportion of New Buildings within 1 Year

0.1101 ***

0.1147 ***

Proportion of New Buildings within 5 Year

0.0398 ***

0.0434 ***

-0.0249 ***

-0.0271 ***

Home Ownership Rate
Ratio of Rail Catchment Area

0.0018

0.0019

The Number of Metropolitan Bus Routes

0.0446 ***

0.0434 ***

Adj. R2: 0.180

Explanatory Power

Training R2: 0.180
Test R2: 0.190

** Sig. <0.5, *** Sig. <0.01.
In terms of householder, the shortest moving distance was estimated to be between 55 and 60
years old. As already well-known, the residential moving distance by male was relatively longer, and
the distance was shorter as the number of household members was larger. In addition, the presence
of school-aged children shortened the distance. The accessibility to the employment market was a
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main factor to reduce the distance of residential movements, but the influence of destination was
more than three times greater than that of origin. The location characteristics are related to push
and pull factors in the process of residential location change. Therefore, the regression coefficients
of population density and proportion of new housings had opposite signs between the origin and
destination-based location characteristics domains. On the other hand, accessibility index and home
ownership rate had significant negative signs in both location characteristics domains.
Table 2. Importance of features on residential mobility distance using decision tree regressor.
Features

Decision Tree

Random Forest

Importance

Rank

Importance

Rank

Moving Reason (Job)

0.08002

3

0.08042

3

Moving Reason (House)

0.00132

21

0.00171

21

Moving Reason (Education)

0.00348

19

0.00351

19

Age of Householder

0.01103

13

0.00940

15

Squared Age of Householder

0.00741

17

0.00895

16

Sex of Householder (Male)

0.00059

24

0.00082

25

The Number of Household Members

0.01024

14

0.01079

13

The Number of Elderly Household Members

0.00046

25

0.00089

24

The Number of Primary School Aged Children

0.00071

23

0.00107

23

The Number of Secondary School Aged Children

0.00131

22

0.00109

22

Proportion of Male Household Members

0.00207

20

0.00285

20

Employment Market Accessibility

0.44459

1

0.39514

1

Population Density

0.03684

4

0.06452

4

Proportion of New Houses within 1 Year

0.01837

10

0.01770

9

Proportion of New Houses within 5 Year

0.02096

8

0.01805

8

Home Ownership Rate

0.02444

7

0.02561

7

Ratio of Rail Catchment Area

0.00784

16

0.00703

18

The Number of Metropolitan Bus Routes

0.00899

15

0.01020

14

Employment Market Accessibility

0.21274

2

0.22733

2

Population Density

0.02881

5

0.03493

5

Proportion of New Buildings within 1 Year

0.01881

9

0.01500

11

Proportion of New Buildings within 5 Year

0.01221

11

0.01732

10

Home Ownership Rate

0.02803

6

0.02732

6

Ratio of Rail Catchment Area

0.00679

18

0.00714

17

The Number of Metropolitan Bus Routes

0.01194

12

0.01123

Household Attributes

Origin-based Location Characteristics

Destination-based Location Characteristics

2

Explanatory Power

Training R : 0.844

Training R : 0.853

2

Test R2: 0.740

Test R : 0.635
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Table 2 shows the results of decision tree learnings using decision tree regressor and random forest
regressor as a supervised machine learning method. The explanatory powers of both decision tree
learnings were much higher than those of the linear regressions which are shown in Table 1.
Particularly, test R2 of random forest regressor (0.740) shows better predictive power than that of
the decision tree (0.635). Although the outcome of decision tree do not show the influence of
independent variables such as the analyzing result of linear regression, it provides the importance
of each feature in the constructed decision tree. The details of the results are as follows.
First, in terms of domain-specific importance, the features in the location characteristics were more
important than the ones of the household attributes as a whole. And, relatively, the origin-based
location characteristics were more important than the destination-based location characteristics.
Second, among the importance of individual features, the features indicating the highest importance
were employment related features such as movement related job and employment market
accessibility (Inkinen, 2015). The quality level of residential environment were considered as the next
important features, which includes population density, home ownership rate, proportion of new
houses, and intra-regional public transportation services. And, the variables that can represent the
life-cycle changes of a household―householder’s age and the number of household members―
were identified as the most important features in the household characteristics domain. Third, the
variables that were not significant in the linear regressions—in particular, the location characteristics
―were considered as relatively important features in the decision tree regressors. In summary, these
results mean that the moving distance of households could be more influenced by the location
conditions of their existing and new residential areas than the attributes of individual households.
Research limitations/ Implications: Residential movement is a traditional research topic in the field
of urban planning and management. However, the related previous studies have dealt with the
quantity of residential moving flow between origin and destination using the gravity model and
have focused on the factors that cause residential movement. This article is meaningful as an
empirical study on the residential mobility distance which the previous researches have paid scant
attention. Above all, the implication of this study is to confirm the applicability of machine learning
methodology to residential moving distance. In particular, based on the test R2 values of the decision
tree and the random forest methods, the application of decision tree regressors showed the
potential for significant improvement in predictive power. And, in this study, by applying the
analyzing methods based on conventional statistics and machine learning, we derived basic
information and knowledge of residential mobility which are necessary for constructing more
reasonable metropolitan residential area management and housing policies. On the other hand,
additional researches are needed in the metropolitan areas of other countries to improve the
reliability of the methods applied to this study and to generalize the outcomes obtained. And, an
additional investigation of the effects of independent variables that were not considered in the
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empirical analysis is also a subject to be studied in the future.
Keywords: Residential Mobility Distance, Residential movement, Machine Learning, Decision Tree
Regressor, Seoul Metropolitan Region.
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Abstract
In general, traffic accident on the road is caused by various causes such as vehicle factors, human factors,
and environmental factors. In order to prevent such accidents, many studies to analyze causes affecting
accident have been performed. This study focuses on the fact that it is mainly used in unfamiliar vehicles
and driving environment when driving a rented vehicle. Based on the traffic accident data of three years
in Korea, it is divided into a rental car user group and a private car user group in order to analyze traffic
accident characteristics between two groups. It was classified into 13 types of traffic accidents between
two groups, and the risk of accidents was compared. The accident risk model was set up to take into
account both the frequency of fatal accidents and the incidence of non - fatal accidents. As a result of
analysis, it was found that the rental car user group had higher accident risk in accident types such as
collision accident, collision with object, accident off the road, and fall over accident. Only the
considered unfamiliar vehicles, the risk of accidents was high in accident types such as collision with
object and fall over accident and the risk of accident off the road was high in case of considering
unfamiliar driving environment. It can be used for the preemptive prevention of the traffic accident
through the preliminary education and publicity about the types of accidents with high risk of accidents
in the unfamiliar environment.

I.

Introduction

Research on sharing such as carsharing, shared parking, and shared bicycles is becoming an issue in
the transport sector. In particular, carsharing is a type of rental car, and its membership has increased
rapidly throughout the world. It is developing like an eco-friendly transportation system by engaging
with an electric car. However, this shared traffic uses a public vehicle rather than its own car, so the risk
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of accidents caused by driving unfamiliar cars is increasing. In general, car crashes are caused by
various factors, such as vehicle factors, human factors, and environmental factors but the risk of
accidents increases in unfamiliar vehicles and places (3, 4). In this study, crash data from the Traffic
Accident Statistics in South Korea over the past ten years (2005~2014) was analyzed to compare rental
car user group and private car user group. Subject of comparison was limited to a car, which accounts
for most of rental vehicles. According to the Traffic Accident Statistics, rental car user group shows
higher risk of car crashes than private car user group.

Table 1 Comparison of Traffic Accident between Rental and Private Car User Group
(units : case, person, %)
Catego

Number of

Number of

Number of

Accidents

Fatalities per

ry

registration vehicles

traffic accidents

traffic

per 10,000

10,000

fatalities

vehicles

vehicles

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Rental

Private

Rental

Private

Rent

Privat

Rent

Priva

Rent

Privat

Car

Car

Car

Car

al

e

al

te

al

e Car

Car

Car

Car

Car

Car

53

2,976

211.

98.7

4.9

2.5

95.6

6.9

2.4

91.6

4.7

2.3

90.2

4.5

2.0

105.3

4.6

2.3

90.6

3.0

1.8

86.2

3.2

1.7

84.7

3.0

1.7

78.9

2.9

1.5

78.9

2.1

1.4

108,69

11,821,00

4

2

133,93

12,259,33

4

3

167,26

12,707,25

5

6

201,45

13,047,82

7

0

218,46

12,259,33

0

3

257,75

14,094,62

1

3

288,63

14,535,44

4

9

325,33

14,912,41

4

5

371,87

15,339,50

9

5

459,02

15,910,95

8

2

2,297

116,65
6

2,742

3

117,14

93

2,974

2
3,165

7

116,35

78

2,882

6
3,709

117,62

90

2,665

129,13

101

2,778

129,63

77

2,605

125,23

92

2,489

126,23

91

2,542

175.
1

120,97

106

2,375

0
5,639

155.
6

5
5,340

161.
7

3
5,398

183.
9

4
4,492

184.
1

8
4,169

189.
2

7
4,018

204.

146.
4

125,52
0

91

2,236

132.
5

204

Averag

340,52

14,958,58

5,008

125,51

91

2,449

154.

83.9

2.8

1.6

e
5
9
8
3
Source : Traffic Accident Statistics, Korea National Police Agency, 2006~2015

As shown in Table 1, the number of rental and private cars was continuously increasing. But, the
number of rental cars was increasing at a more rapid pace than private cars’. Based on occurrence of a
traffic accident, level of transportation safety of rental and private cars was examined. To begin with,
the number of accidents to ten thousand cars was 154.3 for rental cars, which was 1.84 times higher
than private cars’ (83.9). The number of deaths to ten thousand cars was 2.8 for rental cars, which was
1.75 higher than private cars’ (1.6).
In both national and international academia, few researches have been conducted to compare features
of rental cars and private cars (3, 4). However, research about features of rental cars-related crashes has
been considerably conducted and most of the research was about foreigners, who mainly use rental cars.
Al-Balbiss (2001) focused on high probability of rental car crashes and thus study potential causal factor
of rental car crashes. The ANOVA analysis and survey data on rental car customers were utilized. Crash
rate before and after change of rental car-related regulation was analyzed. The study concluded that
rental car crashes have relevance to driver’s behavior and high probability of rental car crashes results
from poor understanding of relevant rules and low compliance with relevant regulations. In addition,
the level of understanding and compliance about relevant rules/regulations is related to age of drivers.
Watson et al. (1999) analyzed potential causal factor of overseas driver crashes from 1993 to 1998in
Queensland, Australia. The research result demonstrates overseas driver crashes occur not because of
dangerous driving such as speeding and drunk driving but because of unfamiliar driving environment.
Disorientation is one of main factors to influence crashes caused by head-on collision and failure of
driving on the left side of the road. Walker and Page (2004) compared features of crashes between local
drivers and visiting drivers in Scotland. The research results show that, in case of male drivers, visiting
drivers have higher probability of crashes than local drivers. The study suggested that it might be caused
by the fact that men tend to drive more than women in tourist spots. Unfamiliarity with road
environment of visiting drivers is also expected to affect higher probability of crashes. Matcham (1999)
analyzed 10,500 rental car crashes in Australia and suggested that two main factors of the crashes were
inexperienced driving such as failure to follow priority rule and poor handling and driver fatigue. In
terms of age-specific crash rate, group under the age of 25 show high rental cars crash rate, while group
with age of 40~45 had the most number of rental car crashes, which was caused by the fact that older
age group rented car more than younger age group. Petridou et al. (1999) investigated visiting driver
crashes of Corfu Island, Greece based on hospital records. In general, visiting drivers were involved in
more seriously damaged accident than local drivers. However, among visiting drivers, difference of
crash severity between foreigners and residents could not be explained. Sivak et al. (1989a, 1989b)
investigated differences in risk-perception among 4 different nationality. They analyzed the accident
risk by comparing country, age, professional driving experience, and sex.
The reason why traffic accident risk is higher in using rental cars than in using private cars can be
anticipated that unfamiliar place driving is influential. Therefore, this study examined difference of
traffic accident risk between when driving rental cars and when driving private cars. Crash frequency
and severity were considered to examine the traffic accident risk and crashes were categorized by crash
severity. The range of study was as follows. First, comparison was limited to rental car user group and
private car user group. Second, crashes data over the last three years (2012~2014) in South Korea was
utilized. Third, accident risk model, which can consider frequency of fatal accident and nonfatal
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accident at the same time, was established. Through the model, traffic accident risk was analyzed by
categories of accidents.

II. Methods
This study compared characteristics of car accidents by rental car user group and by private car user
group in an aspect of crash severity. The analysis of crash severity was conducted through considering
relativity of crash severity based on official category of traffic accident survey and statistics. Contrasting
simply frequency of traffic accidents between the two groups makes the analysis unable to evaluate
relativity of crash risk and thus frequency of fatal and nonfatal crashes were classified to form a model
which can calculate traffic accident risk, reflecting crash severity. The crash severity was measured by
applying optimal weight between fatalities and non-fatalities. The model was shown in the equation (1).

Traffic Accident Risk(AR i ) = ω

where,

Ai
n
∑i=1 Ai

+ (1 − ω)

FAi
(1)
n
∑i=1 FAi

AR i : i Traffic accident risk by types of crashes

Ai

: i The number of crashes by types of crashes

ω

: Weight value (0≤ ω ≤1)

FAi : i The Fatalities by types of crashes

Weight value (ω) was converted into 0.0~1.0 in units of 0.1 according to types of crashes about
frequency of fatal and non-fatal accidents. The optimal weight value was found by estimating
assessment value and expected value of traffic accident risk depending on change of weight value and
selecting the weight value when difference between the assessment value and expected value was
minimized. This is the same as the mechanism to estimate regression coefficient through the method of
least squares in linear regression model. However, there was no value of traffic accident risk, which
functions as dependent variable, and thus the simulation to change the weight value in units of
0.1discovers the optimal weight to minimize discrepancy in assessment value and estimated value. The
value of traffic accident risk is considered as observed value and the expected value and chi-squared
value (χ2 ) can be calculated through the formula (2).
χ2 = � �
i

j

(Oij − Eij )2
Eij

(2)

where,
χ2 : Estimated chi-squared value through assessment value and expected value

Oij : Value of traffic accident risk as weight value (ω) changes

Eij : Expected value of traffic accident risk in j group with type of i crash
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III. Analysis of Traffic Accident Risk
This study employed the last three years of traffic accident data (2012~2014) to analyze characteristics
to influence crashes and risk factors to cause crashes. As shown in Table 2, private car user group has
356,336 crashes and 6,896 fatal accidents, while rental car user group has 16,377 crashes and 253 fatal
accidents. In order to facilitate comparisons, the crash data was organized by official category of traffic
accident statistics; crashes are divided into vehicle to vehicle, vehicle to pedestrian, and single-vehicle
collisions. These three types of crashes were subdivided into thirteen types.

Table 2 Fatal and Non-fatal Crashes of Private and Rental Car User Group
Category

Private car user group
Crashes
#

Vehicl

Crossing a road

e to

Fatal crashes

%

30,08

Rental car user group

#

%

Crashes
#

Fatal crashes
%

#

%

8.4

1,444

20.9

1,053

6.4

44

17.4

3

pedes

Passing roadway

5,744

1.6

269

3.9

245

1.5

8

3.2

trian

Passing

5,716

1.6

132

1.9

250

1.5

2

0.8

Passing sidewalk

3,464

1.0

84

1.2

140

0.9

4

1.6

Etc.

35,52

10.0

1,042

15.1

1,483

9.1

31

12.3

3.3

460

6.7

453

2.8

11

4.3

28.7

660

9.6

4,419

27.0

31

12.3

21.5

672

9.7

3,934

24.0

27

10.7

20.9

631

9.2

3,361

20.5

23

9.1

6,944

1.9

933

13.5

684

4.2

37

14.6

1,006

0.3

198

2.9

86

0.5

7

2.8

234

3.4

121

0.7

18

7.1

2.0

148

0.9

10

4.0

16,377

100.

253

100.0

roadside zone

3
Vehicl

Head-on

e to
vehicl

11,85
7

Side right angle

e

102,1
07

Rear-end when

76,52

parking/stoppin

5

g
Etc.

74,64
8

Single

Collision with

-

structure

vehicl

Deviating from

e

road

Collisi

Rollover

1,375

ons

Etc.

1,347

0.4

137

356,3

100.0

6,896

Total

0.4
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100.

39

0

0

The number of rental car user group and private car user group crashes was not comparable because
two groups have different amount of traffic accidents. Therefore, the percentage of crashes by category
was employed. With application of the percentage of two groups, the value of traffic accident risk by
the equation (1) was estimated. With changing units of 0.1, the respective weight value (ω) from 0.0
to 1.0 was applied. Table 3 shows the estimated value of traffic accident risk for rental car user group.
The same methodology was applied for calculating value of traffic accident risk for private car user
group.

Table 3 Estimated Value of Traffic Accident Risk for Rental Car User Group
Weight value

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

17.39

16.3

15.2

14.1

13.0

11.9

10.8

9.72

8.62

7.53

6.43

0

0

0

1

1

1

Category
Crossing a road
Passing roadway

3.16

3.00

2.83

2.66

2.50

2.33

2.16

2.00

1.83

1.66

1.50

Passing roadside

0.79

0.86

0.94

1.01

1.08

1.16

1.23

1.31

1.38

1.45

1.53

Passing sidewalk

1.58

1.51

1.44

1.36

1.29

1.22

1.15

1.07

1.00

0.93

0.85

Etc.(Vehicle to

12.25

11.9

11.6

11.2

10.9

10.6

10.3

10.0

9.69

9.38

9.06

3

1

9

7

5

3

1

zone

pedestrian)
Head-on

4.35

4.19

4.03

3.87

3.72

3.56

3.40

3.24

3.08

2.92

2.77

Side right angle

12.25

13.7

15.2

16.6

18.1

19.6

21.0

22.5

24.0

25.5

26.9

3

0

7

4

2

9

6

4

1

8

12.0

13.3

14.6

16.0

17.3

18.6

20.0

21.3

22.6

24.0

1

4

8

1

5

8

2

5

9

2

10.2

11.3

12.5

13.6

14.8

15.9

17.0

18.2

19.3

20.5

3

8

2

6

1

5

9

4

8

2

13.5

12.5

11.4

10.4

9.40

8.36

7.31

6.27

5.22

4.18

8

3

9

5

2.77

2.54

2.32

2.09

1.87

1.65

1.42

1.20

0.97

0.75

0.53

Rollover

7.11

6.48

5.84

5.20

4.56

3.93

3.29

2.65

2.01

1.38

0.74

Etc.(Single-vehicle

3.95

3.65

3.34

3.04

2.73

2.43

2.12

1.82

1.51

1.21

0.90

100.0

100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

Rear-end when

10.67

parking/stopping
Etc.(Vehicle to

9.09

vehicle)
Collision with

14.62

structure
Deviating from
road

collisions)
Total
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

After the estimated value of traffic accident risk for the two groups is assumed to be an observed value,
the expected value for the observed value can be calculated. The expected value is shown in Table 4.

Table 4 Expected Value for the Estimated Value (observed value) of Traffic Accident
Weight value

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

19.17

17.9

16.8

15.6

14.4

13.3

12.1

10.9

9.78

8.61

7.44

9

2

5

7

0

3

5

Category
Crossing a road
Passing roadway

3.53

3.33

3.14

2.94

2.74

2.54

2.34

2.15

1.95

1.75

1.55

Passing roadside

1.35

1.37

1.39

1.42

1.44

1.46

1.48

1.50

1.52

1.54

1.57

Passing sidewalk

1.40

1.35

1.30

1.25

1.21

1.16

1.11

1.06

1.01

0.96

0.91

Etc.(Vehicle to

13.68

13.2

12.8

12.4

12.0

11.6

11.1

10.7

10.3

9.93

9.51

6

5

3

1

0

8

6

5

zone

pedestrian)
Head-on

5.51

5.26

5.02

4.77

4.52

4.28

4.03

3.79

3.54

3.29

3.05

Side right angle

10.91

12.6

14.2

15.9

17.6

19.3

21.0

22.7

24.4

26.1

27.8

0

9

8

7

7

6

5

4

3

2

11.4

12.7

13.9

15.2

16.4

17.7

18.9

20.2

21.4

22.7

6

2

7

2

8

3

9

4

9

5

10.2

11.4

12.6

13.7

14.9

16.0

17.2

18.4

19.5

20.7

8

4

1

7

3

9

5

1

7

4

12.9

11.8

10.7

9.67

8.57

7.47

6.37

5.27

4.16

3.06

8

7

7

2.82

2.58

2.34

2.09

1.85

1.61

1.37

1.13

0.89

0.65

0.40

Rollover

5.25

4.78

4.32

3.85

3.38

2.91

2.44

1.97

1.50

1.03

0.56

Etc.(Single-vehicle

2.97

2.74

2.50

2.27

2.04

1.81

1.57

1.34

1.11

0.87

0.64

100.0

100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

100.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Rear-end when

10.21

parking/stopping
Etc.(Vehicle to

9.12

vehicle)
Collision with

14.08

structure
Deviating from
road

collisions)
Total

With changing the weight value, the chi-squared value (χ2 ) can be calculated by the previous process
to assess the observed value and the expected value by traffic accident risk model for rental and private
user groups. The result of chi-squared value (χ2 ) pursuant to weight value change is shown in Table 5.
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The least value of chi-squared value (χ2 ) is1.66 and, in this case, the weight value is 0.9. Therefore, the
weight value 0.9 can be applied as the optimal weight value between frequency of fatal accidents and
non-fatal accidents to consider crash severity for comparing traffic accident risk of two groups.
Table 5 Value of χ2 Pursuant to Weight Value Change
Category

Rental car user group

Priva

0.

te

0

car

0.

user

1

grou

0.

p

2
0.

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

4.09

5.13

9.60

17.50

28.83

43.58

61.76

83.38

108.42

136.88

168.78

5.87

3.62

4.61

8.85

16.32

27.03

40.97

58.16

78.59

102.26

129.17

10.64

5.36

3.21

4.19

8.29

15.52

25.87

39.35

55.96

75.70

98.56

18.35

10.11

4.94

2.85

3.84

7.90

15.04

25.26

38.55

54.92

74.37

29.30

17.98

9.75

4.60

2.54

3.56

7.67

14.86

25.14

38.51

54.96

44.15

29.46

17.93

9.55

4.32

2.26

3.35

7.60

15.00

25.56

39.28

64.19

45.57

30.26

18.25

9.54

4.13

2.02

3.22

7.72

15.51

26.61

91.76

68.26

48.32

31.92

19.08

9.78

4.03

1.83

3.19

8.09

16.54

131.57

101.47

75.34

53.16

34.94

20.69

10.40

4.07

1.70

3.30

8.85

194.81

154.57

119.04

88.19

62.04

40.58

23.81

11.73

4.35

1.66

3.67

319.46

259.35

205.54

158.03

116.82

81.90

53.28

30.96

14.94

5.22

1.79

3
0.
4
0.
5
0.
6
0.
7
0.
8
0.
9
1.
0

Before comparing traffic accident risk of rental car user group and private car user group, the value of
traffic accident risk by types of accidents for two groups was estimated with application of the number
of traffic accidents (0.9) and the fatalities (0.1). Table 6 shows the results. Comparing by types of traffic
accidents, rental car user group shows relatively higher traffic accident risk in rear-end collision when
parking/stopping, collision with structure, deviating from road, and rollover than private car user group.
In addition, types of accident which shows the highest traffic accident risk for rental car user group is
rear-end collisions when parking/stopping and collision with structure.

Table 6 Estimated Value of Traffic Accident Risk by Types of Accidents for Private and Rental Car
User Group
Category

Private car user

Rental car user

group(A)

group(B)

# of

Fatalities
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# of traffic

Fatalities

Traffic accident risk
Private car

Rental car

traffic

(0.1)

accidents

(0.1)

(0.9)

accidents

user

user

group(A)

group(B)

(0.9)
Vehicle to

Crossing a road

7.60

2.09

5.79

1.74

9.69

7.53

pedestrian

Passing roadway

1.45

0.39

1.35

0.32

1.84

1.66

Passing roadside zone

1.44

0.19

1.37

0.08

1.64

1.45

Passing sidewalk

0.87

0.12

0.77

0.16

1.00

0.93

1.51

8.15

1.23

10.48

9.38

Etc.

8.97

Vehicle to

Head-on

2.99

0.67

2.49

0.43

3.66

2.92

vehicle

Side right angle

25.79

0.96

24.28

1.23

26.75

22.51

Rear-end when

19.33

0.97

21.62

1.07

20.30

22.69

parking/stopping
Etc.

18.85

0.92

18.47

0.91

19.77

Single-

Collision with structure

1.75

1.35

3.76

1.46

3.11

5.22

vehicle

Deviating from road

0.25

0.29

0.47

0.28

0.54

0.75

Collisions

Rollover

0.35

0.34

0.66

0.71

0.69

1.38

Etc.

0.34

0.20

0.81

0.40

0.54

1.21

90.00

10.00

90.00

10.00

100.00

100.00

Total

19.38

IV. Result of Traffic Accident Risk Analysis
The traffic accident risk analysis for rental and private car user groups presents that two groups show
high discrepancy in traffic accident risk in specific types of accidents. This discrepancy can be explained
to come from unfamiliar car and road environment. In order to discover how unfamiliarity with car and
road environment affects traffic accident risk, traffic accident records were divided into a case that area
where the traffic accidents took place and residential area of rental car users are the same and vice versa.
Traffic accident risk of two cases was analyzed. In accordance with the applied methodology above, the
weight value (ω) of two cases was found and then traffic accident risk was analyzed. As shown in
Table 7, the weight value (ω) 0.9 of fatal and non-fatal accidents for two cases is selected with the
standard that chi-squared value (χ2 ) is the smallest.
Table 7 Chi-squared Value (χ2 ) of Rental Car User Groups by Residential Areas
Category

Area where traffic accidents took place and residential area of rental car users are the same

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.8

0.9

1.0

Vice

0.0

10.19

10.12

13.53

20.40

30.74

44.55

61.82

82.56

106.78

134.45

165.60

Versa

0.1

11.85

8.56

8.56

11.86

18.45

28.34

41.52

58.00

77.78

100.85

127.22

0.2

16.55

10.26

7.15

7.24

10.53

17.02

26.70

39.58

55.65

74.92

97.38

0.3

24.24

14.98

8.87

5.92

6.13

9.50

16.02

25.70

38.54

54.54

73.69

0.4

35.19

22.84

13.66

7.66

4.84

5.19

8.72

15.43

25.32

38.38

54.62

0.5

50.05

34.30

21.81

12.58

6.61

3.89

4.43

8.22

15.27

25.58

39.15

0.6

70.05

50.37

34.09

21.22

11.76

5.71

3.07

3.85

8.03

15.62

26.62

0.7

97.47

72.89

51.99

34.74

21.16

11.25

4.99

2.41

3.48

8.22

16.63

0.8

136.76

105.63

78.58

55.61

36.72

21.90

11.16

4.50

1.91

3.40

8.97
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0.7

0.9

198.48

157.43

121.17

89.71

63.04

41.17

24.10

11.82

4.33

1.65

3.75

1.0

318.90

258.59

204.63

157.03

115.78

80.88

52.34

30.15

14.31

4.83

1.70

The case that residential area of rental car users and area where the accidents occurred are the same
can be inferred that drivers are not accustomed to car, although they are familiar with road environment.
Thus, in addition to the estimated value of traffic accident risk in Table 6, the crashes of rental car user
group were classified according to areas where traffic accidents occurred and residential areas and the
value of traffic accident risk by the classification was calculated shown in Table 8. The notion that
probability of accident is high in unfamiliar road environment turns out to be reasonable through
different values of traffic accident risk by types of accidents in Table 8. The analysis on traffic accident
risk separated by unfamiliar car and unfamiliar road environment shows that, in case of unfamiliar car,
traffic accident risk is high in collision with structure and rollover and, in case of unfamiliar road
environment, traffic accident risk is high in side right angle, rear-end when parking/stopping, and
deviating from road.
Table 8 Estimated Value of Traffic Accident Risk for Private and Rental Car User group by Residential
Areas and Areas Where Crashes Occurred
Category

Rental car user group

Crossing a road

Difference of
traffic accident

residential area

residential area

risk for rental

and area where

and area where

car user group

crashes occurred

crashes occurred

are the same(C)

are different (D)

# of

Fatalities

# of

Fataliti

traffic

(0.1)

traffic

es

accide

accident

(0.1)

nts

s

A*

C

D

9.13

6.74

C-A

D-C

(0.9)

(0.9)
Vehi

Traffic accident risk

The case that

The case that

7.39

1.74

5.00

1.74

cle

Passing roadway

1.69

0.14

1.18

0.38

to

Passing roadside

1.37

-

1.37

0.11

9.69
1.84
1.64

-0.6

-2.4

1.84

1.59

-0.0

-0.3

1.37

1.48

-0.3

0.1

ped

zone

estri

Passing sidewalk

0.84

0.43

0.74

0.05

1.00

1.27

0.79

0.3

-0.5

Etc.

9.95

1.74

7.27

1.03

10.48

11.69

8.30

1.2

-3.4

an
Vehi
cle
to
vehi
cle
Sing
levehi
cle
Colli

Head-on

2.51

0.29

2.48

0.49

3.66

2.80

2.97

-0.9

0.2

Side right angle

24.41

1.16

24.22

1.25

26.75

25.57

25.47

-1.2

-0.1

Rear-end when

19.85

1.01

22.48

1.09

20.30

20.87

23.57

0.6

2.7

Etc.

17.37

0.58

19.01

19.77

17.95

20.04

-1.8

2.1

Collision with

3.18

1.74

4.04

3.11

4.92

5.04

1.8

0.5

parking/stopping
1.03
1.36

structure
Deviating from road

0.25

0.14

0.58

0.33

0.54

0.40

0.91

-0.1

0.5

Rollover

0.59

0.58

0.70

0.76

0.69

1.17

1.46

0.5

0.3

Etc.

0.59

0.43

0.92

0.38

0.54
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1.30

0.5

0.3
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Total

90.00

10.00

90.00

10.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

-

-

* A is the estimated value of traffic accident risk for private car user group.

Figure 1 Comparison estimated value of traffic accident risk between private and rental car user group

V. Conclusions
Road accidents are influenced by various elements such as vehicle factors, human factors, and
environmental factors. In many countries, research about multifaceted factors of crashes has been
conducted to prepare effective accident prevention measures. In this respect, this research focused on
the fact that rental car was utilized in unfamiliar vehicle and road environment. It compared the values
of traffic accident risk of private car user group and rental car user group and analyzed the effect of
unfamiliar car and road environment. With traffic accident data about private and rental car user group,
the traffic accident risk model which considers value of fatal accident risk and non-fatal accident risk
at the same time was employed to compare the values traffic accident risk by types of accidents. In
order to find out an optimal weight value between frequencies of fatal accidents and non-fatal accidents,
a method of least squares was applied to discover the value to achieve the best balance and the value
was applied.
Analysis of traffic accident risk for private car user group and rental car user group showed that rental
car user group had higher probability of accident in rear-end when parking/stopping, collision with
structure, deviating from road, rollover than private car user group. These types of accidents can be
primarily caused by unfamiliar vehicle and road environment and the research result demonstrates that
rental car user group has higher probability of accident in these types of accidents. In order to
differentiate effects of unfamiliar car and road environment, accidents of rental car user group were
divided into the case that residential areas and areas where traffic accidents occur was the same and
vice versa based on traffic accident risk analysis for rental car user group by types of accidents. The
analysis showed that unfamiliar car influences collision with structure, rollover, and etc. in single
vehicle collisions, while unfamiliar road environment tends to demonstrate higher probability of
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accident in rear-end when parking/stopping, deviating from road.
Since rental car users are mainly unfamiliar with vehicle and road environment and thus are exposed
to high probability of accident, efforts to prevent traffic accidents should reflect features of accidents
caused by rental car user group. In this regard, this research can be utilized for efforts to prevent traffic
accidents such as education program and promotion about handling method of vehicles and types of
accidents with high probability of accident for rental car users. This research presented that unfamiliar
vehicle and road environment have different influence on traffic accident risk by types of accidents. In
order to improve drivers’ behavior, how driving in unfamiliar vehicle and road environment influences
drivers needs to be examined in future research.
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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Question
Many intricate lifeline networks serve as essential factors for everyday life. These include water
supply, sewage and drainage, electricity, gas and the flow of traffic. The performance of these
networks has a huge influence on the quality of life and the national welfare. Therefore, if a lifeline
network fails to operate efficiently as a result of a disaster, there is a high possibility that the entire
function of the national system could become paralyzed.
The terrible earthquakes in Japan in March 2011 and the chemical leak accident in the Gumi
industrial complex in Korea in September 2012 both highlighted the importance of transportation
disaster prevention in urban areas. In an actual disaster situation, safety, rescue and restoration are
heavily reliant on the operation of urban networks. Disaster management plan need to be prepared
in advance in order to prepare for disaster situations.
This study assumes a disaster situation where pedestrians need to be rapidly evacuated due to
unexpected risk. The targeted area of evacuation for this study is Sejong City. Furthermore, we use
a Social Force Model in order to analyze the evacuation planning and time in a target area. Using
micro simulation with different evacuation scenarios, this fundamental research is able to establish
evacuation planning for unpredictable disasters.
This study aimed to identify pedestrians’ evacuation behaviors according to evacuation information
delivery level through social force model-based simulation analysis and to analyze the effects by
assuming a disaster situation such as earthquake on some zones in Sejong City.
Key Literature Reviews
Studies on preventive measures and evacuation responses to various disasters, such as typhoons,
floods, earthquakes, terrors, and nuclear accidents, have already been carried out in such countries
as Japan and the U.S., where accidents from disasters frequently occur(Park et al,2017a; Park et
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al,2017b; Won et al,2015). Mas et al. (2013) conducted an evacuation simulation analysis that
assumed tsunami situation targeting La Punta region in Peru. They carried out simulations
concurrently considering evacuation demand of vehicles and pedestrians by independently
developing a model using agent-based modeling. They performed an analysis in consideration of
pedestrian’s horizontal walking speed, vertical walking speed, and evacuation demand for tsunami
shelters. Wood and Schmidtlein (2013) conducted a simulation analysis assuming a tsunami situation
targeting a region close to Washington, U.S.A. They simultaneously considered an agent-based
model and a least-cost-distance (LCD) model for the evaluation simulations. According to their
analysis results, a simulation analysis taking into account the target region’s geographical
characteristics, including the areas where tsunami damage ratio is high in the target region, and
residential area features was conducted.
Wei-Guo et al. (2006) performed comparative verification including evacuation time according to
difference in walking speed and faster-is-slower effects using the social force model and the cellular
automata model targeting a square-shaped room having one exit. As a result of the analysis, the
two models showed similar analysis results, but it was favorable to use the cellular automata model
from the aspect of simple rules and fast calculation speed.
Itoigawa (2013) reported that evacuation started within 30 minutes from disaster occurrence at least,
given that 51% of the evacuees started evacuation immediately from disaster occurrence, 82% within
15 minutes, and 98% within 30 minutes, as a result of the questionnaire survey targeting 20,189
residents who experienced tsunami disaster in a study on evacuees’ evacuation behaviors. Yamada
et al. (2011) insisted that about 30 minutes were required to evacuate all evacuees in evacuation
training targeting the residents and that it took 4.6 minutes to 10 minutes on average to the start
evacuation, after evacuation information was offered.
Meanwhile, the differences of this study from other studies are as follows: Attractive effects that
may be generated by other factors like street performance, exhibitions, and sculptures were not
included in the analysis category, since evacuation was assumed in the controlled environment and
on the pedestrian road upon emergency disaster situation. Also, this study conducted an analysis
by calibrating pedestrian’s desired speed, which is a major variable of an Social Force model, suitable
for the environment of the concerned area and disaster situation.
Social Force Model
The models mainly used for pedestrians’ evacuation behavior analyses are divided into macroscopic
models, including regression analysis models, path selection models, and queuing models, and
microscopic models, including social force models (SF models) and cellular automata models (CA
models). Among them, the SF models and CA models are used most for the simulation analysis for
crowd evacuation. Although a CA model can be effectively modeled with simple calculation of a
situation, in which many pedestrians move towards destinations, there can be difficulties in reflecting
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meticulous phenomena(collision) between pedestrians revealed in real walking situations, due to
differences in actual pedestrians’ characteristics in terms of pedestrian’s size and shape. Therefore,
this study carried out an analysis applying an SF model in order to reflect individual pedestrians’
characteristics between pedestrians interaction.
Also, this study conducted an analysis by calibrating pedestrian’s desired speed, which is a major
variable of an SF model, suitable for the environment of the concerned area and disaster situation.
Design/ Methodology/ Approach
This study assumed the worst situation in which disaster level is high, and pedestrians need to
evacuate quickly through pedestrian road, due to unexpected risk in terms of disaster situation for
analysis using Social Force Model.
The target sites was re-established as each zone, centered on living region, which is urban plan unit
of evacuation region.
The evacuation demand by zone was computed in consideration of the number of district
population and the unimodal O/D data of the Korea Transportation Data Base (KTDB). Concerning
demand for evacuation occurring from each zone’s center, trip assignment was conducted so that
pedestrians can move by selecting earthquake shelters close to them within Sejong City as final
evacuation points

Figure 1. Targeted Area

Figure 2. Network of Pedestrians Evacuation road

This study tried to draw such factors as evacuation time required to move to shelters starting
evacuation from each floor of an apartment, where evacuees live, and delay time. That is, the factors
were divided into 1) evacuation factors generated in the apartment building and 2) evacuation
factors generated upon moving to each shelter from the ground of the apartment building.
Accordingly, this study was to conduct Evacuation experiment by using the stairs as an object of 39
occupants considering the ages and injury types, etc. in the High-rise apartment (30F) in order to
calibrate the parameters of SF model. For analysis result, this study has shown that Avg. evacuation
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time for one floor was 6.8 seconds in 20s, 11.3 seconds in 60s and 21.1 seconds in injury (Fig 3).
Meanwhile, this study has shown that Avg. evacuation completion time was 196.4 seconds in 20s,
326.5 seconds in 60s and 611.0 seconds in injury. As a result, this study has found out that the
increase of age group and existence of injury had a great effect on the increase of evacuation
completion time. Based on such experimental results, this study was to conduct this simulation by
calibration of parameters of SF model.

(a) Avg. cumulative evacuation time

(b) Avg. evacuation time

Figure 3. Results of Evacuation experiment

The simulation took the following into account under the premise that information on the optimal
shelter is perceived in advance in terms of simulation for information offering effect analysis in
emergency texting about disaster occurrence: 1) When offering disaster occurrence information and
evacuation guiding information simultaneously so that evacuation can start as quickly as possible
(starting evacuation within 15 minutes). 2) When only the disaster occurrence information is offered
(starting evacuation within 30 minutes). 3) When disaster information was not offered (starting
evacuation within 60 minutes). Furthermore, scenarios were divided into guiding adult’s walking
speed as 1.40m/s and 2.60m/s, which was applied to each scenario in order to comparatively analyze
evacuation behaviors in the case of guiding adult’s walking fast.
(Expected) Findings/Results
In pedestrians’ evacuation simulation analysis, such indicators as average evacuation time, maximum
evacuation time, and No. of evacuees are used a lot. In this study, average delay time was presented
in addition to the indicators mentioned above (Vermuyten, 2016).
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Fig. 4 shows evacuation completion time and delay time of each scenario. The final evacuation
completion time was 30.5 minutes in scenario 1 until all evacuees completed evacuation, and it was
44.3 minutes in scenario 2, and 74.5 minutes in scenario 3.

(a)

Evacuation Completion time

(b) Delay time

Figure 4. Results of Scenario analysis
When information on disaster occurrence and evacuation guiding information were offered, final
evacuation completion time sharply decreased. When adults are guidance to evacuate fast, 40%,
53%, and 55% of cumulative delay time in the total evacuation groups was sharply reduced in
scenarios 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The number of evacuation-completed evacuees was more in the
same evacuation time in case adults’ walking speed was guidance fast. However, final evacuation
completion time was similar in each scenario, irrelevant of adult’s evacuation speed, which is judged
that evacuees were generated in regular patterns according to specific distribution types of evacuees
in the analysis of this study.
Table 10. Results of Scenario analysis
Scenario 1 (15min)

Type

Scenario 2 (30min)

Scenario 3 (60min)

(1.0,1.4m/s)

(1.0,2.6m/s)

(1.0,1.4m/s)

(1.0,2.6m/s)

(1.0,1.4m/s)

(1.0,2.6m/s)

578

365

561

359

539

355

Avg.

Adult

Evacuation

Handicapped

787

782

777

774

736

733

time (s)

Total

677

587

672

573

640

550

Adult

101

19

81

14

59

11

Handicapped

140

115

103

100

63

60

Total

121

72

92

58

61

36

Avg. delay
time (s)

Table 1 shows the analysis results of average evacuation time and average delay time in each
scenario. Concerning average evacuation time, it increased, as more information was offered,
irrelevant of evacuation type. The reason seems that pedestrians’ delay time increases, due to
increase in pedestrians’ road density, when evacuation starts fast through information offering.
Regardless of scenarios, fast walking of adults was revealed to decrease the delay time of the
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handicapped. As such, the evacuation time decreasing effect of the handicapped was generated,
when rapid evacuation of adults by evacuation guidance information was offered.
Research limitations/ Implications
Comprehensively looking upon the analysis results, one pedestrian’s delay time and evacuation time
increased, as density on the pedestrian road increased, when fast evacuation was guidance through
maximum information offering (Information on disaster occurrence and evacuation guiding
information were simultaneously offered); however, the fastest evacuation was completed in terms
of final evacuation completion time. Despite much average evacuation time per pedestrian is spent,
it is judged that completion of evacuation fast can be important above all in light of disaster
characteristics.
Due to the distinct characteristics of simulation analysis and limitations in study scope, this study
limited target area to Dodam-dong in Sejong City. However, it is expected that highly reliable study
results can be drawn through further studies considering network features of the target area, and
service level, width, and density of the pedestrian road. Furthermore, this study limited evacuation
mode as walking through the pedestrian road. However, additional simulation using other
evacuation modes including bicycles or vehicles is left as a future study task.
Keywords: Pedestrian Evacuation Behaviors, Social Force Model, Evacuation guidance Information
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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Question: The technological innovation of a company has great influence on
the development of the national economy as well as the performance of the enterprise, and thus
the government supports technological innovation of enterprises through various types of policies.
Among them, the policies that the government supports the R&D funds needed by the enterprises
are representative and have direct effects. There are various forms in which the government supports
R&D funds. Depending on the R&D performers, programs can be divided into programs that
support independent development of companies and programs that support cooperative
development with external parties. It has already been demonstrated through many studies that
open innovation has a positive effect on the success of innovation in SMEs. Therefore, it is expected
that the project that supports cooperative development with the outside will have a high possibility
of success. If so, what type of project support will companies prefer? A statistical survey of Korean
SMEs showed that more than half of the respondents prefer projects that support independent
development. If so, what are the reasons and why do companies prefer projects that support
independent development? If we can distinguish these companies through profiling, we can
establish effective policies that will lead them to open innovation.
Key Literature Reviews (About 3~5 papers): Open innovation refers to innovation activities that
utilize excellence in the outside world or propagate their excellence to the outside world, unlike
closed innovation, where all innovations are carried out within the enterprise with their own efforts
and resources (Chesbrough, 2006). Open innovation is aimed at not only lowering the risk of failure
but also achieving successful innovation performance with relatively low time and cost inputs.
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Therefore, it can be regarded as a necessary innovation method for SMEs lacking the resources and
capacity to innovate, and many SMEs have already utilized various cooperation channels not only
in the manufacturing industry but also in the service industry (Narula 2004, Vrande et al. 2009).
Since SMEs account for a large portion of the national economy, many countries are pursuing
policies to understand and promote technology innovation processes of SMEs (Jones and Tilley
2003).
Design/ Methodology/ Approach: This study used technology statistics data of small and medium
enterprises in Korea. This data covers the results of a survey on the company's technological
innovation activities, investment status, technology level, enterprise performance, and policy
preference. Among them, we set the dependent variable as whether the firm preferred projects that
support the independent development. In addition, companies’ investment, technological innovation
activity, and management performance are set as independent variables, and general factors such
as company’s history, size, and industry are set as control variables. Profiling was done through
decision tree analysis and important independent variables were extracted to explain the differences
between the two groups. Based on this, we have identified policy implications for identifying the
characteristics of companies that prefer programs that support independent development and
guiding them to open innovation.
(Expected) Findings/Results: According to the results of the 2015 survey, 57.45% of the 3,300
companies surveyed favored independent development support programs. The biggest difficulties
that SMEs have experienced in their own development are lack of funds, lack of technical manpower,
lack of facilities and equipment, and lack of technical information. Although these problems can be
solved to some extent through joint research with universities and research institutes, they prefer a
program of independent development support. The most important variables that distinguish
between companies that prefer the independent development support program and companies
that prefer joint research support programs with external research institutes include development
planning period, technology development promotion method (ie, joint research experience), and
the proportion of R&D expenditure that is used by itself.
Research limitations/ Implications: In this study, decision tree analysis methodology of CHAID
technique is used. It is expected that more important independent variables can be derived by using
ensemble model which applied various methodologies together. Also, if more robust discriminant
analysis is used for verification and discriminant equation is derived, it will be useful for
implementing policies that promote these innovations.
Keywords: Open innovation, R&D support policy for SMEs, Profiling model, Decision tree
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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Question: In today’s competitive business environment with tremendous speed
of technology development, researchers and analysts are facing challenges in dealing with big data
issues of rapid analysis of industry and market for improved quality and productivity. The purpose
of this research is to provide concrete introduction and utilization plan applying Smart Analytics
solution to industry and market information analysis and business opportunity search of a public
sector organization.
Key Literature Reviews (About 3~5 papers): Due to the effects of the 4th Industrial revolution, the
issue of big data and smart analytics has recently received considerable attention in the
manufacturing industries. For example, Jay Lee et al. (2014) addressed service innovation and smart
analytics for industry 4.0 and big data environment in smart factories. However, little research has
yet been reported on developing or applying smart analytics solution supporting industry and
market information analysis.
Design/ Methodology/ Approach: Firstly, we studied related research on industry and market
analysis using smart analytics and practical cases. Secondly, we conducted a survey to see which
solutions are suitable for industry and market analysis. In addition, we figured out the needs of
internal researchers who involve in industry and market analysis in direct. Thirdly, we carried out the
cost-effectiveness analysis analyzing the relationship between analysis tasks and smart analytics
solution in order to present the economic effect of adopting smart analytics as objective value.
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(Expected) Findings/Results: We found that the important functions of smart analytics solutions
are 1) sensing, forecasting, and analysis of new technology and trends, 2) cognitive analysis using
big data, 3) powerful search function using machine learning. We also found that researchers had
a desire to incorporate smart analytics solutions into complex computational tasks such as market
size estimates. This result indicates that specifically application of smart analytics solutions
significantly influences operational and organizational effectiveness.
Research limitations/ Implications: In the age of Big Data, lots of researchers require application
of smart analytics for industry and market information analysis. If smart analytics solution takes care
of complex manual processes such as data retrieval and researchers concentrate only on generating
insightful results, it would be able to save cost, improve efficiency and improve the quality of analysis.
Keywords: Smart analytics, Market information analysis, Big data, SMEs, Public sector
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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Question:
This study develops further the design and analysis of simulation experiments for reasoning in detail

when and where start-up activity is likely to emerge (Schilperoord 2016). In this previous 2016 study,
henceforth referred to as W&W, an extension of the SKIN model 1 was created that gives an
elaborate description of entrepreneurship and the creation of start-ups. The aim now is to simulate
the role of start-ups in the broader context of open innovation (OI) and to conduct further
experiments exploring the possible influence of networks and social media on OI-based start-up
activity.
The new experiments and research questions will - like the W&W study – concentrate on high-

potential start-ups. HPS-status is, cf. the W&W model, an outcome of the simulation, not an input
– it is the result of the valuation methods used by agents in the simulation, representing public
funding agencies, technology transfer offices or venture capital companies.
Of special interest to this simulation study will be the bias that networks and social media may
create towards (too) high valuation of attractive start-ups. Attractiveness, being only one of the
inputs to the agents’ valuation methods for HPS, is less balanced than HPS-status, and consequently
there is a possibility of bias, or hype. Our simulations involve running scenarios with either weak or
strong bias of this nature.

1

SKIN (Simulating Knowledge Dynamics in Innovation Networks) is an agent-based model to simulate the behaviour of

innovation networks in complex social systems (cf. Gilbert, Ahrweiler and Pyka 2014).
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Broader issues for (open) innovation and entrepreneurship policy, such as rationales for picking
high-potential start-ups or ways of approaching crowdfunding start-ups, will also be examined.
Optimal ways of dealing with such issues may depend on the kind of impacts that bias or hype can
produce, especially in an open context that can rapidly change through the evolving nature of
networks and social media.

Key Literature Reviews:
1) “Success” as predictor of start-up activity
The Basic SKIN model 2 took success, considered by spotting the highest company sales directly
following innovations by existing companies, as only predictor for creation of start-ups. A problem
with this predictor is that - in simulations – the new start-ups only react to success of existing
companies, but do not anticipate novel business opportunities or market niches.
2) “Knowledge” as predictor of start-up activity
The W&W model by Schilperoord takes a different approach, using two predictors for when and
where entrepreneurial activity is most likely to happen: (i) the distances between the knowledge
bases of innovation actors 3 as a measure of start-up opportunity for entrepreneurs, (ii) the potential

sales of (proto-) start-ups as a measure of early-stage success.
Experiments confirmed that this model contains enough details on the start-up process in order to
produce a breed of high-potential start-ups that are, on average, more successful than the other
(non-HP) start-ups. The model is therefore capable of confirming the HPS-rationale.
3) “Networks and social media” impact
Based on literature, we propose two directions for improving predictors, or designing new ones:
(i) Intermediaries in entrepreneurial networks

2

Basic SKIN Model. http://cress.soc.surrey.ac.uk/skinwp/

3

described by the "kenes" (Gilbert 1997) of SKIN agents representing entrepreneurs, start-ups, SMEs and big firms
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Cf. Howells (2006) we consider the roles of intermediaries in networks (e.g. technology transfer
offices), which tend to shorten the distance between agents having different knowledge bases.
From the perspective of open innovation, we consider open innovation intermediaries (OII). The
main functions of OII (reviewed in Aquilani & Abbate 2013) include services oriented to discover
and/or generate useful innovation opportunities and also support services on different technical
aspects that require specialized competencies (new product design, product launch activities).
These OII services match the two main challenges for entrepreneurial agents in the W&W model:
(i) discovering opportunities and (ii) bringing a product (prototype) to market. For this reason, OII
service systems (often internet-based platforms) offer a suitable paradigm and accessible starting
point for simulating the role the role of intermediaries in OI networks. SKIN agents that we intend
to model after such systems can be expected to become, to some extent, a predictor of start-up
activity.
(ii) Social media distortion
It is beyond question that social media influence exists in the context of open innovation (see for
example Mount & Garcia 2014). Yet, it would be difficult to single out, based on OI literature alone,
what are the impacts in a given OI context.
In order to simulate the role of social media influence on the (rapid) rise of a new political party in
the Netherlands, Muis (2012) adopted a distance-based notion of attractiveness (considering the
perceived distance between voters and parties) and introduced social media distortion. He found
that the inclusion of distortion effects of mass media improved the results of his political model
and perceived distance and visibility can be predictors of (political) start-up success.
Likewise, in any OI context, not all entrepreneurs and start-ups will be able to attract sufficient
attention and visibility on social media will be an issue that creates distortion effects.

Design/ Methodology/ Approach:
In this study, we set out to develop further the 2016 model along these lines:
-

improve the design of SKIN agents representing entrepreneurs and start-ups

-

represent in the model the broader OI-context of start-up activity
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-

consider the impact of networks and social media influence

We use the model to investigate what-if scenarios, for example, running simulations with either
weak or strong bias due to social media influence.
(Expected) Findings/Results:
The new model, experiments and what-if scenarios will be ultimately designed to test (open)
innovation and entrepreneurship policy for a given OI-context.
Supported with empirical data for mapping the open innovation context, the model can be useful
for early identification of "high-potential" start-ups and fitting policy designs to support them (cf.
Schilperoord 2016), taking into account the possible effects of social media influence.

Research limitations/ Implications:
For this study, we will be looking at various ways of obtaining and using empirical data from the
following contexts (yet, data availability may be a problem for some):
- Ireland’s High Potential Start-Up (HPSU) funding
- Germany’s EXIST start-up support
- Shanghai’s STCSM “mass entrepreneurship and innovation” program
These cases provide different rationales and financial mechanisms for how to support start-up
activity, which will widen the application range of the proposed modelling study.

Keywords: start-ups, open innovation, networks, social media, SKIN model
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Introduction
The question of what creative-strategy top managers adopt to stimulate
creativeness in their employees and enhance performance has received substantial
attention from scholars. In stimulating employees’ ingenuity in the workplace,
especially for innovativeness and considering its serendipity, conglomerate
corporations explore different strategies that seem best for their organizational
configuration. While some use bonuses and other material incentives; others
employ, perhaps, a more formal approach; performance appraisal (Gupta and
Singhal, 1993). However important monetary or physical incentive may be to
stimulate employees’ creativeness, scholars have also argued the overarching
importance of employees’ slack time. Slack time refers to free time outside the
normal working hours that management allots to employees either to enhance
company’s performance or employees’ personal development. Management of big
corporations has seen the need to allow employees free time outside their usual
working hours to develop or generate ideas that might support their project in the
workplace. What seems vague is how much of this time employees spend for
creative-thinking and how that eventually supports performance. However vague
this may look in theory, anecdotally, the offering of time to employees for creativethinking has been explored by big corporations. Notable corporations like Google
(20%), Australian Software Company Atlassian (FedEx Days), 3M1 (15%), Proteus,
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Twitter (hack week), Genentech (discretionary time) and W.L. Gore have seen the
need to offer employees time to enhance performance. Google offers 20% of the
time to employees to think of what would be beneficial to Google (D’foro, 2015).
3M also offers employees 15% of their workweek focused on projects that not
necessarily connect to their usual work (Burus, 2013; Burkus and Oster, 2012). While
these multinational conglomerate corporations are reaping the benefits of this
novel creative-strategy, no empirical evidence has been documented to accentuate
Moreover, the serendipity of innovation makes employees’ creativity vital for overall
firm performance. While empirical studies linking innovation and creativity;
innovation and human capital are well-documented, to our knowledge there are
no studies relating to innovation and creative-strategy. Creative-strategy in this
sense refers to time offered to employees in the workplace to generate new ideas.
1.

Method

This study, therefore, examines the collective impact of creative-strategy and other
knowledge- based variables in Sub-Saharan Africa. Using well-documented
enterprise and innovation-follow- up surveys from the World Bank Enterprise
Survey for 11 selected countries, we employ HWSE, Logit and a binary treatment
model with heterogeneous response to treatment for both observed and
unobserved selections. The IV binary treatment model helps to deal with the
problem of endogeneity. We use a percentage of working capital borrowed from
banks and political stability as instruments. We report the sectoral distribution by
country and descriptive statistics (Tables 1 and 2) in the appendix. Interestingly, our
findings reveal palpable and portentous results that may inform managerial
decisions regarding maximizing employees’ time in the workplace. We test three
hypotheses, and the summary results follow accordingly.

H1: firms that offer time to employees to generate new ideas exhibit greater returns
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to innovation performance hence management’s creative-strategy, and innovation
is positively associated.

H2: staff specific educational characteristics and on the job training moderated with
creative- strategy stimulate firm’s innovative performance.

H3: The complementarity of both Internal & external R&D and creative-strategy
significantly and positively associates with firm-level innovation outcomes.

2.

Preliminary Findings

We find evidence of a significant and positive impact of creative-strategy on firmlevel innovation performance. Also, we find evidence of a substitution effect for
creative-strategy and managerial experience (organizational innovation); creativestrategy and staff level of education (process innovation). Similarly, we find
complementarity between creative-strategy and skilled workers for both marketing
and organizational innovations. While we observe correlations for the paired
variables regarding complementarity and substitution effects, the study confirms a
stronger link between creative-strategy and the four innovation types. The results
have significant managerial implications on the role of employees’ creativity in
supporting a compelling combination of innovation inputs.
Figure 1, below, shows the plot of the average treatment effect distribution for the
method employed. As observed above, there seems to be a similar pattern in each
figure. However, we observe variations in the four figures regarding the different
innovation types. We observe the highest modal for marketing and organizational
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innovations. Thus, predicting that the more time offered to employees for creativethinking in the workplace, the more return to both innovation types. Let us not
forget that the modal values for product and process innovations are also positive
thus predicting greater returns to both innovations as employees get more time to
generate ideas. From the figure, we also observe more stability with product
innovation in the patterns as compared to other forms of innovation. Overall, we
observe a somewhat uniform pattern for ATE(x), ATET(x) and ATENT(x) in each of
the figures.
Model direct-2sls: Comparison of ATE(x) ATET(x) ATENT(x)
Model direct-2sls: Comparison of ATE(x) ATET(x)

Marketing
organizationa

Figure 2, below, reports the marginal effects of the different innovation types
concerning the key variables. The role that time offered to employees to generate
new ideas in the workplace can play for firms to successfully innovate is evident in
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the respective figures for the four innovation types.

Moreover, insights emerge when we look at the marginal effects of the role of time
allotted to employees for creative-thinking on the degree of firm’s innovativeness.
In fact, the supposed role of management offering time to employees for creative
innovativeness is probably non-trivial. Indeed, retaining this creative-strategy as a
crucial element in the firm’s activities increases the probability to innovate in
virtually all the innovation types represented in Figure 2. Comparing the creativestrategy with other variables, we observe the overarching role of time in
contributing more to firm-level innovativeness.
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3.

Conclusion

The study reveals the overarching importance of employee’s ingenuity to firm-level
innovation performance in Sub-Saharan Africa. This study examines the commonly
known types of innovations: product, process, marketing and organizational. We
are specifically interested in understanding the relationship between workplace
creativity and innovation performance. Indeed, this study deviates from the norms
of using knowledge-based variables as a measure of creativity but devises a more
novel one, that is, time. Time is considered a prominent factor in innovations, either
in the introduction of process innovation, which employs new methods or
introducing the product into the market promptly. We show that time offered to
workers by managerial decision to generate idea exhibits greater returns to
innovation outcomes. So far, our analysis and results confirm that such creativestrategy is crucial to innovativeness based on the revealed positive and
consequential associations. The results provide convincing evidential accounts that
employees’ creativity in the workplace is crucial for innovativeness. The study is
reasonably robust in examining the relationship between the time for creativeness
and innovation performance.
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Abstract

Purpose
The situation in the Latvian labour market continues to improve, employment is increasing
and unemployment is decreasing, however, since 2015 employers talk about the shortage of
qualified labour force, increase of employees' demands, turnover of employees and openness
for better job offers. Assessing the situation in the construction industry, there are a high
human resource turnover and a lack of qualified and motivated staff. The authors conclude
that it is necessary to create a new model for personnel selection, motivation and
maintenance of the construction industry. In order to respond to the needs of the sector in
the number of specialists and the needs to increase the quality of professional qualifications,
it is necessary to improve the education in construction and professional qualification system
in the country and the university's cooperation with the industry.
An important role in the cooperation between universities and the industry is played by the
business ecosystem (researched by D. Isenberg) on various levels, which mostly encompasses
a social and economic environment (from Triple Helix conception), affecting the local business.
A system must be built for the facilitation of competition, where each person employed in the
construction field must verify his/her level of professional qualification. As a result of a change
in the business environment and technologies used, an understanding of the companies
regarding human resources and their management for reaching the work results is constantly
adjusting and developing. Professions also undergo changes, gaining new meaning and
competences, in which the cooperation between the university and industry plays a
significant role.
Furthermore, the article is dealing with the HR tools that should be used by the employer to
link the wage to the productivity achieving both personal and corporate results. Different
tools allow keeping the employee satisfied and motivated while balancing the productivity
and the wage.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
The methodology of the study - an interpretative research paradigm is used for the study,
considering an activity of the person as a social phenomenon expressing itself in a certain
social environment and context and being closely related to the interest of the researcher
regarding the matter to be studied.(Cooke, 2016) The study is based on the parallel use of
quantitative and qualitative methods. Qualitative and quantitative data are concurrently
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gathered, they are summarised and analysed mostly based on the case studies to be able to
perform an integration of the study results to the comprehensive human resource
development model in the conclusion based on the cooperation of the university and
construction field. The triangulation method is used in the course of the study by carrying out
both the empiric study and approbation of the study results in the expert interviews and focus
groups.
1.1 Analysis of Construction Industry Cases in Latvia
Authors have reviewed and analysed the main industry’s figures – total turnover, number of
the construction companies, and its division in terms of scale. There are 4 groups of
undertakings according to the Law on the Annual Financial Statements and Consolidated
Financial Statements – large companies are companies that possess two of the following three
indicators: the total balance sheet of more than EUR 20 million annually, net turnover of EUR
40 million, and total number of employees – 250, medium size enterprises are companies
with 5 times less in all indicators, and companies with the total balance sheet less than EUR 4
million, net turnover less than EUR 8 million annually, and at least 10 employees are
considered small. Micro undertakings are all those which do not fulfil the requirements
needed to access the group of small entities.
(based on Construction information system,
Active registered construction companies ,2017.)

Construction enterprises for the period from 2014 to 2017 (including) were analysed and
interviews with the industry professionals and different experts were held to evaluate the
employee turnover rate. The results showed that the most unstable situation appeared to be
with the blue collars that are mainly motivated by the wage. On the other hand, licensed
professionals with high education maintain more loyal attitude towards companies. The latter
studies showed other factors apart from salaries that keep them motivated. It is important to
underline that the study focused on the period of the last few years, which means that a
complicated and tough period of 2008 – 2010 world crisis was excluded. However, it left a
deep impact on the small emerging economy (of Latvia) when the construction sector
dropped by almost 57 % forcing the most capable and active professionals to search for the
new opportunities outside Latvia exploring big markets of UK, Scandinavia, Germany, Russia
etc. (based on Informative report on medium and long-term labor market forecasts, 2016).
There are 5223 active registered construction companies in Latvia (based on Construction
sectors of Latvia development strategy 2017. – 2024. ). This figure remained almost the same
for the last 3 years absorbing minor fluctuations that can be ignored. The total turnover of
the construction industry remained the same in 2014 and 2015, standing at about 1.75 billion,
while it experienced a sharp decline of almost 19% in 2016 reaching the pivot of a bit above
1.4 billion. The first 3 quarters of 2017 summarised the overall construction product at few
points below 1.2 billion indicating that 2017 will show recovery and may get close to the 2016
results.
There was a minor overall price increase of about 2% comparing the data for 2014 and up to
10/2017. However, the growth of the salaries for the same period jumped up by more than
16%. Having in mind that being long-term project industry construction statistics, data for the
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certain period reflect real data of 6-12 month ago. This peculiarity in combination with the
number of started projects and final distribution of EU funds within the economy indicates
the problem labour force and its adequate costs. Another topic that has a direct impact on
the construction costs as such and wages, in particular, is a shadow economy. Cash-paid
wages are still a problem within the industry. The State implicated a lot of resources in fighting
this habit. It brought its results: the amount of salaries paid officially is increased. However, it
has a serious impact on the employees’ costs to the company since Latvia has a high tax
burden of about 78% above the net salary the employee receives.
As can be concluded from the factors mentioned above social aspects (especially human
resource management and education) have an important impact on the construction
companies. Thus, the social innovation should be incorporated and taken into account
forming the further development strategy for the construction industry in the emerging small
economies. Authors support the concept of deeper involvement of the construction
companies in the social innovation processes, as presented in the Matrix of business with
social mission on in mature state of the key market (Svirina, Zabbarova, & Oganisjana, 2016),
that in its turn should improve both the quality and productivity of the human capital of the
industry.
Within the Case studies, one large company one medium size company and few small or micro
companies are analysed. According to the study results, there was a high staff turnover ratio
especially for the “blue collar” employees that are mainly motivated by the salary size. The
flow of the engineers or other employees with a higher education was not that high. The latter
also have different reasons, rather only salary, to stay in the company or change the job.
Based on the received data, the authors decided to concentrate on motivational factors
affecting engineers and develop the academic world and industry cooperation model that
should provide additional incentives and improve HR situation in the small emerging economy.
1.2.
Legislation framework analysis
The strategy for the construction sphere development in Latvia for the years 2017-2024
emphasises that in the nearest 10 years the engineering technical knowledge of the industry
shall integrate with the new competencies: ICT technologies, smart production, energy saving,
the building of the passive houses. Therefore, educational institutions shall improve basic and
new technology programmes along with introducing new social and digital competences. An
enhanced interest in the construction sphere shall be promoted among youth. New architects
and construction engineers shall see the industry constantly developing, being at the same
time a safe and motivating environment. It is very important for the industry to attract the
most talented youth in the future, therefore the country shall establish a scientific
educational centre in order to form the primary interest, where children would learn
interesting facts about the industry and production of construction materials, a history of the
construction industry in Latvia in an entertaining manner, and obtain primary construction
skills.
The objective of the European Commission is to promote a favourable framework to boost
competitiveness and support sustainable growth in the sector. The strategic objectives of the
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Latvian construction sector support the goals of the European Union's construction sector
2020, which are emphasised in the context of this research as follows: to improve the human
capital database in the construction sector; to improve resource efficiency, to promote the
competitiveness of EU construction companies globally.
Thus, the authors decided to investigate what is the most effective model for the long-term
cooperation between an academic state school and private construction sector. The
cooperation should solve the following tasks:
a) support and develop the industry;
b) attract more prospective students to the technical universities;
c) involve students in the real and ongoing projects from the very beginning of their studies;
d) assist students in choosing a professional field that fits both their interests and abilities;
e) improve communication and increase the involvement of the academics in strategic and
operational challenges of the industry;
f) increase the competitiveness of the particular industry and the state;
g) attract more investments into both scientific researches and construction sector.
1.3. Key literature studies on future competencies for construction industry employees:
Employees create a benefit of the enterprise and its profit; otherwise, the result of their
activity causes losses. As C.W. Hill and G. R. Jones declares, “Effective use of the human
resources is essential for the competitiveness of the enterprise”. (Hill, Jones, 2009) Effective
management of human capital is an integral part of the enterprise management allowing to
achieve its goals.
T. Schultz in 1979 and G. Becker in 1992 were awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics for
the elaboration of the human capital theory. According to the conclusions of G. Becker,
human capital analysis can help in explaining various regularities in the labour market and in
the national economy as a whole. The words “human capital” are used in the context of
investments, with contributions into the employee growth, development and activity
promotion, since the return on investments manifests itself in the results of the enterprise
activity – by educating individuals their skills and knowledge increase productiveness of its
economic activity.(Armstrong, 2006)
The ecosystem of an enterprise is being analysed since the early 21st century, and Daniel
Isenberg is considered as one of the founders of the idea of enterprise ecosystems, which
back in 2011 in his article “How to Start an Entrepreneurial Revolution” had emphasised an
essential meaning of the entrepreneurial environment (ecosystem) in the development of the
enterprises, putting a special accent on the meaning of the financial and human resources.
(From reports and presentations on University-Business Cooperation)
In late 20th and early 21st century, the cooperation of academic organisations and
industry has obtained a different viewpoint, taking into account the global tendencies and
most actual initiatives of the European Union, which characterise the development of future
Europe and where academic organisations have an essential role in its implementation, hence
the activity of academic organisations transforms: the learning process and its
implementation are constantly being improved, didactics of universities and colleges being
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changed and a role of the collaboration between academic organisations and industry
becomes even more important. [15.]
Universities of the third generation are being established, where cooperation with the
industry becomes a third pillar along with the classical ones – studies and scientific activity.
(Wissema, 2009).
1.4.
Analysis of University-Industry cooperation models
Following the expected research results and academic findings, such as JinHyo Joseph Yun,
DongKyu Won and Kyungbae Park developed conceptual model that allow to forecast the
dynamic effects of open innovation using a model-based analysis approach (Yun et al.,
2016), authors suggest their own developed model of the cooperation between private
construction sector and academic institutions in the small emerging economies.
The authors offer promotion of the cooperation between the academic organisation and
industry, which is aimed at the national economy development, certain national economy
(production areas) development or renewal, knowledge transfer and build up (development
of intellectual capital), thus forming the University-Industry cooperation model.
This creates a mutual profit because of the industry’s access to talented and qualified labour
force; on the other hand, it is impossible for the academic organisation to conduct research
projects without partners from the industry - both the industry and HEI possess the
understanding about a need for the dual education programme.
Cooperation models, cooperation promotion and motivation events are examined
(awareness of the good practice of Latvia and other countries, data summary and theoretical
grounding) along with the experience of foreign countries in the field of forming cooperation
models between academic organisations and the industry in the context of the ecosystem of
innovations.
The variety of the cooperation models was analysed within the research: Carnegie Mellon
University experienced U.S. construction engineers work with colleagues in Israel, Brazil
and Turkey, Strabag has variety of different cooperation programs, Vinci Construction
signed MOU with the University of Malay, HOCHTIEF is one of the founding members of
ENCORD (European Network of Construction Companies for Research and Development),
etc. After analysing the university and industry cooperation models, the authors
concluded that most of them are conducted by the companies with a turnover few times
exceeding the budget of Latvia or another similar economy. This can be explain by that
knowledge economies thrive under globalization supported by multinational
corporations (Cooke, 2016). However the models used by global corporations acting in
large scale economies should be reviewed and adjusted for the small markets.
The following questions were discussed in the current research:
 What is the right cooperation model for the small emerging economy that faces
various challenges and develops in an unstable environment?
 What would be the risks to eliminate and what are the strengths to leverage?
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1.5. The authors analyse necessary labour force competencies for the construction sphere
and market and assess the necessity of a new multi-competence development, which is
important for the entrepreneurship development. As to the education in Latvia, the
theoretical base is quite well developed in various professions, yet new specialists often lack
practical knowledge and skills right after graduation.
Qualified human resources are a milestone of development, persistence and competitiveness
for both construction entrepreneurs and construction sphere development as a whole. The
aim of the sphere is highly qualified specialists in every construction profession - from drivers,
architects, construction engineers to construction workers. A qualified worker in the
industrial meaning is a highly-motivated person, willing to belong to the construction industry,
possessing good theoretical base matching world development tendencies and the ability to
use theory in practice, and recognising his/her professional liability. At the moment, there are
about 70,000 employees in the construction sphere, 8,500 certified construction specialists
of which are listed in the Register of Construction Specialists (high-qualified specialists and
drivers). Construction and production of construction materials are the labour force
consuming sphere, where demand for qualified specialists in the competing market
environment will increase. (based on Construction information system, Active registered

construction companies ,2017.)

Changes are necessary for the construction sphere of Latvia, raising its productiveness,
innovations, exportability, as well as highlighting achievements in the construction area.
Tendencies of the industry development demand professional qualified specialists with the
necessary education: architects, construction engineers etc., whereas authors offer to form a
uniform database in order to attract and select performers of physical work.
(Expected) Findings/Results:
The lack of the clear state policy and what is more important the lack of political will in
implementing even what is prepared is one of the main problems. The challenges and
deficiencies determined in this article may serve as a basis for further research.
Elaborated model of cooperation between the state, society, universities and industry
is based on the professional and involved experts that provided their views on the ongoing
situation. The model allows either solving or minimising the main problems that both
construction sector and academics are facing. It is expected to finalise experts’ opinions by
March 2018. The suggested cooperation model is expected to provide a general guideline for
further detailed researches and its implementation is possible making national adjustments
in similar-sized economies. Model’s implementation in bigger and /or developed economies
should be verified by separate research.
The findings provide a broad field for the further studies and researches, which may
concentrate either on the construction industry only or expand to other industries with
similar operational models.
Keywords: human capital, construction industry, cooperation model, organisation
development, sustainability, expert opinion surve
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Abstract
Purpose/ Research Questions
Dynamic capabilities in merger and acquisition are complex events, particularly, in processes
of a reinvention of acquirer's business models, for which we have the incomplete understanding.
The aim of the paper is to identify the role of dynamic capabilities in a reinvention of a business
model of merging company by means of acquisition of the technologically advanced firm. Thus,
central questions of this paper are: what are the specific challenges that firms face in the
consolidation of dynamic capabilities and business models of acquirer's and target's companies?
What would new theoretical framework be able to integrate two theoretical perspectives,
namely, dynamic capabilities and business models and facilitate decision-making process in
M&A for practitioners?
Key Literature Reviews
A focal firm's growth strategies and performance in the technology-enabled domain are greatly
influenced by the integrative type of strategies: collaborative or consolidative, to foster the
innovation and to deliver new customer value propositions. Since collaborative choices
(alliances, networks, joint ventures) and consolidation strategies (mergers, acquisitions)
provide immediate access to partner's capabilities, a focal firm tends to prefer these growth
strategies in order to leverage partner's unique resources, partner's customers and distribution
network, and thus gain competitive advantages. In recent years, collaborative and consolidation
strategies have received a great attention in strategic management literature. Researchers in
strategic management argue that the performance outcome of a specific growth strategy is
usually affected by the dynamic capabilities and business models (Teece, 2010; Osterwalder
and Pigneur, 2010, Christensen et al., 2011). However, dynamic capabilities in merger and
acquisition are complex events in the process of sustain completive advantage of merging
business for which we have an incomplete understanding, in part because researchers have
tended to consider the only explanation of them. The recent scientific discussion in the field of
strategic management broadly favors the idea of dynamic capabilities in order to overcome
potential rigidities of organizational capability building (Schreyogg and Kliesch-Ebel, 2007).
Ambrosini and Bownam (2009) argue that strategy is about building dynamic capabilities
aimed at responding efficiency to future and existing contingencies. In the resource-based view
(RBV) dynamic capabilities have been identified as one major source for the generation and
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development of sustainable competitive advantages (Schreyogg and Kliesch-Ebel, 2007).
Capron and Anand (2007) define dynamic capabilities as "the capacity of an organization to
purposefully create, extend, or modify its resource base". Teece et al. (1997) define dynamic
capabilities as "the ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external
competencies to address rapidly changing environments". For long-term growth and survival
of the enterprise, they must be cleverly managed, or orchestrated, by a dynamically capable
management team pursuing a good strategy (Teece, 2014). What's more, dynamic capabilities
can usefully be thought of as belonging to three clusters of activities and adjustments:
identification and assessment of an opportunity (sensing); mobilization of resources to address
an opportunity and to capture value from doing so (seizing); and continued renewal of core
competencies (transforming) to deliver new customer value proposition (Teece, 2009). The
performance of corporate acquisitions has long been a topic of interest to researchers in several
disciplines, such as industrial economics, management, and ﬁnance (Zollo and Singh, 2004).
There is only few research on specific dynamic capabilities that have been identified and
studied involve merger and acquisition. Teece argues that it might be "because assets are
bundled together often tightly linked inside incumbent firms, it may be difficult to obtain assets
in the desired configurations through asset purchase or sale in mergers and acquisitions" (Teece,
2009). However, by Eizenhardt and Martin (2000), practice with homogeneous acquisitions
(i.e., those in the related markets) was positively associated with the accumulation of tacit and
explicit knowledge about how to execute acquisitions and achieve superior acquisition
performance. The higher the level of corporate scale a firm has, the more it seeks tacit
knowledge as well as codified knowledge through M&A (Yun et al., 2016). What's more,
Capron et al. argue that "entrepreneurs must acquire additional resources, which will be
„reconfigured "and „integrated "with existing resources if firms are to grow and successfully
innovate technology-based products and services" (Capron et al., 1998). Important type of
dynamic capabilities which enhances firm's potential for growth and underpin competitive
advantage are acquisition-based dynamic capabilities (Capron and Anand, 2007). In their
research, Capron and Anand (2007) suggest that acquisition-based capabilities consist of three
main capabilities which are selection, identification, and reconfiguration which are very similar
as sensing, seizing and transforming dynamic capabilities of Teece (2007). Selection (sensing)
capacity is a dynamic capability to recognize when an acquisition would be the most suitable
strategic move for gaining new resources. Identification capacity (seizing) is a dynamic
capability to find and negotiate with most suitable targets. Reconfiguration (transforming)
the capacity is about a dynamic capability to reshape resources within a target and an acquirer
(Capron and Anand, 2007). Thus, making strategically important investment choice on M&A,
dynamically capable management team need such managerial capabilities as a selection
(sensing), an identification (seizing) and a reconfigurations (transforming) as well as a reinvention and an implementation new business model (Teece, 2007). In recent year, the
business models have received increasing attention of strategy researchers. "Academic works
on business models began just a decade ago in the context of the Internet boom, where
entrepreneurs were asked to explain how their ventures would create value and how value
would be captured as profit. Indeed, the most common definition of business model is "the
logic of the firm, the way it operates, and how it creates and capture value for stakeholders"
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(Brea-Solis et al.2015, p.12). A business model embodies nothing less than the organizational
and financial „architecture "of a business (Teece, 2010). The selection/design of business
models is a key micro-foundation of dynamic capabilities - the sensing, seizing, and
reconfiguring skills that the business enterprise needs if it is to stay in synch with changing
market (Teece, 2006). From the point of view of Johnson et al. (2008) a business model consists
of four main elements, the synthesis of which delivers value: customer value proposition; profit
formula; key resources and key processes. Osterwalder and Pigneur (2009) with real 470
business practitioners from 45 countries extended number of elements and developed Business
Model Canvas with nine building blocks: customer segment, value proposition, channels,
customer relationship, revenue stream, key resources, key activities, key partners, cost structure.
Christensen et al. argue that "we must be able to describe exactly what we are buying. The best
way to do that, we've found, is to think of the target in terms of its business model" (2011, p.2).
Acquirer can buy another firm's business model, operate it separately, and use it as a platform
for transformative growth (Christensen et al., 2011). Per the authors, there is far more growth
potential in purchasing other companies' business models than in purchasing their resources
(Christensen et al., 2011). To re-invent a business model, Kim and Mauborgne (2005)
recommended to apply "four steps framework: eliminate, reduce, increase and create", namely,
to eliminate and to reduce an elements of business model thereby to eliminate and to reduce
expenses as well as increase and/or create as a new some elements of business model thereby
to increase a revenue stream and to create a new customer value proposition (Osterwalder and
Pigneur, 2009).
Design/ Methodology/ Approach
Teece argues that individual corporate histories and illuminative case studies yield powerful
insights in dynamic capabilities research. “Empirical studies are appearing that provide support
for the framework. These often take an in-depth case study approach” (Teece, 2012, p.1400).
Using the inductive case study of Samsung’s acquisition of Harman International Industries in
November of 2016, we explore the role of dynamic capabilities in a reinvention of a business
model of merging company by means of acquisition of the technologically advanced firm. This
case study of Samsung's acquisition of Harman was selected by following reasons. Firstly, the
success stories of companies of the technological domain are closely bounded to
entrepreneurial innovations (Olaniyi and Reidolf, 2015). “Innovation plays a critical role in
predicting the long-term survival of organizations, determining an organization’s success and
sustaining its global competitiveness, especially in an environment where technologies,
competitive position and customer demands can change almost overnight, and where the lifecycle of products and services are becoming shorter” (Yusr, 2016, p.1).Secondly, this empirical
literature on business models and dynamic capabilities is still at an early stage and opportunities
abound to dig deeper into the linkages between dynamic capabilities, a reinvention of business
models and long-run firm performance. "The research paradigm of dynamic capabilities is still
relatively new. Accordingly, illuminating case studies are likely to yield powerful insights"
(Teece, 2012, p.1400). The author developed two propositions in the current paper.
Proposition 1: the success of consolidative strategies (merger or acquisition) is gauged by the
degree of similarities and complementarily between dynamic capabilities of two merging
businesses. Proposition 2: business models of both acquirer's and the target's companies can
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successfully fold into the new business model by means of acquisition based dynamic
capabilities to reduce cost, to create the new revenue stream and to deliver a new value
proposition. The propositions were tested empirically by exploring an illustrative case study of
Samsung's acquisition of Harman in the end of 2016. It is an empirical illustration of the
acquisition of relevant outside knowledge, resources, and capabilities (Witt, 2016).
Findings/Results
The research has explored dynamic capabilities of selected target’s company and acquirer’s
company. Technologies of Samsung and Harman are mutually complementary, thereby
providing them with a significant market edge. This acquisition enabled Samsung to manage
the convergence of hardware, software, and data (Bhatnagar and Naidu, 2017). There were
many similarities been found among dynamic capabilities of both companies. Both companies
were successful to sense emerging market demand on connected car, to seize opportunities by
developing new advanced products, platforms, and services, keeping leading positions and get
competitive advantages. Thereby, dynamic capabilities of two companies are quite similar.
However, Samsung wasn't always successful in transformation or reconfiguring resources.
After losing more than 5 billion thanks to self-inflaming Note 7 device, the Samsung is trying
something that can well outshine the Group reputation as a leading smartphone manufactures.
However, Samsung is arriving late at a party where some of the best partners are already taken
(Lee, 2015). Put simply, Samsung was the latest technology company to enter the fray by
manufacturing electronic parts for the automotive industry. The company was making a
delayed entry into the business of supplying technology to car makers. However, "…in longer
term, Samsung is thinking that life after smartphones is electric vehicles" (Bhatnagar and Naidu,
2017, p.7). And what Samsung could do right now, with the help of Harman's well-established
market position, is to tap into the area of automotive connectivity faster than Apple, or any
other rival, and bring real innovation to this lagging but important part of car technology. To
conclude, the success of Harman's acquisition by Samsung is gouged by their strong similarities
and complementarities of their dynamic capabilities. The acquisition based dynamic
capabilities helped Samsung to reinvent the business model as follows. "The car is becoming
both a multi-functional device and service platform; this happened in the smartphone industry
10 years ago, and many incumbents fell (e.g. Nokia, RIM)" (Sherpa Technology Group, 2017,
p. 13). Thereby, Samsung sensed new customers' segments for their business: smart vehicles
that offer sophisticated embedded electronics and new key activities that should be developed:
to target and to pursue new business initiatives to cars and trucks that will also begin
communicating with each other and larger infrastructures. Samsung seized new key
(idiosyncratic) resources by having access to Harman's designers and engineers, which would
allow for more collaboration as well as to Harman's customers and to key partners' network.
Hence, Samsung reconfigured new customers' segments and channels by combining Samsung's
strengths in leading-edge displays, connectivity and processing solutions with Harman's
technology leadership and long-standing customer relationships. Thereby, Samsung
transformed their customer value proposition, providing new offerings for their current and
new customers.
Research implications/limitations
Dynamic capabilities of Samsung and Harman are compatible and allowing them to improve
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existing products and services and develop new ones by sharing engineers' experience,
advanced technologies, and broad users' bases. Therefore, propositions have been confirmed.
Besides contributing to dynamic capabilities view on competitive advantages by adding fresh
insights about successful acquisition practice in technology-enabled domains, the research core
contribution is in the emergent theoretical framework of research for a reinvention of a business
model in merger and acquisition. The conceptual model integrates dynamic capabilities and
business model perspectives in the new theoretical framework that encourage practitioners to
grasp an exact relationship between micro-foundations of each perspective. Thereby, the
conceptual model makes dynamic capabilities more visible, tangible and to some extent
measurable with a help of business model canvas. How acquisition based dynamic capabilities
support a reconfiguration of business model? There are three sets of acquisition based dynamic
capabilities are to be developed to reinvent a business model of an acquirer to achieve
competitive advantage. The first set of acquisition based dynamic capabilities (selection or
sensing) is contributing to select new key activities and new customer segments, thereby
contributing to an acquirer to shape emerging market demand and new technologies. The
second set of acquisition based dynamic capabilities (identification or seizing) is supporting an
acquirer's company to obtain new key idiosyncratic resources and to extend a partnership's
networks. The third set of acquisition based dynamic capabilities (reconfiguration or
transforming) is contributing an acquirer's company to transform new customer relationships
and promotion channels and thus, to deliver new customer value proposition. Thereby, an
acquiring company would result in a new cost structure by eliminating and reducing capital
expenditure and operating expenses, due to an economy of scope, and would generate new
revenue streams by increasing and creating new key activities (Kim & Mauborne, 2005).
That's what Samsung Group did with Harman International Industries in November of 2016.
Presented methodology is encouraging to analyze the importance of acquisition based dynamic
capabilities and their role in re-invention of business models in M&A processes. When it comes
to limitations of the research, forcedly, due to a limitation of a number of submitted pages of
abstract, the author has provided only one evidence from M&A practice in technological
domain. However, having carried out several studies on acquisition based dynamic capabilities
and re-invention of business models, namely, successful Facebook's acquisition of WhatsApp
in 2014 and Microsoft's acquisition of LinkedIn in 2016, the author found very similar
convincing empirical arguments corresponded to developed propositions. The author suggests
a further empirical testing of the presented methodology and further development of a
theoretical model.
Keywords: dynamic capabilities; business model canvas; merger and acquisition
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Abstracts
•

4.0 stage “knowledge-based services” are “quaternary.” These include research (R&D),
financial technology (“fintech”), software and systems design, cybertechnology (from
cybersecurity to cyberwarfare), artificial intelligence (digital technology or “digitech”),
robotics, biotechnology and genomics, cleantech etc.

•

Early technology clusters mutated into more diverse entities as an emergent complex of
clusters with their own and other complementary cognitive and technological potentials
forming a “cluster-platform”.

•

Such “crossover” innovation is possible because of economic growth based on
“financialization” - a pattern of accumulation in which profits accrue primarily through
financial channels rather than through trade and commodity production.

•

Open innovation is important to the cluster-platforms like Cambridge and Silicon Valley
businesses by amount and share of outsourcing firms involved. To start with the relative
weight of internationalization mechanisms, especially workforce and employment (including
skills), start-up profiles, finance and research are key.

•

The presence of transferrable “crossover” knowledge, skills and entrepreneurship occurs too
in related “digital tech” industries. In biotechnology the process of foreign acquisition has
also occurred historically and not only in ICT.

•

High-tech platform ecosystems or complexes like Silicon Valley, Cambridge and Israel do not
display strong top-down governmental modes of economic decision-making in policy or
strategy.

•

Intangible assets and data ownership management within ethical frameworks is more
important than making grants available for firms in the burgeoning “Big Data” sector in
which many new platforms house expertise in such activities as cybersecurity and big data
analytics.

•

Weak regulation of 4.0 technology technological policy innovation needs “Champions”
although they do not have to be apparently purposeless of the careless engineering and
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software programming that clearly often characterises high-tech innovation processes.
Disaster studies critiques of “tight coupling” often describe systems whose parts have
immediate and severe impact upon each other.
•

Today, the third digitech wave has been “hyperscaling”, involving Big Data “analytics”. We
are only in the foothills of Web 4.0, which arises from “evolutionary programming”. This
self-heals algorithm errors, thus managing superhuman complexity overloads and facilitates
“docile” “artificial general intelligence” (AGI) for most cognitive logistics.

•

By 2030 electric vehicles (EV) producers like Tesla will have accelerated the adoption of
renewable energy in production from its own solar and storage systems. By then it is expected
some three to five companies would dominate the EV market compared to eight hegemonic
car firms today. Of these, the dominant two or three would be digital tech firms rather than
traditional car makers.

•

Cluster platform managerial governance is often predominantly private, influenced by “tech
champions” that move in an agile, flexible and speedy way ahead of “global controllers in
corporations and government.

•

South Korea has become somewhat isolated regarding global good practice in industrial
organization despite its success in the past in succeeding in rapid industrialisation. The
Chaebol system by which industrial groups divide along sectoral boundaries, supported by an
in-house domestic banking system, managed by an extremely hierarchical and rather
bureaucratic administrative system, now seems rather outdated and lacking in forward
impetus.

•

This is related to what some experts call “thin globalisation” surpassing the “thick
globalisation” of manufacturing and “call centre” or “back-office” services that survived for a
relatively benign period. Today’s “digital empire” is an exemplar of such “thin globalisation”
in action

Keywords: Emergence of Digital, Internet of Everything, 4th industrial revolution, Cyber security,
Smart Grid.

1. Introduction: The Digital, Quaternary or 4.0 Web Economy

1.1 The “Quaternary”,

possibly more familiarly known as the “Fourth Sector” (4.0 Economy – later

we also refer to Web 4.0)

refers to “stages of growth” thinking where agriculture is “primary”,

“manufacturing” is “secondary”, routine services are “tertiary” and “knowledge-based services” are
“quaternary.” These include research (R&D), financial technology (“fintech”), software and systems
design, cybertechnology (from cybersecurity to cyberwarfare), artificial intelligence (digital technology
or “digitech”), robotics, biotechnology and genomics, cleantech etc. They are “quaternary” (fourth
sector) in their technological advancement, “kingpin” type innovativeness and highly financially
rewarding to their incumbents (entrepreneurs and stockholder employees).
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1.2 The point of this is that such industries are prodigiously profitable, are responsible, accordingly, for
the massive and increasing income polarisation in the advanced economies (and relative slowdowns in
apparently currently healthy, slightly less “quaternary” economies like South Korea) and presage – in
many prognostications about the future jobs market – catastrophic technological unemployment. So
much so that even government lower-level re-skilling apprenticeship programmes are probably
nugatory because AI and robotics will be cheaper and more efficient than humans. At present such
“quaternaries” are found in a few cities, some but not all advanced research university towns and
“clusters” or as we shall argue “cluster-platforms” and technology network-settings that integrate
crossover technological applications. These are what Schumpeter (1934) called “recombinations” or
what nowadays are understood as “recombinant” or “transversal” (also “crossover”) innovations of the
kind captured in Apple’s iPhone or, for example the recent implementation by Cisco Systems of
“routers,” the “conduits” that channel ICT around the world, with embedded “cybersecurity” algorithms
that are intended to protect ICT systems from disruptive “hacking” (Dean, 2017). These are, of course,
the places from which Schumpeter’s “creative destruction” largely emanates, otherwise expressed as
“Move fast and break things” (Taplin, 2017).

1.3 The final main section of this report, at the Conclusions, devotes attention to – space being limited
– three instances of the “quaternary” model that have the spatial power of “digital empires” in their
reach, scope and variety across large swathes of the global economy. This is in spite of their relatively
“thin” and scattered or sporadic presence in the global economic space. Rodrik’s (2011)
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argument is that being in only a few places – especially in the form of advanced, innovative “clusterplatforms” – but being massively profitable means they can service global demand through the
outsourcing and “open innovation” business models each in comparable ways espouses.

1.4 Meanwhile, those mature first to third sector economies, including developing economies are
already deindustrialised, or in the latter case, deindustrialising (the problem confronting manufacturingheavy South Korea, for example). Before long the tertiary “routine services” sector will begin to deservicise, as many indicators suggest has already begun happening in such fields as retailing (on-line
shopping and business services), some lower-order legal services, banking and accountancy, some
journalism, academic writing and other media services and so on. There will be political aspiration to
evolve those “quaternary” skills, innovations and profits from those economies that are behind in the
race to access them associated with such human de-skilling. The economies in question will tend to be
supplicants to the “quaternaries” while continuing for some, albeit, entropy-stagnating time as remnants
of the older “thick” globalisation such as manufacturing of robotised, AI- enabled heavy and light
industrial machines remains in demand. However the combination of more intensive automation and
political demands from the advanced world’s “rustbelts” will squeeze profits and locations prone to
“onshoring” of hitherto “offshored” output such as announced by Taiwanese chipset producer Foxconn
in relation to investment in the US in preference to China as a location for its massive new components
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factories supplying the likes of Apple (Frean, 2017a). We may soon know where such beneficiaries
may in future lie but they will be dependent on “quaternary” innovators located in places like Silicon
Valley, Cambridge

Table 2. ISRAEL: TOTAL INDUSTRIAL EXPORTS

2005

2015

10,634

22,517

8,755

13,868

3,364

5,521

2,620

3,008

2005-$ 25,673,

High- technology
industries
Medium- high
technology industries
Medium- low
technology industries
Low- technology
industries

2015-$ 44,914 MILLION

(UK), Israel and, for “financialisation” access to New York City and, just possibly, London. Some of
these exemplars are anatomised in section 3 of this chapter.

2.0 Emergence of Digital “Crossover” Cluster-Platforms: ICT
2.1 Many of the early claims made for clusters by Porter (1998) were that efficiencies derived from local
knowledge interaction and lowered inter-firm transaction costs. However as single clusters – such as that of
the initial ICT hardware expertise in Silicon Valley and Cambridge (UK) - mutated into more diverse entities
an emergent complex of clusters with their own and other complementary cognitive and technological
potentials formed a “cluster-platform”. This takes a specific meaning of “platform” metaphorically comprising
“boards” or “planks” that give strength to different but related elements which may be mounted upon it. This
is different from the more specialised idea of a “technology platform” such as, for example, a smartphone
Appstore. Here the variety of applications is specialised at the App-level but diversified at the device level. A
cluster-platform derives its strength from the “crossover” option to facilitate the diversification and integration
not the separation of platform content. Such crossover potentiality is now the leading and most likely source
of value-creating innovation of wide interest to global markets. Integrated mobility systems associated with
driverless vehicles, the “Internet of Things” (and/or “Everything”), remote management in farming, forestry,
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mining and energy, robotized social and healthcare and AI-enhanced clerical, linguistic, financial, legal,
administrative and retail service automation in civilian user-spheres and cyberwarfare with drones, signal
intelligence (SIGINT) and weaponisation in the military are only some of the system designs of near-future
global markets.

2.2 Cluster-platforms with digital crossover capabilities in the above are extremely scarce. In the US there is
Silicon Valley, the global cluster-platform leader, then lesser platforms such as New York, Boston and
Washington DC (Cooke, 2017). Elsewhere, the UK has Cambridge as a smaller clone of Silicon Valley but
with comparable crossover capabilities, with cyberwarfare (signals intelligence) SIGINT AI in Cheltenham
(GCHQ) and London (Turing Institute and, for genomics, the Crick Institute). Sweden has some of the civilian
Apps advances in some regional cities (notably Malmö), while Israel has pieces of all the four main
applications (ICT, systems design, biotech and cleantech) and high-level algorithm theory but especially
cyberwarfare capabilities. These are the core of global “Quaternary” 4.0 digital economy “empires”.

2.3 Three key features are crucial here. First, in high-tech it is essential that research is both world-class and
within that category, high-grade. This means the knowledge flows of cognitive raw material are at the leading
edge of problem definition and suitable teams of researchers exist in dedicated research centres capable of
solving problems early on, and preferably, first. Second, the presence of global corporations with specific
needs means that long-term preferred knowledge suppliers have access to needed financial resources that also
foster evolving research capabilities. Many Cambridge SMEs in software are quite small – up to five
employees, mainly serving a global customer or possibly two or three maximum (in Cooke & Huggins, 2003)
many micro-SMEs were, in the 2000 era, preferred suppliers to, for example, Royal Dutch Shell, Lytton
Industries and Nokia inter alia). Third, internationalisation involves not just UK global corporate clients but
foreign ones for whom the world market is highly competitive. The systems design company ARM is a case
of a Cambridge firm that started in hardware, making Acorn computers in the 1980s-1990s but was able to
access software design capital from private, local firms (e.g. Cambridge Consultants, PA Consulting) and
develop the “fabless” remote systems aspect of its targeted business. Learning from Silicon Valley’s “reduced
instruction set chip” (RISC) semiconductor architecture, ARM became expert in learning of Asian silicon
“foundries” where “fabless” designs could be realised. Flagship clients like Dell, Hewlett-Packard and Apple
later contracted to Taiwanese “foundry” suppliers. These swiftly networked to their transplants on the Chinese
mainland that then discovered the advantages of this “open innovation” model. The model aggregated
excellence at each point of the network. ARM designs were instantly transferred electronically to the systems
integrator (e.g. Mediatek of Taiwan), the logistics worked on a 98/2 schedule. This meant 98% of any chip
consignment was delivered in maximum two days for assembly. Taiwanese transplant Foxconn and others met
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“flagship” quality and reliability standards. Accordingly, Apple’s Silicon Valley neighbour and leading chip
designer-producer Intel was deemed too slow by comparison (Isaacson, 2014). Since Trump administration,
Foxconn decided to expand its new facilities “on-shore” in USA rather than China. Some experts see this as a
process of “de-globalisation”.

3.0 Financialization: the Origins of Modern Profitability
3.1 Much polarisation of wealth in advanced economies lies in the “Financialization” of market
relations (Krippner, 2005). Krippner defines “Financialization” as:
“....a pattern of accumulation in which profits accrue primarily through financial channels
rather than through trade and commodity production......’Financial’ here refers to activities
relating to the provision (or transfer) of liquid capital in expectation of future interest, dividends
or capital gains (Krippner, 2005, 174-5)
This is demonstrated methodologically by graphics in Krippner (2005) showing relative industry shares
of corporate profits in the US 1950-2001. These reveal – in contrast with employment or GDP indicators,
for manufacturing, services and Finance, Insurance and Real Estate (FIRE) categories - that corporate
profitability stagnated for services from some 2% to 3% over the fifty-year period in question. It
declined precipitously from some 50% to just 10% over the same period for manufacturing. While
corporate profits for FIRE grew from 10% to 45% from 1950 to 2001. By contrast FIRE stagnated from
4% to 7% in employment while services grew from 15% to 37% and manufacturing declined by the
exact reverse. In GDP terms manufacturing mirrored its employment decline and services grew from
8% to 25% while FIRE GDP grew from 12% to 24%. Accordingly, a small sub-segment of US
employment accounted for the dominant share of the US economy (45%) measured in corporate profits.
As Krippner (2005) indicates “financialization” was expressed in the growth of banks, brokerage houses
and finance houses which diversified explosively as they subsequently created variably disruptive
financial innovations. These, including high frequency trading (HFT), have created a kind of
“disembedding” relational work environment of dubious clarity, based on “artificial intelligence” (AI).
They have invoked greater individualism among workers while simultaneously enhancing secrecy (for
example regarding bonuses and even compensation packages) and valuing a “beggar thy neighbour”
mentality which nevertheless foments elitism, ranking and labelling colleagues, exclusionary practices,
social vilification, discrimination of various kinds and worse. Such “communities of financial practice”
are increasingly referred to as AI “ecosystems”.

3.2 Such “entrepreneurial ecosystems” form one perspective upon the relational dimension of the
microgeography of “financialization” in HFT. Frequent accusations are that HFT algorithms (i.e.
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financial software) prey upon institutional investors’ execution algorithms – that is they are responsible
for “front-running” the orders placed by the broker on the investor’s behalf. This is why Lewis (2015)
refers to HFT exchanges as “rigged markets”. A fascinating instance of the morality boundary vis à vis
the economic frontier occurs as Zelizer (2012) predicts. Thus a firm within HFT defining itself as an
“electronic market-maker” typically differentiates itself from and claims the high moral ground against
other HFT firms that are called “liquidity takers”. This means the former conceives itself as entirely
legitimate in terms of market practice while perceiving the liquidity “chasers” as “low-rent” even
though representative HFT firms in the latter category claim to operate within the law (Arnoldi, 2016).
In MacKenzie’s (2014a) in-depth interviews with samples of both firm category, the less-esteemed had
the following two characteristics: first they were libertarian in inclination, seeing the more selfesteemed “market-maker” as seeking to find a supply-demand imbalance using an algorithm to hide an
execution transaction while the “liquidity taker” tried to identify (arbitrage) the imbalance in order to
discover advantage by “algo-sniffing” i.e. searching (automatically) for the specific execution algorithm
being hidden from view. The second “low-rent” characteristic is that they are self-rated more
entrepreneurial and less concerned about conventions by which markets can be (legally) exploited,
albeit sailing close to the wind, thereby “trading in any style that looks as though it might make some
money”. The proximate context for this boundary setting behaviour, particularly the “algo-sniffing”
strategy, is the presence of exchanges or “trading venues” containing “dark pools” (see below).

3.3 To explore further, we first attend to the nature of the pipelines by which HFT microgeographies
are shaped. They not only need ultra-fast connectivity (Fig. 1) but although opaque to outsiders they
operate with “glass pipelines” to so-called “flash-traders”. When stock exchanges or Alternative (or
Automated) Trading Systems (ATS) cannot identify a willing seller for a security at the best publicly
quoted price, they flash the order to a select group of its market participants—those equipped with the
requisite high-speed technology—to seek out sellers who do not publicly display their sell price.
Accordingly, HFTs can respond instantaneously with their own order to execute in response to the
flashed order. Market participants armed with the appropriate AI algorithms thereby enabled to view
such flashed orders, can take advantage of possible price arbitrage opportunities or other financial
benefits, including fees and rebates for using different exchanges or ATSs. Already, this system caused
several big stock market scares, most notably the "Flash Crash" of 6 May 2010, in which $1 trillion was
wiped off the value of markets in the space of 10 minutes. The most dramatic such ATS event was
expressed as a sudden huge fall – and then almost as rapid a recovery – in prices, which led to a
widespread disruption of trading. Cermak (a Chicago suburb) was where the crash began, triggered by
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a set of electromagnetic signals – originally generated by an investment-management firm in Kansas
City – encoding a big sell order. As MacKenzie (2014c) describes what occurred next:
“...At Cermak, the order entered a complex electronic ecosystem of trading algorithms, which
would usually have been able to absorb it. For reasons that remain unclear, it didn’t do so on 6
May, so the shock then travelled from Cermak down the fibre-optic cables connecting it to the
data centres in New Jersey in which shares are traded, spreading chaos as they arrived”.
That network is displayed in Fig. 1 (below).

3.4 Yet, observers of these practices learned a depressing truth: a fortress of legislation protected the
stock exchanges and powerful traders (mostly banks and hedge funds) designed by lobbyists and
politicians. Immoral as these practices might seem, they were no more illegal than had been the
packaging of sub-prime mortgages into tradable securities prior to the crash of 2008-2009. What do
observers discern of the attractions of the avocation? This is sometimes known as the “Mrs. Merton
question – as in: what first attracted you to your billionaire husband?” One such, cited (tautologically)
in Smith (2014) said:
“There are two major reasons people go into HFT. The first, and probably 95% of it, is the
money. But the other is that scientists like a really hard problem, and you're trying to figure out
these very difficult intellectual problems. And validation is immediate: you find out instantly
whether you've figured it out or not, and are compensated very well when you have. That's
probably why, from a scientific perspective, there's a lot more appeal to it than your traditional
scientific research and publishing track” (Smith, 2014)
3.5 Second, as we have seen, the rise of so-called “dark pools” as modern trading venues mean order
books are not visible to those trading on them. This means there are order books other than that of the
exchange in whose data centre an order is running. Given the competitive deregulation of US exchanges,
trading of shares is spread across some sixty US trading venues. Accordingly, a change in one venue’s
order book for a particular stock usually alerts traders to the likelihood of changes in the others
(MacKenzie, 2014b). It is because of this nanosecond near-simultaneity of market movement that HFT
firms need the fastest possible communication links between data centres. This is to seek out the
execution of an order after it has been made (morally dubious at best and illegal in other gambling
spheres, like the “front-running” in George Roy Hill’s film The Sting) but before it has been fulfilled.
Currently such time economy access, which routinely would require contact between sixteen exchanges,
including NASDAQ ‘s data centre in New Jersey and that of the Chicago Futures exchange in Aurora,
Illinois, was in 2014 available to HFT traders by NASDAQ at between $7,500 to $10,000 between 100
and 190 microseconds per month. Accordingly, HFT firms need the swiftest possible communication
links between data centres. Thus an HFT program trading shares in NASDAQ’s data centre in Carteret,
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New Jersey (see Fig. 1 below), would usually need a microwave link to the CyrusOne (CONE) global
data centre’s electronic trading centre in Aurora, Illinois near Chicago. Similarly, it would need access
to the order books of the other exchanges on which the target company’s shares are traded.

3.6 So what about regulation of HFT? One related area that had been legislated against and in 2010 relegislated for is the practice of “spoofing”. This is a further case of dis-embedded microgeographic,
individualised “lone-wolf” engagement with the New Jersey entrepreneurial ecosystem with interesting
moral versus economic/market microsocial conflicts arising from changing regulatory conventions. On
21 April, 2015 the financial trader Navinder Singh Sarao was arrested in Hounslow, near London airport.
The US Department of Justice had filed an extradition order to put him on trial in Illinois after charging
him for his practice of ‘spoofing’ futures markets. This meant entering orders without genuinely
intending to buy or sell which contributed to his trading profits of about $40 million between 2010 and
2014. Part of the explanation of the criminalisation of spoofing is that regulatory attitudes to it changed
with the rise of electronic trading. Spoofing was harder to accomplish in a traditional “face-to-face”
Chicago public trading pit, where, as in a poker game, bluffing was not thought of as wrong, immoral
or illegal. Rather, if it was accomplished successfully no punishment occurred. However, as MacKenzie
(2015b) points out:
“....few markets have ever been places of untrammelled competition; they nearly always
contain at least fragments of moral order. Spoofing might have been acceptable [in a Chicago
trading pit], but if you reneged even once on a deal with another pit trader (deals were either
verbal or agreed by eye contact and hand signal, and thus not realistically enforceable in law),
you risked being informally shut out from trading by everyone else, perhaps for good. Instead
of face-to-face markets based on direct human interaction, we now have something more like
the ‘perfect markets’ of some economists’ imaginations: individualistic, atomistic, and
anonymous. Moral questions, however, have been displaced, not eliminated. There is a growing
sense that the electronic order book, precisely because it is now the heart of so many financial
markets, has to be pure. All orders must be ‘entered in good faith’; the poker player has no
place.” (MacKenzie, 2015b)
But “good faith” is a matter of intent and not easy to prove or even to identify the boundary that divides
clever dissimulation or strategy from evident bad faith, and beyond which bad faith becomes crime. As
MacKenzie (2015b) concludes: “It’s a deep and difficult issue, and calls to mind an old Marxist word:
contradiction.”

3.7 Since “dark pools” also form part of the context and content of this landscape, it is notable to record
that they have a lengthy provenance, some dating back to the 1980s. Although introduced as insurance
against “snooping” by brokers against banks, they became prominent in securities trading because they
were thought further to stimulate predatory practices by HFTs. By now the banks were accused of
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having become complicit with the process. MacKenzie (2015b) noted that in June 2014 regulator Eric
Schneiderman, attorney general of New York State, announced he was filing a securities fraud
complaint against Barclays Bank. His claim was that Barclays’ advertised that its dark pool protected
“institutional investors such as mutual funds and pension funds holding the savings of millions of
investors from the predatory HFT tactics occurring on public exchanges”. In reality, Schneiderman
alleged, there was “no protection for any ordinary investor” in Barclays’ dark pool, which was “full of
predators who were there at Barclays’ invitation”. Schneiderman was also reported to have launched
investigations of the dark pools run by Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley
and UBS.

3.8 Accordingly, dark pools are hidden deposits of enormous investments by global investment banks,
pension funds and hedge funds, also occupying parts of the “dark web”. Such dark pools are inaccessible
even to investors whose investments are directed to such destinations by their chosen financial
institution. Like pilot fish accompanying the bow-wave of the shark swimming in the ocean, the
ecosystem of broker intermediaries is large in number but small in scale. The obvious reason for “dark
pools” is privacy, but for whom? Actually it is especially for the investment banks and what Michael
Lewis (2015) describes as:
“the hidden passages and trapdoors that riddled the (stock) exchanges (meaning).....the world’s
financial markets were designed to maximize the number of collisions between ordinary
investors, and for the benefit of high-frequency traders, exchanges, Wall Street banks, and
online brokerage firms. Around these collisions an entire ecosystem had arisen” (Lewis 2015,
179).
An irony of this ecosystem is that it evolved as a low-trust zone of individualism and predatory
exploitation of tiny margins, “front-running” property, in effect, stolen from investor accounts by
penny-shaving each stock. Where these are hidden in dark pools obscured from investors, HFTs also
pay enormous up-front fees to the nine banks responsible for designing the dark pools and controlling
70% of Wall Street stock market orders (Patterson, 2012). These were, by 2011 market share: Credit
Suisse, Morgan Stanley, Bank of America, Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs, J.P. Morgan, UBS, Citi, and
Deutsche Bank. MacKenzie (2015a) notes that dark pools were initially designed to protect such largescale investors from predatory trader practices before HFTs were born. But now, the banks also have
their own HFTs, which are in competition with the rest of the ecosystem. To these can be added a variety
of hedge funds with their favoured or captive HFTs. Characteristically, HFTs are populated by
engineering and technology doctorates recruited by the “big nine” banks who subsequently move on to
found or consult for smaller HFT firms. It is estimated that in Wall Street the technical “kingpin” elite
of HFT innovators number no more than twenty-five experts, many of them Russian mathematicians.
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3.9 The unique HFT selling point is speed. Through the computerisation of stock trading by direct
orders to HFTs or through the dark pools, the first HTV to the order (the “front-runner”) wins the
business in a zero-sum game that rewards the winner. The manner in which market signals travel to and
from the now digital public and private exchanges by means of fibre-optic cables creates two new levels
of “new technology space”. These are found at two types of location, meso and micro, determined the
cost of their different geographies. These, in turn, are determined by the ecosystem imperative of
destroying historic stock exchange monopoly by the introduction of competition. Thus until the New
York Stock Exchange (NYSE) had evolved to become an electronic hybrid market, it was the main US
stock exchange. The introduction of exchange competition thereafter had spatial implications at what
can be termed the meso level based on the decentralisation of a total of 13 public markets. These are
run by the New York Stock Exchange, NASDAQ, BATS (Better Alternative Trading System) and
Direct Edge. Between the public stock exchanges and the dark pools were in 2015 nearly 60 private
exchanges, most of them in New Jersey, where an investor could buy any listed stock. Associated with
the exchanges were various infrastructural facilities such as data centres, server farms and what are
called “matching engines”. These key “colocators” match stock market bids to offers (MacKenzie,
2008).
Fig. 1. “Tron Landscape” of prominent data center hubs in New Jersey by number and location. Source:
Wholesale Data Centers Thrive in Central NJ by Rich Miller (updated by author 04/2016)
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3.10 Now the digital geography (Fig. 1) can be outlined: hence the NYSE can be accessed through
Manhattan and Newark, NJ but it has its matching engine in Mahwah NJ. IEX (the private exchange
set up by Royal Bank of Canada with speed-equalising algorithms of 350 microseconds aimed at
defeating Wall Street’s “rigged” markets, as described by Lewis (2015) has its “matching engine” in
Weehawken NJ and a “point of presence” (POP) in Secaucus, NJ. In 2015 BATS moved its stock
exchange, contracted to global “colocation services ecosystem” specialist Equinix, to its NY5 data
centre in Secaucus, NJ from its former Weehawken NJ2 data centre. Equinix now also hosts the Direct
Edge public exchange, which BATS acquired in 2014, itself moving to NY5 in Secaucus a year later.
The BATS and Direct Edge secondary data centres remain in Chicago. NASDAQ’s primary data centre
is located in Carteret, NJ and its secondary one at Ashburn VA. Its first POP was also located in Equinix’
NY4 facility in Secaucus NJ and connected by high-speed wireless to Mahwah NJ. Microwave is
marginally faster than fibre-optic cable. Other proprietary data centres in the “service ecosystem”
include the likes of British Telecom’s BTRadianz in Nutley NJ. A similar meso network links the City
of London (LSE) to competing exchanges in Docklands (BATS) and along the M4 Corridor to Basildon
(NYSE) and Slough (BATS-Chi-X Equinix) data centres.
3.11 Among NASDAQ’s recent announcements was its New Wireless Express offering from Carteret
to Aurora, Illinois near Chicago with its specialist stock exchanges. This is the simple part of the
complex story of HFT because the demand for ever-increasing millisecond speed advantages using
fibre-optic light in as near as possible to uninterrupted space led to the cabling by the Spread Networks
company of the New York to Chicago exchange system with a private fibre-optic connection. This cost
the first two hundred members to invest in the service some $14.0 million for a five year contract. At
higher than the meso to the macro-regional level this enhanced relational proximity as follows. It
enabled a trader needing to be at both places at once to reduce signal time from Carteret to Aurora and
back from some 17 milliseconds to 12. The geographic distance of the return journey is 2,300 km or
1426 miles.
3.12 This returns our narrative to the “Tron Landscape” (Rowley, 2011; Tron is a science fiction film
starring Jeff Bridges) operating at the New Jersey meso-level but with special focus at the
microgeographic scale because all HFTs want to be in the closest proximity to the public or private,
“dark pool” exchanges, venues and/or POPs. There thus grew a remarkable boom in demand for an
HFT firm’s terminal to be – in the jargon – “colocated” with or preferably “within” the exchange. This
was for the advantage gained through gaming the meso-regional light speeds connecting other public
and private exchanges. But now, with the macro-line to the Chicago exchanges, added value to “front268

run” and “rig” a further variety of markets had occurred. As hinted, one upshot was that firms demanded
colocation presences inside the exchange. The NYSE and other exchanges leased these spaces at a
substantial profit, allowing HFTs to be located nearer to the servers than their competitors. Some
demanded shorter or faster fibre-optic cable or better intra-exchange locations. Thus the economic asset
of “proximity” (which is a word that has no legal representational status) became legally and
economically acceptable if termed “colocation”. As an indication of the cost of these milliseconds,
Lewis (2015, 64) estimated BTRadianz alone paid $80 million between 2005 and 2008. This was purely
to allow HFTs to colocate their computers near to the relevant stock exchange matching engines. The
BTRadianz public relations discourse, legally more flexible, announced in 2015 the launch of “BT
Radianz Proximity Solutions” combined with “BT Radianz Ultra Access” allowing customers to have
direct market access to global stock exchanges via Spread Networks. Finally, it is worth reflecting on
these AI microgeographies. With the translocation to POPs and matching engines of proprietary servers
in New Jersey data centre racks where interacting algorithms game each other “down the (fibre optic)
wire” where are the humans? Some HFTs are in neighbouring “data sheds” like Equinix’ NY4 and
newer NY5 in Secaucus, the rest are still in New York City, specifically near Wall Street in investment
banks while smaller parts of the ecosystem can be found across the Hudson River from the
aforementioned “Digital Donut”.
4.0 From ICT to the “Internet of Everything”
4.1 We now move our case location for ICT to Cambridge (UK), as a “digitech” exemplar, where it may be
seen how for ARM (in 2016 acquired by Japan’s SoftBank) like its smaller 4G, Bluetooth and “Internet of
Everything” chip designer Cambridge Silicon Radio (CSR, in 2015 acquired by leading US communications
firm Qualcomm of San Diego) rapidly dominated the world in specific chip system design. For this both firms
managed knowledge flows in “fabless construction” of specialist “system on a chip” (SoC) technologies, e.g.
low energy designs in the case of ARM that are highly desired by smartphone firms for their low energy
capabilities in products for which short battery-life is an unsolved problem. They became so dominant that
ARM controls over 98% of global smartphone chip demand because of their quality, reliability and
innovativeness.

4.2 However, it is incumbent on us also to note some global challenges posed for the future of the Cambridge
exemplar. Foremost here are key mechanisms of internationalization such as work or employment, start-up
business activity, financing, research etc. Here, implications are raised about positive and negative effects for
both SMEs and MNCs (multinationals).

Outsourcing (“open innovation”) is also conjectured to be important

to the Cambridge businesses by amount and share of outsourcing firms involved. To start with the relative
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weight of internationalization mechanisms, especially workforce and employment (including skills), start-up
profiles, finance and research the following factors are key.

4.3 Regarding future priorities for Cambridge, Segal Quince Wicksteed (2011) noted the following key
priorities for the future. Listed first was migration. The meaning of this is skill shortages which demand inward
migration of – generally – very high skilled employees from the relevant global labour markets. This
emphasised recruitment from outside the EU because favoured graduate and doctoral skills pools are especially
valued in Asian and some other non-European countries where it is easier to major immediately in, for example,
biotechnology. In Europe most universities still adopt classical pedagogies starting with biology and botany.
Similarly, “design engineering” models of interdisciplinary team learning based on the MIT engineering
syllabus are more common in Asia than Europe (e.g. at Singapore University of Technology and Design
(SUTD); MAEER-MIT, Pune, India;

MIT Malaysia Supply Chain Management Engineering; and MIT-

SUTD-Zheijang University inter alia). Much of this places the cluster-platform in head-to-head disagreement
with the UK’s populist anti-immigration regime associated with the Brexit debâcle.

4.4 The second emphasis is placed (SQW, 2011) on the need for reform to fiscal regimes. This indicates official
recognition of need to increase volumes of early-stage investment finance (noting lack of finance has been a
recent constraint on growth in the high-tech sector) and support for research, commercialisation and innovation.
The global financial crisis dried up many sources of risk finance although low interest rates and quantitative
easing moderated this over the 2011-2016 period. Nevertheless the cluster-platform must operate in a
neoliberal climate of fiscal constraint that taxes management stamina. Already, global expansion in advanced
technologies and the prodigious amounts of investment capital required meant indigenous coffers were
insufficient for the likes of ARM (bought by SoftBank of Japan), CSR (bought by Qualcomm of US) and
Cambridge Consultants (CCL; bought 2002) by Altran (France). In the last case, CCL was enabled to engineer
a reverse-acquisition US high-tech firm Synapse (2016). The history of quarrying small technology clusters
by MNCs has usually been detrimental (e.g. Aalborg’s NORDcom cluster; Østergaard & Park, 2015).

5.0 Regulating “Digital Empires” with Interactive or Crossover Innovation: Artificial Intelligence
(AI)
5.1 In this section of the report, we propose to utilise the information so far displayed alongside some
key insights about the mechanisms that may help understanding of the differential trajectories of South
Korea in comparison with some other Asian growth economies. We shall begin with outlining some
key features of “innovation governance” in the advanced regional innovation systems listed at the end
of the previous section before comparing and contrasting such governance with what has typified or
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diverged from that emergent new “innovation governance” mode. First, we may say that high-tech
platform ecosystems or complexes like Silicon Valley, Cambridge and Israel do not display strong topdown governmental modes of economic decision-making in policy or strategy. In other words there is
seldom, if ever, a peak committee in which economic deliberations that directly affect specific platform
industries by producing detailed action-lines that favour or disfavour specific technologies. That is not
to say that in a general way, certain bundles of “cross-cutting” new technology capabilities or problems
that may indeed occur in the form of “technology pathologies” may be fashioned (these include
“hacking”, “breach of privacy”, “fake news” and “propaganda advertising”).

5.2 These may evolve as broad frameworks for alerting or sensitising “actors of consequence” of a
clearer priority of recognition by “policy champions”. A good example is “Homeland Security” which
consists of many diverse but technologically interlocking targets, problems and opportunities. In the
US as many as seventeen different information and intelligence agencies engage directly with
intelligence gathering at home and abroad. These involve mobilising “Big Data” gathering and analysis,
algorithm writing, cybersecurity, cyberwarfare, including cyberforensics, drone design and applications
and multiple kinds of tracking, verifying, intercepting and, if necessary, arresting or otherwise
preventing “technology pathologies” (e.g. “terrorists”) from threatening individual lives and
communities. Without labouring the point, such “crossover” innovation opportunities also occur, in
different combinations but including overlaps across the boundaries of “Big Platforms” such as
Biomedicine, Elderly Healthcare, Artificial Intelligence, Renewable Energy and Sustainable Mobility,
sometimes “fuzzily” designed to meet “Societal Grand Challenges”.

5.3 Such often “post-political” activity bundles are moulded by “policy champions” of various kinds.
For example, Artificial Intelligence, with its close linkages to Robotics and Nanotechnology has a few
“protean” influential champions in the US such as Ray Kurzweil, an apologist for AI for decades (Ford,
2015; Barrat, 2013). Kurzweil himself is widely seen as an attention-seeking entrepreneur and
proselytiser for only the positive implications of AI. He is influential, having his pedagogical efforts
sponsored by, amongst other Californian businesses, Google, Genentech and Cisco Systems. His
inventive effort has touched such technologies as optical character recognition, computer-generated
speech and music synthesis, all of which relate to augmentation of human senses. He was awarded
twenty doctoral degrees from the likes of Babson College, Bloomfield College, Clarkson University,
DePaul University, Hofstra University, Michigan State University, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
and Worcester Polytechnic Institute, and been honoured by US presidents Johnson, Reagan and Clinton.
Among his awards to the technological, humanities and musical communities are the following: 2000
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The Lemelson-MIT Prize. This $500,000 award is the largest in the U.S. in invention and innovation.
1999 The National Medal of Technology, the nation’s highest honor in technology. 1998 The Stevie
Wonder / SAP “Vision Award” for Product of the Year a $150,000 prize (being used by the Kurzweil
Foundation to provide scholarships to blind students), and the 2008 American Creativity Association
Lifetime Achievement Award. It can obviously be agreed that the optimist Kurzweil is widely seen as
a “crossover” innovator and an AI “champion” despite his cultist association with Silicon Valley’s
“Singularity University” (reminiscent in some ways of L. Ron Hubbard and “Scientology”) which
Kurzweil founded in 2008.

5.4 Without contemplating the “cultist” evangelizing of Kurzweil’s obsession with a fictitious fake
version of the astrophysical phenomenon of the “singularity” when even light can no longer escape
from a black hole in space, three things that follow are pertinent to our utilisation of his curriculum vita
in support of the function of “champions” as arbiters of post-political action framing. First, it is
noteworthy the extent to which Kurzweil’s innovative career expresses crossover innovativeness with
respect to: the invention of a classical music synthesizing computer involving designing computer
technologies such as machine reading to assist the disabled and to enrich the arts, including winning
awards for film production. Second, the institutional nodes with which Kurzweil’s interaction occurs
are solid entities in the worlds of academic research entrepreneurship, government and large
corporations. After long advisory roles with firms listed above, he was in 2013 appointed head of
engineering at Google. He had worked with Google's co-founder Larry Page on special projects over
several years. His executive appointment occurred as Google began assembling the largest artificial
intelligence (AI) laboratory in existence. Acquisitions involved military robotics firm Boston Dynamics,
thermostat maker Nest and cutting-edge Cambridge (UK) AI firm DeepMind. These were added to
smaller purchases of Bot & Dolly, Meka Robotics, Holomni, Redwood Robotics and Schaft, and
another AI startup, DNNresearch. It also hired Geoffrey Hinton, a British computer scientist who is
rated the world's leading expert on neural networks (Cadwallader, 2014). Finally, Kurzweil is an avid
publicist for his serious and more questionable analyses and predictions having published seven books
translated into eleven languages.

5.5 No other technology – specifically AI (with robotics [Ford, 2015] and nanotechnologies) – has
anywhere near as “protean” the influence on key decision actors ranging from DARPA to Google as
the aforementioned Ray Kurzweil but others take on relevant roles from other more sceptical viewpoints.
Three of these, cited in Barrat (2013) include I. J. Good, Eliezer Yudkowski, and Stephen Omohundro.
Good, who died at 92 in 2009, was a British expatriate mathematician and former Bletchley Park
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codebreaker colleague of Alan Turing. Good was responsible for coining the term “information
explosion” to describe the impact of AI on human intelligence when it could be anticipated. Stanley
Kubrick turned to Good as the adviser on the 1968 film 2001: A Space Odyssey. It was Jack Good with
his insights on intelligent machines, who helped create the infamous character of HAL, the AI computer
in the film. In Good’s seminal paper “Speculations concerning the first ultra-intelligent machine” he
defined this – a forerunner to “Singularity” thinking - as follows:
Let an ultra-intelligent machine be defined as a machine that can far surpass all the intellectual
activities of any man (sic) however clever. Since the design of machines is one of these
intellectual activities, an ultra-intelligent machine could design even better machines; there
would then unquestionably be an ‘intelligence explosion,’ and the intelligence of man would
be left far behind. Thus the first ultra-intelligent machine is the last invention that man need
ever make, provided that the machine is docile enough to tell us how to keep it under control.
(Good, 1965)
5.6 Accordingly, Good was a “champion” and influential at the highest governmental, academic and
corporate levels with crossover theoretical interests from Bayesian mathematics to computer
programming design and manufacturing to film consultancy. Moreover, he was careful not to take an
over-optimistic line on the controllability of AI unless - as he wrote – “docility” could be built into the
resulting technology. Other more sceptical AI “champions” who take a more practical but still
pessimistically inclined view regarding the difficulty of ensuring “docility” from future AI or “artificial
general intelligence” (AGI) as they term it, include gurus such as Eliezer Yudkowski, and Stephen
Omohundro, noted earlier and as profiled extensively in Barrat (2013). Omohundro is optimistic, but
this is based on his underlying notion that all AI is lethal because of the well-known software
engineering problem that much programming is bad work, i.e. sloppy and incompetent, as Microsoft
Word users have known for decades for its almost constant de-bugging upgrades. Bad programming is
estimated to cost the US economy $60 billion per year. This implies a vast need for “self-improving
software” a variety of “evolutionary programming” that may evolve from currently practised “machine
learning”. Article space disallows fuller explication of such potentially influential views, save to say
that Yudkowski – who invented the AI Box – a kind of Turing machine that led some players of its
“game” to believe that a “thinking engine” had been invented, insists AGI would be catastrophic for
humanity unless it is designed to be “Friendly AI”, But as Barrat (2013) observes critics argue that
progressing towards AGI is necessitated by the even greater dangers of “artificial specialised
intelligence” (ASI) falling into the hands of:
“ so many reckless and dangerous nations on the planet – North Korea and Iran for example –
and organised crime in Russia and state-sponsored criminals in China launching.....cyberattacks,
relinquishment would simply cede the future to crackpots and gangsters” (Barrat, 2013, 20001)
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5.7 Hence we see the origins of the engineer’s linear determinist thinking enlarged prodigiously and
apocalyptically. The initial “mindlessness” of contemporary incremental innovators is captured in the
following statement from Uber founder and Chief Technical Officer (CTO) Oscar Salazar who admitted:
“We are adding technology to a society without thinking about the consequences. I think
government, industry and society need to work more together, because it is going to get crazier
and crazier.” (Fairchild, C, 2017)
Here – belatedly - is recognition that as governments fail adequately to regulate technological
experiments, good champions are also hard to find when their infantile aspirations are mainly
“disruptive” (Christensen, 1997) and informed by the likes of Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg’s earlier
mission statement to “move fast and break things” (the origin of bad programming; Taplin, 2017). It
has finally dawned on the Ubernauts that, as Fairchild (2017) also notes:
“Advances in artificial intelligence and automation could mean as 50% of today’s US jobs will go
away, according to some estimates. Joined on stage by other high-profile members of the tech
community, (chair Kara) Swisher forced her panellists to defend Silicon Valley’s seeming
incapability to take responsibility for the downstream effects of its innovation. (Ibid)
Most governments and tech entrepreneurs excuse their mindlessness regarding the effects of AI
automation upon workforces by stressing the importance of retooling and reskilling the workforce for
tech jobs in the future. As engineers, in the main, they completely fail to see the paradox that they are
responsible for the future absence of positions that it will be futile to train anyone for (Streeck, 2016).
We shall return to this conundrum of engineering’s linear model of non-reflective obtuseness later, but
for the moment we cite Frey & Osborne’s (2013) estimate of 64 million US jobs (47% of the total)
having the potential to be automated within “perhaps a decade or two” (Frey & Osborne, 2013).
5.8 In UK government reports show digital industries are having a strong impact on employment across
the UK and creating highly paid job opportunities, accounting for 1.56 million jobs. It reports the UK’s
digital Gross Value Added as £87 billion and says the UK’s digital technology industries are growing
32 per cent faster by turnover than the national average of the rest of the economy. But the UK
Government’s Science & Technology Committee report on “Big Data: the Dilemma” (2016) warns that
existing data is nowhere near fully exploited – companies are analysing just 12% of their data, and if
'data-phobe' businesses made good use of their data they could increase UK productivity by 3%. The
Government can also do more to make its databases 'open' and to share them with businesses, and across
Government departments to improve and develop new public services.
6.0 The Emergence of Some Cluster-Platform Biotechnology Firms in Cambridge
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6.1 In biotechnology the process of foreign acquisition has occurred historically not only in ICT.
Comparably, Cambridge Antibody Technologies was founded in Cambridge as a spin-out from the UK
Medical Research Council’s Molecular Microbiology Research Centre (MMRC) in 1989. Cambridge
Antibody Technologies (CAT) was a biotechnology company. Its core focus was on antibody
therapeutics, primarily using phage display and ribosome display technology. It discovered the
successful treatment Humira. CAT was acquired by UK/Swedish corporation AstraZeneca for £702m
in 2006. AstraZeneca subsequently acquired US biotech firm MedImmune which it combined with
CAT to form a global biologics division called MedImmune. CAT was often described as the 'jewel in
the crown' of the British biotechnology industry and during the latter years of its existence was the
subject of frequent acquisition speculation. In the case of adalimumab (Humira), the process started in
1993, when BASF Pharma commissioned CAT to make a TNF neutralizing human antibody, using the
newly described phage display technology. Within 2 years, the lead compound that became adalimumab
(Humira) had been identified and the drug candidate passed onto a new journey. The expertise of many
hundreds of professionals steered the candidate drug through pre-clinical and clinical testing,
manufacturing, regulatory affairs, approval and marketing. The smaller companies involved at the
outset were swallowed up into larger organizations. Many thousands of patients participated in clinical
trials leading to the approval of this drug in 2002.

6.2 More recently Cambridge has been responsible for producing companies such as Astex
Pharmaceuticals, Chroma Therapeutics and Funxional Therapeutics. This combined with world leading
companies such as AstraZeneca and Gilead has ensured that Cambridge has remained one of the world's
leading biotech clusters. In 2016 AstraZeneca moved its HQ to Cambridge from London. Cambridge
Biomedical Campus currently employs over 7000 industry professionals. Spin outs from Cambridge
University are supported by the University of Cambridge Enterprise agency which provides seed capital,
consultancy and IP advice. Spin outs in Cambridge have also been well supported by a number of
venture capital firms and biotechnology incubators. Venture capital companies such as ET Capital,
Total Medical Ventures and IQ Capital partners are located in the cluster. Cambridge has a long and
highly successful history in angel investments. Cambridge Angels is a group of investors who typically
invest £50,000 to £500,000 in early stage ventures such as Phico Therapeutics and Oval Medical.
Cambridge Angels have invested over £20m in over 40 companies in a variety of technology areas
including biotechnology.

6.3 Cambridge Science Park, established in 1969, has traditionally been home to spin out companies
and has also seen a number of global pharmaceutical companies set up operations in the park. Amgen,
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Genzyme, Mundipharma and Takeda are nestled alongside small innovative companies such as Sentinal
Oncology, Novus Biologicals and Celldex. This park is just one of the many business parks that
surround Cambridge, with Granta Park also highly prominent within the life sciences sector hosting
companies like F-Star, Bicycle Therapeutics, Kymab, Vernalis, Gilead Sciences, MedImmune and
Pfizer Regenerative Medicine. It also houses One Nucleus, the organisation established to tie together
the various aspects of the cluster. One Nucleus is a typical 4.0 Economy public-private governance
mechanism. It is a not-for profit membership organisation which aims to maximise the global
competitiveness of its members.

6.4 It recently expanded to include the London Biotechnology Network (LBN) which has significantly
boosted business-to-business interactions and elevated the cluster to a global level. One Nucleus now
has over 500 members in fields such as pharma, biotech and medical devices. One Nucleus runs events
and provides networking opportunities for it members. Of these, the Genesis conference attracts a global
audience. One Nucleus is fundamentally a public representational agency (membership organisation),
a first stop for any information seeker, networker or entrepreneur to be able to access signposts or other
indications of what associational services the Cambridge biotechnology cluster offers. The Cambridge
Network has had a similar history, but with more of a private-sector flavour in the past, with its origins
in the early years of the ICT cluster trajectory. Organisations like, for example the Babraham
Bioincubator will have membership of One Nucleus and events, services and opportunities that it offers
to incubatee start-ups and so on, will be available from One Nucleus. But for specific commercial,
entrepreneurial or innovation requirements of candidate occupants of Babraham or other bioincubators
or science and technology parks customers will primarily receive their expertise requirements directly
from the incubator. This also includes making successful networking and learning relationships with
domestic and foreign membership associations like nearby Stevenage Bioscience Catalyst (SBC) which
is the UK’s first “open innovation” biomedical catalyst and, for example, BioVentureHub,
AstraZeneca’s bioincubator initiative in Gothenburg. Here, One Nucleus identifies business incubation
models from which members can learn and various members potentially apply new and interesting
practices.

6.5 One Nucleus organises an annual promotional event ON Helix, which focuses on Translational
Research, and compliments their more industry-focused annual event called Genesis. One Nucleus is a
not-for-profit organisation, which has its largest footprint of members in the Cambridge and London
“corridor”.

Cambridge is known globally as a centre for research excellence. This has drawn the

attention of global pharmaceutical companies and innovative biotechs. In order to maximise this
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potential The Cambridge cluster is part of the Health Axis Europe (HAE). HAE links three key
European clusters: Cambridge (UK), Leuven (Belgium) and Heidelberg (Germany). The combined
expertise of these clusters focuses on the development of regenerative medicine including stem cells,
medical electronics, nanotechnology, personalized medicine and cancer research. Alongside One
Nucleus and HAE the 2015 launch of the UK Golden Triangle (London, Cambridge, Oxford)
Partnership will allow for the UK biotech clusters to work closely and ultimately compete and
collaborate with other leading global biotech clusters. The aim of the partnership is to develop
international biopartnering and investment activities

7.0 Recent Important Events in Internationalisation of Systems and Software Design firms
7.1 Operating from China, a small “Asian tiger” economy like Taiwan has been associated not just with
“global production chains and networks” but emergent “global innovation networks”. This occurred
through the aspects of the global value chain for ICT that they dominate – as with flat screen technology
– now colonised by Korea’s giants Samsung and LG and “chipsets” for which Taiwan’s Mediatek has
been a leader. Judicious national innovation system (NIS) actors like the innovation agency ITRI have
been key intermediaries between Taiwanese suppliers and global corporations, even facilitating FDI
acquisitions (e.g. from IBM) amongst other actions. Such firms systems-integrate knowledge emanating
overwhelmingly from Cambridge (UK) software and systems design firms – so-called “fabless” design
requiring no domestic “chip” or semiconductor manufacturing in-house. Even a putative leader in such
systems design, Apple’s neighbour in Silicon Valley, Intel buys its “fab” designs from ARM (Advanced
RISC Microprocessors) while the latter outsources the fabrication (“fab”) to a specialized manufacturer
called a semiconductor “foundry”.

7.2 Such foundries are typically, but not exclusively, located in China and Taiwan. One of ARM’s
attractions to its 2016 acquirer, Japan’s SoftBank, is that it has evolved the design of low energy chips
that are crucial in computers, tablets and smartphones that suffer short-life battery capacity. SoftBank’s
attraction for ARM is limitless research investment for next generation designs (e.g. “Internet-of
Things”). ARM thus followed its neighbour Cambridge Silicon Radio (CSR), a specialist Bluetooth
chip designer (“Internet-of-Everything” and automated vehicles, especially) into foreign ownership in
2015, on this occasion acquired by Qualcomm, the San Diego mobile communication company. In
passing, other recent Cambridge acquisition targets have included Datanomic, a leading provider of
customer risk and compliance data screening acquired in 2011 by Oracle for just $80 million. Then,
later that year data-mining software flagship Autonomy was purchased for $10 billion by Hewlett
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Packard (HP) and seen as an indicator of HP’s then policy of seeking to develop as a software and
systems services firm. In 2016 UK firm MicroFocus of Newbury; Berkshire in the M4 corridor then
acquired the enterprise software assets the former Autonomy, now called Hewlett Packard Enterprise
in an $8 billion-plus deal. Other South East UK knowledge businesses recently acquired by US buyers
have included artificial intelligence firm DeepMind, acquired by Google for $600 million, Tweetdeck
a customer data analyst for $40 million by Twitter and SwiftKey a keyboard software designer bought
by Microsoft for $250 million. The “knowledge flow” conveyor belts inter-connecting these
agglomeration platforms are a notable feature of contemporary globalisation.

7.3 Such foreign direct investment (FDI) processes have accelerated since the UK decision to leave the
EU (BREXIT), the 20% decline in the value of UK currency on global markets and the “de-globalisation”
trends in US ICT companies such as Apple. Thus Apple decided recently to bring in-house contracts
that were hitherto won by UK Imagination Technologies, whose, multimedia, communications and
general purpose processor IP cores affect the lives of billions of people. Shareholder approval was
gained in October 2017 for a £550 million acquisition by China-backed US private equity fund Canyon
Bridge Capital Partners. This follows other digital technology acquisitions such as ARM and CSR as
discussed in earlier sections (5.1 – 5.7) and even more recently 2017’s Chinese acquisition by Hytera
of telecoms designer Sepura and current pursuit of chipmaker Telit (Ralph, 2017). Meanwhile Chinese
mega-business Huawei has been adding significantly (16.5billion in 2016) to China’s portfolio of Israeli
digital technology firms like Toga Networks, HexaTier and IronSource.

8.0 Cybersecurity: From Firewalls to Cyberwarfare
8.1 It is clear from the earlier narrative (para 5.8 above) that the role of the public sector is completely
different from the role of subsidiser and enterprise support agency in the UK space economy of today.
Intangible assets and data ownership management within ethical frameworks is much more important
than making grants available for firms in the burgeoning “Big Data” sector in which many new
Cambridge and other UK locations now house expertise in such activities as cybersecurity and big data
analytics. Thus the kind of Cambridge Phenomenon evolution of public policy for digital-tech firms is
shown in the following. It may be more directly partnership with the Defence Department than the
Economy Department in the age of the digital tech entrepreneur. Senor & Singer (2009) showed Israel
had more venture capital investment per person than anywhere in the world and the largest number of
NASDAQ-listed companies (63) after the US and China. So, in 2010, the Israeli Army (Israel Defence
Force, IDF) signals intelligence (SIGINT) Unit 8200 alumni decided formally to offer their expertise
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to other young Israeli entrepreneurs. The result was the 8200 entrepreneurship and innovation support
programme (EISP), a five-month high-tech incubator in which Unit 8200 alumni volunteer to mentor
early-stage startups. Between 2010 and 2013, 22 received funding totalling $21m (£13.5m) and employ
200 people, joining the 230,000 employees of Israel's 5,000 tech companies that earn $25bn a year – a
quarter of Israel's total exports. This can be judged, on a scaled measurement, as a remarkable
achievement, which has become a model for cybersecurity entrepreneurial ecosystems, now including
corporate technology investors. All the main elements for generative growth are present: collaborative
institutional and pioneering enterprise pursuit of social value, cohesion and solidarity that is driven, not
foremost by profit, but collective citizen security. As a model of enterprise ecosystem practice, it is
already influential.
8.2 Accordingly, in the UK, budding GCHQ spies may become entrepreneurs by exploiting GCHQ
“Big Data” intellectual property (IPRs) for Cybersecurity applications or “Apps”. The scheme is based
on the UK’s “Teach First” programme success whereby selected bright graduates work in challenging
schools for two years on the promise of a commercial job if they leave teaching. To further this, the
UK’s Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) set up 11 university cyber-research centres
& 2 virtual-research institutes. In 2014 its first cryptography “app” was released under National Cyber
Security Strategy designed for firms and the public sector to combat cyber attacks (e.g. N. Korea).
Today, it is often overlooked how much innovation originates at public initiative (as “collective” or
“demand-driven” innovation). Historically, the public sector has had traditional conventions and rules
against exploiting taxpayer funds for risk-investments. But where funding is strategic (and enormous)
as in defence and healthcare, this risk-fear is lower. With the threat of Islamist-inspired jihadi terrorism
at home and abroad, the strongest source for public innovation today is from spying. As we note below,
this means Big Surveillance Data for Cybersecurity, especially as evolved over time in Unit 8200, NSA
& GCHQ. Derived from the “dark web” skills obtained over decades by SIGINT that USA, UK and
Israeli exporters of cyber security products find in demand, are the following. They include algorithms
designed to protect companies, banks, governments and – since 9/11, 7/7, Madrid, Mumbai, Paris,
Brussels and Nice – citizens far away from the Middle East war zones -- from the growing “dark web”
of hackers, fraudsters, snoopers and terrorists.
9.0 Recent Events in the Silicon Valley and Cambridge Smart Grid and Cleantech Clusters
9.1 Directing the focus first on Silicon Valley and California, a 2014 analysis by Collaborative
Economics shows:
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•

Including Santa Clara, San Mateo, San Francisco and Alameda counties, smart grid
investment in 2012 and 2013 through July was $254.8 million. Of that, nearly two thirds
($160.8 million) occurred in companies in Santa Clara and San Mateo counties alone,

•

Over the same period, the greater Silicon Valley (including San Francisco and Alameda)
accounted for 29 percent of total national investment in smart grid companies,

•

There was continued growth in the smart grid sector from 1995 to 2011 — between 1995
and 2011, smart grid employment more than doubled. “smart grid-related” job count at nearly
17,800, up from 12,560 in 2009, more than double the number of jobs back in 1995. In
contrast, total regional employment was only 7 percent above 1995 levels in 2011,

•

There was a high level of investment in smart grid companies in 2013. Investment in smart
grid companies in Silicon Valley was more than $250 million, more than the next three states
combined,

•

Together, the findings also show that because of the high concentration of smart grid jobs in
Silicon Valley there is a positive spillover economic impact because of the exporting of goods
and services from the sector.

9.2 It can be concluded from this that green technology benefits as a platform of innovation from
proximity to ICT and software/systems expertise in neighbouring input industries and it also sells its
outputs to a whole ecosystem of green product and process users – notably smart grid users. These, of
course, include the construction, utilities, petrochemicals and agro-food industries such as are found in
Flanders. A recent survey done by the State of California, entitled “California’s Green Economy i” that
surveyed 51,100 businesses in the state and got responses from 15,200 (a 30% participation rate) reports
total green jobs estimate of 432,840 for the state. This accounts for 3.4 percent of California’s total
employment for the (May 2009 – January 2010) survey period. Of the total green jobs in the State,
employers reported that 263,222 worked at least half of the time on green activities. Major green
industries with a significant presence in the state are: Solar, Wind, Biofuels, Smart Grid, Energy Storage,
Fuel Cells, Hydro, Geothermal, Green Building, Energy Efficiency, Sustainability and Electric Cars.

9.3 Moving to the Cambridge cluster-platform involving ICT-Digital-Systems-BiotechnologyCleantech (a smaller combination of same activities as Silicon Valley and Israel), in 2014 Cambridge
celebrated the opening of a business incubation centre set to bolster the social enterprise and cleantech
clusters. The Future Business Centre hosts a new wave of entrepreneurs finding profit generating
solutions to social and environmental issues and testing new business models. The Centre opened its
doors in 2014 after securing final funding at the end of 2013. Awarded BREEAM (UK green energy
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approval) standard for environmental design excellence, the centre showcases local energy efficient
technologies as it establishes itself as the UK’s hub for ambitious organisations that want to create
positive social and environmental impact.
9.4 As an indication of the manner Cambridge Cleantech operates internationally, the following
Business Weekly: Cambridge Business, Innovation & Technology Newsletter is instructive.
“.....Clean technology companies from across the Cambridge region and the UK have just
returned from a major and successful trade mission to China and Hong Kong. The mission,
which was led by Cambridge Cleantech as the official UKTrade International approved
organiser of the British Pavilion at the trade fair event, included 15 companies exhibiting at and
attending the largest building technologies convention in China with 3,000 attendees. The event
took place in Beijing over three days and was organised by the Chinese Government’s Housing
and Urban Development Department.”
9.5 Cambridge CleanTech (CCT) has well over 300 members as of 2016. The organisation provides a
range of services, from access to finance to contract opportunities for members, and coaching for startup companies. In the forthcoming two years CCT’s plan includes helping member companies to grow
to be international scale competitors, and then further explore the international agenda. CCT has signed
a Memorandum of Understanding with an equivalent membership organisation in China. Inward
investment to Cambridge also occurs. As an example, Solar Cloth Co. a UK start-up with £1 million in
crowdfunding began making solar cloth to generate energy from yacht sails after the America’s Cup
race was staged in Valencia in Spain. CCT persuaded the firm to move from Valencia to Cambridge
and actually set up and use its services. Why? Mainly because there is a huge educational benefit being
located in Cambridge, with the University, and the environment and the cluster which meant it made
commercial sense.

10.0 Precision Agriculture and Smart Farming
10.1 Smart Farming represents the application of modern Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) into agriculture, leading to what can be called a Third Green Revolution. Following
the plant breeding and genetics revolutions, this Third Green Revolution is taking over the agricultural
world based upon the combined application of ICT solutions such as precision equipment, the Internet
of Things (IoT), sensors and actuators, geo-positioning systems, Big Data, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs, drones), robotics, etc. Smart Farming has a real potential to deliver a more productive and
sustainable agricultural production, based on a more precise and resource-efficient approach. However,
while in the USA possibly up to 80% of farmers use some kind of SFT, in Europe it is no more than
24%.
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10.2 From the farmer’s point of view, Smart Farming should provide the farmer with added value in
the form of better decision making or more efficient exploitation operations and management. In this
sense, smart farming is strongly related, to three interconnected technology fields addressed by the
UK’s Smart EU-AKIS Network:
•

Management Information Systems: Planned systems for collecting, processing,
storing, and disseminating data in the form needed to carry out a farm’s operations
and functions.

•

Precision Agriculture: Management of spatial and temporal variability to improve
economic returns following the use of inputs and reduce environmental impact. It
includes Decision Support Systems (DSS) for whole farm management with the goal
of optimizing returns on inputs while preserving resources, enabled by the
widespread use of GPS, GNSS, aerial images by drones and the latest generation of
hyperspectral images provided by Sentinel satellites, allowing the creation of maps of
the spatial variability of as many variables as can be measured (e.g. crop yield, terrain
features/topography, organic matter content, moisture levels, nitrogen levels, etc).

•

Agricultural automation and robotics: The process of applying robotics, automatic
control and artificial intelligence techniques at all levels of agricultural production,
including farmbots and farmdrones.

10.3 Smart Farming applications do not target only large, conventional farming exploitations, but could
also be new levers to boost other common or growing trends in agricultural exploitations, such as family
farming (small or complex spaces, specific cultures and/or cattle, preservation of high quality or
particular varieties,…), organic farming, and enhance a very respected and transparent farming
according to European consumer, society and market consciousness. Smart Farming can also provide
great benefits in terms of environmental issues, for example, through more efficient use of water, or
optimisation of treatments and inputs.

10.4 Precision Farming, Agricultural Automation, and Information combine whereby seed is
automatically sown in varying intensities according to GPS field data on variability in soil humidity
and fertility, held in the laptop in the farmer’s tractor cab, makes for enhanced efficiency and
effectiveness in this increasingly high-tech farming model (Pedersen & Pedersen, 2006). By 2017 such
management systems are available as algorithms for seeding by driverless (automated) tractors.
Innovative information may lead the farmer to diversify from food production to fuel production by
sowing bioenergy feedstocks. Prospectively, farmer co-operation would enable incumbents to
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undertake local, small-scale biorefining. SugarGrass, an innovation by IBERS a firm spinout from
University of Wales, Aberystwyth, is fermentable for extracting the juice that becomes ethanol to be
used on farm or sold. But the dried remnants can also be used either as fodder or as feedstock for yet
another bioenergy variant, biomass power station burning. A bio-revolution, also involving not only
biofuels but bio-composites is occurring while being researched and experimentally produced among
groups of entrepreneurial farmers linked to Wales universities. Mercedes cars use hemp-based
insulation material of the kind being produced by an eight-farm group in Snowdonia and ‘Future
Farmers of Wales,’ a 140-strong association of younger farmers willing to diversify into biofuels,
functional foods and cosmeceuticals is thriving.

10.5 Hence, these “crossovers” derive from key interactions in the emergence of a biocomposites,
biofuels and related agro-biotechnology platform of inter-connected and emergent clusters in north
Wales, while in the same north Wales region the photovoltaics cluster, also the networks of
photovoltaics producers throughout Wales. In this emergent and relatively sub-regional innovation
system are clearly found a number of key organizations. Thus EU Convergence Funding plays a role in
a project whereby a number of farms experiment with hemp as a biocomposite of the kind utilised by
automotive firms as insulation in car body panels. Partnership with the University’s Biocomposites
Centre is a means by which knowledge generated in the Centre is exploited commercially. However,
also important to the crossover network is Madryn, an intermediary firm that takes on a combination of
‘knowledge aggregator’ and ‘entrepreneurship accelerator’. It works closely with, on the one hand an
association of farmers seeking to diversify into agro-bio and sustainable product development and
marketing while, on the other, engaging in serial entrepreneurship itself and entrepreneurship
acceleration among other businesses. These range from firms producing ‘green cosmeceuticals’ (herbal
cosmetics) to functional foods and locally-grown culinary oils enriched with, for example Omega 3.This
constitutes a further transition niche emerging in an area related to biofuels. Photovoltaics produce solar
thermal energy as in other leading proponent regions like California and Israel.
11.0 On Some Regulatory Governance Issues of Digital Culture (Robotics)
11.1 Open innovation has been argued to have initiated a phase of global industry organisation referred
to as “Globalisation 2.0”; Cooke, 2005). Thereafter, we may notice that instead of mainly manufacturing
production flows that instigated Globalisation 2.0, it was superseded by the outsourcing of knowledge
by knowledge-intensive businesses to expert “fulcrum” or “pivotal” intermediary firms orchestrating
production organisation abroad. Swiftly, recipient sub-contractors and cascades of lower order, but
sometimes gigantic firms (e.g. Foxconn), moved up learning curves to meet “flagship” host customers
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(Apple, Google, Microsoft, Amazon) suppliers, marking Globalisation 3.0 and Economy 3.0
temporarily. But Foxconn and other chip assemblers have reduced headcounts by moving swiftly into
automated assembly using AI robotics instead (as well as de-globalising to the US). Thus the Digital
Age means greater and greater digital organisation of knowledge flows and threatens the needs of
globalisation 2.0 and 3.0 for human labour with its replacement by AI and Robotics in Quaternary
Economy-Industry Era 4.0.
11.2 It is estimated that some 47% of human job tasks will be redundant in two decades (Frey & Osborne,
2013). Even though some firms (e.g. Siemens; Lea, 2017) profess to see how “robots can add thousands
of jobs” to replace the loss of hundreds of thousands of manufacturing jobs (295,000 for UK), the UK’s
“Industry 4.0 Tsar” gives no date for the anticipated 175,000 new jobs, what the costs of the inevitable
retraining are likely to be, who will pay them and whether necessary skills can actually be taught to
presently low-skill workers. This speed of change from Industry 2.0 to 4.0 is shown to have occurred
very quickly by Evans & Forth (2015). Their report can usefully be summarised to re-introduce our
notion of the “Quaternary”, which – it will be recalled - is shorthand for the “fourth” (4.0) or
“knowledge intensive” sectoral evolution of the economy superseding the first (agricultural), second
(manufacturing) and third (routine services) sectors. For Evans & Forth (2015) we are already in the
“third wave” of the disruptive “digital economy”. Thus in the first wave (dot.com era) traditional
products and services could be “disintermediated” and value chains “deconstructed”. Instead of using a
broker in his expensive office with excessive overheads, the consumer could go online to access Charles
Schwab to place her investment advice. The authors cite the shifting nature of competition by
referencing the Encarta (a multimedia encyclopaedia) “disruption”:
“Microsoft gave away Encarta on CDs to promote sales of PCs and incidentally destroyed the
business model of the venerable Encyclopaedia Britannica” (Evans & Forth, 2015, 4)
11.3 The second wave or Web 2.0 was premised on the realisation that many Fordist “economies of
scale” businesses were less innovative, efficient and competitive than “economies of scope,” often small
and medium-sized businesses (SMEs). Economies of learning often characterised these newer firms
and some met scale issues by collaboration (Apple and Google “apps” ecosystems) or co-operation
(Linux, Wikipedia). As Evans & Forth (2015, 4) put it: “...Facebook transformed marketing by turning
a billion ‘friends’ into advertisers, merchandisers and customers” or in other words McLuhan’s
“medium is the message” became the “customer is content” (Cooke, 2012). Finally, for now, the third
wave is “hyperscaling”, involving Big Data “analytics”. We are only in the foothills of Web 4.0, which
arises from “evolutionary programming”, which self-heals algorithm errors, thus managing superhuman
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complexity overloads and facilitates “docile” “artificial general intelligence” (AGI) for most cognitive
logistics. Thus in Web 3.0, Amazon first “disintermediated” and cheapened the services of booksellers
to create custom. Next, it curated its reviewer community, extracting its behaviour patterns “gaze” or
“eyeballs” then used collaborative algorithm filtering to “nudge” customers with further purchasing
recommendations. As a seller, it massively increased its sales volume (e-books) and the variety span of
its offer (household goods, food, films and cars). It also scaled up its data-centres and evolved the skills
to transform these into a hugely profitable “cloud computing” service (Amazon Web Services). These
are emulated by competitors (Google, Apple, Microsoft) as well as sold to them (Netflix) with the
Amazon host accompanied by three profit centres; shop, logistics and data services.
11.4 But this was just the beginning of the Quaternary’s knowledge intensive services. Universal
sensors (50 billion by 2020) and universal connectivity (9 billion smartphones) form a Venn diagram
triangulated with data run by software algorithms that undertake increasingly “deep learning” to
facilitate artificial intelligence (AI). FB and Google alone have 6 billion social network sites (Frean,
2017b). These extract the monitoring patterns from the “noisily” complex big data sets that give
innovative insights to the knowledge “scraping” undertakers of the digital economy. These include
services like the “Internet of Things” and, next, the “Internet of Everything” including the AI to supply
the digital infrastructures for robotics, new materials and their Advanced General Intelligence (AGI) to
close the digital ecosystem and, in effect, secure global domination.
11.5 With most cultural experts having earlier condemned “analogue” representation as redundant, here
come Evans & Forth (2015, 10) again:
“The world becomes self-describing and self-interpreting. At its outer limit the digital map
becomes the world itself. The world and our picture of the world are becoming the same thing:
an immense self-referential document. We are living in Jorge Luis Borges’ map.”
This is “immensely” less scary than it seems: indeed it is an exercise in the higher self-confusion and
engineering ludicrousness. Think, for example, of its GoogleMaps. A recent business opportunity has
been identified using this app to show that peoples’ windows need cleaning or their frames need painting.
Perhaps there is a slate loose on the roof or the chimney stack needs pointing. But will the app itself do
the needed repair or cleaning and painting work the owner has been alerted to? No, a roofer, painter,
pointer or cleaner will be required to action the alert. Accordingly, the picture of the roof or the window
and the real roof or window may be self-describing and even self-interpreting but to clean or repair
them demand purposive action. Robotic drones using sensors connected to GoogleMaps are, of course,
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the answer. But as I write, no such self-interpreting “handybot” yet exists (but see Cox, 2017 on the
HOUZZ app; also Bridge, 2017).
11.6 Nevertheless, moving to the more white-collar occupations from the bluer, if the owner of the
house in need of repair were in a cognate field to that of the present writer, such as journalism, he or
she might well have cause for anxiety. Consider the following two pieces of US baseball journalism:
“Things looked bleak for the Angels when they trailed by two runs in the ninth inning, but Los
Angeles recovered thanks to a key single from Vladimir Guerrero to pull out a 7-6 victory over
the Boston Red Sox at Fenway Park on Sunday...When it comes to honoring Nick Adenhart,
and what happened in Anaheim....yes, it was my biggest hit....”
— New York Times, 7th March, 2015
“The University of Michigan baseball team used a four-run fifth inning to salvage the final
game in its three-game weekend series with Iowa, winning 7-5 on Saturday afternoon (April
24)”
— New York Times, 7th March, 2015
By now, having already been quoted in a book first published in 2015 (Ford, 2015) and online by Eudes
(2014), it is no doubt routine knowledge that the second report was written by a journalist while the
first author is a company founded in 2010 as Narrative Science Inc. whose “Quill” AI software wrote
the article. Notice the “human touch” reference to Nick Adenhart who fans would know died in a car
crash six months earlier. The business website Forbes also uses Quill to write up company and earnings
forecasts and American sports network BTN uses Quill to write match reports, as we have seen. The
world’s largest news organisation, Associated Press, gets its computers to write finance stories, using
software called Wordsmith and the same software also writes sports reports for Yahoo, and real estate
copy for Homesnap. So should journalists be anxious about their future?
“I don’t think we’re going to see huge numbers of journalists lose their jobs because of this, but
I think that what we’re more likely to see is fewer journalists may be hired in the future” (Ford,
2015)
Probably, because complex investigations, analysis of issues and reporting live from a breaking-story
scene remain areas involving jobs that robots are thought - by journalists to be unable to do.
12.0 Smart Grid, Electric Vehicles and Pilotless Planes
12.1 We notice green technology also benefits as a platform of innovation from proximity to ICT
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Getting a Handle on Green Jobs in US,
2011

Fig. 3. Distribution of Green Jobs in USA, 2011
and software/systems expertise in neighbouring input industries like electric vehicles (EV). Moreover,
it also sells its outputs to a whole ecosystem of green product and process users – notably smart grid
infrastructure users (including EVs). These, of course, include the construction, utilities, mobility,
petrochemicals and agro-food industries.14.2 A recent survey done by the State of California, entitled
“California’s Green Economy” that surveyed 51,100 businesses in the state and got responses from
15,200 (a 30% participation rate) reports total green jobs estimate of 432,840 for the state. This accounts
for 3.4 percent of California’s total employment for the (May 2009 – January 2010) survey period. Of
the total green jobs in the State, employers reported that 263,222 worked at least half of the time on
green activities. Major green industries with a significant presence in the state are: Solar, Wind, Biofuels,
Smart Grid, Energy Storage, Fuel Cells, Hydro, Geothermal, Green Building, Energy Efficiency,
Sustainability, Electric Cars (For US Comparison; Fig. 3).
12.2 The top ten occupations for green jobs in California by the number of green jobs in each occupation
are: Carpenters involved in green activities filled 46,150 jobs; followed by hazardous materials removal
and remediation workers at 43,470 jobs; 43,110 people were employed in green, sustainable or organic
agriculture; there were 40,350 assemblers working in green manufacturing; 36,060 recycling centre
operators; 24,750 electricians worked in green sector jobs; there were 23,000 plumbers, pipefitters, and
steamfitters working in green economy related jobs; 21,670 architects (excluding landscape) worked in
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green economy related positions; 20,340 industrial production managers found employment in green
sector areas; and 19,330 construction managers worked on green projects.

12.3 We now turn for a report on the rise of the globally fastest EV company, Tesla, its strengths and
weaknesses. First, Tesla now has the highest capital value of any US car firm. All its models are EVs,
the newest being the Tesla Mark 3. Second, Tesla has 46% of the US EV market. Third experts predict
Tesla will be profitable in Spring 2018. But, negatively, the company has failed to reach its launch
target once again, this time for the mass-market Mark 3. The company is burning cash at a worsening
rate (2017 - $1.4 billion). Third the Trump administration is threatening the $7,500 subsidy for EV
purchase in the US. Nevertheless, as Fig. 4. makes clear, Tesla outperforms all rivals in the US market
overall.

12.4 Tesla has always been slow to enter its new models on to the US and other markets but the
expectation is that with the achievement of profitability in 2020 Tesla’s autonomous driving systems
would gain purchase through to 2030. By then, Tesla would accelerate the adoption of renewable energy
in production from its own solar and storage systems. By then it is expected
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Fig. 4. Share of EV Sales in United States (Jan-Jun 2017)
Source: Moody’s Bloomberg
some three to five companies would dominate the EV market compared to eight hegemonic car firms today.
Of these, the dominant two or three would be digital tech firms rather than traditional car makers.

12.5 Pilotless Planes Pilotless passenger aircraft could save the industry, and airline passengers, $35bn (£27bn)
a year, according to investment bank UBS. However, there are a number of issues to deal with before pilotfree travel is possible, from negotiating with pilot unions to convincing regulators. Our Q&A talks you through
some of the concerns. The use of commercial and military drones shows the technology for pilotless plane
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travel exists and is in regular use. The most common type of passenger aircraft in the world, which is planes
made by Boeing and Airbus, rely heavily on computers that do much of the pilots’ work. This form of flight
is known as “fly by wire”. Meanwhile, auto-landing as well as conventional auto-pilots have been in place for
decades. Control towers at airports are likely to become a thing of the past.

12.6 But security is an obvious concern which could be mitigated by having teams of pilots on the ground –
similar to military drone pilots – who can take over at the first sign of trouble. Another problem concerns
unruly passengers and who decides to land the plane in an emergency situation? Would this power be conferred
to senior cabin crew and if so, how would they command the plane to execute and emergency landing and how
would they communicate with air traffic control? Global computer hacking attacks also raise legitimate
concerns about the vulnerability of pilotless aircraft to such criminality. So far, cars have proven to be
susceptible targets. In 2015, hackers demonstrated they could take control of a Jeep over the internet and crash
it. Unquestionably, automated aircraft would be at risk of cyber-attacks. This means pilotless commercial
planes, unlike Evs, are well over the future horizon.

13.0 Precision Medicine
13.1. The idea of precision medicine is relatively new but holds great promise, some of the potential
advantages of precision medicine are as follows:
13.2 Efficiency of Care: Precision medicine makes decisions based on individual specific factors that
affect their health. Today decision making regarding treatments is on the shoulders of the patients, as
even doctors do not know any better how one kind of treatment will affect a particular individual and
their condition. With precision medicine providers can cater customized treatment methodology for
each of their patients improving the chances of cure.
13.3. Preventive Care: When the genetic screening process collects enough samples, the results can
be used to diagnose genetically caused diseases and even prevent diseases by understanding the genetic
risk of an individual rather than reacting to an illness. The presence or absence of some gene can cause
diseases, studying these different genes can help in protecting us from these diseases.
13.4. Limit Cost:Targeted treatment on the basis of genetic mapping can reduce cost of care with a
more informed treatment decisions and has a greater chance of being effective. The cost will be
potentially lower with the focus on preventive care rather than treatment of disease.
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13.5 Population Health: Studying genetic pattern in a population as a whole, and as sections, can help
in identifying causes for particular diseases and develop treatment. Genetic study of sections of a
population can predict likelihood of diseases and early detection. The advantages listed above looks
simple enough. These are fields already identified and destined to be addressed by other programs and
ideas, but the effect precision medicine can have on healthcare is intense and far reaching. But, the
sceptics who are not convinced with this plan point out that it has the following drawbacks.
13.6 Infrastructure Requirements: Precision medicine has the potential to deep impact healthcare,
but for that it requires massive infrastructure investments and time to implement. To implement
precision medicine fundamental changes must be made to infrastructure and mechanism of data
collection, storage and sharing. The federal fund earmarked for the development of precision medicine
will not cover the requirement and the question of who will have to spend the rest of the fund (state or
federal government, providers/patients or payers) is unclear.
13.7. Legal Problems: For the precision medicine to reach epitome efficiency, a lot of genomic data
must be collected from a significant number of people from population representing each segmentation.
If and when such a massive data is collected it is legally unclear who own the data. Government do not
own the data, FDA has blocked individuals from accessing their own genetic information from
companies. The problem here is that whoever owns the data will be responsible for it and it could be
expensive.
13.8. Relevance of the Information: According to the Obama administration plan, data from 1 million
volunteers will be collected for genomic research. The possibility of ‘missing out’ on certain sections
of the population or inadequate samples of certain disorder or even over representation of some other
type of disorder is highly likely.
13.9. Healthcare Cost: Ideally precision medicine can eliminate repeated efforts, readmission and help
take preventive measures against disease, ergo stopping the hemorrhage of funds in healthcare. But to
reach this stage, it requires massive investment in infrastructure for collecting, storing and sharing of
information and also security infrastructure to protect the data and other add-on expenses could prove
to be a burden. Precision medicine is basically using new technologies and techniques to sort and
identify the reasons for health and illness to treat, and prevent illness and to promote health. It holds
great hopes but is weighed down by drawbacks. The promise it holds are too great for these drawbacks
to hold it back long, healthcare providers, government and IT professionals should work together to
develop a solution to overcome these short term disadvantages.
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14.0 Benign System “Self-Organisation”: Cambridge Innovation Advocacy without a “Global
Controller”
14.1 In Cambridge the “soft infrastructure” of entrepreneurship and innovation marketing support has
the following intermediaries active at one or other time assisting the ICT, biotech, software and systems
and cleantech sectors. The Cambridge Network, which links together members and provides services
for academic entrepreneurship. St. John’s Innovation Centre incubation environment accelerated the
growth of ambitious innovative start-up businesses. Cambridge Science Park, established in 1970 was
the new setting on which the ICT cluster began to grow rapidly. There were some 39 new companies
from 1960 to 1969. In the 1970s, 137 were formed. By 1990, there were 100 per year. These initiatives
are now supported by knowledge-intensive intermediaries such as ideaSpace, which is a community of
people in Cambridge starting high impact new ventures. Hence ideaSpace members are creating new
business models (Kirk, Cotton & Rees, 2016).

14.2 What we might term examples of “Soft Infrastructure, Soft Power” includes institutions like
Cambridge Enterprise which helps Cambridge University students and academics to commercialise
innovative ideas by establishing a business. In the field of biotechnology, One Nucleus is a not-for profit
Biotechnology membership organisation which aims to maximise the global competitiveness of its
members. Supporting this is Cambridge Biotechnology Campus, which houses 7,000 professionals and
scientists. Of significance also is The Wellcome Genome Campus is home to some of the world’s
foremost institutes and organisations in genomics (Sanger Institute) and computational biology at
Hinxton Tech Park. This facility is a long-established and highly valued support infrastructure also for
biotechnology - Babraham Biosciences Incubator & Research Campus. A newer are a of cluster
ecosystem evolution involves clean technology, represented by Cambridge CleanTech. This is also a
member organisation for cleantech start-ups and evolved firms, replicating the “associational” or
collaborative mode of start-up industry organisation. Bestriding this associational infrastructure are
cluster-platform “champions”, notably Hermann Hauser, co-founder of Acorn with Christopher Curry,
who was part of a Cambridge II initiative. Hauser’s venture capital company Amadeus (with funding
from the likes of software transplant Microsoft) was a leading actor in helping start-up companies.
Thereafter, in collaborative efforts to access support for growth in Cambridge, which by 2017 had
grown to the status of a city-regional mayoralty consolidated as the Cambridge-Peterborough, built
partly on the growth insights of the past partnership among Alec Broers

(Vice-Chancellor of

Cambridge University), spatial planner Marcial Echenique (Cambridge University School of
Architecture and a transport planning specialist and David Cleevely (Analysys telecom consultant
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founder) who, collectively, decided to assist the – subsequently successful - attempt to develop
Cambridge’s high-tech future.

14.3 This marked the evolution of “Cambridge Phenomenon 2”, (SQW, 2011) which in 1997-8 looked at
various issues such as land use, transport systems and telephony. The aim was to seek to accommodate growth
through new Science Park development to link the university and industry. The university saw need for
seedcorn finance and participated in seed capital funds, including the Quantum Fund, and Cambridge Research
and Innovation Ltd. Entrepreneurs also became venture capitalists:

Amadeus Capital (Hermann Hauser);

Merlin Ventures, a biotechnology fund (Chris Evans founded Chiroscience) and the Gateway Fund founded
by local financier Nigel Brown. Thus the “champions” were able to envision how future growth rests on
continued acquisition of research funding, understood as the key knowledge core of – especially – ICT and
biotechnology innovation excellence. A future key is the identification of flexible research funding that furthers
and fosters “knowledge at interfaces” (“crossover”) types of interdisciplinary research profile to evolve along
multiple inter-dependent research pathways. Departure by the UK from the European Union presages major
uncertainty about Science and Technology “framework funding” as represented by the EU’s Horizon 2020
research programming. This has meant a novel financing development bolstering research at Cambridge
University has occurred as follows.

14.4 Because of UK (and EU) financial weakness, so-called “quantitative easing” more commonly known as
“printing money” is practised by the Bank of England (and in the Eurozone, the European Central Bank). In
the UK the Bank of England currently buys bonds issued by some universities, including Cambridge.

The

largest university bond was a £350 million issue from Cambridge in 2012 with a maturity date of 2052. Such
bonds are sold to finance university research and teaching – deemed officially to make a material contribution
to the UK economy. Accordingly, the Bank of England now also

Fig. 2: University Venture Funds
________________________________
Country
Magnitude
___________________________________
UK
$5 billion
US
$4.5 billion
China
$2 billion
France
$1.1 billion
Japan
$0.6 billion
_________________________________
Source: KAUST Innovation Fund (2016)
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has a contributory role in funding long-term Cambridge University research (Wilson, 2016). As a final and
recent indication of the financing prowess of the UK’s leading seats of academic entrepreneurship in the
country’s changing circumstances, the following is indicative. A comparison of University venture funds
shows the UK at the global top of the league (Fig. 2). Within the KAUST (King Abdullah University of Science
& Technology of Saudi Arabia) University Venture Fund data for the UK, Cambridge Innovation Capital (a
private fund) was a key investor in intellectual property, raising £75 million. From 2011 to 2016 University of
Cambridge Enterprise (public knowledge transfer office of the university) administered deals involving 11
companies that were sold or stock exchange listed with a combined value of £1.3 billion. These spinouts own
their own IP and were incubated in the university with regular peer-review of progress before coming to market.
As hinted earlier, much of this initial investment capital comes from the Gulf and Asia (Frean, 2016).

14.5 Many of the implications of the global financial crisis, and some or all these listed key priorities, will as
already noted, be affected by the UK exit from the EU with its negative and positive effects upon the clusterplatform. Thus access to high skilled migrant labour from the EU is directly affected by migration policy from
the UK state. It is less a driver of negative effects than non-EU technological talent recruitment which, as we
saw, is seen as often more modern in its curriculum than EU labour. Thus labour shortages may in different
ways occur to EU and non-EU talent recruitment. As SQW (2011) say, the cluster:
“...must recruit workers they need, recognising a particular shortage of top quality management
and marketing skills but also the imperative to attract internationally excellent professionals from all
spheres” (SQW, 2011, vi).
This means EU-start-ups, management and research leaders may continue to be sought while non-EU trained
medical diagnosticians and analysts or technologists in medical and ICT fields will remain in demand. Finance
will remain an imperative if high-tech growth occurs while the UK’s declining currency makes acquisitions
from abroad more likely and attractive. Finally, although Cambridge foreign acquisitions still occur as noted
with Cambridge Consultants Ltd’s (CCL) acquisition of US firm Synapse, but such acquisitions became 20%
dearer directly after the Brexit plebiscite (with assets 20% cheaper to outsiders). Until then this was part of
CCL’s strategy to evolve a track record of creating high-value organisations built around disruptive technology,
an exemplar of “thin” globalisation. Thus four of Cambridge's $15 billion capitalisation firms - Cambridge
Silicon Radio (CSR), Xaar, Vectura and Domino Printing Sciences - were among those spun off by CCL.
Other spin-offs include Alphamosaic and Inca, who were subsequently acquired by Broadcom for $123m and
Japan’s Dainippon Screen for $60m. With the expansion of its US presence, CCL would also be bringing its
venturing activity to the extensively “financialized” US capital markets. Now there is greater uncertainty about
basic and applied research funding that hitherto came to Cambridge research from programmes such as
Horizon 2020. The UK government has given some reassurance that substitution of such funding will occur
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short-term, but the final arrangement awaits the results of Brexit negotiations. By contrast as shown, long-term
uncertainty is in part insured against by the issuing of Cambridge University bonds that are currently available
for purchase by the UK central bank’s quantitative easing policy, as long as it lasts. With inflation on the rise
in 2017 monetary policy will remain constrained and interest rates straining but likely to be kept at historic
lows during the UK’s “resilience-free” economic era, likely to last ten years or more since the 2007-8 global
financial crisis.

14.6 So, to return to South Korea’s current evolutionary arrest in its upward growth trajectory, South Korea is
like an island, surrounded by sea and cut-off from the land-mass immediately to its north by an extremely
hostile political power in North Korea, aided somewhat reluctantly in its political posture of local and global
aggression by its globally prodigious geopolitical ally, China. Not surprisingly, South Korea, while globally
competitive in consumer goods markets is quite locked-in to a manufacturing paradigm. It has become
somewhat isolated regarding global good practice in industrial organization despite its success in the past in
succeeding in rapid industrialisation. The Chaebol system by which industrial groups divide along sectoral
boundaries, supported by an in-house domestic banking system, managed by an extremely hierarchical and
rather bureaucratic administrative system, now seems rather outdated and lacking in forward impetus.

14.7 The problems of “cronyism” towards the disgraced former South Korean leader Park Geun-Hye with
claims of enormous gifts to Presidential charitable interests and worse are testimony to the weakening of the
traditional elite system of industry management. The scandal of the burning battery was one caused ultimately
by a mentality that favoured “closed innovation” in a world that had generally become happier with market
transactions involving “open innovation”. The in-house supplier chosen by Samsung was not expert in battery
technology but SDI won the in-house supplier contract anyway. SDI stands for Samsung Digital Imaging
which is actually an optoelectronics (or photonics) subsidiary of Samsung spun-off from Samsung
Optoelectronics in 2009. The Burning battery in the Galaxy 7 smartphone cost Samsung some $5billion in
2016-7. Half the faulty batteries were produced by SDI while the other half were produced by affiliate Amperex
Technology without fault. In a different field of Samsung operations where global networks with other major
corporates are pronounced, Samsung Biologics is jointly owned by Samsung Electronics Co. and Samsung
Everland Inc. each owning a 40 percent stake in the venture, with Samsung C&T Corp. and Durham, North
Carolina-based Quintiles each holding 10 percent. Samsung Biologics will contract-make medicines
comprising living cells. Samsung Group plans to expand into producing copies of biologics including Rituxan
leukaemia and lymphoma treatments sold by Roche AG and Biogen Idec Inc. of Boston, MA. The Samsung
Medical Centre is South Korea’s leading clinic. However, it transpired in 2015 that the national outbreak of a
mutated form of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) or (Middle Eastern IRS) originated in the
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Samsung Medical Centre. These, in different ways point to a worrying degree of “corporate overreach” by
South Korea’s leading conglomerate. In October 2017 Samsung Electronics announced the replacement by a
new generation: Kinam Kim to head the Device Solutions (DS) Division, Hyunsuk Kim the Consumer
Electronics (CE) Division, and Dongjin Koh the IT & Mobile Communications (IM) Division.

15.0 Governance of Digital 4.0 Economies and their Distinctive Types
15.1 This report has so far briefly anatomised forms of developmental history and has advanced an
argument developed by Rodrik (2011) that the prime developmental “mover” in economic development
today is the possession and enhancement of fourth sector, “knowledge intensive,” Quaternary industries.
These, as can be shown are prodigiously profitable (see Fig. 3 below), cause unheard of social
polarisation based on economic inequality and threaten – from the combination of key Quaternaries like
robotics and artificial intelligence (AI) - massive future job-loss in routine and medium service subsectors and the remnants, in the West, of manufacturing employment. What we have not yet had chance
to interpret are the implications of this for globalisation. Further reading of Rodrik (2004) is suggested
but basically three things follow from the two combined sub-forces: first, even developing countries
like China, South Korea and Vietnam are deindustrialising and, as Kuznetsian growth economics
predicts, wage inequality increases where growing dependence on services employment occurs and
productivity is affected. Ideally, second, deindustrialising developing economies should strive to grow
their Quaternary economic activities, but this requires huge investments in human capital, which South
Korea, for example realises. Third, “thin globalisation” follows the rise of slow growing services (less
translocated than manufacturing), is dominated by high-trust, complex business models that are difficult
to replicate, exemplars of which are accordingly few on the ground and are extremely dominant as highgrowth, high profitability, economic drivers.

15.2 Because space is limited, only three different types of “digital empire” can be adumbrated, but
they are harbingers of highly likely to be disruptive global economic futures. The first of such digital
empires, defined in terms of its global technological (especially, but not only, social media) dominance
is Silicon Valley. Such “neophyte-places” and their subaltern outliers (e.g. Seattle for Boeing, Microsoft
and Amazon) and other high-tech platform ecosystems or complexes like Cambridge (with London
nearby) and Israel (not only Tel Aviv but also Haifa and Be’er Sheva) do not display strong top-down
governmental modes of economic decision-making in policy or strategy. In other words there is seldom
(possibly only Israel) a peak committee for economic day-to-day deliberations. Nor do such directly
affect specific platform industries by producing detailed action-lines that favour or disfavour particular
technologies. That is not to say that in a general way, certain bundles of “cross-cutting” new technology
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capabilities or problems that may indeed occur in the form of “technology pathologies” may be
fashioned. These may evolve as broad frameworks for alerting or sensitising “actors of consequence”
of a clearer political priority.

Military conquest is a direct or indirect aim of many of these

technologies, some including settlement of territory. Cultural assimilation to US constitutional norms
occurs as with imposition elsewhere of free speech, privacy and “carrier versus publisher” rules. These
are particularly exploited with negative implications for citizen privacy, data appropriation and
community security by Facebook, Google and other social media “imperialists”. That political
subjugation and economic exploitation go hand-in-hand with the psychology of exclusion, also entailing
racial discrimination, occur under such digital empire regimes is observed periodically.

15.3 As discussed, a crossover test-case is “Homeland Security” which consists of many diverse but
technologically interlocking targets, problems and opportunities. These involve mobilising “Big Data”
gathering and analysis, algorithm writing, cybersecurity, cyberwarfare, including cyberforensics, drone
design and applications with multiple kinds of tracking, verifying, intercepting and, if necessary,
arresting or otherwise preventing “technology pathologies” from threatening individual lives and
communities. Without labouring the point, such “crossover” innovation opportunities also occur, in
different combinations but including overlaps across the boundaries of “Big Platforms” such as
Biomedicine, Elderly Healthcare, Artificial Intelligence, Renewable Energy and Sustainable Mobility,
sometimes “fuzzily” designed to meet “Societal Grand Challenges”. So, while Silicon Valley rests on
venture capital, the venture capital rests upon crossover innovation. This yields great profitability for
billions of service users but has seriously disruptive effects on established media and communication
markets for reasons discussed above (Taplin, 2017).

15.4 The second type of digital empire, also centred in but spreading tentacles globally based on superpower interests anywhere, is closely interactive with the foregoing. Here, we refer to the headquarters
of the world’s only political superpower, Washington D.C. In 2013, the US Special Operations
Command (SOCOM) had special operations forces (SOFs) in 134 countries, where they were either
involved in combat, special missions, or advising and training foreign forces. According to
professionally accepted definition, the US was then at war in six countries: Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan,
Somalia, Syria and Yemen (Intriligator and Bilmes, 2013). But the UK and Israel – as Washington
“digital empire” subalterns have been either comparably complicit in US wars of the kind noted above,
or in the case of Israel have fought innumerable war-like incursions if not actual wars since the founding
of the state. So these subaltern urban empires have their own military-industrial cyber-complexes
feeding in knowledge-intensive research and mathematical logic that produces the artificial intelligence
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algorithms as exemplars of their prodigiously profitable “Quaternaries”. Accordingly, in terms of our
definition of imperialism both military conquest and varying degrees of “settlement” in the forms of
camps, fortresses and actual towns and villages are pronounced. Cultural assimilation along what might
be termed “neo-Confucian” norms of social obedience are evidenced alongside political subjugation,
economic exploitation and egregious racial discrimination.

15.5 Finally, in Fig. 5, we come to the home of arguably the greatest urban power centre whose
hegemony rules global “financialization” practice. In the preceding analysis of “the Quaternary” we
have stressed the importance of using the economic indicator of

US Quaternaries Profitability 1947/90---2008/2015

Fig. 5. Profitability of Selected US Quaternaries 1947-2015
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis

“profitability” to trace the appropriate economic growth magnitudes. Orthodox economists tend to
eschew this indicator but Fig 3. shows US and other Quaternary profitability over the long run; the
“financialization” graphic shows how the US economy became so, a crucial factor in which was
financial innovation – from “junk bonds” to “sliced-and-diced” mortgage-based bonds – emanating
from New York City. The other graphics show the “power-law” upward curves of stock market
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valuations for leading biotechnology and social media (Silicon Valley “empire”; Google separated from
its parent, Alphabet).

16.0 Conclusions on “Digital Empires” Today: the “Quaternary” and “Thin Globalisation”
16.1 First of all, the leading digital empire today is the global hegemon, the US and its military cybercomplex orchestrated from Washington DC, supported and sustained by its many subaltern power
centres, and territorialised, if not terrorised, by continuous war or warlike “incursions”. These bear
witness to the longevity of the imperialising imperative. It is nevertheless noteworthy in reflecting on
the contemporary “drivers” of the Web 4.0 era how limited are their locational origins compared to their
global knowledge flow control and scale of operations reach. They remind observers they have some
of the global-local control, power and influence of the Roman Empire. Because of its client-state model
of governance, however, that historic empire was actually a model of “thin globalisation” that survived
for a relatively historic period. It was undermined by over-reaching its sustainable limits despite various
transformations and declined accordingly with successive defeats by competitors. Today’s “digital
empire” is an exemplar of such “thin globalisation” in action (Rodrik, 2011).

16.2 Thus the second feature worth remembering about “digital empires” is that they change
significantly over time, as we saw in discussing Web 4.0. Much of this report was devoted to
reflections upon the rise of the “Quaternary” economy and its implications for many diverse sociocultural and politico-economic effects, for example, “globalisation.” One of these is its currently
postulated “thinning” as the fourth sector of “knowledge-intensive” technologies emerges from few
points on the globe but already exercising prodigious power and influence over vast swathes of the
planetary population. This does not mean that the earlier “thickening” of globalisation has gone away,
rather that in being largely manufacturing based – as classically in the global textile industry, the global
automotive industry (e.g. South Korea) and subsequently the nascent semiconductor fabrication
economy (South Korea, again) – it lost relevant profitability, and as the secondary sector gave way to
the lower orders of the tertiary sector, it meant wages, productivity and profitability were squeezed (Fig.
6). This is, even now, beginning to act as the impulse for former Newly Industrialised Countries to
“jump the rails” from basic manufacturing to join the old manufacturing rustbelts. This heralds the
contest for “Quaternary” talent and its “entrepreneurial
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Fig. 6. Overall Comparative GDP in Selected Asian Economies 1980-2017

ecosystems” of crossover “recombinant” innovation as expressed canonically across the scattered
urbanities of Silicon Valley, Cambridge UK and Israel where the cyber-economy is currently “decentred”.

16.3 Finally, the third implication of the prodigious profitability outgrowths of the Quaternary is that it
poses serious anxiety for observers, if not yet policy-executors of democratic governments. These now
house the data centres, server farms, cyber-capitals, fibre-optic tunnels, automated trading systems,
gene parks, robotic valleys (Sweden’s Robotdalen was only the first of these) and algorithm houses of
wherever artificial intelligence (AI) resides, awaiting the “singularity” when the Turing Test
acknowledging the triumph of artificial general intelligence (AGI) over human is confirmed. We have
cited the most definitive analysis of the effects of this tsunami on the employed populations of the world
(Frey & Osborne, 2013). It bears repeating that they predict 47% of job-loss in, for example, the US
economy occasioning some sixty million net employment
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Rank

City

Score

1 (2)

New York City

1.000

2 (12)

Singapore

0.976

3 (3)

London

0.966

13 (-)

Washington DC

0.760*

(1)

(Silicon Valley)

(1.000)

Fig. 7. Leading Corporately Connected Cities; Source: Therborn, 2017 (Table 7).
NB 1 Washington indicator “capitalist openness“. NB 2 Bracketed scores from
TNW (2017)

terminations. It can be argued that New York is less dominant than London and this may be so measured
by span of financial markets controlled (e.g. currency markets like the Eurodollar have been historically
more important than in New York but this may be threatened by Brexit). within ten to twenty years. As
we noted, observers of “decadence,” from conservative cultural history like Barzun (2000) to liberalradicals like Jameson (1996) and more recently Streeck (2016) see this as being historically more
important than in New York but this may be threatened by Brexit) within ten to twenty years. As we
noted, observers of “decadence,” from conservative cultural history like Barzun (2000) to liberalradicals like Jameson (1996) and more recently Streeck (2016) see this as presaging a collapse in the
capitalist economic order as impactful on its host communities as Jared Diamond (2005) saw on overexploited places as different as Greenland and Easter Island collapse historically.

16.4 Referring to the handful of “digital empires” on the global scene - Singapore is sometimes seen as
an important global centre, with some localised “imperial” pretensions in relation to electronics FDI in
south-east Asia (offshored to Malaysia, Thailand, India and the Philippines) and more significantly
regarding “financialization” (Perry, 2017). But in regard to innovation and the orchestration of global
innovation networks our three selected “empires” are the technology, military strategy and
“financialization” kingpins. We may briefly turn to Therborn’s (2017) city power indices in support of
this contention (Fig. 7). This is inadequate because it ranks city power by “corporate connectedness” so
administrative capitals suffer; meanwhile it is city-focused and non-primate cities (like Silicon Valley)
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suffer. Contrariwise the ‘global connectedness’ indicator on Technology “ecosystems” measuring
corporate funding, market reach, global connectedness, technical talent, startup experience, resource
attraction, corporate involvement, founder ambition and strategy (TNW, 2017) Interestingly, Tel Aviv
scores 6 on the TNW ranking and Seattle enters the rankings at 10, though Cambridge (UK) does not
feature.
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